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CHAPTERR ONE 

REPRESENTATIONALL 'REALITIES' 

©© Purnaka L. de Suva 

Warr is, for most people, the big exception, it is generally accepted that the deliberate taking of 
humann life is, more than any other action, utterly wrong. Insofar as there is amoral consensus 
withinn our culture [Western], and beyond it, its most deep-rooted feature is the recognition of 
thee wrongness of killing another human being. When it comes to the killing of thousands and 
evenn millions of people in war, however, this is widely accepted as a necessary and inevitable 
partt of our [human] way of life. There are perhaps not many people to be found who actually 
gloryy in slaughter; deaths in war, even enemy deaths [more often than not], are normally 
acknowledgedd as a tragic loss. Nevertheless, for most people it is beyond question that nations 
havee to pursue their interests or defend themselves by war if necessary, with the recognition 
thatt this will normally involve killing on a massive scale. Those who perpetrate the killing will 
bee treated by their fellow countrymen [sic] not as moral outcasts but as heroes (Norman 
1995:1). . 

Thee research undertaken here is the culmination of'lived fieldwork' in Sri Lanka and South India (1977-

1989).. This is followed by a number of years of theoretical reflection and analysis in The Netherlands (1989-

1996),, Sweden (1996-1998) and Northern Ireland (1998-2000). in combination with additional fieldwork in 

thee United Kingdom. France. Thailand, The Netherlands and Sri Lanka (1991-2000). This study is therefore, 

ann experimental attempt to describe and explain, through voices of experience, and trom an insider's in-

betweenbetween perspectives, exigencies and 'realities' of political violence - as understood and acted upon by 

nationalistt Tamil paramilitaries - that unavoidably involve dimensions of ethics, killing and war. 

II  use the term puramilitary/ies in this text, to refer to members of politico-military organisations, 

whichh are organised like a military force but not part of the (regular or irregular) armed services of a sovereign 

nation-state.. In contexts like Sri Lanka and Northern Ireland such paramilitary groups (e.g. Liberation Tigers 

off  Tamil Eelam' and the Provisional Irish Republican Army) are pitted against (or have been in the case of the 

11 Interestingly enough the word Eelam in Tamil is a reference to Ceylon. However in its contemporary post-
Indo-Srii  Lanka Peace Accord usage (post-1987) it refers to an independent, sovereign and exclusively Tamil 
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PIRA)) the combined armed services o f the two respective governments - in line with a separatist and/or 

nationalistt (or Republican) ideology. Particularly in the context of Sri Lanka and in light of the recent scale o f 

warfare,, I prefer the term paramilitary/ies to more commonly used terms by scholars (as well as journalists). 

Forr example, 'mil itant' - which refers to "a person prepared to take aggressive action in support o f a cause" 

(Oxfordd Dictionary); and 'guerril la' - which refers to "a person who takes part in guerrilla warfare, and 

fightingg and harassment by small groups acting independently" (Ibid). The other term in common usage is o f 

coursee 'terrorist' - which refers to "a person who uses violence and intimidation, especially for political 

purposes"" (Ibid). The term 'terrorist' is also unsuitable, given that it is used, more often than not. as a label 

(withh negative connotations) for propaganda purposes, and can easily refer to the actions o f both paramilitary 

groupss and the (regular and irregular) armed forces o f a sovereign nation-state. This phenomenon is 

documentedd the world over by human rights organisations like Amnesty International and Human Rights 

Watch.. 1 make special reference here to irregular units of the armed services o f sovereign nation-states. An 

indicatingg o f the prevalence o f extra-judicial operations - often with impunity- (in the relatively recent-past) o f 

deathdeath stunids which are. more often than not. secretly linked to military units belonging to the state, in 

countriess like the fol lowing, to name but a few cases across the globe.*-

ss El Salvador - during the rule o f the extreme right-wing political party, the Alianza Repitblicana 

statee o f Eelam. that Tamil separatist-nationalist paramilitaries from the LTTE and their supporters (at times 
referredd to as Eelamists) want to establish in the north and east Sri Lanka. The LTTE's conceptualisation o f 
"'Thamil"'Thamil Eclam" (Tamil Eel am) is by definition chauvinist. While the LTTE continues to maintain its zero-sum 
separatistt stance, other erstwhile 'Eelamists' from rival paramilitary groups have softened their hard-line 
positionn in order to pursue more federalist options of coexistence vis-a-vis the hegemonic (majority) Sinhalese 
sociall formation or ethnic group. In exchange, the government o f Sri Lanka has made a commitment to 
devolvee powers and resources, which is in the process o f being factored into an amended constitution, along 
withh a contentious negotiations process o f " jaw-jaw, war-war" being mediated by the government of Norway. 

-- For more details refer to the annual reports o f Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch (1980s and 

1990s),, and more particularly, Amnesty International (1984, 1994), Bronkhorst (1995), Human Rights Watch 

(1995)) and Forrest (1996). 
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Nacionalistaa or ARENA led by Roberto D'Aubusson in particular, which had direct ties to death squads 

andd the American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA); 

.. Guatemala - during the ' low intensity' civil war where native Indians in particular were indiscriminately 

targeted,, in a campaign against the left-wing Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca (URNG), 

whichh was supported by successive American administrations; 

.. Haiti - during the decades long tyrannical reign of Francois 'Papa Doc' and Jean-Claude 'Baby Doc' 

Duvalier.. and their infamous group o f armed thugs, the Tontons Mucoutc milit ia; 

.. Honduras - during 1980 and 1984 under the rule o f American-backed right-wing governments, in 

particularr the kidnapping, torture and secret executions carried out by the special military intelligence unit 

knownn as Battalion 3-16; 

.. Rwanda - at the time o f the genocide o f Tutsis and Hutu members o f the opposition - by the fearsome 

Inicrhannv^Inicrhannv^ extremist Hutu militia, authorised 'vigilante' gangs of Hutus loyal to the late President 

Juvenall Habvarimana, who was himself Hutu, and their supporters, during the rule of the now deposed 

Hutu-centricc regime headed by the Mouvement National Rwandais pour Ie Développement or M N R D ; 

.. South Africa - during the decades long Apartheid era under the aegis o f the now impotent National Party 

andd the Afrikaner bloc, where political opponents were even targeted and assassinated transnational^'; and 

.. Sri Lanka - particularly during the United National Party or UNP regimes led by Junius Richard ("JR") 

Jayawardenaa and Ranasinghe Premadasa, through government-affiliated or covertly sanctioned death 

squadss such as Black Cats, Green Tigers, Yellow Cats, PRRA (People's Revolutionary Red Army) and 

RDFF (Rapid Deployment Force). 

Inn this chapter. I introduce political violence and its cultural constructions, and provide an outline o f its 

contextuall backdrop and perspective, and discuss (briefly) the term 'confl ict ' . I also underscore my preference 

JJ fnicrhumwc in Kinyarwanda means, literally, 'the group that acts together'. 
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tbrr a poststructuralist (albeit eclectic) line of argumentation in this text. Thereafter. I elaborate on the notion o f 

"thee text" a la Paul Ricoeur and highlight its implications for bah reader and author (in contrast to the opinions 

heldd by certain other poststructuralists. such as Gilles Deleuze and the deconstructionist, Jaques Derrida). That 

is.. without excluding the possibility of circumstantial and intersubjective representations o f dialogue and of 

openingg Lip discursive space through an ensemble of theoretical devices.^ Following from this argument. I 

explainn in a rather eclectic fashion, why I opt for an autobiographical, selfreflexive "f ieldwork account". In 

factt I discuss the problematic o f textual representation o f social 'realities', which is closer to the American 

anthropologicall tradition personified by Clifford, Marcus and Fisher, though somewhat tempered through 

socio-semioticss of Gottdiener. I then go on to point out the centrality o f folk narratives to cultural constructions 

off political violence and illustrate this with an autobiographical anecdote. This narrative exposé is intended to 

providee readers with a glimpse of" certain existential "realities' in (historical) representations o f political 

violencee in Sri Lanka and thereby, introduce them to the main problem that interests me. This experiential 

narrativee is intended to be an 'eye opener', which puts readers on a narrative trail o f the licrc and now' o f 

culturall constructions o f political violence and its wider impact, beyond conflict. 

Thiss study is also a commentary on ongoing and future processes o f conflict resolution and negotiated 

politicall settlement in Sri Lanka. I examine this subject from the points of view cf male. Tamil paramilitarics-

in-exile,, looking beyond conflict. The discussion contains comparative material that might be useful for other 

scholarss and practitioners, engaged in the diff icult task o f bringing conflicts to an end. working towards the 

establishmentt of long-term peace, and/or coping with the humanitarian exigencies of (politico-military) 

conflicts/wars.. The arguments herein, are contrary to generally held opinions that stigmatise 'perpetrators' and 

44 For more (general) details concerning the discursive processes of ethnography in the form o f a dialogue 

betweenn two individuals, see Lacoste-Jardin (1977), Dumont (1978), Shostak (1981); and for a more 

sophisticatedd advocation o f this (dialogical) mode, see Dwyer (1977, 1979, 1982) and Crapanzano (1977, 

1980).. cf. Cli f ford (1988:42-44). 
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championn victims of political violence. In fact I maintain, that agents of political violence - namely, 

paramilitaryy perpetrators and their (regular and irregular) military counterparts - are also victims o f the 

existentiall crises faced (in this case) by Sri Lankans of all ethnic, nationalist, political and religious 

persuasions,, within and without specific theatres o f combat. In relation to the terms, conflict and war, I use 

themm interchangeably in this text. The reason being that I interpret the meanings of these two terms along very 

similarr lines. That is. conflict denoting violent politico-military collision or hegemonic/counter-hegemonic 

stnmgle.. between two opposing forces involving the use of weaponry; and war denoting a state o f conflict 

betweenn states or (as in the case of this study) between parties within states, carried on by the use of arms. 

Beforee progressing any further, let me begin with a discussion of a common problematic that confronts any 

researcherr examining the topic of political violence - i.e. of comprehending the difficulties of representing, 

whatt are at times, deeply felt experiences. For this purpose, I expand upon theoretical and practical issues that 

deall wi th political violence and its cultural constructions. 

CulturalCultural constructions of political violence refer to the forms and manner in which politically 

motivatedd violence unfolds, historically, materially and psycho-socially. In other words, cultural constructions 

off political violence do not refer to theoretical abstractions, which are confined to. say ideology or the 

collectivee imagination. To understand this more ful ly, I discuss in this text, the concept of political violence 

 theoretical work pertaining to it. interspersed with autobiographical anecdotes and experiential narratives. I 

focuss here on political violence as represented through select narratives and explore possibilities o f such 

narratives,, as well as dealing more generally with narrative impossibilities- through discussions ranging from 

thee difficulties of representation, in tandem with autobiographical anecdotes and other paramilitary narratives. 

Ann important point o f note here, is that representations o f political violence can be (and quite often are) acts ot 

violence.. Therefore, cultural constructions o f political violence also refer to culturally embedded 
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representationsrepresentations of violence that involve continuously conflicting and competing soeiaP realities, which take 

placee within politically charged unci polarised contexts. While stating thus. I also acknowledge that there can 

existt a fine distinction between acts of political violence and their representation. Such nuances are among the 

plethoraa of issues dealt with in this study. Where types of political violence employed in paramilitary struggle 

inn Sri Lanka, as well as the identities of organisations and individuals engaged in such activities are discussed. 

Thiss discussion is alongside other descriptions concerning representations of political violence in the symbolic 

practicess of LIT E "impression management' (i.e. the process of cultivating political vblence). While political 

violencee in the post-Cold War era provides a general 'contextual backdrop*. I also focus, albeit eclectically, on 

'casee study material' pertaining to contemporary Sri Lanka - where political violence 'occurs' and is seen as 

such,, through its situated practices, by the viewing public. Here, I illustrate and discuss certain inner-workings 

off  cultural constructions of political violence. And by contemporary. I mean the time period covering the early 

1970ss through to 2000. 

Conllictt in this study refers specifically to 'ethnic' and 'political conflict' where, "cultural codes come 

too be what they are. as goals or unintended consequences of struggles among social groups" {Marcus and 

Fischerr 1986:144). My main argument, then, is that political violence in deeply divided societies like Sri 

Lanka,, is constructed within a range of signifying situated practices, which are not 'natural' or 'innate'. By 

constructedd I do not mean 'manufactured' in any conspiratorial sense, instead it refers to the manner in which 

situatedd practices of political violence are given meaning in society, through symbolic images and narratives. 

Symbolicc imagery related to political violence, involve elements of ritual and display, which at times follow an 

organisedd pattern or 're-production'. Similarly, narratives and narrations of political violence also involve 

elementss o\' inventiveness, which are quite often found in oral 'traditions" of story telling and rumour 

55 The term social here is used in a Foucauldian sense, which pertains to k'a held of forces, a crisscrossing ot 
practicess and discourses involving relations of power"' (de Lauretis 1989:242). 
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mongcrmg. . 

Ann example o f this organised pattern or 're-production' o f symbolic imagery was broadcast by the 

BBCC World television news reporter Gayle Young (on Monday 2 n d February 1997). She was apparently none 

thee wiser to the wider implications of her TV journalism (given the lack of sound bites on this score). Young's 

televisionn news report highlighted 'the infrastructural capabilities o f the LTTE6 in the East (of Sri Lanka)". 

Thee 'reality effect' o f this news report was achieved through the display o f television images o f a newly 

paintedd building with the legend Police Station written in Tamil and English on a signpost. Where people were 

shownn coming to the compound and recording their complaints via a uniformed LTTE police off icers- in this 

instancee concerning an absconding bridegroom, who had been apprehended and was in the lock-up. The 

Tealitvv effect' o f this report is further compounded in the gaze o f its target audience (in Sri Lanka and the 

Indiann sub-continent), given its unparalleled status as 'A BBC news report'. In sum. the message that Young 

(innocuously)) brings across is that the LTTE is well organised, in control and effecting structural changes in 

thee areas in controls in eastern Sri Lanka, despite the vagaries of the civil war. A closer examination of the 

materiall however, brings out the almost theatrical efforts o f the participants in this drama, 'the local people', 

whoo participate wi l l ingly on camera in the LTTE's projection to a wider audience (Sri Lankan and 

transnational)) of its organisational efficacy, control and structural presence. And it is for this purpose that 'A 

BBCC journalist' was permitted by the LTTE commanders to f i lm at this particular site in the first place, where 

thee static had (most likely) been carefully pre-arranged in order achieve the best results. The untold stories and 

66 The Liberation Tigers o f Tamil Eelam or LTTE. is also referred to in English and other European languages 

(suchh as Dutch), as T igers ' (Tijgers) or Tam i l Tigers' (Tamil Tijgers). In Sinhala. the word is lkoti\ a term of 

referencee which applied to all Tamil paramilitaries and organisations, including the LTTE (irrespective o f their 

differences)) - from the early 1970s till around the late 1980s. After this period, the word 'kali was narrowed 

downn in popular usage to refer specifically to the LTTE. This was a result o f the internecine warfare and 

revenge/countcr-revengee killings between the competing (main) Tamil paramilitary organisations - where 

clear-cutt differences began to emerge, particularly the alliance of several with the military forces o f the Sri 

Lankann armed services (that look set to continue even beyond the 1990s). In Tamil, the most comiron words 

aree Pnli (Tiger). /V/,c<://(Tigers) or Viduthulai / ' / / / /^ / / (L iberat ion Tigers). 
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underbingg silences are however equally significant. That is. 'The BBC news report' takes place in a 

geographicall  location where situated actions of political violence are common occurrences. Where "the local 

people'' (in such antagonistic and polarised contexts) more often than not. stick to the commonsensical position 

off  'opening their mouths only to eat'. Furthermore, there was (for example), no reference to the 'taxes' that 

locall  people are systematically forced to pay in areas that the LTTE operates particularly those with relatives 

livingg overseas or who are perceived to be of some means. 

Thee LTTE pays a great deal of attention to the organisation of symbolic imagery, a phenomenon not 

leftt either to chance or the temperament of visiting (preferably foreign) journalists and therefore has its own 

speciall  Photograph}  Section and an annually commemorated national heroes week (ending on November 27). 

Thiss phenomenon is however not the exclusive province of the LTTE. as were the messages of martyrdom and 

sacrificee highlighted through the other images broadcast in Young's report (i.e. of a memorial to 35 martyred 

LTTEE cadres situated a short distance from Batticaloa). The Sri Lankan armed services also adopt similar 

strategies.. For example the construction of memorials (it is common to find bus stands in the rural countryside 

inn Sinhalese areas built in memory of a dead serviceman, that includes his name, dates of birth and death, rank 

andd a colour photograph) and remembrance ceremonies for servicemen. Images and news reports of such 

eventss are broadcast by Rupavaluni (the government controlled television service) and the local print media. 

Similarly,, though at a more basic level, other Tamil paramilitary groups too, have videos and remembrances 

forr their dead. In fact, the Sri Lankan army's bulldozing of LTTE memorials to its martyr's highlights the 

importancee of such symbolic imagery related to political violence. 

TluiyuiumTluiyuium Ilium (resting place) of 10.000 LTTE 'martyrs'. The LTTE ideology states that 
theirr cadres die but attain martyrdom and live forever. Their bodies, respected as seeds, are 
nott cremated [cremation is a common funeral practice among Tamil Hindus] but buried. 
Threee grave yards for cadres from Valikamam. Tennamarachchi. and Vadamarachchi. were 
constructedd from 1991-5. After the LTTE defeat in the peninsula, an angry [Sri Lankan] 
militaryy bulldozed the grave stones (Gunaratna 1997:104). 

Situatedd practices on the other hand, are actions, which take place at locations or sites of political violence, and 
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arcc organised bv culturally situated meanings. These culturally situated meanings, their relations to organised 

patternss of symbolic imagery, as well as ' inventive' narratives, and rumours, arc what encouraged me to 

examinee political violence and its cultural constructions. Accordingly, localised culturally specific 

understandingss play an integral part in such constructions and practices of political violence. I do not take a 

culturall deterministic line here, and instead argue, that culturally located meaniigs o f situated practices o f 

politicall violence, are seen as outcomes (and no! 'sources' or 'roots') o f hegemonic and counter-hegemonic 

manoeuvringss for power (which include the economic dimension). 

Inn this study. I break with "conventional representational schemes o f meaning" (Best and Kellner 

1992:21).. as in traditional empiricist ethnography - where subject and object positions are clearly demarcated 

withinn an explanationist and positivist methodological framework, and where preconceived theories are tested 

againstt 'the facts on the ground'. Instead, and more in accordance with certain poststructuralist perspectives. I 

givee "primacy to the signifier over the signif ied" (Ibid). According to Steven Best and Douglas Kellner, this 

signalss "the dynamic productivity o f language, the instability o f meaning...[where] the signified is only a 

moment,, in a never-ending process of signification where meaning is produced not in a stable, referential 

relationn between subject and object, but only within the infinite, iitertextual play o f signitlers" (Ibid). Or to 

framee it in other words (a la Jaques Derrida). 'dissemination'. Where apparently. "The meaning o f meaning is 

infinitee implication, the indefinite referral o f signifier to signified...Its force is a certain pure and infinite 

equivocalityy which gives signified meaning no respite, no rest...it always signifies again and differs" (Derrida 

I973:5SS el'. Ibid). Therefore, new stories, myths, legends and rumours pertaining to Tamil paramilitaries (that 

reachh or target different audiences from among the Tamil polity, locally and transnationally) are being 

constantlyy created, re-created, fashioned and re-fashioned. And here. 1 do not just l imit myself only to the 

textuall or the philosophical mental plane (as in the case of poststructuralists o f the Derridian persuasion), given 

thatt the operation of this ongoing process involves the following mediums, which are firmly embedded in 
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socio-politicall realities and politico-cultural praxis: 

1.. Orally through narratives and rumours - in this context, the various telephonic 'news' services run by 

Tamill paramilitary organisations also play a significant role particularly in relation to transnational 

audiences; ; 

2.. Tcxiuullv and Visually, particularly through the print media. This includes popular Tamil language 

magaziness (the distribution networks of some, which encompass local as well as transnational audiences). 

Andd a handful of sympathetic or partisan texts^. as well as the ubiquitous memorials and murals dedicated 

too the maitMcd (aimed at locally situated audiences) and other related symbolic imagery - which 

sometimess border on the mythical. For example, the wearing of cyanide capsules by Tamil paramilitaries, 

particularlyy by cadres of the hegemonic Tamil paramilitary organisation par excellence, the Liberation 

Tigerss o f Tamil Eelam or LTTE. and the apparent pivotal role played in the creation o f \h\s phenomenon of 

supremesupreme discipline, loyutty and sacrifice (to avoid capture and/or the divulging of secret information 

duringg interrogation) by the LTTE supremo Velupillai Prabhakaran; 

3.. At the Audio level, through music cassettes (distributed locally and transnational!}) that come under the 

categoryy 'liberation songs', the lyrics of which extol (common) themes. For example: 

,, The virtues and necessities o f sacrifice. 

 Martyrdom and struggle in order to achieve Eelam {[he envisaged sovereign Tamil state). 

 Liberation and defeat of the Sinhala enemy in order to overcome suffering: blood and soil {or hint and 

hoc/enhoc/en - which v\as a popular slogan of the National Socialist Party of Germany during the Second 

Worldd War and a theme used by Sinhala chauvinists as well). 

 Nationhood 

,, 'Flic dawn o f a new future. 

'' For example, see the (pro-LTTE) edited volume by Seevaratnam (1989). 
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4.. Aii(./io-\,i.MiiiII\  through the services of international and local TV-journalists, as well as more hands-on 

approachess (especially by the LTTE). such as the Internet/world wide web (particularly aimed at a 

transnational,, computer-literate audiences) and video documentaries (available locally and transnational!}', 

off  which, many are of propagandist quality. It is rumoured that the LTTE supremo lias a penchant for 

orderingg his cadres to video live footage of military operations. This would include assassinations, such as 

inn the alleged pre-emptive, suicide-killing of the former Indian prime minister, the then leader of the 

oppositionn Congress Party and scion of a dynastic family. Rajiv Gandhi )P 

Thee ongoing process, involving the production and re-production of new stories, myths, legends and rumours. 

doess not mean how ever, that memories of older narratives simply fade away. Such memories are retained in 

somee small measure (more often than not. with additions and/or subtractions) by characters. These characters 

aree either part of the individual or collective experience or who are related in some way to such characters 

(bloodd relatives, neighbours, partners, eyewitnesses) and who act as repositories of paramilitary oral histories. 

Thiss is very much the case vis-a-vis the large majority of Tamil paramilitary narratives pertaining to (principal) 

actorss who are dead and gone, or to organisations that have w;/ withstood the vagaries of time and internecine 

warfare. . 

Manyy of the interpretations and analyses made in this text follow (albeit in eclectic fashion) a 

poststructuralistt theoretical vein, that is not altogether 'postmodern". In other words. 1 tend to privilege the 

readerr over the author and the text, in accord with contemporary experimental scholarship. As opposed to 

moree extreme postmodernist positions postulated by the likes of Steven Tyler. Who argues that the 

88 For those interested, it is hypothesized that the LTTE-supremo ordered the female paramilitary suicide-
bomber'ss assassination of Rajiv Gandhi pre-emptively, in order to forestall his revenge against the LTTE. This 
judgementt was based on account of the humiliation suffered by Rajiv Gandhi and the Indian Peace Keeping 
Force,, along with the demolition of his grand Sri Lanka policy during that period. And last but not least, when 
itt became clear thai he was most likely to take up office as the ne\t elected Prime Minister of India (a post that 
thee subsequent leader of the Congress-I party. Narasimha Rao. took up following Gandhi's assassination). 
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contemporaryy world of life hook is displaced "by new book-like technologies such as cinema, radio, tape 

recordings,, television, and computers,..for the\ have interfered with the privilege writ ing gives to 

representationn over communication" (Tyler 1995:86). And therefore in effect, the problematic of textual 

representationrepresentation then becomes a non-problem. 

Inasmuchh as culture critique continues to privilege text and textualization. it persists in 

understandingg representation and communication as separate but unequal partners. 

Representationn is prior to communication, and determines it. The effect o f post-modernism 

wi l ll have been to invert this relationship, not just by a hermeneutic reading that privileges the 

readerr over the author and the text, nor by a critique of represenQtion that displaces the 

signifiedd in favour o f the signifier, but also by a movement away from the book as the 

paragonn of language-as-object-and-instrument o f representation and communication. It breaks 

awayy from the idea of language as a kind of primitive system of exchange in which 

representations,, typically in print, are passed, object-like, from hand to eye, and maintain a 

constantt value unaffected by this change of location from the author's mind to the reader's or 

byy the fact o f their imagination. This threefold model of communication...can be maintained 

onlyy by the constancy of memory created by the text, or to put it another way, by the 

constancyy o f representation. Once signifiers are set adrift from signifieds and are freed from 

anyy priority o f context, the constancy o f memory and the constancy o f representation are 

imperilled,, and so is the threefold o f communication founded on the priority of 

representation...Too put it bluntly, since the book is no longer needed, [due to new book-like 

technologies]] writ ing is no longer a problem, and all the problems o f representation that have 

heenn understood as analogical to writ ing, or to have allegorically recapitulated its legitimizing 

narrative,, are likewise removed from the problematic world-as-problematized-by-writing. In 

thee most general sense, the end o f the book wi l l have portended the end o f representation and 

thee founding narrative common to both (Ibid: 85-87). 

II cannot bring myself to agree with Tyler despite his provocative argument - particularly concerning the 

inconstancyy o f memory, representation and writing. Firstly, since I cannot deny that / tuna, product of my time 

andd thereby, depend on the medium o f language and writ ing (i.e. 'language-as-object-and-instrument"), to 

representt unci communicate my arguments, ideas and experiences. And secondly, these so-called new book-

likee technologies have been in existence for a number of decades without fundamentally changing the status of 

thee printed word. Except perhaps in the domains of the: 

 Media (where sound bites, tight budgets and editorial consensus, dictate the contents and contexts o f 

programmes); ; 

 Entertainment industry (where new breakthroughs in Virtual Reality technology attempt to interface users 
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withh constructed realities and cyber-worlds through improvements in software and hardware): and 

.. Politics (reflected through the high-tech local and transnational activities o f organised political entities), 

fo rr example: 

.. The ostensibly political activities of the LTTE and other Tamil paramilitary groups based in Sri Lanka 

andd via their overseas offices. 

 The Chiapas-based Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZNL) indigenous peoples' rebellion 

inn southern Mexico." 

## The Tupac Amaru hostage drama o\~ 1997 at the Japanese embassy in Peru and the higl>tech Gul f 

War.. are but a handful of examples that captured global/regional/national and local attention. 

II am not deming here that there are new information technologies in the making that could eventually render 

thee printed word obsolete. For example, there are reports o f attempts to paint images onto the retina with a 

singlee laser beam to provide 20x20 vision that is closer to reality without the intervention o f a screen and 

dependingg on the sophistication o f the software, 'reality' can be projected virtually drectly. Other experiments 

bvv the US military, among others, involve the ultimate interface with information technology, where the body 

iss bvpassed and the electrical current o f brain waves are controlled in order to use a PC without a mouse or 

keyboard.. And most bizarre of all are the attempts to record other people's experiences through very advanced 

andd sensitive brain function imaging technology that can provide direct person to person interfacing. Other 

exampless would include recording human memories on 'bio-chips' for silicon-biological interfacing. That is. 

"jacking-in"" through cranial apertures that provide access to lead wires attached to certain sections of the brain 

thatt interface with the very latest in information technology. And even creating artificial memories and 

99 In an interesting article concerning spatial politics/social movements vis-a-vis questions of (b)orders and 

resistancee in global time. David Slater discusses the presence of a geopolitical imagination. That involves a 

fusionn of the global, the national the regional and the local in relation to the EZLN. to be evidenced in 

interviewss and communiqués released by subcomandante Marcos (Slater 1997:270-273). 
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emotionss in order to provide the 'very real' experiences o f a new kind of Virtual Reality or VR- bordering on 

sciencee fiction (a la the genre o f the Xeiiromancer. Strange Days and Johnny Mnemonic). However, for all 

thesee new and developing information technologies to become real in all their sophisticated and yeMo-be-

imaginedd potential it wil l take maybe another three decades, and possibly even more- including that other 

realityy o f such scientific innovations becoming inexpensive and commonly 'usable1 by humans- at-large. 

Therefore,, in the life span of at least the 'older' generation, the printed word still remains firmly within the 

realmss o f reality And needless to say. the publishing of writ ings- which undeniably involves the interlocking 

roless o f memory, representation and wri t ing (albeit inconstant) - is a practice that even Tyler and his acolytes 

stilll continue to do on occasion. Another illustration that the prominence o f texts and tcxtuaiization is still not 

quitee dead, in the (purported) coming age of cyberspace and 'hyper-reality'. ' 0 In this more down-to-earth 

context.. Ricoeur presents a philosophical context fo ra poststructuralist hermeneutics. 

aa text is any discourse fixed by writing...fixation by writing is constitutive of the text 
itself...Fixationn by writing takes the very place o f speech, occurring at the site where speech 
couldd have emerged...When the text takes the place o f speech, there is no longer a speaker, at 
leastt in the sense of an immediate and direct self-designation o f the one who speaks in the 
instancee o f discourse. This proximity o f the speaking subject to his [sic] own speech is 
replacedd by a complex relation o f the author to the text, a relation which enables us to say that 
thee author is instituted by the text, that he stands in the space o f meaning traced and inscribed 
byy writ ing. The text is the very place where the author appears (Ricoeur 1991:4>48). 

Inn this study, my intention is to avoid as far as possible, any distancing that may occur between the aithor 

(myself)) from his text (in this particular case). That is, to get away from the (common) scenario, where the 

author,, only appeal's as llrst reader, and where readers, are treated to a "worldless and authorless object" ( Ib id: 

51).. In getting about this task. 1 adopt a textual strategy that combines autobiographical anecdotes with self 

rellexivee writ ing, in the first person singular, and place myself within the body of this text, through experiential 

narratives.. Via this stratagem, I hope to improve communication and dialogue with readers. 

' 00 For an interesting, if not provocative critique o f Western cyber-realities see Sardar( 1995:777-794). 
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Ricoeurr argues that 'realities' cannot be illustrated in a text in the same fashion as 'the world' can be 

presentedd or shown by speech, where dialogue between readers and author is possible. In tact, I find that there 

iss greater dialogue and understanding between my audience and myself when I make oral presentations of my 

researchh work or when I am simply 'talking shop' with interested listeners. This interaction is further enhanced 

throughh the representation of pictorial material (e.g. war-related video documentary footage in Sri Lanka). An 

importantt point of note here is that such exchanges can also be culturally specific, depending on the language 

mediumm of the audience (e.g. Tamil or Sinhala as opposed to English). And expression, either in colloquial 

Tamill  or Sinhala. cannot be (easily) translated literally into English without the loss of meaning. As can be 

commonlyy observed in the case of humour and jokes - which can be (not only) language specific, but also 

culturallyy and historically contextualised (as in the case of politically sensitive jokes, black humour and certain 

cartoons). . 

Thee problematic of textual!}' representing everyday realities of political violence (as encountered, 

enactedd and experienced by agents of political violence), can be overcome to a (united extent through the 

experimentall  use of textual and (occasional) dialogical strategies. For example, one of the strategies adopted in 

thiss text, is the inclusion of autobiographical experiences in first person narrative format.' ' As well ax 

representationss of (albeit circumstantial and intersubjective) dialogue between the personae dramatis of this 

'' ' An element of indirect style, that involves a more or less 'controlled discourse or argumentation' out by the 
author,, is unavoidable, and as noted by Clifford. 

Somee use of indirect style is inevitable, unless tlie novel or ethnography is composed entirely 
off  quotations, something that is theoretically possible but seldom attempted. In practice, 
however,, the ethnography and the novel have recourse to indirect style at different levels of 
abstraction.../)*/// the ahility of the fieldworker to inhabit indigenous minds is always in doubt. 
Indeedd this is a permanent, unresolved problem of ethnographic method. Ethnographers have 
generallyy refrained from ascribing beliefs, feelings, and thoughts to individuals. They have 
not.. however, hesitated to ascribe subjective states to cultures...At this 'cultural' level 
ethnographerss aspire to a Flaubertian omniscience that moves freely throughout a world of 
indigenouss subjects. Beneath the surface, though, their texts are more unruly and discordant 
[emphasiss mine] (Clifford 1988:47). 
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le\tt (which includes my autobiographical/authorial-self), tlirongh verbatim expositions o f experiential 

narrativess and discussions of shared experiences. This dual strategy, in combination with colour illustrations 

{dependingg of course on the quality of the material)™»' provide graphic depth, colour, sense and detail; and 

thereby,, also enhance the capacities for a dialogue-of-sorts. between readers and authors - through a 

'combining'' o f the pictorial with the oral and the written. And, it may further assist in the process o f making 

tangible,, some of the (wide-ranging) passions and emotions, involved during and in the aftermath o f diff icult 

orr traumatic situations, which are altogether and acutely, human in their experience. 

Anotherr textual strategy, no! adopted in this work, is the combining of academic writ ing with.v/vA/.v of 

writingwriting used in the writing of novels, which may also help in bringing out passion, emotion and detail -

dependingdepending of course on the style, quality and class of writing Here, the writings o f Gabriel Garcia Marquez in 

particularr and the novels - The Autumn of the Patriarch (Marquez 1978): iron in the Soul by Jean-Paul Sartre 

(1963);; The Assault by Harry Mulisch (1985); The House of the Spirits and Of Love and Shadows by Isabel 

Allendee (1985 and 1988); A Way of Being Free by Ben Okri (199.); The Regeneration Trilogy by Pat Barker -

RegenerationRegeneration (1992). The Eye in the Door (\994) and The Ghost Road (1995); and When Menwty Dies by 

Ambaiavanarr Sivanandan (1997) are all good cases in point. Ricoeur suggests that the language oïniclaphor 

cann also be used as a medium or stratagem in the orientation and grounding of texts, vis-a-vis worldly realities 

orr contexts. 

[Mjetaphorr shatters not only the previous structures of what we call reality. When we ask 

whetherr metaphorical language reaches reality, we presuppose that we already know what 

realityy is. But i f we assume that metaphor redescribes reality, we must then assume that this 

reality,, as redescribed. is itself novel reality. My conclusion is that the strategy of discourse 

impliedd in metaphorical language is neither to improve communication nor to insure univocily 

inn argumentation, but to shatter and to increase our sense o f reality by shattering and 

increasingg our language. The strategy o f metaphor as heuristic fiction for the sake o f 

redescribingg reality. With metaphor we experience the metamorphosis of both language and 

realityy (Ricoeur 1991:85). 

II tend to argue that the power of artistic or literary strategies such as writ ing styles of heuristic fiction and 
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usagee of metaphorical language is enhanced or improved upon when combined with the perspectives of 

exampleexample and comparison. And while this text does not draw from artistic or literary tradition, examples drawn 

fromm lived experiences and comparative insights are part and parcel of the approach used. 

Twoo art forms that foreground awareness of the discursive and signifying nature of cultural 

knowledge,, are fiction and photography (by raising the question of the supposed transparency of 

representation)) - whose histories are firmly rooted in realist representation (Hutcheon 1993:7). To come back 

too the earlier point made by Tyler. 

neww book-like technologies, highlight and recombine the PICTORIAL - the prototype of 
representationn - and the ORAL - the prototvpe of communication, both of which wil l have 
beenn repressed and distorted by writing and print, [and]..subvert the constancy of 
representation.. New technologies do not make better representations, but they do facilitate and 
heightenn an awareness of the way representation is relativized to its technology (Tyler 
1995:86). . 

Iff  this argument is acceptable, it becomes apparent that it \s possible possible for an element of "representative illusion" 

(Ricoeurr 1991:47.137-139) or "rhetorical artifice" (Tyler 1995:86) to creep into the art of writing, which can 

bee found in its textual end product. I refer to this 'illusion of representation', as conjecture - i.e. a forecast or 

opinionn formed on slight or defective evidence or none, in short an idea based on guesswork, that is presented 

ass factual in the text. And it is in order to highlight this possible element of conjecture, that I use and discuss 

thee term representation here, which alludes to 'realities" that are (virtually) created through my 'pen' (in actual 

fact,, via a more sophisticated instrument, my Personal Computer). 

Tvler.. in line with his argument predicting the end-of-books at the dawn of "hyper-reality".1- scoffs at 

122 According to Tyler's postmodern (future) perceptions- which overlooks the tiny fact that the vast majority 
oïoï humanity is excluded in his technology-centered. Western, white, male and affluent upper-middle-class 
worldd view. 

Thee end of the book will have meant that the play of empirical research will have produced no 
writtenn object representing that research. All research will have become performative 
enactments,, dramatizations, tournaments, contests, debates, or conversations which, though 
theyy might use print, would never use it as the primary means of fully accounting tor 
themselves.. Print will have become ancillary instrumentality, at best only a means of keeping 
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recommendationss tbr repairing the damage caused by (possible) ivpn'scniativu illusion - such as 'collage'. 

'd ialogism'.. "polyphony", and 'reflexivity' - on the basis ot"these strategies being nothing more than rhetorical 

artifices.. I believe that a majority ot" people, particularly in under-privileged pails of the globe, wi l l be reading 

bookss in print-form well into the twenty-first century. Therefore, given this underlying economic logic, i f 

nothingg else, this ensures that scholars do not have the (false) luxury o f simply dismissing attempts at 

redressingg the inadequacies o f representing 'realities" in textual form. And as an experimental strategy for 

circumventingg possible conjecture or "representative i l lusion" (cf. Ricoeur 1991b: 137). I have endeavoured 

rigorous!),, to achieve transparent) (difficult as it may be) vis-a-vis material that is represented in this text to 

readerss This is achieved through critical and self-reflexive narratives, explanations and autobiographical 

anecdotess (thai deal with existential "realities"). Towards this end. I also use the mediating concept o\'mimcsi\ 

wheneverr necessary (Ibid: 137-155). 1 briefly sketch the role o f this concept (i.e. in order to have a "working 

idea"" o f it), until such time as it is taken up again in a more elaborate fashion, in my discussion o f 

poststructuralistt theories. Ricoeur says that one way of extricating representation from its impasse, and 

returningg it to its field o f play (i.e. without weakening its critique) is "by tying its fate to that o f the term 

mime\i.\.mime\i.\. which seems to me [Ricoeur] less shut in. less locked-up, and richer in polysemy, hence more mobile 

andd more mobil izing fo ra sortie out o f the representative i l lusion" [original emphasis] ( Ibid: 137). 

Andd according to Linda Hutcheon, the confrontation between documentary historical actuality and 

formalistt self-refle.xivity and parody - as in the confrontation between documentary and formal impulses in 

score.. Distanced communication by means of the exchange of objects in the form o f books, 

articles,, papers, and other print media, wi l l have been replaced by participatory multi-media 

events,, some staged at conferences and the like, others occurring in such impromptu 

improvisationall situations as 'shop-talk', 'corridor-talk', computerized chit-chat', lab visits, 

andd informal get-togethers resembling fairs or swap meets like stamp and game card 

collectingg clubs where participants exchange gossip and scraps and fragments o f data in the 

formm photographs, formulae, video tapes, graphic incunabula, or access time to experimental 

instrumentss (Tyler 1995:87). 
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fictionn and an (as a result o f their reinterpretation in modernist formalist terms) - is the conjunction, where 

aa study o f representation becomes, not a study of mimetic mirroring or subjective projecting, 

butt an exploration of the \m\- in which narratives and images structure how we see ottr.t'lves 

andand how we construct our notions of self, in the present and in the past [emphasis mine] 

(Huicheonn 1993:7). 

Inn this study, as far as my own autobiographical anecdotes and self reflexive "f ieldwork accounts" are 

concernedd they are an exploratory attempt to provide readers with (remembered) glimpses o f the 'here and 

now'now' of certain existential crises faced by Sri Lankans in certain specific times and spaces. In other words. 

accountss relating to specific histories o f political violence. And with respect to self-reflexive "f ieldwork 

accounts'"" in general. James Clif ford and George Marcus have the follow ing to say. 

Variouslyy sophisticated and naive, confessional and analytic, these accounts provide an 
importantt lorum for the discussion of a wide range of issues, epistemological. existential, and 
political.. The discourse o f the cultural analyst can no longer be simply that of the 
"experienced'' observer, describing and interpreting custom. Ethnographic experience and 
participant-observationn are shown to be problematic [methodologically]. Different textual 
strategiess arc attempted. For example, the first person singular...is deployed according to new-
conventions.. With the "fieldwork account' the rhetoric o f experienced objectivity yields to 
thatt of autobiography and ironic self-portrait (Clif ford and Marcus 1986:14).' 3 

Whenn referring to 'histories o f political violence". I equate histories with memories (not as a psychological 

faculty).. According to Vincent Crapanzano. in this sense. "History is a positioned narrative that affirms, 

amongg other things, its position. Hence its importance in nationalism, territorialism, and group and individual 

identity"" (Crapanzano 1992:97). However it should be noted, that I view such phenomena, asliistories (in the 

plural)) - which are not constant, always on the move and in a state o f flux. Therefore, while histories o f 

""nationalism,, territorialism, and group and individual identity" (Ibid) are indeed "positioned narratives', they 

createcreate an illusion of permanence in changing situations,^ in line with changes in discursive practices (Ibid: 

1JJ I am not concerned here with either refuting or supporting criticisms of sections o f the experimental work 

off Cl i f ford and Marcus. Rather. I am interested in using the experimental work of these two scholars, as in this 

instance,, to lay emphasis on my own arguments. 

I ^ M vv thanks to Peter van der Veer for clarifying this point to me. 
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99).. and is set in motion through narratives. And here, folk narratives play an important role vis-a-vis 'histories 

o ff political violence', in particular, narratives o f paramilitaries themselves. Geag G. Iggers notes that. 

thee recognition that it is no longer possible to find a grand narrative that gives direction to 

historvv does not mean that history, as has often been lamented, has lost all meaning. History 

continuess to be a powerful means by which groups and persons define their identity. In the 

placee o f one meaningful process there is now a pluralism of narratives touching on the 

existentiall life experiences o f many different groups (Iggers 1997:143). 

FolkFolk narratives, which involve remembering and recounting performative acts of violence enacted at different 

timess in contested spaces (i.e. between state forces and paramilitaries, between paramilitaries, within 

paramilitarvv groups or by state forces and/or paramilitaries against civilians), are central to processes of 

culturalcultural construction. Bv means o f which political violence becomes normative in societies. In the telling and 

re-tellingg of folk narratives spectacular images, symbols, artefacts, black humour and jokes, as well as 

accountss of personified performances and incidents of violence, are woven into stories. These stories are 

transmittedd to a wide and varied audience, especially through the medium of rumours, in a surprisingly rapid 

fashion.. Allen Feldman in his seminal work. Formations of Violence: The Narrative of the Body and Political 

TerrorTerror in Northern Ireland,'* notes that. 

stories...measuree local social transformation in the changing ethics and performance styles o f 
\iolence.. They constitute an oral history [sic] of transition...[And, emphasis mine] 
demonstratee a cultural tendency to personify collective identity and even historical periods 
throughh the icon o f the exemplary specialist in the use of force (Feldman 1991:46-47). 

Ass an illustration of such a narrative, located in the annals o fTami l paramilitary histories, 1 represent excerpts 

off the fol lowing autobiographical incidents, which took place a couple o f months after August 1987. Specific 

detailss surrounding my experiences are not described, in order to protect the identity of my personae dramatis. 

Thiss is a serious problem (sometimes of life-threatening proportions) faced by those persons and authors 

providingg insider-accounts of the Ivstories o f political violence and 'real-life' manifestations of internecine 

'-"** This book by anthropologist Feldman is advertised (according to the blurb) as the first ethnography to 

exploree violence through representations of the body held by practitioners and victims of political terror. 
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warfaree and political killings - between and within Tamil paramilitary groups. Therefore, readers must try to 

gleann understandings from what is said, as well as unsaid. 

Somee months after July 1987 in the wake o f the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord (while an 
uneasyy peace endured on the ground in the north and east of Sri Lanka), ! was forced to seek 
'refuge** (along with a number o f Tamil paramilitaries who belonged to a variety o f political 
persuasions)) in a Special Task Force (STF) Sri Lanka police commando encampment in order 
too save my lite. We were forced to adopt this manoeuvre as a result o f internecine warfare 
betweenn rival Tamil paramilitary groups, one o f which I was attached to. The STF is a 
paramilitaryy commando unit o f the Sri Lanka Police Force (SLPF). This particular canp 
wheree 1 sought refuge, was situated at Kalawanchikudi (near Kalmunai) in the Ampara (or 
Amparai.. as in Tamil) district. The camp at Kalawanchikudi had an infamous reputation 
amongg Tamils in the eastern province, where regular sessions o f detention, tortires and deaths 
hadd taken place. This was demonstrated in no uncertain manner by the visual impact the 
cellblockk (three cells in all) had on the observer. The walls o f the cells were spattered with 
bloodd like that o f the local butcher's shop (in Sri Lanka). Some inmates (predominantly Tamil 
youthh from the surrounding areas) had written their names in blood. Others had made tiny 
paperr garlands and had stuck them on parts of the walls, in prayer to whatever gods they 
believedd in. While the Kalawanchikudi camp presented the observer with a horrible image o f 
thee political violence that was enacted on a daily basis in the eastern province, it cannot be 
comparedd to the sheer terror that struck me when I was transferred to the Urani camp. The 
Uranii camp, further north, in the Batticaloa district, had a reputation o f being a 'death camp'. 
Andd the first thing that struck me at daybreak, when we were let out into the yard for 
breakfast,, was the stark contrast o f the newly whitewashed cellblock (much smaller in size 
thann those at Kalawanchikudi) with the blackened skeleton o f a tree a few metres away. At the 
foott of this tree was a pit where bodies had been disposed (i.e. 'cremation' on a pile o f used 
tyres).. In addition, the number o f inmates transferred to Urani were fewer and the three cells 
inn the cell 'b lock' were smaller, which made it more difficult for me to find safety, than i f it 
weree among greater numbers in a bigger space. My dilemma was that 1 was a Sinhalese in the 
midstt of an 'uneasy peace' between the STF and Tamil paramilitaries. Had my ethnic identity 
beenn discovered by the Sri Lankan police commandos I would have been immediately been 
brandedd a 'traitor' (i.e. just on account that I was in the company o f Tamil paramilitaries), 
afterr which. I would have literally been as good as 'dead meat'. 1 use the term "uneasy peace' 
here,, because it reflects relations, at the time, between Sri Lankan government troops and 
paramilitaries.. These were still early days and the Peace Accord brokered by the government 
off India was viewed with suspicion, especially by elements within the Sri Lankan armed 
forces.. Some of whom, subsequently went to the extreme of joining the Sinhalese paramilitary 
organisation,, the Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (JVP). and fighting against a state whom they 
viewedd as having "betrayed' the interests o f the Sinhala people, by "selling out' to the regional 
superpowerr India. The STF in particular, has a truly fearsome reputation in the histories o f 
politicall violence in Sri Lanka (especially among Tamils l iving in the eastern province and 
Sinhalesee in the southern and central provinces).'6 with countless horror stories o f extreme 

'66 In fact the STF and its men have 'earned' this infamous reputation for excesses and brutality, during 

practicallyy all military engagements and actions, since it was formed in the 1980s. The STF has been 
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brutality,, torture and (depraved) inhumanity. It is rumoured among informed circles, that a 

bandd o f elite ex-British Special Air Service (SAS) mercenaries17 (attached to the Keeni 

Meenii Services based in the Channel islands) who trained the STF. discontinued their training 

programme,, apparently a result of continued excesses and indiscipline among their proteges. 

Inn the experiences that I have just described, what produced such abject terror, was the stark contrast of the 

newlyy whitewashed cells with the blackened corpse of the tree. In Sri Lanka, as in other deeply divided 

societiess {e.g. Bosnia-Hercegovina, Rwanda, Burundi, to name but a few), there are a plethora of such 

narratives,, military, paramilitary and civil ian alike, which present oral histories o f contemporary political 

violencee in times o f war. Many of these stories are personalised, where the 'heroic* deeds of the 

actors/actressess (depending of course on the political preferences o f the narrator/s and audience) are 

commemoratedd and reified, which enhance their moral superiority in the gaze o f their respective communities. 

Inn the case o f the Tamil community, the paramilitary organisation Liberation Tigers o f Tamil Eelam (LTTE) 

hass successfully managed to construct a textualised martyrology for their fallen heroes and heroines (Schalk 

1991).. This martyrology is linked in particular to concepts of sacrifice and suicide, whicharc pan and parcel 

off the LTTL ' s military strategy and doctrine. Accordingly, this experiential narrative brings out certain 

particularisticc elements of the aesthetics of violence,'8 in which formation o f images and space play an 

importantt role. 

AA feature o f this ethnography of political violence is my background as an ex-paramilitary. I also 

happenn to be a Sinhalese (i.e. a member of the majority ethnic community), who was a member of a 

systematicallyy used as an apparulus of state terror in attempts by successive governments, particularly during 

thee (successive) Jayawardena and Premadasa (UNP) regimes (1977-1993). to crush the rebellion o f Tamil 

paramilitariess belonging to the LTTE, and the second abortive insurgency o f the J VP (1987-1990). 

'77 Men who serve with the SAS commandos have a fearsome reputation themselves, as in Northern Ireland 
andd during the Falklands (Malvinas) campaign. 

'88 I deal at length with certain aspects o f the aesthetics o f violence further on in this text, when discussing 

poststructuralistt approaches to culture and political violence. For an interesting discussion o f the politics of 

aesthetics,, see 'Aesthetics of Power: Time and Body Politics' (Nederveen Pieterse 1993). 
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paramilitaryy group that had fraternal links and contacts with non-chauvinist Tamil (i.e. a minority ethnic 

communiiv)) paramilitary groups, on the basis of common ideological and political aspirations. A rather 

unusuall position to be in. i f I might add. in a context where it is commonly assumed that the homogenised 

groupss o f 'the Sinhalese" and 'the Tamils" are engaged in a zero-sum "ethnic conflict' (to the death). In this 

text,, given the active capacity and closeness of my 'participant observation* to specific realities of political 

violencee in Sri Lanka (and India), memories play a key role in relation to representations of autobiographical 

anecdotes.. A key feature o f this research has been my ability io participate as a member in the field o f activity. 

Andd at levels in society where social, political and cultural life is lived {i.e. the lived lifestyle o f Tamil 

paramilitariess as they cope with the exigencies of the 'realities' o f war). Thereby. I have been able to observe 

att first-hand, constructions o f certain social rules and ideologies, which influence the conduct o f social actions, 

inn this case, political violence. 

Theoretically,, this ethnography contributes towards an exploration o f \\\Q limits of the anthropology' of 

(political)(political) violence. In particular, it deals with the limits o f representation. In other words, 'everyl i ing' is not 

reprcsentable.. given problems of textualising 'violent realities' and very particular cultural underpinnings. For 

example,, the moral responsibility o f an in-between, actor-author such as myself in relation to the protection o f 

myy personae dramatis - i.e. vis-a-vis eyewitness accounts o f kill ings and specific confessional details 

concerningg war guilt). Another example would be authorial/autobiographical/critical self-censorship. The 

secondd example involves unwritten negotiations, between disclosure and critical thought on the one hand and 

limitedd self-censorship on the other. This is due to rational or irrational 'existential' fears- in contexts where 

thosee who live by the pen can also be 'put to the sword', as has been the case in many deeply dvided societies. 

Givenn such antagonistic contexts, a popular aphorism among Tamil paramilitaries and other agents o f political 

violencee is that, 'dead men (and women) tell no tales'. Before I proceed any further, and 'bite (on) the bullet" 

thee lay out of the rest o f this text is provided for the convenience o f readers. 
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LocationsLocations of l'iolencc - in this chapter the reader is treated to a tour d'horizon o f A/.v/^r/c-a/antecedenls 

thatt underlie contemporary politico-military conflicts and warfare in Sri Lanka. It also highlights some of the 

tensionn that exist between a poststructuralist stance {Tyler 1995:78-79) and the more traditional demand to be 

"historicallyy informative'. I concentrate here on one major theatre of conflict that involves the growth o f Tamil 

paramilitaryy nationalism and separatism. The primarily intra-Sinhala, insurrectionary attempts by the putschist 

forcess of the JVP (1971 and 1987-1990) are not dealt with specifically in this text, as other scholars have 

adequate!)'' dealt with this material. For more details concerning the evolution o f the JVP and subsequent 

change,, see - Blackton {1971. 1973), l lal l iday (1971), Arasaratnam (1972). Caspersz (1972). Obeyesekere 

(1974).. Goonelileke (1975). Kearney and Jiggins (1975), Allcs (1977a. 1977b, 1990). Keerawella (1980). 

Alexanderr {1981), Gunaratna (1990). Chandraprema (1991). I lenige (1992) and Gunasekara (1998). I do 

however,, discuss Ethnonutionut unci C 'tiltiiral Concerns, that underlie the seemingly inexorable tide of political 

violencee (and in this context the historical role of the JVP is referred to occasion). The discussions in this 

chapterr lead to an exposé of methodological problems in this line o f research. 

LimitsLimits of Empiricism. Information Gathering and Knowledge Construction - some o f the 

methodologicall concerns raised in the previous chapter are elaborated upon here, in relation to certain 

theoreticall issues and debates. First and foremost, the rather simplistic notion adopted by empiricists (radical or 

otherwise)) - that information gathering (in particular, lots o f "raw" data and statistics) helpfully precedes its 

"processing** into neatly packaged portions of knowledge - is interrogated. This discussion is followed by a 

criticall view of the rather disparate academic work that has been conducted vis-a-vis problematics of political 

violencee and war - which also illustrates the lack of an accepted canon. The arguments herein lead on to a 

moree general discussion of the influence o f poststructuralism vis-a-vis empirical research in ethnography. 

Locatedd in the wake of this discussion is a commentary on IheSituation of Self, concerning my authorial-self in 

relationn to certain 'non-canonical' work dealing with problems of political violence and war. It also positions 
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thiss text in relation to more general issues, such as nationalism and ethnic conflict, and the twin contexts of Sri 

Lankaa and South Asian studies. The arguments, debates and discussions herein, provide me with a platform to 

movee on to an experiment with poststructuralist analytics. 

PoststructuralistPoststructuralist Analytics - The main argument here, is that poststructuralist theories (within limits) 

cann be put into analvtical use. as opposed to the data and statistics centred, descriptive writings of (what I term 

as)) 'vacuum cleaner" operatives. The hermeneutic tradition o f Paul Ricoeur and his three-stage concept o f 

mimesismimesis 1.2.3 is experimented with occasional insights from Michael Taussig"s writings concerning the 

conceptt ol 'mimesis and genocidal terror (Taussig 1987 and 1993) in the discussion of Mimesis and Situated 

PracticesPractices <>f Political Violence. M. Gottdienefs work on postmodern semiotics, particularly concerning 

hegemonvv and mass culture (Gottdiener 1995). serves to theorise on the role and meaning of signs and the 

bodvv vis-a-vis situated practices o f political violence. What follows is a detailed textual representation of some 

o ff the 'realities" of Semiotics and Terror. In order to circumvent an inherent weakness of an extreme 

poststructuralistt or deconstructionist perspective a la Jaques Derrida (i.e. where the tool of deconstruction can 

inn itself appear to lead to a bottomless abyss with no fathomable end, purpose or direction in sight). I round o f f 

withh a rather brief discussion of power and hegemony a la Antonio Gramsci. Cultural Marxists o f the 

Gramsciann vein have shown interest in poststructuralism (Mouf ie 1993. Laclau 1994). This is helpful in 

developingg new perspectives vis-a-vis power/hegemony (Holub 1992) and when examining the cultivation of 

politicalpolitical identities among agents o f political violence - i.e. within paramilitary groupings in particular, as weli 

ass military units (regular and irregular) more generally. 

ProblemsProblems of Culture. Violence and Power- Here problems o f culture and violence are discussed in the 

contextt o f power/hegemony. Gramscian notions of power and hegemony/counter-hegemony are grounded 

throughh an examination of intertwining societal relations, specifically those relating to Tamil paramilitary 

contexts.. Problems emanating from the essentialisation o f 'violence* are also dealt with in this chapter. 
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Likewise,, the role or non-role of religious perspectives in the discourse of Tamil nationalism is also touched 

upon.. The discussion surrounding manoeuvrings for power and battles between hegemonic/counter-hegemonic 

forcesforces (in Tamil paramilitary contexts) and the existence of tremendous intolerance in contemporary Sri 

Lankann political culture (across the ethnic divide) for oppositional points of view. This discussion is developed 

inn tandem with theoretical arguments provided by Laclau (1994) and others like Alonso (!992) and Hall 

(1996)) - particularly in relation to power and the construction or Cultivation of Political Identities. This 

particularr chapter sets the stage for the next set of discussions, which involve representations of the 'nitty-

gritty'' of "how and why' certain identities and worldviews are 'cultivated" and gain prevalence, in Tamil 

paramilitaryy culture. 

MimesisMimesis and the Cultivation of Hatred - The discussion here deals with the phenomenon of Tamil 

paramilitaryy nationalism and sittiated practices of political violence. Much of the focus is on the hegemonic 

Tamill  paramilitary organisation par excellence, the LTTE, and its 'cultivation' of a monological narrative 

aimedd at the Tamil polity-at-large (locally and transnationally), along with the active suppression of 

contradictoryy narratives and/or counter-hegemonic initiatives. I examine the manner in which the LTTE (as 

welll  as. other Tamil paramilitary groups more nominally) utilise mimesis, hatred and similar devices both 

tacticallyy and strategically in relation to perceived 'enemies' and the general Tamil polity. This also involves 

ann examination of specific spheres or dimensions of political violence (that can be operative in such 

circumstances),, which involve theatrical, ritualistic and performative elements. Examination of these elements 

involvee an exposé of spectacular incidents (invariably military operations and assassinations), time structures 

(e.g.. (he commemorative calendar of chosen heroes, heroines - the majority who are martyrs) and the 

constructionn of a martyrology (particularly by the LTTE). This discussion leads to a critical look at the 

EfficacyEfficacy of the Comhat Mode' and calls into question the logic of militarisation that has been adopted and 

institutionalisedd by the LTTE and the Sri Lankan military establishment. Mere, I examine attempts made by the 
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I .Tl ' I II to impose order on its world and manipulate its rank and tile, the majority o f whom are young women 

andd children/teenagers of both sexes (ranging in general, between the ages of 9 and 19). In addition I also 

groundd previous theoretical discussions of mimesis that was conducted in chapters one and four through a 

'close-in'' inspection of Mimesis and the Cultivation of Hatred vis-a-vis Tamil paramilitary political violence. 

Examinedd here, are relations between mimesis and situated practices of political violence, along with the 

phenomenonn of intra-Tamil paramilitary revenge/counter-revenge killings, in other words this chapter focuses 

onn the development of Tamil paramilitary 'culture-in-action*. 

TransnationalTransnational Predicaments - The 'close-in' perspectives on Tamil paramilitary political violence 

discussedd in the previous chapter are supplemented from a wider, transnational angle. Paramilitaries-in-exile 

aree in a sense "carriers o f memories" (Hirsch 1995) and are an identifiable, collective of characters (very often 

playingg a central role in their narratives), who {in this case) form a repository of" Tamil paramilitary oral 

historiess and culture (mentioned briefly in Chapter one). The eclectic narratives of such characters can provide 

(sensitivee readers with) glimpses of specific experiential insight vis-a-vis situated practices o f political 

violencee and spectacular incidents, which are part o f Tamil paramilitary culture Another textual strategy, 

adoptedd in this chapter, is the representation o f select narratives o f Tamil paramilitaries-in-exile verbatim, in 

orderr to afford expression to hitherto unheard, voices of experience. Narratives in this form, illustrate 

impromptuu "paramilitary talk' - i.e. the swapping o f stories (a pastime that many ex-combatants engage in ) . 1 9 

whichh is an integral pan of what can be loosely termed as macho 'paramilitary culture'. The concepts of 

memorymemory and distance are used here, to make "sense" o f and link, specific narratives and oral histories wi th 

1 99 An important new research agenda would be to find out to what extent such swapping of stories between 

ex-combatantss is gendered. There are a great many wanen, particularly from the L I T E , who have participated 

(andd continue to participate) as front-line combatants in the Sri Lankan embroglio. In this research, I have been 

unablee to obtain first-hand narratives of Tamil women paramilitaries. I have however obtained a few first-hand 

accountss o f Tamil paramilitaries from rival groups (to the LTTE). who suffered at the hands of some o f the 

LTTE'ss Tamil women paramilitary-interrogators. 
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situatedd practices of political violence - which were tacitly 'left behind" by the narrators but which are 

inexorabl}}  part and parcel of their current existence. This is a wartime legacy of their personal psvehosocial 

traumaa and victimisation through processes of brutalisation and terror. This discussion unavoidably involves 

ann examination of certain dimensions of Ethics. Killing unci IVar. as well as relations between Experiential 

Xarratives.Xarratives. Here, distance and time act as 'facilitators*, either in attempts at forgetting or remembering these 

experiences.. Likewise. I observe that geographical proximity to sites or locations of political violence either 

facilitatee narratives or strengthen silences. This, at times painful, examination of narratives and oral histories of 

Tamill  paramilitaries-in-exile is accompanied by a few autobiographical anecdotes and comments, which opens 

upp a view or representation of a hitherto secret and hidden landscape. Included in this lengthy chapter is a 

\erbatimm exposé of the Exigencies of 'Diusporic' Life - i.e. how this particular Diaspora of Tamil 

paramilitartes-in-exilee copes with and survives the day-to-day exigencies of life in late capitalist societies. I 

findd this an interesting question that needs representation precisely because the majority of paramilitaries have 

onlyy one special skill, that is expertise in the politics and mechanics of violence. This discussion holds useful 

pointerss to scholars and practitioners engaged in the difficult task of bringing conflicts to an end. working 

towardss the establishment of long-term peace and/or coping with the humanitarian exigencies of conflicts/wars 

-- particularly in relation to reintegration, rehabilitation-̂  and reconstruction. 

XurrutiveXurrutive 'Realities': Autobiographical. Anthropological unci Ethnographic Reflections - is a follow 

upp to the methodological issues raised in chapters one and three, a discussion, albeit in a poststructuralist vein 

iss initiated. This involves the 'situation o\' the author within the text", as well as reviewing its strengths, 

difficulties,, tensions, empowerment, authority, authenticity, multiple subject positions, etc. - from the 

standpointt of ethnography and autobiographical insights. This discussion highlights the relevance of 

-^^ In this research. I use the term 'rehabilitation" in a positive sense- i.e. to help make tit for earning a living 
andd playing a constructive role in the world-at-large. 
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' reflexivity'' ( l lervik 1994), and what Homi Bhabha refers to as 'in-between' spaces, nations and peoples 

(Bhabhaa 1991:4. 1996:53-60). when conducting research- while at the same time, pointing out the dangers of 

simplee 'navel-gazing'. The argument made here, rounds of f the overall discussion concerning political 

violencee and its cultural constructions, and sets the stage for a new discussion in the epilogue, which deals with 

scenarioss beyond conflict and issues such as long-term peace. 

Epilogue:Epilogue: Bevond Conflict - The focus here is on the challenge o f rebuilding war-torn societies, taking 

intoo account the perspectives o f paramilitaries and other agents of political violence. I argue that such 

perspectivess are an extension o f political violence and its cultural constructions. The main thrust o f the 

argumentt is that, in a civil war situation, paramilitary perspectives (including psychosocial phenomena) must 

bee taken into serious account (as an example), in any negotiated peace settlement aimed at long-term peace 

and/orr national reconciliation. Failure to do so wi l l place the possibility for long-term peace or reconciliation in 

jeopardvv and limit options, when dissatisfied agents of political violence 'go private" and exercise their 'rights 

throughh the force o f arms. I then go on to discuss macro and micro perspectives pertaining io Reintegration. 

RehabilitationRehabilitation and Reconstruction. Outlined here as well are narrative perspectives o f a number of Tamil 

paramilitaries-in-exilee who are looking beyond conflict. These rather opei>ended musings, deal with issues 

andd problematics o f reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction, such as- demilitarisation, demobilisation, 

disarmament,, decommissioning o f weapons stockpiles and 'resolving', 'regulating' or 'managing' outstanding 

politico-militaryy conflicts in a deeply-divided society. By way of conclusion. 1 examine the problematic 

relationshipp vis-a-vis Mediation, Negotiations and Conflict Management. The argument here is that a deep and 

comprehensivee knowledge concerning the perspectives o f combatants, such as paramilitaries and other agents 

off political violence, is vital not only for peace mediators and negotiators and the managers o f conflicts but 

alsoo for peacekeepers. This point is graphically illustrated through the crises after crises faced by peacekeeping 

forcess the world over and the tremendous amount of dithering displayed by the political masters o f such 
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forces.. This discussion links up with previous points made in chapters five, six andseven. fo r example, the 

importancee o f cultural specific knowledge and symbolic discourses in spaces and locations where political 

violencee is operative, as well as knowing the tactical and strategic role(s) of 'cul t ivated* worldviews. hatreds 

andd revenge/counter-reveime mentalities. 
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CHAPTERR TWO 

LOCATIONSS OF VIOLENCE 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Dearr me, it is beautiful! And most sumptuously tropical, as to character o f foliage and 
opulencee o f it (Mark Twain 1900:16). 

Whenn they arrested my neighbour I did not protest. When they arrested the men and women 
inn the opposite house I did nol protest. And when they finally came for me, there was nobody 
leftt to protest (Pastor Niemoller). 

Fearr is the outcome o f weakness. The coward's friend. The enemy of courage. The root o f 
fearr among humans is the fear o f death. The one who destroys the fear of death, is victorious 
overr himself [sic]. He is the one who liberates himself from the inner-prison - Leader's 
Thoughtss for the Week (Velupillai Prabhakaran, the LTTE Supremo on Netscape 
http://www.cantam.com/taniil// - photographically recorded in Gunaratna 1997 - translation 
mine). . 

Srii Lanka, a 65.610 square kilometre tear-shaped tropical island, ! situated 46 kilometres of f the south-eastern 

tipp o f India (latitude 5 55' to 9 50' N and longitude 79 42' to 81 52" E) and separated from India by the Palk 

Strait,, is home to an 'ethnically' diverse population of around nineteen mil l ion, one hundred thousand (in 

1999).. Its strategic geographical position in the Indian Ocean -at the intersection of centuries-old shipping and 

tradingg routes (Prickett I 990:151-180 and de Silva 1990:287-302). between India {including other parts o f 

Southh Asia). South East Asia, the Middle East, the Near East (also referred to as West Asia), East Africa 

(includingg the Horn) and Europe: combined with four hundred and forty three years of Portuguese (1505-

1658).. Dutch (1658-1802) and British colonial rule (1802-1948)2 - have niven rise to a number o f 

11 Topographically, the (coastal) littoral and large tracts of the north and east (parts o f which are covered by 
scrubb jungle and tropical forestation) are flat, while central and south-central regions are hilly and 
mountainous.. Climatically, Sri Lanka is divided between the dry zone, which covers the north, north central, 
andd eastern parts o f the island; and the wet zone, which covers the cental, western and southwestern portions. 
Forr an idyllic representation of Sri Lanka*s natural beauty, see Tresidder (1960). 

-- The first three hundred and ten years of European colonial rule was primarily limited to the (coastal) littoral. 
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heterogeneousheterogeneous and hybrid social formations, through blood-lies and centuries old processes of assimilation 

andand integration.-) [Examples include, the small but notable Eurasian, Burgher social formations made up o f 

Portuguese,, Dutch. British and other miscellaneous European descendants^ and assimilation o f non-Sinhalese 

ofof South Indian origins into the 'Sinhala-fold' - royalty and commoner alike (Pieris 1956. Seneviratne 

1976:55-611 and 1978. Dewaraja 1988:26-52. Gunawardana 1994 and Yalman 1997:136-146). Particularly 

sincee the thirteenth century (Kemper 1991:20), as in the case of persons belonging to the Durawa, Karawa, 

SalagumaSalaguma and Vuhumpura (lower) castes.5 In present-day Sri Lanka, these heterogeneous and hybrid social 

formationss arc however, homogenised, categorised and constructed - for administrative, cultural, historical and 

(contemporary)) political purposes - according to four major divisions or 'ethnic groups', namely: Sinhalese, 

SriSri Lankan Tamil. Indian Tamil and Sri Lankan MuslimsP As a result, the polities of identity plays a 

whilee the Kandyan (Sinhala) kingdom in the central hill country remained nominally intact. It was only after 
thee British colonialists captured and annexed the Kandyan kingdom in 1815 (after defeating the army o f the 
lastt king of Kandy. Sri Vikrama Rajasinha and dethroningthe monarch), that the island was formally "unif ied' 
underr one colonial administrative and politico-legal system. This lasted for another one hundred and thirty 
threee years and transformed the native inhabitants into subjects of the British crown. For more historical details 
o ff this period see the influential work of Dewaraja (1988), herself a native Sri Lankan of Sinhalese 
antecedents. . 

-11 For more details o f Sri Lankan prehistory, refer to the influential (historicist) works of Gunawardena (1976, 

1985.. 1995). Liyanagamage (1978). Bandaranaike (1985), Goonatilake (1985) and Karunatilaka (1988). all o f 

whomm are native Sri Lankans o f Sinhalese, Buddhist origins. 

44 For background details, refer to a manifesto o f the Dutch Burgher Union (n.d.). 

55 Durawa is the toddv-tapper caste: Karava is the Usher caste; Salagama is the cinnamon-peeler caste; and 
I'ahumpuraI'ahumpura is the jaggery-maker and domestic service caste (known in less respectful terms as theHakuru or 
Jaggeryy caste). For more details on the caste structure in (Ceylon) Sri Lanka, refer to the works o f Ryan 
(1953).. Raghavan (1961, 1971). Malalgoda (1976), Jiggins (1979), Roberts (1982), Russell (1982), 
Kannangaraa (1988). Karunatilaka (1988) and Kotalawele (1988). And in chapter six o f his book.SW Lanka: 
EthnicEthnic Fratricide and the Dismantling of'Democracy, Tambiah deals admirably with the make-up o f the Sri 
Lankann peoples, since pre-history right up to the modern era (1986:87-1 I 3). 

66 I do away here with the archaic term 'Moors ' (Sri Lankan and Indian) coined by Portuguese colonialists in 

thee 16th century. A factor that has led to the usage o f unwieldy references such as 'Sri Lankan Moors' in the 

Censusess of Population and Housing in Sri Lanka (e.g. in 1946. 1971 and 1981). Instead I use the term 



significantt role not only in Sri Lankan political and cultural lite, but also in relation to employment (Tambiah 

1955:113-134.. Fernando 1970. Abeysekera 1985:233-249). economic production and labour (Jayawardena 

19722 and 1985:128-146. Kuruppu 1985:147-160. Richardson and Samarasinghe 1993:194-223). trading, 

commercee and the emergence o f ethnic trading networks {Moore 1997:331-366), higher education (De Suva 

1979,, Bastian 1985:220-232) and in other walks of life. 

Inn a related context, the controversial^ Harvard-based social anthropologist Stanley Tambiah (a native 

Srii Lankan o f traditional élite, Jaffna Tamil origins) states that, 

inn the hope o f dissolving contemporary fixations - Sri Lanka awaits the blooming o f a social 
historiann o f the nineteenth and twentieth centuries who wil l write the story of how different 
geographicall segments (coastal and interior), different caste categories (Karava. Salagama, 
Paravar.. Goyigama. and others among the 'Sinhalese' and Vellala, Karaiyar, Mukkuvar, and 
otherr among the 'Tamils') , and different communal aggregates (low-country Sinhalese versus 
Kandyann Sinhalese versus Jaffna Tamils versus Batticaloa Tamils versus Indian plantation 
Tamilss and so on) have at different times become participants in an increasingly 
encompassingg political process and an expanding colonial-type economy during the time of 
Britishh rule (1796-1948). And the post-Independence phase o f Sri Lanka is necessarily a 
continuationn and transformation of processes set in motion during the critical period o f the 

Muslim(s)) in this text. In fact, Qadri Ismail argues that the racial identity o f the term 'Moor ' is a misnomer 

givenn the mixed antecedents o f the so-called 'Moors' . 
Azeezz [a leading Sri Lankan Muslim ideologue o f the 1930s] claims that only Arab men came 
too Sri Lanka and that they 'took Tamil wives'...Logically this would make the Moors 
"racially'' mixed, a possibility that doesn't occur to Azeez, who represents women as simply 
reproducingg the nation on behalf of men, as conduits without the power to mark. In other 
words,, only the paternal marker of identity was allowed: an Arab masculinity is emphasized, 
andd a Tamil femininity denied, in the originary construction of Sri Lankan Musl im 
identity...Bothh the inclusive and exclusive aspects of this representation are important: l ie 
deniall o f a Tamil component is required not only to emphasize the Arab 'b lood' o f Muslims 
butt also to enhance Azeez's claim that the Moors are racially distinct from the Tamils (Ismail 
1995:69-70). . 

77 Tambiah is 'controversial' in terms o f the furor caused in Sri Lankan circles, particularly by Sinhala-

Buddhisll chauvinists and (more moderate) Sinhala nationalists, in opposition to the views and opinions 

expressedd in his book (1992) - Buddhism Betrayed' Religion. Politics, and Violence in Sri Lunku- the title o f 

whichh is in tact, a tongue-in-cheek swipe at the parochial Sinhala-Buddhist oriented publication by the 

Buddhistt Committee of Inquiry (1956) - The Belruyul of Buddhism. As background reading, a publication that 

wass related to the original controversy between advocates o f Buddhism and Catholicism in Sri Lanka, by the 

Catholicc Union o f Ceylon (1957) - Education in Ceylon According to the Buddhist Commission Report: A 

CC 'ommentary. Colombo: Catholic Press, might prove to be o f additional interest. 
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Britishh raj (Tambiah 1986:8-9). 

Thee Sinhalese, who form the majority ethno-linguistic and culturally assertive social formation on the island, 

constitutee 74% of the total population, while Sri Lankan Tamils. Indian Tamils and Sri Lankan Muslims, make 

upp 12%. 6%. and 7.6% respectively. Along religious lines, the majority of Sinhalese (99.5%) are (Theravada) 

Buddhists^^ and similarly the majority of Sri Lankan and Indian Tamils (64.5% and 31.5% respectively) are 

(Saivite)) Hindus, and constitute. 69.3% and 15.5% respectively of the total population. Blutring this ethno-

religiouss distinctiveness are the Sinhalese. Sri Lankan Tamil and Indian Tamil Christians, who form 7.5% o f 

thee total population - i.e. 6% Catholics, 0.7% Protestants and 0.8% Other Denominations. The 7.6% Sri 

Lankann Muslims are sub-divided into 7.5% Sunni and 0 . 1 % Shi'i (while another minority religious group, the 

Baha'is.. arc 0, I'M, o f the total population), f o r more details concerning statistical data pertaining to theethnic 

compositioncomposition of religious groups and the religious composition of ethnic groups, refer to Tables 9.10 and 9.1 I 

respectively,, in chapter nine of the Census of Population and Housing 19H1 (1981:124). The (general) rate of 

populationn growth in Sri Lanka in 1995 was 1.4%. while life expectancy at birth was recorded as 68 yeas for 

maless and 72 years for females respectively. The population is distributed along urban (21.5%). rural (72.2%) 

andd estate (6.3%) divisions. And Sri Lanka has a total literacy rate of 89% (i.e. males 9 1 % and females 89%> 

respectively). . 

*>> According to the Oxford-based (Orientalist) don, Richard Gombrich: 

Theravadaa is a branch of Buddhism now preserved in Sri Lanka and parts of continental 

southeastt Asia [Burma. Thailand, Cambodia, Laos]...The term means "Doctrine of the 

Llders';; the elders in question are the senior monks who preserve the tradition. The title thus 

claimss conservatism. An adherent o f Theravada is called a Theravadin..Theravada reached 

Ceylonn [Sri Lanka| from India in or very near 250 BCE...Hallmarks o f Theravada Buddhism 

aree the use of Pali as its main sacred language and dependence on the Pali version o f the 

Buddhistt canon as its sacred scripture...The word Pali originally means "(canonical) text": its 

usee to designate the language o f the Theravadin canonical texts seems not to antedate the 

eighteenthh century. Pali is an ancient derivative o f Sanskrit and quite close to it (Gombrich 

1988:3). . 
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Thee politics o f numbers^ involved in these seemingly innocuous census statistics- that hark back in 

thee case of Sri Lanka and India to British colonial times (Cohn 1987)- are troublesome to say the least, and 

havee now become embedded in contemporary political culture and is a basis for the 'authority of conventional 

wisdom". '00 In other words, the finer mechanics of the British colonial project of divide and rule have been 

adoptedd and are still being put to use in more contemporaneous circumstances in postcolonial India aid Sri 

Lanka,, particularly through the representation o\~ numbers in nationalist discourse. And in this context o f 

enumeration,, Arjun Appadurai notes- while citing Edward Said (1991)- that, "the discourse o f orientalism' ' 

createdd a vista of exoticism, strangeness, and difference" [emphasis mine] (Appadurai 1993:314). Appadurai. 

whoo is inspired by Sudipta Kaviraj's 'Construction o f Colonial Power' (Kaviraj 1989) and Benedict 

Anderson'ss chapter on 'Census. Map. Museum" (Anderson 1991:163-185). builds on David Ludden's 

concernss vis-a-vis 'orientalist empiricism' (Ludden 1993:250-278) and contends that. 

thee exercise o f bureaucratic power itself involved the colonial imagination and that in this 
imagination,, number played a crucial role. My main argument is that exoticization and 
enumerationn were complicated strands o f a single colonial project and that in their interaction 
liess a crucial part of the explanation of group violence and communal terror in contemporary 
India...Thee 'communitarian' approach, which later (in the first part o f the twentieth century) 

99 My thanks to Peter van der Veer for pointing me towards a critical examination of this issue. 

' 00 Such 'authoritative' writ ing, involving the politics of numbers, are displayed for example by the 

conventionall historian Kingsley de S i lva(198l . 1986. 1992. 1995, 1997). 

'' ' Said's famous thesis is that Orientalism is a multi-layered conceptual construction typifying 'the Orient" (as 

opposedd to 'the Occident') and which is a mode o f Western dominance emanating out of the era o f European 

colonialismm (particularly franco-British). Appadurai sets the stage for his argument using parts of Said's 

concernss that: 

Rhetoricallyy speaking. Orientalism is absolutely anatomical and enumeraiive: to use its 
vocabularyy is to engage in the particularizing and dividing of things Oriental into manageable 
parts...[Furthermore]] modern Orientalism...embodies a systematic discipline o\~ accumulation. 
Andd far from being exclusively an intellectual or theoretical feature, it made Orientalism 
fatallyy tend towards the systematic accumulation of human beings and territories. To 
reconstructt a dead or lost Oriental language meant ultimately to reconstruct a dead or 
neglectedd Orient: it also meant that reconstructive precision, science, even imagination could 
preparee the way for what armies, administrations, and bureaucracies would later do on the 
ground,, in the Orient [original emphasis] (Said 1991:72.123, Appadurai 1993:314-315). 
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hass iis most dramatic manifestation in separate electorates tor Hindus and Muslims (Hasan 
1979:: Pandey 1990; Robinson 1974),..was built on earlier ideas about caste as the critical 
principall  of a general morphology of the Indian population (as known through the census) and 
stilll  earlier ideas about the powers of enumeration in grasping the variability and tractability 
off  India's land and resources. This communitarian approach was also crucial in defining the 
dynamicss of ideas of majority and minority as culturally coded terms for dominant and 
disenfranchisedd groups in South India (Frykenberg 1987; Saraswathi 1974; Washbrook 1976: 
chap.6)) and elsewhere. It is thus very plausible to argue, as Rajni Kothari (1989a. 1989b) and 
otherss have done, that the very fabric of Indian democracy remains adversely affected by the 
ideaa of numerically dominated bloc-voting, as opposed to more classically liberal ideas of the 
bourgeoiss individual casting his vote as a democratic citizen (Appadurai 1993:315.331). 

Inn Sri Lanka, the unprohlema/ic and widespread use of statistical enumeration (as a given, rather than being 

contestedd and delineated accordingly) vis-a-vis the peoples of this island - by statisticians, technocrats, 

journalists,, politicians and academics alike - not only reifies and substantiates conventional 'wisdom" 

pertainingg to demarcations, designations and stereotypes of 'Otherness', whether they be in terms of race, 

ethnicity,, caste, class, gender, language, history, culture or politics. Furthermore, it also contributes to the 

discoursediscourse of maintaining differences and divisions in what is effectively, a deeply divided society - with a de-

factoo separate mini-slate being operated by the LITE, in the eastern hinterland of the north-central and eastern 

provinces. . 

"Thee Sinhala' identity is further sub-divided along regional (e.g. Low-Country and Kandyan). caste. 

classs and political affiliations. However I do not focus, in this text, on the intricacies and specificities of 

Sinhalaa (and Buddhist) social and political phenomena, except in passing or as examples, in view that this 

materiall  has been given more than adequate coverage by other Sri Lanka studies scholars.1 - Linguistically, Sri 

' -- For a critical examination of hegemonic Sinhala-Buddhist politics, history and culture, refer to the writings 
off  Gilbert (1952). Leach (I960), Bopagamage (1963), Kearney (1967), Tambiah (1968). Evers (1972). 
Bedienn (1973. 1978). Fernando (1973a). Gokhale (1973), Obeyesekere (1970. 1975. 1976. 1979, 1984a. 
1984b,, 1997). Gunasinghe (1972, 1987. I996a.b.c.d,e). Phadnis (1976, 1990), Stirrat (1977. 1982. 1984). 
Robertss (1982). Jayawardena (1984, 1990). Nissan (1984. 1985. 1997), Gunawardana (1985, 1994. 1995), 
Mooree (1985. 1994). Tambiah (1986, 1988, 1992), Coomaraswamy (1987). Nissan and Stirrat (1987, 1990). 
Rogerss (1987). Tennckoon (1987. 1990). Kannangara (1988). Kapferer (1988). Gombrich and Obeyesekere 
(1988).. Chandraprema (1989, 1991). Juergensmeyer (1990). Peebles (1990), Kemper (1991). Daniel (1996, 
1997)) and Seneviratne (1997). 
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Lankann Tamils. Indian Tamils and a majority o\' Sri Lankan Muslims speak the Tamil language (with the 

balancee speakinii Sinhala) - although there are variations in dialect and accent due to regional and class 

differences.. Kor example. Sri Lankan Tamils would speak Tamil (particularly the 'Jaffna' dialects) with what 

cann be called a "Malavali flavour'; while the accents of Indian Tamils are closer to versions o f colloquial Tamil 

spokenn by Tamil ians1 3 in Southern India. And similarly, there are clearly identifiable differences between 

colloquiall 'Jaffna" dialects (spoken in and around the northern peninsula) and 'Batticaloa' dialects (spoken in 

thee eastern province). In Tamil Nadu, particularly in Madras (orChennai as it is now known), the lingua franca 

iss colloquial 'Indian Tamil", which is a distinctive, accented version o f Tamil, that utilises many 'Tamil ised' 

Englishh words. Many Sri Lankan Tamils and South Indian Tamilians (particularly those l iving in the 

Thanjavurr district of the south-eastern Indian state of Tamil Nadu), are Saivite Hindus- who share in general. 

aa common heritage, in terms of religious, cultural (art. dance, folklore, myths and legends), historical and 

linguisticc roots. According to another controversial scholar, Jane Russell.14 a unique feature that distinguished 

Srii Lankan Tamils (approximately 2.3 mill ion strong in 1995) from the Tamilians o f South India 

(approximatelyy 56 mill ion strong in 1991), was their caste system. 

thee primary distinction being the domination, both numerically and socially, o f the highest 
caste,, the wllula. There were very few hiuhmins among Ceylon [Sri Lankan] Tamils, these 
beingg employed only as temple priests...The caste system that operated among the Ceylon 
Tamilss was therefore an inversion o f the pyramidal structure prevailing in South India. As 
suchh it bore a remarkable likeness to the caste structure of the Sinhalese-Buddhists in Ceylon 
[Srii Lanka], in which the inverted pyramidal characteristic was the dominant feature, the 
zoixaimizoixaimi [or Goyigama], the highest caste being numerically the largest [cf. Biyce Ryan. 
CasteCaste in Modem Ceylon (New Brunswick. 1953). See also Janice .liggins. 'Caste and Politics 

11 -> | use the1 term 'Tamil ian' in this text to refer to Tamils who live in general in India and in particular in the 

Southh Indian Slate of Tamil Nadu. I do this in order to differentiate between Tamilians living in India, from Sri 

Lankann Tamils and Indian Tamils who live in Sri Lanka. 

1 44 Russell (who has lived in Sri Lanka for many years) was deported between February and March 1996 from 
Srii Lanka. It is rumored that this unprecedented action was the personal whim o f an influential figure in the PA 
coalitionn government, allegedly over a family quarrel involving land that Russell had 'interfered" in. Some 
otherss allege that she overstayed her visa and had 'arrogantly' ignored repeated requests by the Department o f 
Immigrationn and Emigration for an interview, and was therefore 'r ightful ly ' deported. 
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Amongg the Sinhalese', unpublished thesis15 Univ. of Ceylon, 1973] (Russell 19S2:7). 

Asidee from this phenomenon, there are deep-rooted regional differences and rivalries, intertwined with caste. 

classclass and gender discrimination, and (more recent) political contradictions, which can be observed within Sri 

Lankann Tamil societal formations. 

.. Regional Differences and Rivalries - historically-situated discrimination by Jaffna Tamils (from the 

northernn peninsula) of other Sri Lankan Tamils hailing from Batticaloa and Trincomalee (in the eastern 

region).. Mannar (in the north-western region), and Vavuniya (in the north-central region). Many 

contemporaneouss Jaffna Tamils (erroneously)16 consider themselves to be superior and possess a better 

pedigreee in terms of caste-hierarchy, education, wealth and cultural heritage (as exponents par excellence of 

'thee hiüh culture' of Sen Thamil or classical Tamil, as well as of Bharata Natram and Camatic music).17 

'55 This thesis was later published, see Jiggins (1979). 

166 This is an error inherent to considerations of traditional status and privilege. My thanks to Peter van der 
Veerr for bringing this point to my attention. 

177 fambiah notes that, "the championing by a Jaffna Tamil local élite of Tamil literature and art forms, and 
theirr propagation of Saiva [Hindu] doctrines, represented a heightened cultural and linguistic consciousness 
thaii  naturalh emphasized the distinctiveness of the vocal Tamil revivalists from the Buddhist activist 
movementss in the south" (Tambiah 1986:108). However, as Russell observes in a contradictory note, the 
Sinhala-Tamill  divide that Tambiah posits, was not so clear cut in the early twentieth century and neither was 
theree a popular familiarity with the exclusive characteristics of Sen Thamit 

Thee political leaders of the Ceylon Tamils in the first half of the twentieth century, the 
Ponnambalamm brothers. Arunachalam and Ramanathan. had not fallen prey to [the] fetish for 
Englishh education. Both men could write and speak excellent classical or 'high' Tamil. 
Ramanathann translated the Bhagavad Gita into Tamil in 1914, and ore of Arunachalam's 
criticismss of the Colombo Tamils was that they had bastardized their mother tongue. 
|Arunachalam.. P. Speeches and Writings (Colombo. 1936)] Their cousin. Ananda 
Coomaraswamy.. had urged the Ceylonese to regenerate their national languages and the 
Buddhist-Hinduu culture in Ceylon. [Coomaraswamy made it his life's work to interprei the art 
off  these cultures| and Ramanathan had advised a Sinhalese audience in a didactic lecture at 
Anandaa College in 1904 to cultivate their language...However, classical or 'high' Tamil was a 
closedd book to many Ceylon Tamil speakers. For example, J.V. Chelliah. an erstwhile 
presidentt of the Jaffna Youth League, the ex-Principal of Jaffna College, and a Tamil scholar, 
prefacedd a translation of classical Tamil poetry. Paltupattu published in 1946. with this 
comment:: "Ancient Tamil literature is a closed book to most of our educated people. I am 
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Theree are also other forms of discrimination that take place, particularly by Sri Lankan Tamils against Indian 

Tamilss - who are considered to be at the "bottom o f the heap', by sizeable sections o f Jaffna, Batticaloa. 

Trincomalee.. Mannar and Vavuniya Tamils. Even the undisputed father of Tamil nationalism. Samuel James 

Velupillaii Chelvanayakam.' 8 harboured such opinions, as noted here by the political scientist Al fred 

Jeyaratnamm Wilson (a native Sri Lankan o f traditional élite. Jaffna Tamil origins). "Chelvanayakam often told 

mee that the 'trousered Tamils" o f Batticaloa were not generally with his party" (Wilson 1988:103). However 

thee Jaffna-centric. Vdlalu socio-political hierarchy was also divided into a pecking order o f discriminatory 

sub-castes,, micro-castes and kin-groups - for example, the socio-political status of a number of Jaffna Tamil 

familiess hailing from Manippay (also spelt Manipay). who were considered to be the crème de la crème. 

Russelll notes that in the 1930s. 

Somee particular kin groups or villages in the Jaffna peninsula regarded themselves as 
aristocraticc or "first class' vellala; the vellalu in Manipay. in particular the Coomaraswamy-
Ponnambalamm kin group were so regarded [cf. M. Vytil ingam Vol IJ...J.T. Rutnam has 
describedd Manipay in the 1930s as 'An affluent village, but which was not without its quota 
off prejudices and parish pump politics' [cf. J.T. Rutnam, Pol Pourri (Colombo, 1970)]. 
Paraphrasticaliy,, this signifies that the Manipay veiktla...tended to dominate all other villages 
andd communities, both vellalu and non-vellula, circumjacent to Manipay [cf. H.A.P. 
Sandrasetiaraa in evidence to the Delimitation Commission, who stated that Manipay. Navaly. 

ashamedd to say that it is easier for most o f us to read in English than in Tamil. Until very 
recently,, even Pundits here new very little of Sangham literature. So I thought that an interest 

inn it might be created in the minds o f educated Tamils by an English translation. 1 shall be 
equallyy pleased i f this induces the rising generation of Tamils to take interest in their national 

heritage"" (Russell 1982:1 15). 
Howeverr the advocacy and popularity of Sen Thumil noted by Tambiah. which developed and deepened 
duringg the course of the twentieth century, ironically held within itself, the seeds oi" mtra-Tamil discrimination 

alongg caste, religious and class lines, a veritable double-edged sword. 

'SS Samuel .lames 1'clupillai Chelvanayakam (1898-1977). who was a founder-member o f the A l l Ceylon 

Tamill Congress (ACTC). broke away and formed the Tamil Federal Party in 1949 (its Tamil designatbn is 

'llankai'llankai Thumil Aiasu Kculchi" - i.e. 'the Ceylon Tamil State Party"). The "Federal Parly' merged with other 

Tamill groups to form the Tamil United Front (YUF) in 1972 and Chelvanayakam was one o f its co-leaders. In 

1976.. he became a co-leader o f the Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF), which demanded the partitioning 

off the island and creation o f a separate Tamil sovereign state, Tamil Eelatn (Tamil Ceylon) (Wilson I988:xii-

xiii). . 
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Uduvil.. Telhpallai.19 Chankanai and Pandaterripu were 'first class vellala villages. The 
peoplee in certain ol' these areas had a different standard of living from others: they had 
attainedd a degree of culture. At Navaly and Manipay. all the rich Tamils who did business in 
Colombo,, resided. Chankanai and Pandaterripu had fine houses built by parents of those who 
weree employed in the federated Malay States." Cevlon Daily yVcir.v March 10, 1930] (Russell 
1982:14.77). . 

.. Caste. Class and Gender Discrimination - as noted above, regional discrimination contains strong 

elementss of caste and class bias. While class has always to do with the avenues for capital accumulation and 

landd ownership, caste discrimination in Sri Lankan Tamil society in the north, and between the north and east. 

iss somewhat more complex. While Vellala is the highest-ranking, cultivator or farmer's caste among Sri 

Lankann Tamils; Jaffna Vellulu arc considered to be the highest-ranking caste, and in comparison, Batticaloa 

VellulaVellula are in a subordinate position. Dennis McGilvray's thesis on mytho-historical caste formation and the 

hegemonic/countei--hegemonicc struggles (inter-caste as well as intra-caste) for control of (Hindu) temples-

betweenn two immigrant castes, the agriculturalist Batticaloa Vellala and the low-caste Mukkuvur (one of the 

lowest-rankingg fishing castes among Batticaloa Tamils, who are originally from Malabar)- highlight the rather 

distinctivee llavour of social hierarchies along the eastern coastal littoral of the Batticaloa district (McGilvray 

1974.. 1982). 

Inn the Batticaloa area...the 'symbolic language' of the caste system was shaped by the 
historicall  circumstances surrounding the establishment of the dominant caste, its ideological 
resources,, and its specialist groups. Here, in fact, a heritage of warrior conquest by a formerly 
low-rankingg Malabar fishing caste, combined with a distinctive non-Brahmin Viracaiva 
(Lingavat)) priestly tradition, has produced a regional caste system with a markedly 'political' 
(orr I locartian) ideology of caste rank and caste honour (McGilvray 1982:35). 

Ass the complexities of Sri Lankan Tamil caste formations are/w/ my main concern here, for more details see 

thee works of Canagaratnam (1921), Ryan (1953). Tambiah (1954), Banks (1960). Raghavan (1971), Stirrat 

(1977).. Russell (I9S2). Tambiah (1 986) and McGilvray (1974, 1982:35-97). On a more general note, Tambiah 

statess thai: 

11 9 Tellipallai is the birthplace of S..I.V. Chelvanayakam. the de facto faher of Tamil nationalism. 
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Althoughh the traditional pattern of caste relations in Jaffna was similar to those in the south 

|| among the Sinhalese], the Tamil variant was more rigidly bound by stricter notions of purity 

andd pollution, o f food taboos and avoidances. Vegetarianism was practiced by certain 

segments,, and the eating of beef was prohibited and the prohibition strictly observed by all the 

'clean"" castes. Moreover, the north contained larger segments o f degraded low castes 

(outcastes)) o f servile status such as the Parayar, Pallar. and Navalar (the Rodiyas and 

Kinnarass of the Kandyan region are very small in number), and women o f upper-caste status 

weree more hedged in by severe rules of premarital chastity, were more confined to the home, 

andd had less freedom o f physical movement and social intercourse than their Sinhalese 

counterpartss (Tambiah 1986:105). 

GenderGender discrimination in a patriarchally dominated society is self evident not only among Sri Lankan Tamil 

sociall formations but a globally visible phenomenon (in varying degrees). While such phenomena arew;/ my 

primarvv concern, a significant development rising out of the ashes of ethnic conflict and civi l war in north and 

eastt Sri Lanka, is that there are far morefeniale-headed'families, than say in the 1930s- which has given rise 

too a more socially and politically visible role for Sri Lankan Tamil women. In fact, it is fair to estimate that due 

too a 'manpower shortage" more than a third of the L I T E's paramilitary forces are made up of teenage and 

voungg women. I do not delve into the gender dimensions of paramilitary political violence in this particular 

researchh due to the lack o f adequate access with female paramilitaries from the LTTE. However, the article o f 

Sitralegaa Maunaguru (a native Sri Lankan o f Jaffna Tamil origins, with close relations to the L I T E in the past) 

providess a useful exposé of the constructed role o f "woman" in the contemporary Tamil nationalist experience 

(Maunaguruu 1995:158-175). 

Alsoo within the Indian Tamil social formation, there is evidence of pervasive (internal) discrimination 

andd a rigid pecking order nurtured by uncler-education and based more on caste, political inlluence (translated 

intoo "class") and patriarchy. At the "bottom o f the heap' in Indian Tamil plantation society are women 

labourers,, who are from the lowest castes. I wi l l not focus in this text on the dilemmas faced by the Indian 

Tamill social formation. For more details concerning the socio-political history of this segment of Sri Lankan 

societyy and descriptions o f difficult working environment in the case of plantation workers, see the writings o f 
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-- Devaraj (1979). de Silva (1982). Kampschöer, Leven, van den Berk. van den Brekel and de Jonge (1983). 

Rotee (1986). Wesumpcruma (1986). Bastian (1987). Caspersz. Wanninayake and Vijesandiran (1995), 

Manikamm (1995) and Daniel (1996. 1997). A detailed study of the socio-economic frustrations, political 

involvementss and roles of Indian Tamil youth (particularly from the plantation areas) as paramilitaries in the 

Lelamm national liberation struggle (from the 1980s to date), is a worthwhile research project that requires 

speciall attention. It is also an indispensable part o f mapping long-term solutions to Sri Lanka's strained ethnic 

relations. . 

.. Political Contradictions - considering that this subject is an integral part o f this research. I have given 

variouss aspects of this phenomenon special attention in the fol lowing sections o f this chapter - i.e. in 

"ethnonationall concerns', 'the birth and spread of Tamil nationalism", 'growth o f Tamil paramilitary 

organisations'.. 'anti-Tamil riots and Indian intervention' and 'continuation o f politics by other means'. 

Srii Lankan Muslims, on the other hand, have a relatively distinct re Unions identity based on Islam {of 

Hashemitee and South Indian Sunni mytho-historical extractions).-0 though there are regional, political, class. 

genderr and even ethnic differences (and underlying tensions) in evidence in this context too (for more details 

seee Ismail 1995:55-105). Mohan notes that: 

Thee adherents o f Islam in Sri Lanka belong, chiefly, to three different ethnic backgrounds 
viz.... the Sri Lanka Moors, the Indian Moors and the Malays. Others include the Memo/is. the 

- 00 According to the South Indian (Tamilian) historian Vasundhara Mohan, 
Thee Muslims of Sri Lanka, the Moors, trace their ancestry to the Arab traders of the past, the 
datee of whose settlement in Sri Lanka is not certain. According to a tradition, the first 
Mohammadanss |sic. Muslims] who settled in Sri Lanka were Hashemites who fled from 
Arabiaa towards the end of the 7th or early 8th century. The immigrants are believed to have 
formedd considerable settlements at the various port towns o f Sri Lanka. According to another 
tradition,, some of the Arab traders who had settled down on the Malabar coast o f India, used 
too visit Sri Lanka to worship Adam's footprint on the Adam's Peak and made Sri Lanka their 
home.. Their trading activities circumscribed the growth of Muslim settlements mainly around 
thee ports (Mohan 1987:13). 

Andd for more background reading pertaining to the Muslim communities of Gujarat in western India, see 
Misraa (1964) and one of the founding fathers o f the Sri Lankan Muslim community, see the edited volume by 

Mulukumaraa (1963). 
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liohrasliohras etc...The Sri Lanka Moors are also known zsSonuhars - those permanently settled in 

Srii Lanka - and the Indian Moors as the Sammankarars - Those who were in Sri Lanka for 

tradingg purposes and intend to return to India [cf. Census of Ceylon 19-16 1950:158-159], The 

Malays,, who also profess the Islamic faith, are considered as a separate group by the Moors, 

owinee to their distinct ethnic background, culture and westernised life style. With the passage 

off time, the Indian Muslims have either become absorbed in the Sri Lanka Musl im 

communityy through intermarriages etc., or have returned to India [original emphasis] (Mohan 

1987:9). . 

Inn contrast, Ismail represents "the MusWm social formation as consisting o f two 'distinct' groups. Southern and 

Easternn Muslims: -Southern" referring to the Muslims o f the seven Sinhala dominated provinces, who form 

roughlyy two-thirds o f the Muslim population of Sri Lanka; 'Eastern.' to those of the former Eastern Province" 

[emphasiss mine] (Ismail 1995:57). In relation to the contentious region o f the north and east, the Tamil 

nationalistt scholar, Karthigesu Sivathamby (a native Sri Lankan of Jaffna Tamil origins)- who is apparently 

linkedd (from his wife's side) to the LTTE-supremo Prabhakaran's Karayar (a traditionally low-ranking. 

coastall people's caste among Sri Lankan Tamils, also spelt Karaiyar) new politico-military élite - notes that. 

Thee social organisation of the Muslims living in Tamil areas has a close affinity to that o f the 

Tamilss o f the area. This is especially so in the case of the Muslims o f the East. It has been 

shownn that the matri clan exogamous Kudi system found among the [Batticaloa] Tamils is 

alsoo the system o f social organization of the Muslims o f this region...[where] Muslims form 

ann integral part of its feudal'system. There are Musl im Podiyars (landlords). Vayatkarar (l i t : 

thosee o f the fields; these are the Podiyar's superintendents, looking after the processes o f 

cultivationn and harvesting) and the serfs. This pattern o f social organisation o f the Batticaloa 

Muslimss is very different from that of Muslims in other areas o f Sri Lanka (Sivathamby 

1987:201-202). . 

Sivathambyy notes that Muslims constituted 17% of the total population in the northern and eastern provinces 

(Ibid:: 200-201). This statistic (like others used, at times inventively, by Sivathamby) is somewhat misleading, 

whenn the numerical strength o f Muslims and the other two major 'ethnic groups' l iving in the north and east 

aree broken down on a village by village or even a district by district basis. In fact, in antagonistic spaces where 

situatedd practices o f political violence take place (particularly with regard to ethnic cleansing), more often 

thann not it is the local situation that is of crucial importance, rather than any statistical computations o f national 
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averagess (which remain less than accurate estimates at the best of times). However in order to have a rough 

demographicc idea, here are some basic statistics (i.e. select ethnic composition of district population 

percentagess according to the last conducted Census o f 1981 ).*-' 

Province/ElectoralProvince/Electoral Dis!rid 

EasternEastern Province 
Ampara a 
Batticaloa a 
Trincotnalee e 
NorthernNorthern Province 
Jaffnaa (includinu kilinochclii) 
Mannar r 
Vavuniva a 
Mullaitivti i 
*(Source:: C 'ensus of Population and Hon. 

Muslims Muslims 
19711 1981 

46.4%% 41.5% 
23.7%% 23.9% 
31.9%% 29.3% 

01.4%% 01.7% 
25.3%% 26.1% 
06.6%% 06.8% 
00.0%% 04.7% 

inxinx 1981) 

Tamils" Tamils" 
19711 1981 

22.8%% 20.4% 
70.8%% 72.0% 
37.7%% 36.4% 

97.5%% 97.7% 
68.1%% 64.3% 
75.8%% 76.4% 
00.0%% 89.9% 

Sinhalese Sinhalese 
19711 1981 

30.1%% 37.8% 
04.6%% 03.4% 
29.0%% 33.4% 

000 9% 00.8% 
04.1%% 08.2% 
16.8%% 16.6% 
00.0%% 05.2% 

Tensionss resulting from intra-Muslim differences based on class and gender {Ismail 1995:55-105), are not as 

acute,, when compared with the exigencies faced by Muslim social formations living in the north and east- in 

termss o f coping with the vagaries of political violence. Muslims have therefore had to organise themselves 

politicallyy at the local level, in order to withstand the pressures o f a deeply divided society, where Sinhalese-

- 11 These demographic figures have changed considerably in the wake o f the policies o f ' e thn ic cleansing' 

practicedpracticed in particular, by Tamil paramilitaries from the LTTE (against Muslim and Sinhalese civilians l iving 

inn the north and east). And also as a result o f the military operations o f the Sri Lankan armed services- some 

o ff which also follow this policy, particularly during the UNP's Jayawardene era (1977-1989). The then 

Ministerr o f Defense, Lalith Athulathmudali was ordered by the then chief executive President Jayawardene to 

"drivee a wedge between the north and east in the Trincomatee district. This was in order to change the 

demographicc pattern on the ground" (Personal interview). This strategy was implemented through extra-

judiciall means (via the army) to pre-empt the unification (symbolic or otherwise) o f the north and east into a 

singlee geographical entity (which could be identified as a traditional Tamil homeland). This information was 

divulgedd to me during a personal conversation with the late Lalith Athulathmudali. He was the one time 

'hawkish'' Minister of Defense and later leader o f the opposition political party, the Democratic United 

Nationall Front or -'DUNF1 (which was set up after his resignation from the UNP due to serious differences 

withh Jayawardene's successor, the late President Premadasa). It is alleged in certain quarters that 

Athulathmudalii was assassinated on Apri l 23, 1993 as per the instructions of Premadasa (himself assassinated 

eightt days while overseeing the UNP's May Day parade later by an LTTE suicide bomber called "Baba"). 

2 -- Por the purpose of convenience, I have added the percentages o f Indian Tamils to that o f Sri Lanka Tamils 

inn order to come up with total percentages tor the (new) category Tami l s ' . For a total breakdown according to 

ethnicc composition of district population percentages for 1971 and 1981, see Ccnstis of'Population unci 
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Tamill  conflicts spill over and engulf (from time-to-time) Muslim social formations situated in the north and 

east.. Mohan's thesis concerning the identity crisis of Sri Lankan Muslims (who form the second largest 

minorityy grouping) is that they have for centuries remained an important part of a pluralistic Sri Lanka, while 

maintainingg their distinct religious identity. Her argument is that an identity crisis was created during the 

counter-hegemonicc struggles of Tamil nationalists at the time of independence. Particularly when attempts 

wheree made to incorporate the Muslims (the majority of whose vernacular is a version of Tamil) into the Tamil 

foldd - on (unfounded) grounds that they were Tamil-converts to Islam', which led the traditional Muslim 

politicall  élites to shv away and throw their lot in with the Sinhalese. However in Mohan's opinion, this did not 

resolvee "the problem', since Muslims (particularly in the eastern province) could not get away from aspects of 

Tamill  culture and language inherent in Muslim cultural practices. This in Urn led them to adopt the only 

possiblee solution, to cultivate a separate Muslim identity based on traditional claims of Arab lineage (Mohan 

1987).. For a in-depth examination of the process of identity formation see the work of Qadri Ismail (1995), a 

nativee Sri Lankan of 'southern Muslim' origins (who was journalistically involved in covering the war in the 

northh and east during the 1980s, while at the same time being politically engaged). 

Inn fact since the mid-1980s, Muslim efforts at creating a separate identity went beyond the bounds of 

culturall  and religious practices, to an extent where small but significant efforts towards building up of a 

(primarilyy defensive) Muslim paramilitary capacity were initiated (particularly in the eastern province). These 

effortss can be observed, especially through the organisation of the Muslim paramilitary group./// Jihad. Other 

effortss include the clandestine purchase of weapons from Tamil paramilitaries and members of the armed 

servicess (information I was privy to during my stay in the eastern province between 1987 and 1988). As wel! 

ass close ties and linkages (official and unofficial) with the Sri Lankan military establishment, in particular the 

Speciall  Task Force (STF) Police Commandos and Muslim Home Guard units (and even vis-a-vis the Indian 

HousingHousing 19H1: General Report - Volume 3 (Department of Census and Statistics 1986:1 18). 
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Peacee Keeping Force during the 1987-88 period). And last but not least, participation in periodic anti-Tamil 

r iots-JJ (wi th tacit support from the predominantly Sinhalese STF and Muslim Home Guard units). These 

effortss expanded and deepened, particularly after the Muslim social formations living in the north and east 

weree targeted and subjected to 'ethnic cleansing' {in so far failed efforts, to drive Muslims completely out of 

thee north and east). For example the Kattankudi massacre, where more than 300 worshippers were gunned 

downn in the village mosque by the hegemonic Tamil paramilitary organisation, the LTTE. 

Politically,, these efforts by Muslims from the eastern province have also paid off, through the rise in 

thee political fortunes o f the Sri Lanka Muslim Congress (SLMC. founded in Kattankudi in I980).-4 under the 

presidentshipp of attorney-at-law Mohammed H.M. Ash raff. He has not only secured a cabinet position as 

Ministerr of Rehabilitation and Reconstruction (1994 to date) in the eleven party, Centre-Left. People's 

Alliancee (PA - also referred to in Sinhala as the "Podujuna Eksulh Pcnummu' ox "Podu Peramima" for short) 

coalitionn government (of which the SLMC is a partner). Given the PA's one-seat parliamentary majority, the 

SLMCC (along with Thondaman's C W C ) 2 5 holds a crucial balance of power. However it should be noted that 

relationss between Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinists and Sri Lankan Muslim social formations have not been 

continuouslyy rosy. Starting from the anti-Muslim riots of 1915 (for more details see de Souza 1916, 

- 33 Given the volatile recent history o f the eastern province, both Muslims and Tamils protagonists are guilty 

off having been aggressors at one time or another, against their non-Muslim and non-Tamil neighbours. 

-44 The place o f origin of the Sri Lanka Musl im Congress seems to be symbolic o f the 

determinationn of the Muslims; particularly of the Eastern Province. Kattankudi. a short 

distancee away from Batticaloa town, is the most thickly populated village in Asia, 

accommodatingg 17.526 persons (1981) in less than one square mile area. O f these 17,217 are 

Muslims.. 246 Hindus. 31 Buddhists. 26 Roman Catholics and 6 other Christians. Thus it is 

almostt a 100 percent Muslim village (Mohan 1987:66). 

-55 Suuviumoorthy Thaiu/amun (1913-1999) was a founder-leader of the Ceylon Worker's Congress and de 

factoo leader of the Indian Tamil community, particularly in the plantations of Hatton and Nuwara Eliya in the 

centrall hill country. He was former Minister o f Rural Industrial Development under successive UNP regimes 

(1977-1994)) and Minister of Plantations under the current PA coalition government- i.e. from 1994 till his 

deathh on 30 t h October 1999. 
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Ramanathann 1916. Kearney 1970:219-266. Al i 1981:1-20. Kannangara 1983:130-165 and Ismail 1995:82-83) 

too more contemporaneous, (periodic) localised tensions and (small-scale) clashes. Fuelled largely out o f 

resentmentt at the (relative) economic prosperity and success of Muslim trading and business concerns and 

theirr concomitant socio-cultural visibility (e.g. the buying o f property/houses and through Islamic dress codes, 

andd religious practices, identified through mosques and the call to prayer five times a day). This is 

notwithstandingg the fact that more members o f the Muslim community are employed as part o f the labour 

forcee in the agricultural sector. 

Apartt from the four major 'ethnic groups', there are also several smaller, minority groups l iv ing on the 

islandd that generallv either tend to get overlooked or homogenised as in the case of small religious sects or 

communities.. In fact this illustrates some of the prevailing diversity and heterogeneity o f the Sri Lankan 

peoples,, which is not visible at first glance. A fact that is not limited to the cultural or political spheres alone, 

ass illustrated in an article by Mick Moore, who discusses the role played by identity (i.e. ethnicity, caste and 

religion)) in Sri Lankan trading and commercial development, since independence (Moore 1997:331-366). 

.. Baha '/\26 . members of a religious sect who migrated for trading purposes from India and are a small 

( low-profi le)) but integrated part o f Sri Lankan trading circles; 

,, Burghers - peoples of Eurasian lineage, the majority o f whom are Christians, and who profited in terms o f 

employmentt and (petty) prestige during the colonial era, particularly when English was used as the lingua 

franca.. However (after independence in 1948) large numbers migrated particularly to Australia (and a 

lesserr extent to Canada), as a result of increased Ceylonisation and de-Burgherisation o f the public 

- 66 Baha" ism was introduced to Sri Lanka via India in the 19th century. However, the origins o f this religion lie 

inn Iran, where "Baha"ollah...in 1863 declared himself a prophet and founded the Baha'i religion. From 

Baha'ismm came a pacifist liberal outlook which would later appeal to elements of the Westernized business 

classes.. The declaration of new religious authority was thus a way to generate 'modernized' versions of Is lam" 

(Lapiduss 1991:576). 
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servicess (Russell 1982:25). post-colonial language policies (from 1956 onwards) which favoured Sinhala 

overr English (and Tamil), and economic vagaries in Sri Lanka due to the unsuccessful command 

economicc policies of I 970-1977: 

.. Colombo Cheltvs- the majority of this originally Tamil speaking community of traders and merchants who 

migratedd from South India (sometimes referred to as the Nattukottai Chettiars) are Christians, with many 

inn the process of distancing themselves from the Eelamist Tamil national uprising, through means of 

culturall  assimilation and support for hegemonic (Sinhala-centric) majoritarian politics and nationalism 

(suchh as. sending their school-going children to study in the Sinhala vernacular, name-changing, joining 

mainstreamm majority-centric political parties, etc):-' 

.. Dmvootli Bohras2  ̂ - members of an originally Indian Shi'i Muslim sect, who are a small but well 

integrated,, influential and closely-knit business community in Sri Lankan commercial and financial 

,, Muluvalis - the majority of this originally Malayalam (and Tamil) speaking community who migrated 

fromm South India during the British colonial period.30 are Christians, and an integrated part of Sri Lankan 

~77 Individual exceptions to the norm are to be found, as in the case of Shirley Candappa. who was a senior 
memberr of the Tamil paramilitary organisation, PLOTE. For a discussion of more conventional activities of 
Nattukottaii  Chcttiar merchant bankers in Sri Lanka, see Weerasooriya (1973) and for more background 
readingg see Rudner (1994). 

- 88 The Bohuis are members of a branch of Isma'ili Shi'sm (first established in Yemen) who (most likely) 
migratedd to Gujurat (in western India) in the early thirteenth century. And subsequently it was from this 
watershedd community in India, that the Bohras moved to Sri Lanka for trading and business purposes. The 
Bohrass emerged as a result of a schism among the Falimkls (founded in 909 AD and which was an offshoot of 
thee Ismu 'Hi movement, that itself was a subsidiary product of Sir ism). ! :or more details, see Anjuman-e-Saifi 
(Srii  Lanka) Trust (1986) and Lapidus (1991:460-461). 

- 99 For example the JalTerjee family business-empire, which owns among its many local and transnational 
businesss concerns, one of the largest privately owned tea broking houses in Sri Lanka. 

300 Kumari .layawardena (a native Sri Lankan of Eurasian origins) notes for the historical record that: 
Thee Malayalis were a group of migrants from the Malabar coast [along the Southwestern tip 
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(Sinhalaa hegemonic) cultural and political lite, with a number serving in the police and armed services;-»1 

.. Ma/av.s - a distinct group o f people who migrated from Malaya during the British colonial period, the 

majorityy o f whom are Sunni Muslims, and are an integrated part of Sri Lankan (Sinhala hegemonic) 

culturall and political life, with a number serving in the police and armed services; 

.. Menwns - members o f an originally Indian Shi' i Muslim sect and part of a small (low-profile) community 

o ff traders; 

.. A/r.v/.v - a closely-knit community of adherents of the Zoroastrian faith, who migrated for trading purposes 

fromm western Ind ia3 - during the British colonial period, and are an integrated but low-profile pai l o f élite 

Srii Lankan commercial c i rc les;^ 

o ff India] and the princely states of Travancore and Cochin (which now form Kerala). They 

weree an important part of the Sri Lankan working class in the 1920s and 1930s being known 

locally,, and somewhat derogatorily as Kochchi; since many were from the Cochin area. In 

Colombo,, thev worked in mills and factories and were employed in other key sectors such as 

thee port and"railways...The Malayalis also included members of he Ezhava caste who 

mii «rated to Sri Lanka to work as toddy tappers there were also a petty bourgeoisie o f 

Malavalii clerks, teachers, small traders, owners o f tea shops and eating houses. In 1911. there 

hadd been around 1.000 Malayalis in Sri Lanka, but the numbers had risen to 30,000 in the 

earlyy thirties, the years of the world economic depression which had also affected Travancore-

Cochinn (Jayawardena 1990:45-46). 

3 '' Individual exceptions to the norm are to be found, as in the case o f Karathara Thomas George, who 

off icial lyy charmed his name to that of Joe Seneviratne (a Sinhalese name). He was a senior member o f the left 

winee revolutionary group, the Vikalpa Kandayama (Alternative Group) and closely associated with the Tamil 

paramilitaryy organisation. EPRLF and later was the Minister for Transport during the short-lived EPRLF-led 

North-Last 'Provinciall Council (1988-1990). However, it appears that since the Centre-Left PA coalition 

governmentt came to power, that he (like mans others of his ilk) has joined the Such/ Xcium Vi\aparuyu{ White 

Lotuss Movement), which is associated in drumming up support for the military campaign o f the Sri Lankan 

armedd services against the L I T E . Por a historical perspective o f migration from Kerala in medieval Sri Lanka. 

seee Liyanagainage (1988). 

3-- Parsecs or Parsis are descendants of the Zoroastrians (followers of an ancient religion founded or reformed 

byy the Persian prophet Zoroaster) who emigrated from Persia (present-day Iran) to India in the 8th century. 

333 A well-known Parsi family business house is Abtm's. owned and managed by members of the Pestonjee 

clan. . 
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.. Siihlhis - members of a small Hindu, business commun i t y ^ of pre-part it ion Indian origin, who are a well-

integratedd part of Sri Lankan commercial circles; and 

.. W-Jilas - the island's dwindling autochthonous aboriginal peoples, whose distinct culture and way o f life 

hass all but disappeared due to indirect results o f assimilation, modernisation, marginalisation and political 

v io lence-^ ^ 

EthnouutiunalEthnouutiunal and Cultural Concerns 

Oncee upon a time. Sri Lanka was (stereotypically) portrayed as - a stable, model democracy inhabited by 

friendlyy and flm-losing natives; a place in the sun reserved for enjoyment; an oasis in the so called (poverty 

andd disease ridden) 'Third World", a virtual paradise for tourists and natives alike. According to this romantic 

mytho-history.. the prevalent stability and democracy were seen as attributes of the Westminster parliamentary 

systemm (e.g. Bailey l953).->6 which had been adopted from the imperial Brit ish.^7 As noted by Calvin 

344 fo r example the Hirdaramani family business house. 

355 See the article by Yuvi Thangarajah (a native Sri Lankan of Batticaloa Tamil origins) (1995) 'Narratives o f 

Victimhoodd as Lthnic Identity Among Veddas of the East Coast*; and the unpublished PhD dissertation 

'Lthnicc Identity and Marginality Among the Coast Veddas o f Sri Lanka' by Dart (1985) for a more detailed 

exposéé concerning the difficulties faced by a section o f these indigenous aboriginal peoples. 

366 This svstem was first amended in 1972 when Sri Lanka adopted a Republican Constitution that, among 

otherr things, did away with the British Monarchy's ceremonial role as 'head of state', along with the office o f 

herr representative the 'Governor General' and changed the (colonial) name o f 'Cey lon ' . In 1978. under a new 

constitutionn (that was approved by the UNP's two thirds majority in parliament), state power was removed 

fromm parliament and placed in the hands o f a Gaullist (Fifth French Republican) cum American-style, 

omnipotentt executive presidency, together with the introduction o f a list proportional system of representation 

(Wilsonn 1980. Warnapala 1982). 

377 When independence was granted on 4 t n February 1948, the political élites (Sinhala. Tamil and Musl im) 

whoo inherited power from the colonial masters continued governing in accordance with the notion of being the 

"modell colony' of the British Raj. They maintained many pre-colonial institutions of government, which had 

beenn set up. until the amended Republican Constitution was enacted in 1972. According to the historian 

Kingsleyy de Suva (a native Sri Lankan o f Sinhalese Buddhist origins), the notion of the "model colony" was 

coinedd during the period when the British were transferring power to the Ceylonese political élites. 
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Woodward: : 

Inn 1947, as Ceylon [Sri Lanka] approached independence. Great Britain looked with pride 
uponn its accomplishments there. Five years later Sir Oliver Goonetilleke. a leader o f the 
independencee movement and the first native Ceylonese [Sri Lankan] to be Governor-General 
o ff Ceylon, remarked, "Ceylon is the best job the Englishman has done anywhere in the wor ld, 
almostt better than in his own country.' [Quoted in theA^ir York Times, May 7, 1952]...The 
occupationn by the British, which began in 1795, has had a more endiring impact on Ceylon 
thann did previous occupations...the British provided well for Ceylon in a number o f ways. 
Theyy left the island in 1947, satisfied that the environment in Ceylon would favour the growth 
o ff a democratic political system. No one was more optimistic about Ceylon's future than Lord 
Soulburv.. who had led the commission that recommended independence in Ceylon. 'W i t h 
suchh natural resources and with leaders o f proved experience,' Lord Soulbury told the House 
o ff Lords in 1947. 'I fee! that Ceylon can face the future under the happiest auspices." [Quoted 
inn Sir Charles Jeffries, Ceylon: The Path lo Independence, p. 126] Ceylon, as Sir Charles 
Jeffriess observes, was in many ways considered 'the prototype and model for the new 
Commonwealthh o f the latter part of the twentieth century." [Ibid., p.ix] The British ful ly 
expectedd that the political institutions they had planted would grow well in Ceylon and that 
Ceylonn would exemplify the best traditions of the British political experience (Woodward 
1969:3,9-11 I). 

Fromm an indigenous perspective, the anti-Tamil riots o f 1956 and 1958, along with the first insurrection. 

mountedd islandwide in Apri l 1971 by the youthful Janatha Vimuktin Penmmna {JVP or the People's 

Liberationn FrontpS and its brutal suppression, cast the first doubts on the accuracy o f this idyllic 

[T]hee concept of 'Ceylon, the model colony'...seems in retrospect to have been a clever public 

relationss job which owed its effectiveness to an unusual convergence of interests between 

Senanayakee [the most trusted and therefore influential Ceylonese politician o f the day] and his 

adviserss on the one hand and the Colonial Office off icials- Jeffries [Sir Charles] for one - on 

thee other. The theme was later taken up by some historians of the Commonwealth..The 

concept...owedd much of its effectiveness to the fact that, despite its intrinsically dubious 

originss as an exercise in image-making, there was enough o f a correspondence to reality to 

sustainn a genuine belief in it, and more to the point, to justify its acceptance as an adequate 

basiss for the making of policy (de Silva 1982:77-78). 

388 in the 1956 general elections, due to intra-élite contradictions, a section o f the traditional Sinhala political 
élitee led by the (subsequently assassinated) Solomon West Ridgeway Dias (S.W.R.D.) Bandaranaike wooed 
thee majority Sinhala-Buddhist constituency and promised them a greater share of power and resources. The 
non-materialisationn of these promises added to the discontent o f these politicised but marginalised sections ot' 
thee Sinhala (Buddhist) youth, and culminated in the emergence of the JVP a decade later. The JVP 
membershipp was largely constituted by unemployed youth from rural areas o f the Sinhala dominated 
hinterlandd (many o f whom had benefited from higher education through the policy of free education). The 
majorityy o f these youth belonged to the norvGoyigcima (lower) castes o f the majority Sinhala (Buddhist) 
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representationn o f Sri Lanka. These doubts re-surfaced around 1972 and thereafter, when politicised elements 

withinn the minority Tamil community, embarked upon a struggle fo ra greater share of power aid resources. 

Thiss struggle became more vocal and radical (especially among sections o f militant youth) during the Sri 

Lankann Army 's (SLA) occupation o f the principal Tamil City o f Jaffna situated in the northern peninsula. 

Thee IVP's second failed insurrection, which lasted from around August 1987 to mid-1990, was much 

'closerr to home' for many Sinhalese, in comparison to the relatively 'faraway war* being fought against 'the 

Tamils ' .. This is in spite o\' the heavy human casualties and infrastructural damage caused by occasional 

vehicle-bombb blasts and suicide-bomb attacks in the capital city o f Colombo. It also brought to a rude halt in 

theirr gaze, anv illusions that might have been entertained \is-a-vis "dharmishta uaiufmm" (democratic rule or 

government)) in the country. This slogan, coined during the Jayawardene era. epitomises a propaganda line that 

successivee Centre-Right, United National Party ( U N P H 9 governments had been trumpeting- notwithstanding 

thee (polit ico-military) conflicts in the north and east (1977 to date), and in the southern, western and central 

provincess (1987-1990). The possible exceptions to those rudely awakened were the overseas tourists who (at 

thee time) enjoyed the experience o f 'sun, sea and sand', along the southwestern beaches, oblivious to the daily 

extra-judiciall executions and oilier death squad activities that were going on in the inland areas of the same 

region.. According to journalist Wil l iam McGowan. commenting on the period where the government's armed 

forcess were in the process o f militari ly crushing the JVP. 

communitvv and apparently adhered to the rhetoric o f a Maoist revolutionary ideology, backed up through the 

strategiess o f nativist putschism. The bleak outlook for those outside the avenues o f social advancement 

enjoyedd by the traditional political élites and their supporters, was a major factor in the logic and trajectory o f 

thee first JVP insurrection o f April 1971 This particular rebellion was immediately crushed by the relatively ill 

prepared.. Sri Lankan armed services (with external assistance from India and other countries) and had its 

leaderss jailed (from 1971-1977). 

">99 The pan-Cevlonese. Ceylon National Congress which was founded in 1919 later became the UNP in 1946 

andd was led at the time by the eventual "father of the nation' Don Stephen Senanayake. who went on to 

becomee the country's llrst Prime Minister (1947-52). 
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II the] linal government push to exterminate the JVP has been called by Asia Watch 'a period 

ol'' lawlessness and bloodshed unparalleled in [Sri Lanka's] torn years as an independent 

state'.. Death squads proliferated - Yellow Cats. Black Cats. Green Tigers - ki l l ing students, 

dissidentt monks, young men. intellectuals, human rights monitors, and the families o f JVP 

suspectss and sympathizers. Corpses were found hanging in what were called -eternal f ires', 

thee craters where JVP land mines had destroyed government vehicles. Often these corpses 

burnedd for days because locals were afraid of the same treatment i f they tried to bury the 

remains...Duringg a five-week period in August and September of 1989, an estimated 5,000 

peoplee died, more than the casualty rate in Beirut for those weeks. It was the conflict 's 

bloodiestt phase (McGowan 1993:374-375). 

Thee JVP is a predominantly Sinhalese paramilitary organisation, which challenged the outgoing UNP 

regimee of the late President Jayawardenc and the incoming UNP regime o f the late President Premadasa for 

statee power in a second abortive insurrection (1987-1990) in the southern, central, and western regions o f 

Srii Lanka. The JVP was crushed mil i tari ly, wi th the majority (12 out of 13) o f its politburo members being 

extra-judiciallyy executed and it is conservatively estimated at anything between 70.000-100.000 Sinhalese 

weree kil led or missing, with many more thousands still unaccounted tor - the vast majority o f whom were 

civil ians.. During this period extra-judicial executions were carried out by death squads, which were 

allegedlyy affi l iated to the then government o f Sri Lanka led by two successive UNP regimes. It is estimated 

thatt there were 20.000 habeas corpus applications forwarded to the Attorney General's department by 

Mahindaa Rajapakse. At the time of forwarding he was the secretary of a parliamentary committee looking into 

humann rights violations in Sri Lanka. He is currently a senior Minister in the PA coalition government. These 

hahcushahcus corpus applications are only in relation to disappearances in the southern, central and western parts ot 

thee island - which is somewhat o f an infamous 'record', according to a lead article in the Sinhala language 

newspaperr LakJiva (Issue 1. Number 20. June 7. 1992). It must be noted here, that this action excludes the 

northh and east where the continuing war between Sri Lankan government armed forces and Tamil 

paramilitariess lias also led to further killings, disappearances and other human rights violations. 

Accordingg to a number of former JVP paramilitaries and sympathisers, with whom I had informal 
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discussions,, the organisation appears to be clandestinely regrouping in Sri Lanka and overseas (especially in 

Italy,, [-'ranee. UK. Thailand and Japan). They also claimed that the state's repression against suspected JVP 

paramilitariess and sympathisers had continued unabated during the Preinadasa era (1989-1993), though at a 

lesss intense and visible level (even after the JVP's military defeat in early 1990). By 1994 however, there was 

aa sea change since the (current) PA coalition government replaced the UNP's Dingiri Banda Wijetunge-led 

interim-regimee in 1994. The PA ruling political élite has permitted the JVP (greater) participation in 

mainstreamm politics once more (e.g. above ground, legally sanctioned functioning of JVP party offices, 

unhinderedd contestation o f elections - at the local, regional and national levels). Conditions have improved for 

thee JVP. despite certain interna! kill ings, which took place in t i t latter half o f 1996 (where a self-styled JVP 

militaryy commander. Wijesinghe. was assassinated in a jungle hideout). A (not unbiased) local news report. 

describedd this particular ki l l ing and other related activities o f the JVP, thus: 

Wijesinghe.. who operated covertly in Sri Lanka, is understood to have used Airarasinghe as a 

,, while he had been the real power behind the scenes. He is learnt [sic] to have been 

killedd by member of a rival internal faction while he was delivering a lecture in a clandestine 

partyy camp in the jungle. The shadowy Wijesinghe is described as having been the principal 

deputvv of [the late] JVP military wing leader Saman Piyasiri Fernando who operated under 

thee feared nom de guerre 'Keerthi Vijayabahu' during the failed second insurgency. 

Wijesinghee is alleged to have engineered a large number of robberies in the deep south and 

southh east in order to collect funds to build up his own power base. He was also allegedly 

involvedd in a jail break at the maximum security prison at Welikada, Colombo, in 1989. 

Meanwhile,, a JVP fund-raising campaign was held in several southern districts...with red 

shirtedd youth accosting members o f the public on the streets and buses with requests for 

donations.. JVP officials were not available for comment. 

Inn fact rumours that circulated in early 1997 in the local media hint at not-so-secret talks being on the cards in 

thee near future, between representatives o f the PA and JVP. Conversely, there is also (subsequent) speculation 

thatt the opposition UNP and the JVP have some sort o f tacit "alliance' fol lowing a rash o f co-ordinated 

undergraduatee student unrest on Sri Lankan university campuses in tandem with an opposition campaign to 

unseatt the PA from government during planned general elections in 1998. The purported logic o f which is to 
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createe socio-political instability and thereby getting the PA to order an unpopular crack down. None of 'which 

hass materialised to date. I do no! focus in this text on the specificities of" the JVP's situated practices o f political 

violencee and its cultural constructions - in evidence during the two unsuccessful insurrectionary attempts 

mountedd in the Sinhala-majoiïty southern, central and western provinces - or its real or imagined political 

manoeuvringss more recently. For more historical and descriptive details concerning the JVP, refer to the works 

o ff Halliday (1971). Arasaratnam (1972), Caspersz (1972), Obeyesekere (1974). Goonetileke (1975). Kearney 

andd Jiggins (1975). Alles (1977a. 1977b. 1990). Keerawella (1980), Alexander (1981), Gunaratna (1990), 

Chandrapremaa (1991) and Hettige (1992). For a sympathetic account see Gunasekara (1998). 

Thee paramilitary challenges set in motion by political groups within the Tamil (and Sinhala) societal 

formations,, run counter to the power and hegemony of the Sri Lankan state and its apparatuses. Stale power 

andd hegemonv is exercised and enjoyed by competing political elites- in principal those owing their allegiance 

too the UNP and Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP}4 0 - who belong to the majority. Sinhala and predominantly 

Buddhistt community, and to a (comparatively) lesser extent, by their supporters among the general populace. 

Traditionallyy (prior to independence and immediately after) these élites belonged to the upper classes/castes 

{Gnvi&imu{Gnvi&imu and Ruc/cita)4' and landed gentry (Singer 1964. Fernando 1973b). a phenomenon thai has eroded 

somewhatt with time. A good example o f the new breed of politician who has emerged onto centre stage, is the 

latee President Ranasinghe Premadasa, the first Sri Lankan head o f state who was class-wise and caste-wise not 

fromm the traditional ruling political élite. 

Withh these changes (since 1977) however, have come other, unwelcome shifts in contemporary 

4 00 The SLFP was founded by the late S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike who left the UNP in 1951 as a result o f an 

internall power struggle for the mantle of leadership. 

4 11 While Govi^ama (also spelt 'Goigama') is the highest ranking, cultivator or farmer's caste among the 

Sinhalese.. Rac/ala is a collective term of reference for members o f the Kandyan Goyigumu nobility from the 

centrall highlands. 
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politicall  culture and practice. Where, nowadays a career in politics and the parliament (generally tor lite, 

unlesss assassinated in mid-stream), is seen as a \cntable business venture, which goes hand-iivhand with 

(high-level)) bribery, corruption and (a new-look) gangsterism. The self-interest motives of such parliamentary 

politicianss - and their (high living) cronies in the government bureaucracy (including the armed services)and 

privatee sector big business - is to capitalise on the frustrations, ignorance, naivete and/or gullibilit y of 

respectivee constituencies during election time, in order to further petty, profit-driven objectives. Such high-

levell  corruption (particularly in the form of bribes and/or commission-taking in relation to government 

tenders),, simply disregards the ethnicity and professed 'national inteiests' of the players. The payment of 

kickbackss has almost become standard practice for multinationals operating in countries like Sri Lanka. And 

thee seriousness of this (global) problem of epidemic proportions is highlighted in an article in The Economist 

draft,, of one form or another, is probably the world's second-oldest business...[involving] a 
raftt of high-profile arrests in recent years, including one or two former heads of state...Many 
governments,, however, are growing increasingly determined to stanp out what has been 
referredd to as the 'corruption eruption'. On May 26th, members of the OECD- the Paris-
basedd club of rich countries -agreed to forge a treaty that would make it illegal for firms from 
memberr countries to bribe foreign officials...The treaty which the OECD hopes to have 
draftedd by the end of this year, would need to be backed by new laws in each member's 
country,, criminalising bribery abroad. Such laws have long been urged on others by America, 
whichh already has its own. As a result, American businessmen argue, they face unfair 
competitionn from their less scrupulous foreign rivals. One government study estimated that 
Americann linns lost some 100 deals worth $45 billion over the past two years to less 
principledd rivals...The rapid growth of cross-border investment, and the growing competition 
too supply it. have increased pressure on riclvcountry governments to support their exporters. 
Indeed,, all of them, including America, occasionally lobby foreign governments on their own 
tlrms'' behalf. The most politically palatable way to curb bribery, therefore, is for all rich 
countriess to take the leap together. For this reason, even a watered-down treaty would be 
betterr than the current arrangement, under which overseas hrihes are tax-deduct ihle in many 

 the battle against corruption is to succeed...[given the relative ease with which strict 
lawss making bribery illegal can be bypassed through the use of third party 'mediators'] it will 
havee to involve a change of heart on the part of those who take as well as those who give. 
RootingRooting out corruption is almost always in a country's best interests, hut not always in those 
ofof its politicians. Some progress, however, is being made. Foreigivaid donors are becoming 
lesss willin g to bankroll kleptocrats...Transparency International, an independent organisation 
thaii  blows the whistle on baksheesh, has branches in more than 60 mostly poor countries. 
Mostt recently, the World Bank, a major player in the developing world, has placed anti-graft 
effortss near the lop of its agenda. It now stands ready to cancel contracts and to 'blacklist" 
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companiess suspected o f corruption [emphasis mine] (The Economist 1997:71-72). 

Thee seamier side o f Sri Lankan politics also involves a tremendous intolerance of oppositional points of view, 

whichh cuts right across the Sinhalese-Tamil divide. Where, political assassination is perceived to be an 'easier 

option'' in silencing external opposition and internal dissent, to that of political debate and democratic struggle 

-- a phenomenon that gained currency particularly during the Premadasa era and which continues to be 

practisedd under the aegis of the LTTE-supremo Prabhakaran. 

Thee Tamil paramilitary rebellion reflects a dominant aspect of inter-ethnic (in crude terms, Sinhala 

versuss Tamil) power struggles. On the other hand, the two failed insurrections mounted by the JVP reflect 

intni-Sinha/aintni-Sinha/a power struggles along class lines, between the traditional political élite at the centre and 

predominant!)) non-elite Sinhalese (Buddhists) from the rural areas (a large number of whom were from noi> 

GovixamtiGovixamti lower castes and lower-class Goyigamu). At the same time, 'the Tamil rebellion", as it is sometimes 

referredd to. is not a homogeneous 'Tami l ' challenge to Sinhala (Buddhist) hegemony. The bloody internecine 

warfaree and power struggles within and between the Tamil paramilitary groups, demonstrates this very clearly. 

Thesee intra-Tumil power struggles also reflect the marginalisation o f conventional Tami l parliamentary 

parties/groupingss such as the T U L F (hitherto led by traditional élite. J a ffna-centric Tamil politicians - largely 

memberss of the legal profession), by the paramilitary groups (the leadership structures o f which, though non-

traditional,, remained predominantly Jaffna-centric). 

Sincee the early 1970s then. Sri Lanka has seen the burgeoning of nationalist fervour and revolutionary 

struggless for liberation and self-determination, particularly and most consistently, among politicised sections 

off the island's minority Tamil community. This process has however been extremely complex, fraught with 

contradictions,, internal wranglings and quite painful. In spite of all the complexities and obstacles. Tumi I 

nationalismnationalism has endured in a variety of forms - from chauvinist-separatism (typified by the Eelamist LTTE) to 
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collaborationist-nationalisms.collaborationist-nationalisms. Such as those practised in the 1990s by the EPDP,4- EPRLF.43 PLOTE, 4 4 

TELO 4 ?? and breakaway factions, such as the former-EPRLF 'Rasik group" in the east and former-PLOTE 

"Mohann group' in the Jaffna peninsula, tliat operate as auxiliary units o f the Sri Lankan armed services. And 

Tamill nationalism lias come to be recognised as a force to be reckoned with in the Sri Lankan politics of the 

1990ss and bevond. 

TheThe Birth anil Spread of Tamil Nationalism 

Lookingg back to the 1940s, in particular around the time when Ceylon was granted independence by the 

Britishh imperialists, budding politicians belonging to local, traditional political elites (Singer 1964. Fernando 

1973b)) inherited the mantle of executive and legislative power, in accordance with the dictates o f 

'parliamentaryy democracy' .4 6 And it was during this formative period that the seeds o f the coming ethnocide 

4 22 The Eelam Peoples Democratic Party (EPDP) is a breakaway faction from the EPRLF led by Douglas 

Devananda,, who is currently a Member of Parliament and a key ally o f the PA coalition government. 

4 33 The EPRLF broke away from the EROS and was officially founded in 1982 by the late Kandiah 

Pathmanaba.. He was murdered in Madras by an LTTE hit squad on I*?1"1 June 1990. along with twelve o f his 

comradess (including the Member of Parliament V. Yogasankery and the Finance Minister o f the North-East 

Provinciall Council. P. Kirupakaran). The EPRLF is currently led by K. Premachandran (alias Suresh). a 

formerr Member of Parliament who appears to be shifting closer to the hegemonic LTTE. 

4 44 The People's Liberation Organisation o f Tamil Eelam (PLOTE) was founded in 1981 by the late 'Uma 

Maheswaran',, who was murdered by an internal faction (one o f the assassins was allegedly a former 

bodyguard)) on I 6 m July 1989. Member of Parliament D. Sidharthan, who was head of the political wing, is 

currentlyy leading PLO'FE. This event followed the death of N. Manikkadasan (deputy leader and commander 

off the military wing), who was killed along with the PLOTE Vavuniya military commander 'Mango' in an 

explosionn at "Lucky House" (PLOTE's office in Vavuniya) carried out by the LTTE around 12:45 hours on 

2 n dd September 1999. 

4-ss The Tamil Eelam Liberation Organisation (TELO) was founded in 1977 by the late Thangadurai Mama 

(uncle)) who was murdered by Sinhalese prisoners in the Welikada prison massacre of 1983. Sri Sabaratnam 

whoo took over from him was murdered, allegedly by the LTTE on 29t'1 May 1986. 

4 66 For interesting discussions o f parliamentary representation in Sri Lanka from 1931-1986. as well as the 

workingss o f parliamentary democracy, see the writings of Coomaraswamy (1988), Tyagi and Bhardvvaj (1969) 
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weree sown. As Wilson notes: 

Thee cabinet was a collective leadership representing most of the upper layers ofthe island's 
multi-groupp society - community, religion, caste, as well as economic interests. But the 
representativess were more in the nature of showpieces than genuine spokesmen. The 
bureaucracyy was colonial oriented, spiteful ofthe masses, willin g to cooperate with the new 
politicall  élite but old-fashioned, generalist and geared to the operation of an old-type colonial 
export-importt economy...D.S. Senanayake (1947-52) and his successors Dudley Senanayake 
(1952-3)) and Sir John Kotelawala (1953-6) in a way personified this élite and this kind of 
thinking.. Thev were pro-West, anti-Marxist and hoped that everything would be well if the 
surfacee of political life was kept unruffled. The defence and external affairs agreements 
concludedd by D.S. Senanayake with Britain in November 1947 prior to the grant of 
independence,, the virtual wholesale imitation of the Westminster model, the decision to 
remainn within the Commonwealth and to accept the British sovereign as CeyloiTs when India 
andd Pakistan had decided to go republican, the enactment of such legislation as the Public 
Securityy Act of 1947 and the Trade Union (Amendment) Act of 1948 which was directed 
againstt Marxist-dominated working-class organisations, and the Citizenship Act of 1948. the 
Indiann and Pakistani Residents (Citizenship) Act of 1949 and the Parliamentary Elections 
(Amendment)) Act of 1949. all of which deprived the vast majority of the Indian Tamil 
populationn of its citizenship rights and the franchise, provided evidence ofthe basic political 
ideologyy of this conservative class (Wilson 1975:15). 

Thee model of Westminster 'parliamentary democracy', involving periodic one-person-one-vote general 

electionss in a multicultural society (like that of Sri Lanka),47 also held within its practice, a conducive 

environmentt for the coming ethnocide and fratricide, which to be witnessed from the 1970s onwards. The 

policiess of divide and rule exercised by their colonial masters have been perpetuated by many post-colonial 

politicall  élites, through the practices of official parties and groups. A process which involves (invariably) 

desperatee attempts, to .stay in power at all costs - leading to a brand of less-than-democratic electoral politics. 

rangingg from majoritarian supremism and opportunism to crass populism. 

Inn Sri Lanka. Sinhala and Tamil traditional political élites and upper castes (CJoyi^ama Rculcda and 

Vclluhi).Vclluhi). engaged in a growing competition for power and resources through the 'ethnicisation' of electoral 

respectively.. And in relation to questions of democracy and electoral politics, see the article b> Moore (1994). 

477 My thanks to Narendra Singh, whose erudite comments on a lecture at the Center for Asian Studies 
(CASA).. University of Amsterdam, proved helpful here. 
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politics.. Post-independence inira-Sinhala power struggles, in particular between the UNP and SLFP. included 

thee scapegoating and marginaiisation of minority Tamils, which in turn aggravated ethnic discord, and led to 

thee first wave of anti-Tamil riots of unprecedented political violence in 1956 and 1958. Theanti-Tamil riots of 

thee 1950s followed in the wake of the election victory, in April 1956, of the Centre-Left. Mahujana Eksaih 

PcraimtnaPcraimtna (MEP or People's United Front) coalition government led by the late Prime Minister S.W.R.D. 

Bandaranaikê̂  - who used anti-Tamil. Sinhala-Buddhist (chauvinist) populism.^9 as a political ploy to win 

majoritariann support and secure an electoral victory over the UNP (Vittachi 1958. Wriggins 1960:268-270. 

Kearneyy 1967:87 and Tambiah 1986:13.26.32.54.71-72.109). From a historical point of view. Kumari 

Jayawardenaa notes, that: 

Thee agitation on the language issue led, in 1956. to the first outbreak of serious ethnic 
violencee in fortv vears. It began when the Tamil Federal Party members who had started a 
satyagrahaÔO on June 5th. (when the "Sinhaia Only' Bill was introduced), were assaulted by a 

488 Solomon West Riclgewuy Dia.s Bunc/aranaike (1899-1959). member of the State Council 
1931-1947;; Minister of Local Administration 1936-47; founder-leader of the Sinlialu Malm 
SahhaSahha ('the Great Council of the Sinhalese") 1937; founder-member of the United National 
Partyy 1947; Minister of Health and Local Government 1947-51 [in the first post-independence 
governmentt formed by the UNP]; resigned 1951 and formed the Sri Lanka Freedom Party, 
leadingg it to a great electoral victory in 1956 against the United National Party, then led by 
Primee Minister Sir John Kotelawela; Prime Minister 1956-59; assassinated by a [Sinhaia 
chauvinist]]  Buddhist monk 1959 [for attempting to resolve the Tamil Question*  through 
politicall  negotiations involving a possible Federal solution under the so-called Bandaranaike-
Chelvanavakamm Pact]; failed to honour the Bandaranaike-Chelvanayakam Pact of 1957 
(Wilsonn I988:\i). 

Bandaranaike'ss widow. Mrs. Sirimavo Ratwatte Dias Bandaranaike (1916 to date), became prime minister 
fromm 1960-65 a littl e over a year after his assassination (thereby becoming the world's first woman premier). 
Shee was also prime minister from 1970-77 and is the leader of the SLFP. Currently she serves as Prime 
Ministerr (1994 to date). Their daughter, Ms. Chandrika Kumaratunga. is the incumbent (executive) President 
(19944 to date) and leader of the Centre-Left, PA coalition government. For more details on the Bandaranaike 
politicall  dynasty, see Gooneratne (1986) and Manor (1989). 

499 |-"or a sample of Bandaranaike's rhetoric, see Wickramaratne (1961) and Bandaranaike (1963). 

^00 Sttiyiwcilw was a successful tactic of non-viotent public demonstrations (involving sit down strikes and 
workk stoppages, hunger strikes and other manifestations) and civil disobedience, adopted by the Indian 
statesman.. Mahatma (Mohandas Karamchand) Gandhi (Brown 1977)- who was a leader and symbol of the 
Indiann nationalist movement - in protest against British imperialist rule (particularly during the years leading 
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crowd:: there were further violent incidents against Tamils in Colombo and in the colonisation 
schemess ol" ihc Gal Oya Valley (in the Eastern province). During this phase of violence, over 
1500 people were estimated to have been killed...the rioting that broke out in many pans of the 
countrvv on May 23rd 1958...was especially severe in Colombo. Batticaloa. Polonnarmva. 
Badulla.. Kurunegala, Panadura. Galle and Matara. Shops were looted and set on t're. Tamils 
weree attacked and killed, trains were derailed and unparalleled violence took place for four 
dayss before a state of emergency was declared. The riots resulted in 12.000 Tamils having to 
fleee their houses and take shelter in refugee camps before being transported to Jaffna 
(Jayawardenaa 1990:121-122). 

Outt of the struggles and political manoeuvrings of those early years, it was the Ilankui Thumil Arasu Kudchi 

(ITAKK or the 'Ceylon Tamil State Party', more commonly referred to as the 'Federal Party" a FP) led by 

S..I.V.. Chelvanayakatn, that emerged at the helm o\~ the nascent Tamil polity - primarily as a counter-

hegemonicc challenge to Sinhala (Buddhist) suprcmism and hegemony. The emergence of the FP (or ITAK ) as 

aa neo-traditional political force was in the wake of intra-Tamil political élite wranglings and contradictions.-5' 

upp to the end oi the Raj). For more details concerning the use of this tactic during campaigns by different 
generationss ol'Tamil nationalists in Sri Lanka, see Ponniah (1963). Tambiah( 1986:71-73), Wilson (1988:107-
Ï10.11 12.1 13-1 14) and Swamy (1995:260-264). 

5'' As noted in an acerbic tone by Russell: 
Indeed,, the Ceylon Tamils suffered from the mid-1920s until the arrival of G.G. 
Ponnambalamm in the mid-1930s from the absence of any strong and imaginative leader. The 
ageingg |Sir Ponnambalam] Ramanathan, resembling the aged Gladstone whom he had so 
admired,, took refuge more and more in oracular dogmatism delivered with such a patriarchal 
airr that lie became more like an Old Testament prophet than a politician. The remainder of his 
clan,, [including his nephew. Sir Arunachalam] Mahadeva, R. Sri Pathmanathan and S. 
Natesann were, unfortunately, essentially epigoni. [Fl.A.P.] Sandrasegera pursued his own 
erraticc and opportunistic course, strongly advocating cooperation with the Sinhalese when 
speakingg in Colombo, and then reverting to virulent communalism in Jaffna in 1930 [See. 
e.g... Ceylon Daily Avir.v. March 22. 1930; Morning Slur,. August 12. 1930]. [Nevins] 
Selvadurai.. more constructively, set up a non-vellala caste organisation with the help of the 
Jaffnaa Youth Congress, called the Depressed Tamils Service League [Ceylon Daily News, 
Januaryy 29. 1930. Dr. Paul Crossette and J. Hensman were also involved]. W. Duraiswamy 
andd K. Balasingham, the most capable and flexible of the seasoned Tamil politicians, seemed 
afflictedd by a political form of parapraxia in 1930 and 1931. In toto. the Tamil leadership 
fromm 1926 was characterised and debilitated by dissension, indecision and personal squabbles. 
Consequently,, the opposition to the Donoughmore Constitution, both inside and outside the 
Legislature,, lacked coherence and cogency. Partly this was due to Ramanathan's thoroughly 
inllexiblee stance, partly to the absence of any disciplined party and partly to tit; individualist 
naturee of the leaders themselves [The disunity among the Ceylon Tamil leaders had 
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highlightedd latterly through the inevitable struggle between Ganapathipillai Gangesar Ponnambalam (founder-

leaderr o f the Al l Ceylon Tamil Congress or A C T C p - and Chelvanayakam (a foLinder-member o f the ACTC) -

overr the question of cooperation and collaboration at the traditional élite (and middle class) level between 

Tamilss and Sinhalese, particularly in government. In fact societaliy. as Tambiah notes, "there have been [and 

continuee to be] numbers o f Sri Lankan Tamils o f élite and affluent origins, who live the same kind o f life as 

thee élite Sinhalese, and. barring intermarriage, move in the same [high society] circles and clubs of Colombo" 

(Tambiahh 1986:107). 

( 'helvamyakamm broke with the ACTC (led by the collaborationist Ponnambalam, which they had 

(bundedd together in 1938) and launched the FP in December 1949. advancing a federalist form of government. 

ass his solution to the 'Tamil question". According to Wilson, the FP, 

becamee within seven years the leading instrument for the implementation of 

Chelvanayakam'ss solution for the Tamil people...he saw his task as building a new nation, 

giv ingg the Tamil people a sense of pride in their homeland, and educating them to rely on 

theirr own strengths and not on the favours and caprices o f an alien Sinhala government. He 

wass regarded by the public. Sinhala and Tamil alike, as the Moses who would lead his people 

too the promised land (Wilson 1994:8). 

Chelvanayakamm is undoubtedly, the acknowledged father of modern Tamil nationalism in Sri Lanka. And it is 

hiss legacv that was highjacked by the Tamil paramilitary groups (collectively), around the mid-1970s and later 

corneredd in the late-1980s by the predominantly Kamyar new politico-military élite - belonging to the inner-

circlee o f Velupil lai Prabhakaran's LTTfZ and their followers. According to an e.vLTTE paramilitary called 

manifestedd itself very strongly in the Legislative Council in 1927/28 over the so-called 'Battle 

o ff the Causeways". So incapable were the Ceylon Tamil representatives of coming to an 

agreementt as to which o f their constituencies should receive the first government subvention 

too build the much-needed causeways in the Northern Province, that in the end nothing was 

donee at all. Hanxarcl. I927-2S See pp.274 f f ] (Russell 1982:19). 

^22 |n an earlier struggle for the leadership o f the Tamil community. Ponnambalam had superseded an older 

andd more experienced élite Tamil politician. Sir Arunachalam Mahadeva, who was the son o f the founder-

leaderr o f the 'pan-Ceylonese' Ceylon National Congress (in 1919). Sir Ponnambalam Arunachalam (Russel 

1982:297). . 
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"Ahilen"" whom I interviewed, Prabhakaran's most trusted inner-circle in the LTTE leadership is predominantly 

Karuvar.Karuvar. And this practice is taken to such an extent that at the time Prabhakaran had appointed aKarayar 

calledd 'Thurai ' over the heads o f more senior Vellala (high-caste) commanders from the east, as the politica! 

leaderr o f the Batticaloa region [Personal field-notes 1995]. 

Thee Karaiyar, who parallel the Sinhalese Karava...were Jaffna's second major caste 
traditionallyy associated with coastal trading and fishing, and around them were also deployed 
aa (lesser) array o f subordinate service castes...The Karaiyar-Vellala rivalries, which were 
muchh less acrimonious in the past because they did not directly compete in British times, 
todavv have ironically surfaced at the time of the political mobilization of all Tamils. These 
rivalriess are alleged to have some salience among the Tamil 'freedom-fighting rebels,' who 
aree said to be split into rival factions, a major split (but not the only one) being between the 
Karaiyar-dominatedd rebels drawn from and based in the coastal settlement o f Valvettithurai 
\ulso\ulso referred to as VVT. which is the birthplace of LTTE-supremo PruNiakaran. where he 
enjoysenjoys near God-like status] (famous in recent times for its successful smuggling operations 
l inkingg Jaffna and the Coromandel [south-east Indian] coast) and with those with Vellala 
affiliationss [emphasis mine] (Tambiah 1986:103-104). 

However,, it was Chelvanayakairfs able lieutenant Appapillai Amirthalingam and other 'radicals', who first 

deviatedd from their leader's espoused non-violent. Gandhian vision o f establishing a Tamil federalist state, and 

supportedd a more vigorous, militant expression o f establishing a Tamil separatist state, including activities o f 

tiiee FP's influential militant youth front. 

inn the Tamil areas. Appapillai Amirthalingam took control of affairs, and was assisted by 
Murugesuu Sivasithamparam when the latter joined with the majority of Tamil MPs to become 
onee o\' the principal architects of the TUF and later the TULF. A duumvirate thus emerged. 
However,, there were other formidable leaders in the FP's top parliamentary echelons. The 
strongestt o f these was S. KathiravetpillaipJ whom sections o f the youth front viewed as 
beingg the most militant and inflexible on the Tamil stance. Chelvanayakam still remained the 
leaderr in the context of this unofficial division of labour, and his presence pievented open rifts 
(Wilsonn 1994:1 14). 

Fromm around 1970/71 onwards - under the aegis of Kathiravetpillai (who is quoted above). Amirthalingam.et 

-̂ ->> .S1. Kathiravetpillui was the former Member o f Parliament for the Tamil constituency o f Kopai (in the Jaffna 

peninsula).. He was also a former Secretary o f the Federal Party, who "put the position [called for by youthful 

Tamill paramilitaries during the Vuddukoddai Resolution, vis-a-vis the pursuance of a separatist option, using 

methodss o f warfare and political violence, to win Tamil national liberation] squarely in his A Statement on 
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alal - buckling Tamil nationalist paramilitaries (who were collectively referred to simply as "the boys"), received 

inspirationn and a 'guidance' of sorts, through the activities and struggles of the Tamil parliamentarians. The 

formationn of the Ihamilar Aikya Mnnnani or Tamil United Front (TUT - also known more popularly, simplv 

ass the Kiiiumi) on May 14, 1972 (in Trincomalce). was a first major step in fashioning an unified stance in this 

direction.. Previously competing Tamil nationalists belonging to the FP (led by deputy-leader Amirthalingam). 

thee ACTC (led by deputy-leader Sivasithamparam). along with the smaller Aclanya Thamil Mutmtmi (ATM or 

thee Tamil Front That-Cannot-Be-Suppressed), and the Ceylon Workers Congress (CWC. an Indian Tamil 

tradee union), among other organisations, merged in order to act together under the TUF umbrella- "to assert. 

'thee freedom, dignity and rights of the Tamil people'" (Wilson 1975:188), The second step was the FP's 12th 

annuall  convention held at Mallakam in 1973 - in close proximity to (the by then ailing) Thanthai Chclva's 

(latherr Chclva's) hometown of Tellippallai. "The Mallakam convention confirmed the FP's new line of 

thinking,, namely separate statehood" (Wilson 1994:124-125). The final step in this sequence of events was the 

establishmentt of the Tlumiilar Aifo-a Viiluthiilai  Muniuini or the Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF) during 

aa TUF Action Committee meeting held in 1975 in Jaffna - where Chelvanayakam's FP. Ponnambalam's 

ACTCC and Sauviamoorlhy Thondaman's C W C^ were all unified in one organisation, under their co-

leadership.. The aims of Tamil separatist nationalists were further sanctioned by the I'acklukocklui Resolution of 

Mayy 1 4, 1976, during the first national convention of the TULF. which was presided over by Thanthai Chelva 

Thiss historic pronouncement accused the [then] Prime Minister Mrs Bandaranaike of having 
'callouslyy ignored' the TULF's Mast attempt...to win constitutional recognition of the Tamil 
nationn without jeopardising the unity of the country'. The convention called on 'the Tamil 

EdamEdam Co-existence nol Confronialion" (Wilson 1988:90). 
-^^ However, during the long reign of power by successive UNP regimes led by J.K. .layawardene. R. 
Premadasaa and D.B. Wijetunge (1977-1994). Thondaman led his CWC into a tactical alliance with tlie power 
brokerss in Colombo. A practice he continued to do till his death when he became Minister for Plantations in 
thee current PA coalition government. A manoeuvre that earned him the reputation of being a politician with the 
"uncannyy knack" of making tactical alliances with the powers that be in order to secure the best possible deal. 
Particularlyy for his supporters among the Indian Tamils community, working on the highland plantations of 
centrall  Sri Lanka (whom he has represented in patriarchal fashion lor decades). 
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ruill  ion in genera! and the Tuin il \outh in particular lo conic forward to throw themselves fully 
inn the sacred fight for freedom and to Hindi not till the goal of a sovereign socialist state of 
Tamill  Felam is reached' (Ibid: 128). 

Followingg Chelvanavakam's death in April 1977. Ainirthalingam successfully manoeuvred himself in order to 

takee over the mantle of leadership of the TULF. Unrestrained by the more moderate Chelvanayakam, 

Amirthalingamm pursued the Tamil Eelamist (separatist) nationalist agenda with more vigour- following the 

TULF'ss electoral victories, which left him at the helm of the largest single opposition party in parliament. 

Linkedd to this agenda was the strategy of defining the north and cast as a single entity, or a Tamil homeland'. 

Ass Wilson notes. -The T.U.L.F.- especially the leader of its 'purist' wing, the late S. Kathiravdupillai. M.P. -

wass insistent on the Northern and Eastern provinces being amalgamated into a single regional council" 

(Wilsonn 1988:144). From a Tamil separatist perspective, the concept of a -Tamil homeland', is the basis for 

thee establishment of a sovereign Tamil slate called "Eclanf. Under Amirthalingam's stewardship. Tamil 

nationalistt parliamentarians supportive of more militant views attempted to provide a buffer or protective 

umbrellaa of sorts to the activists on the ground, through their parliamentary presence. Primarily this support 

wass extended to members of the FP's militant youth front and thereafter to 'the boys' at large. Amirthalingam 

continuedd to plav a role in separatist Tamil nationalist politics right up to the late 1980s, however in the aid. 

thee able and charismatic lieutenant of Thanthui Chelva was found wanting and paid the ultimate price to the 

vervv forces that he and others like him had helped nurture. 

Thee bespectacled lead trigger-man who fired three fatal bullets into the head of Amirthalingam on July 

13,, 1989. was "1'i.su"  ̂ (Rasiah Aravindarajah). Me was a senior LTTE paramilitary from Vavuniya, who had 

att one time headed the political wing in the Vanni region and was the right-hand man/confidant of the then 

-^^ ' Visu' was imprisoned in India and held for a week at the Madras Central prison in early 1987. along with a 
largee number of Tamil paramilitaries from different groups {which included myself). This was when the 
governmentt o\' India was exerting coercive pressure on the main Tamil paramilitary organisations to accept 
(unconditionally)) the terms of the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord, that the Sri Lankan President Jayawardene 
hadd earlier acquiesced to uphold. 
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deputyy leader of the organisation "Muhaltuyu"', His partner-in-assassination and assistant was another 

paramilitaryy "A!O\MUS" (Peter Akwsius Leon), who fired simultaneous!) alongside "Visu" . During which, the 

TULFF Member o f Parliament V, Yogeswaran was also kil led, shot five times in the heart and liver; and the 

Presidentt o f the TULF . Murugesu Sivasithamparam. received serious gun shot injuries to his right shoulder. 

TULFF politburo member. Somasunderam (Mavai) Senathirajah - who witnessed the assassination and 

subsequentt ki l l ing o f the two assassins and their accomplice (a third LTTE paramilitary Sivakumar alias 

"Arivit")."Arivit"). by the bodyguards assigned by the UNP's Premadasa-led government to protect the TULF leaders -

escapedd without injury. The journalist and biographer Thambyaiah Sabaratnam (a native Sri Lankan of Jaffna 

Tamill origins) notes that: "Colombo Judicial Medical Officer Dr. M.S.L. Salgado performed the autopsy on 

Amirthalingamm and declared that death had resulted due to injuries to the head and chest...The police took two 

pistolss and a revolver from the dead assailants" (Sabaratnam 1996:3-5). The silencing o f Amirthalingam el al 

wass the Una! epitaph in the demise of the Vellulu old-guard o f Tamil nationalist politics, hailing from the days 

o ff Thanlhai ( 'helva. 

Att the October 1989 press briefing, Indian Express correspondent, [the late] Rita Sebastian, 

saidd that in the Tiger camps in Batticaloa she had seen photographs o f the three assassins 

prominentlyy displayed among LTTE heroes...On 15 March 1990, the Lanka Gtiurclian 

publishedd the interview its editor Mervin de Silva had with LTTE deputy leader 

Gopalaswamyy Mahendirarajah alias Mahattaya. i f you stand for the multi-party system, why 

didd your men ki l l Amirthalingam and the other TULF leaders?' de Silva had asked. 

Mahattaya'ss reply was: 'They were not killed because they held views different from that o f 

thee LTTE but because they were acting as the agents o f India, in short, traitors, collaborators. 

Inn that background, the LTTE kills those who betray the cause...In a national sniggle, the 

battlee is everywhere, the traitor anywhere [original emphasis] (Ibid: I 2-1 3). 

Itt is ironic that, none other than the ver\ same "Mahattaya". was at the receiving end of the same kind of rough 

justicee and secretly executed after a mock trial in early 1995 (echoing the words of Pastor Niemoller). under 

thee direct orders o f the LTTE-supremo Velupillai Prabhakaraii.-^ Prabhakaran accused his childhood friend 

566 According to the writer Rohan Gunaratna. who is privy to documents and information originating from Sri 

Lankann intelligence sources (and their overseas contacts), a senior LTTE paramilitary. "Soranalingam 
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andd long tunc deputy o f being an 'Indian agent' and a 'traitor to the cause', by allegedly tipping oi't" 'the 

Indians'' about the movements of the Ml' Aliat {originally the Ml' Yahuia)^1 which was shipping a 

consignmentt o f arms, and was responsible 'through association", for the sinking o f the vessel, as well as the 

deathss of "A'///*/" (Salhasivam Krishnaknmar a top LTTE commander) and the cadres under his command. 

Whenn challenged by the Indian Navy [sic - Indian Coastguard], just outside India's territorial 

waters.. Kittu ordered the civil ian crew and Cader (3rd batch Indian trained), a member of the 

LTTEE civilian staffed procurement department, to jump overboard and swim away. 

Thereafter.. Kittu ordered the explosion of Yahata kil l ing all the LTTE cadres on board 

(Gunaramaa 1997:85). 

Subsequently,, a bulk of the senior and middle-ranking LTTE paramilitaries who served in the Vanni sector 

underr the command of Mahattaya and viewed by Prabhakaran to be "unreliable', were sent out on 'missions 

impossible'' - e.g. as part o f the first wave of a concerted attack on a fortified Sri Lankan military encampment 

inn Pooneryn. An unenviable task at the best o f times, which is usually the task o f lower ranking cadres (i.e. the 

regularr cannon fodder), the bulk o f whom are young teenage boys and girls. No LTTE paramilitary can refuse 

orr countermand a direct order from the supremo, since the penalty for insubordination is a death warrant (ot 

Vaithivalingamm alias Sorani alias Shankar...is highly trusted by Prabhakaran. He played a critical role in the 

prosecutionn of Mahattaya. the deputy leader o f the LTTE" (Gunaratna 1997:27-28). 

$7$7 Gunaratna notes that: 
Exceptt for the PLO [sic - no longer considered an 'insurgent group'] and the IRA. the LTTE 
iss the only insurgent group that owns and operates a fleet of deep sea going ships. Equipped 
withh sophisticated radar and Inmarsat for communication, the LTTE built its fleet from small 
beginnings.. Today, the LTTE ships communicate with a land based inmarsat in Sri Lanka. 
Thee LTTE ships play a vital role in supplying explosives, arms, ammunition and other war 
relatedd material to the theater of war...Intelligence agencies with a global reach continue to 
monitorr LTTE shipping activity quite closely but operationally could detect or prevent less 
thann 20% of the weapon consignments from reaching the target. In fact, llyana, an LTTE ship 
thatt unloaded weapons of f Mullait ivu [located in the northeastern coastal region] in October 
19877 was monitored by Indian vessels entering Rangoon harbor. Similarly Indian submarines, 
shipss and aircraft's [sic 1 have tracked LTTE ships over the years. Aware o f this. LTTE has 
vett managed to keep most o f its shipping fleet intact. The deceptive shipping operations, 
indigenouslyy developed, avoids detection and surveillance. Yahata transporting weapons and 
explosivess changed its name to Ahai [emphasis mine] by painting of f the first and last letters 
off the ship's name upon ncaring the South Asian wars [sic -waters] (Gunaratna 1997:27-28). 
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varyingg degrees), it is belter to chance the vagaries ol" mortal combat than otherwise. In the LTTE. 

Prabhakarann demands absolute loyally, which gives him something akin to 'total control' over the actions and 

(physical)) bodies of his paramilitaries, with the ultimate sacrifice to/i/.v will  being martyrdom and the oblivion 

off  the hereafter. 

Wilsonn states the following, while concluding his father-in-law Thanthai Chelva's political biography, 

"Thee TULF and. earlier, the FP were Vellala-dominated but were generally benevolent towards non-

VeHaIas...aa bourgeois attitude.. .Chelvanayakam's world was of that texture7' (Wilson 1994:139). Looking back 

too the 1930s, it is possible to get a feel of this nostalgic sense of magnanimity. Russell notes, that 

ee of the wealthiest Tamils came from Manipay. Most of them left their palatial buildings 
untenantedd or in charge of some poor relation in order to reside and work in the metropolis. 
Theyy returned home finally only in their old age. This was the rule" [cf J.T. Rutnam (1970)]. 
Thiss had certainly been the case with Ramanathan,58 [cf. Vytilingam Vol I] and Dr. Natesan 
merelyy emulated his august father-in-law in following the same pattern. It is to be remarked 
thatt many of the leading Ceylon Tamil politicians in the twentieth century, including W. 
Duraiswamv.. A. Mahadeva,59 G.G. Ponnambalam.60 R Sri Pathmanathan. C. 

-s88 Sir Ponnumhalam Ramtiiuithan, K.C. (1851-1930), retired as Solicitor-General of the Crown 
Colonyy of Ceylon; entered Legislative Council as a nominated Tamil member in 1879; the 
firstt elected d Ceylonese Member' of Legislative Council, on a restricted franchise, 
1911 1; re-elected, supported the Sinhalese in the Sinhala-Muslim riots of 1915; in and out of 
thee constitutional reform movement 1879-1926; bitterly opposed Donoughmore Reforms 
1930,, without success...[and from the same family comes] Sir Ponnumhalam Arunachalam 
(1853-1924).. brother of Sir P. Ramanathan; first Ceylonese to pass Ceylon Civil Service 
examinationn 1875; retired as Registrar-General of the Crown Colony of Ceylon 1913; the 
thirdd Ce\lonese to be appointed to the Executive Council of Ceylon (1912). On his retirement, 
hee entered the constitutional reform movement and became a founder-leader and guiding 
spiritt of the Ceylon National Congress. 1919. Lived to rue the day when he left the Congress 
inn 1921 and formed the Ceylon Tamil League in 1922. when pledges given to him by the 
Sinhalesee leadership had been violated (Wilson 1988;xii). 

ForFor more details and insights into communal politics under the Donoughmore Constitution, see Russell (1982). 
whichh Wilson summarizes as follows: 

EarlEarl of Donoughmore (1875-1948). headed Special Commission on Constitutional Reform. 
1927.. which recommended abolition of communal representation, introduction of universal 
franchisee and a novel constitutional package based on the then London County Council 
model;; these reforms came to be known under the rubric Donoughmore Constitution. 1931-
19477 (Ibid: xi). 

^  ̂ Sir Arunachalam Mahadcvu {1855-1969). son of Sir P. Arunachalam; member State Council 
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Sunthcralingam.0 '' K. Vaithianathan6- and even S..1.V. Chclvanayagam. in their turn have 

tendedd to correspond to this model. It', in attempting a historical analysis, one is tempted to 

draww what might be regarded as invidious distinctions between "Colombo' Tamils and 

'' Tamils, it is because there would seem to be a definite demarcation, distinguishable 

e\enn among the political representatives of the Northern Province. Crossette-Thambiah has 

saidd in 1972: . Jaffna has always turned to Colombo to find its leaders. It was 

thee Tamils l iving in Colombo who had the money and prestige to becoire leaders o f Jaffna' 

[ c ff R.W. Crossette-Thambiah, Stranger in His Land (Colombo. 1972). p. 35] (Russell 

1982:14,77). . 

Thee long-standing, leading role of Jaffna-centric, Colombo-based, middle and upper class, élite Tamil 

parliamentarianss - who were by and large, a collective o f professionals (e.g. lawyers, doctors) and land owners 

(manyy with professional, business and other connections in Colombo)- in the domain o f Tamil nationalist 

politics,, was eclipsed in a very short space of time (1970s to mid-1980s). One o f the key factors that led to the 

1936-1947;; Minister of Home Affairs under the Donoughmore Constitution 1942-47 {Wilson 

I988: \ i i ) . . 

 Gcitigesur Gcmapalhipillai Ponnumhalctm, Q.C. (1899-1977). founder-leader A l l Ceylon 
Tamill Congress 1944: cabinet minister 1948-53 [in the D.S. Senanayake-led UNP 

governmentt o f 1947-52] (Wilson I988:\ i i ) . 

6 11 Professor o f Mathematics. C. Sunthcralingam. was a former adviser to the pan-Sinhala Board o f Ministers 

inn 1936 and the Member of Parliament for Vavuniya and cabinet Minister for Trade and Commerce (in the 

firstfirst cabinet of independent Ceylon, which was headed by Prime Minister. D.S. Senanayake of the UNP). 

Wilsonn notes that he was "a loner twice defeated in by-elections" (Wilson 1988:82), but nonetheless a 

prominentt figure among Ceylon Tamil nationalist circles, in the eyes o f Dagmar llellmann-Rajanayagam. 

Itt took less than ten years after independence for trouble to blow up over S.W.R.D. 

Bandaranaike'ss "Sinhala Only ' bill in 1956. That prompted C. Sunthcralingam...to write a 

seriess of articles and letters between 1955 and 1964 advocating autonomy or, failing that, 

independencee for 'Ey lom' . Legal, political and historical arguments were used in these 

articless to substantiate the claim for Tamil autonomy and for the age-old animosity between 

Sinhalaa and Tamils [sic]. These articles and letters are full of invective against the Federal 

Parlyy and what he saw as its failure to demand full independence for 'Eylom" [cf. C. 

Suntheralingamm 1967: Evlom - Beginnings of Freedom Snuggle - Eleven Documents, 

Colombo]] (llellmann-Rajanayagam 1990:115-116). 

-- Sir Kantiuh I'aiiliiancitlutn was a key player during the first post-independence government of Ceylon (led 

bvv Prime Minister D.S. Senanayake), "who at that time was Permanent Secretary to the Ministry o f External 

Affairss (a portfolio held by the Prime Minister) and one o f the Prime Minister's most able civi l servants and a 

guidingg member o f his group of advisers" (Wilson 1988:82). 
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eclipsingg of" these conventional parties, was their inability to transcend 'traditional' political practice - of 

coexistingg w ith the Sinhalese power brokers in Colombo despite their separatist rhetoric and depending only to 

aa limited extent on the coercive 'activities' of local toughs03 - and compete at the level o f organised, 

technologicallyy more advanced and utterly ruthless, paramilitary political violence. 

Thee proponents of this new form of political violence were originally a rag-tag bunch o f non-êlite (in 

termss of power, prestige, connections and resources), rural (peninsula-based). non-VellaUi Tamil paramilitaries 

(particularlyy from among the Kurayur youth of Vadamarachchi) - who were once referred to simply as the 'the 

boys'.. A term o f reference, that has lost its meaning, along with much of the professed 'old world innocence' 

o ff a previous generation, since "the boys' took over the show; from around the mid-1980s. One o f the principal 

reasonss underlying this phenomenon was a prevalent notion among paramilitaries, that Tamil parliamentarians, 

weree at the end o f the day. "all talk with little or no action" (which was a dire condemnation o f their leadership 

andd politics). The era of action hud dawned. And today it is the charismatic Kurayur paramilitary supremo 

Prabhakarann and his cohorts, who have the money and prestige, not forgetting the guns and power (amounting 

^-11 Russell notes in this context that: 

B\\ January 1933. the Jaffna peninsula was riven with endogenous bitterness. The [Jaffna] 

boycottt [of the State Council elections, which took place on Apri l 25. 193 I ] and the Jaffna 

Youthh League were largely discredited, and G.G. Ponnambalam emerged as the one non-

boycottingg Northern politician to save the Jaffna Tamils [Ponnambalam and S.M. Ananthan at 

Mannarr did not join the boycott in 1931. Ponnambalam lost by a nanow margin to Ananthan]. 

Inn January 1933. a 'Conference of Tamils' was formed to oust the Youth Congress 

dominancee and the anti-boycott campaign was formally initiated. [Sir Ambalavancr] 

Kanagasahhai.. [Sir Arunachalam] Mahadeva. and Sri Pathmanathan joined G.G. 

Ponnambalam.. and the anti-boycotters then set about trying to secure a nomination day for a 

re-electionn in the Northern constituencies. 

Throughoutt 1933. the peninsula was the scene of incidents o f violence as boycotters 

andd anti-boycotters clashed in demonstrations or at public meetings. Meetings were broken up 

b\\ the opposing parly; fights and all kinds of thuggery broke out in these clashes. At the 

Liberall League-.laffna Youth Congress conference in Apr i l , C. BalasinghanVs/xWc// was set 

onn fire b\ anti-boycotters who tried to break up the meeting [Morning Slur. Apri l 28. 1933]. 

Thee bitterness engendered in this year makes it a 't ime of troubles' in Ceylon Tamil political 

historyy (Russell 1982:39). 

Thiss is vers small heer indeed, when compared with contemporary political violence of the 1980s and 1990s. 
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too de facto control over swathes of territory and people living in the east and north). 

GrowthGrowth of Tamil Paramilitary Organisations 

Tamill  paramilitary organisations emerged slowly but surely, as a militant response to the discrimination and 

politicall  violence of state sponsored Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism, which was accompanied by Police and 

Armyy brutalities (primarily in the Jaffna peninsula)- in the wake of the anti-Tamil riots of 1956, 1958 and the 

decadess that followed. In evidence since the early 1970s, ad hoc groupings such as the Thamil Viduthulai 

lyakkumlyakkum or Tamil Liberation Organisation (TLO). led by the likes of Thangadurai and Kuttimani. began their 

embryonicc organisational development. And as a result, a relatively low-key but conceited armed struggle was 

initiatedd from around 1972. This trend was followed in 1974 by the formation of the Tamil New Tigers (TNT) 

off  which Velupillai Prabhakaran was a member. Out of these two precursory Tamil paramilitary groupings 

emergedd the Thamil Edam Viduihalui Jvakkam or Tamil Eelam Liberation Organisation (TELO- led by Sri 

Sabaratnamm following the arrest of Thangadurai mama [uncle] and Kuttimani in 1981). the Thamil Edam 

ViduthulaiViduthulai Puligul or Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE - founded on May 5, 1976 and subsequently 

ledd by Prabhakaran from around 1981/82) and the Thamil Edam Makkal Viduthulai Kuluham or People's 

Liberationn Organisation of Tamil Eelam (PLOTE - led by the former chairman of the LTTE 'Uma 

Maheswarann from around 1981. following his acrimonious break with Prabhakaran). 

Rightt from the inception of the new action model of Tamil paramilitary nationalism, there were 

isolatedd but successful attempts by members of the embryonic Tamil paramilitary groupings in assassinating 

andd coercing Tamils who had been branded as traitors - i.e. those who had links with the Sinhalese power 

brokerss in Colombo. 'Hie first significant, successful action of political violence was executed by the TNT 

(accordingg to the LTTE's Diary of Combat) and involved the assassination on the August 27. 1975 of the 

mayorr of Jaffna city. Alfred Duraiyappa. The victim was a representative of the then United Front (UP). 
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Centre-Leftt coalition government in Colombo, led by the SLFP (LTTE 1984; de Silva 1990:93: Schalk 

1991:2.. Suanu 1995:30-31/56-57). Subsequently, the label irailoiis) to the separatist-nationalist cause of 

Tamill Eelam became a convenient device to stille all dissent, both within (as in the case of Mahattaya) and 

withoutt (as in the case ot' Amirthalingam el ul). And this tactic was not only the singular province o f the LTTE 

butt one that has been adopted by most (it" not al l )Tamil paramilitary organisations. 

Underr the action model of Tamil nationalism. Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism was being fought through 

Tamill chauvinism, with little end in sight (including the foreseeable future). The political stage was now set for 

thee coming ethnocide. involving Sinhalese. Tamils and Muslims, which was to be followed by intra-Tamii and 

intra-Sinhalesee fratricide. Closely linked to this phenomenon was the reinforcement o f separatist strategies, 

whichh were aimed at establishing an exclusivist Tamil state of Edam through armed struggle. An examination 

off the organisational names of many Tamil paramilitary groups (some of which, such as the TEA. T E L A and 

TELE,, no longer exist today having tallen victim to the internecine warfare unleashed by the LTTE since 

1984)) highlight this fact. For example: Tluuml Eelam Vic/uthalai Putigal or Liberation Tigers o f Tamil Eelam 

(LTTE) .. Tluimil Eelam Vitlulhalai lyakkam or Tamil Eelam Liberation Organisation (TELO) . Thtinii/ Eelam 

MakkulMakkul Viduihalai Kalaham or People's Liberation Organisation o f Tamil Eelam (PLOTE). Thamil Eelam 

RanuvamRanuvam or Tamil Eelam Army (TEA). Tluimil Eelam Viduihalai Ranavam or Tamil Eelam Liberation Army 

(TELA) ,, and Tliuinit Eelam Viduihalai Munnani or Tamil Eelam Liberation Front (TELE). 

Thee politically conscious exceptions to this populist wave o f Tamil chauvinism were 'Marxist ' or Left 

o ff Centre paramilitary organisations (despite occasional lapses on the ground in certain local contexts). 

Namely:: the Eelam Alakka! Purachchikara Viduihalai Munnani or Eelam Peoples Revolutionary Liberation 

Frontt (EPRL1). the Eelam Makkal Jananuyaga Kachchi or Eelam Peoples Democratic Party (EPDP) and the 

EdamEdam Purachchi Amipu or Eelam Revolutionary Organisation (EROS). A possible addition to this list would 

bee sections o f the Echini Theseeya Jananuyaga Viduihalai Munnani or Eelam National Democratic Liberation 
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Frontt (ENDLF). Non-sectarian Tamil paramilitary groups using Thiuuil  as part o f the organisation name were 

moree ideologically committed. Maoist-leaning organisations (none o f which are in existence now). Namely: 

thee Thum'd Theseeva Viciuthului Munnuni or National Liberation Front of Tamil Eelam (NLFT); the Thamil 

MukkalMukkal Vic/iilhu/ai Munnuni or People's Liberation Front of Tamil Eelam (PLFT); and the Thamil Makkal 

PuthukupuPuthukupu Peravai (TMPP, translated as the 'Tamil People's Defence Federation'). 

Inn the somewhat similar political ideologies articulated by the EPRLF, EPDP and a faction of the 

EROS,, the concept o f Eelam included a more open and inclusive understanding of the Eelam peoples -

namely.. Tamils. Muslims and Sinhalese. This political consciousness led first o f all to linkages (fraternal and 

lesss formal) from the early 1980s, with revolutionary groups based in the predominantly Sinhala regions of 

western,, central and southern Sri Lanka, and later (from around 1988). with more mainstream Centre-Left 

politicall groups and parties. The ENDLF, which was an offshoot of the PLOTE, had a less clearly articulated 

politicall consciousness and was possibly a remnant of strategic options pursued by the PLOTE. The PLOTE, 

forr its part. also encouraged linkages with non-Tamil revolutionaries, even though it opted for the notion o f 

Tamill Eelam. In fact in the early years, almost all the Tamil paramilitary groups fed upon the prevabnt Tamil 

chauvinistt currents. However due to the foresight and political maturity of certain Tamil paramilitary leaders, 

suchh as the late Kandasamy Pathmanabha o f the EPRLF. a handful of these organisations were able to 

overcomee such populist influences. They were also able to help build bridges between Tamil nationalist 

paramilitariess and adherents of Left/Centre-Left (revolutionary and mainstream) political tendencies in the 

western,, central and southern regions o f Sri Lanka. Due to the climate o f trust created (a commodity in short 

supplvv at the best o f times) some of these linkages have survived up to the present, even after the untimely 

deathss of these pioneers. 

Thee five major Tamil paramilitary groups that came into prominence in the 1980s were the LTTE. 

EPRLF.. PLOTE, T E L O and EROS. It is important to note here, that 'the Tamil rebellion', as it is sometimes 
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referredd to. is not a homogeneous challenge. The bloody internecine warfare and power struggles within and 

hehveenhehveen the Tamil paramilitary groups, demonstrates this very clearly. These intense struggles also led to the 

marginalisationn of conventional Tamil parliamentary parties/groupings and their brand o f politics. After much 

Tamill blood had been spilled by Tamils in the internecine warfare that ensued, it was Prabhakaran's LTTE that 

emergedd the politico-military victors. 

Thee fratricide unleashed by the LTTE destroyed any real chance for a united Tamil paramilitary 

position.. These intra-Tamil conflicts only escalated (in spurts) from May 1986 onwards, when the T E L O was 

crushedd by the LTTE. The brief but unsuccessful attempts to repair good relations between the LTTE. TELO, 

EPRLPP and EROS, under a joint front called the Eelam National Liberal f ront ( E N L F ) - founded in Apr i l 

19855 - finally broke down in December 1986. when the LTTE also attacked the EPRLF. The PLOTE was 

neverr allowed into the ENLF due to Prabhakaran's vendetta against its leader 'Uma Maheswaran'- the roots 

off which go back as late as 1979. around which time the PLOTE emerged as a breakaway group from the 

LTTE.. due to internal power struggles. A move, that was vehemently opposed by Prabhakaran. 

B YY the end of I 986. the LTTE had banned all other Tamil paramilitary groups from operating in 'the 

land'' and therelw effectively forced around 10.000 paramilitaries from ' organisations into 'exi le ' in 

Indiaa and areas not held by the LTTE. Many of these paramilitaries were to leave the struggle altogether and 

becomee part of the Tamil Diaspora in Europe, North America and Australasia. Around 1990, the EROS was 

coercedd into an "amalgamation" o f sorts with the LTTE and does not exist as an independent entity in any 

seriouss sense any longer. Despite the fact that it has been party to political negotiations in the recent past under 

(hee name of its officially registered political party, the Eelam Democratic Front (EDF). These particular 

negotiationss first took place during the sittings o f a Parliamentary Select Committee set up on August 20. 1991 

-- with the approval of the then President. Premadasa The talks were under the chairmanship o f Mangala 

Moonesinghee (who was then an opposition Member o f Parliament belonging to the SLFP) - and involved 
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nn Tamil organisations, TULF. EPRLF, ENDLF. ACTC. EDF (the political party o f EROS) and DPLF 

(thee political party of PLOTE)" (Loganathan 1997:170). Subsequent negotiations have been held in June 1996 

withh the current President Kiimaratunga, which also included the EPDP, an organisation opposed to the LTTE 

thatt has emerged as somewhat of a key player. This particular set o f negotiations focused on meaningful 

devolutionn and constitutional changes (transition from a Unitary State to a Federalist option), as a solution to 

thee ongoing crisis in the north and east (also referred to as 'the Tamil question'). 

Theree have also been questions raised in 1997, that a breakaway faction of the ENDLF has allied itself 

withh the LTTE. Sceptics argue to the contrary, that the LTTE-supremo does not need the marginal cadre-

powerr o f this breakaway taction and neither was he going to act any different to his 'often paranoid' modus 

operandi.. An example provided in this context, is the summary execution of a number of LTTE cadres who 

tunnelledd their way to freedom out o f a prison in Tamil Nadu, India in 1995 and made it across the Pdk Strait 

(havingg evaded a state-wide manhunt) to rejoin their organisation, on the suspicion that they might be 'Indian 

spiess or assassins'. The EPRLF maintained a brief presence in parliament and nominally functions today as a 

'mainstreamm political party', despite its failure to win a second round of parliamentary seats in the general 

electionss held in 1994 and lack of dynamism o f its current leadership. At the same time, other more 'active' 

connectionss have also sprung up (from the late 1980s onwards), given the exigencies of realpolitik and 'your 

enemy'ss enemv is my friend' syndrome. Following this trend, a breakaway faction from the EPRLF, the 

'Rasikk group' was militarily active in the eastern province, as an irregular military unit attached to the Sri 

Lankann Army. Similarly the ex-PLOTE 'Mohan group' is also active in the Jaffna peninsula. The EPDP and 

P L O T E 6 44 (and to a lesser extent the TELO), maintain a more formal military presence on the ground, as well 

ass in the current parliament (1994 to date), given their authoritative position as long-standing allies o f the 

governmentt o f Sri Lanka's armed forces on the ground, in the (common) light against the LTTE. The 

6 44 The Eelam National Democratic Liberation Front (ENDLF) is a breakaway faction from the PLOTE. 
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minimalistt negotiating position maintained by these Tamil paramilitary collaborationist-nationalists is that the 

PAA government should: 

1.. Formaliv create a Tamil brigade or division (made up predominantly of their cadres), as part of the Sri 

Lankann armed services (which are currently made up by more than 90% Sinhalese), and 

2.. Facilitate the formation of an interim council for the governance of the north and east, in order to create an 

alternativee power to counter the politico-military hegemony of the LTTE. 

Itt is estimated that the LTTE had at one time (around the late 1980s and early 1990s) over 3.000 prisoners who 

belongedd to these rival groups, as well as an unspecified number of former LTTE paramilitaries being kept 

prisonerr (manv of whom are reported to be those who have refused to fight on)- none of whom have been 

accountedd for.6-s Therefore, there is ample reason for members of other paramilitary organisations and anti-

Prabhakarann factions within the LTTE (e.g. paramilitaries that once were loyal to the executed '\Mahattaycr) 

too settle old scores and vice versa. As a result, the intra-Tamil paramilitary revenge/counter-revenge syndrome 

lookss set to continue unabated. 

Ami-TamilAmi-Tamil Riots unci Indian Intervention 

Ann important aspect that requires mention is the impact of inter-ethnic riots. A second wave of anti-Tamil 

riots,, were set in motion by Sinhala mote in 1971. 1977, 1979. 1981 and 1983. which fuelled separatist 

convictionss and strengthened the embryonic Tamil paramilitary groups. The bulk of.these riots were during the 

reignn of President Jayawardene's UNP regime - the worst of which was conducted in July 1983 (of an 

unprecedentedd scale and intensity), with tacit official sanction (or at least backing from influential ministers 

withinn the cabinet). Jayawardene's Machiavellian brand of politics witnessed an increased ruthlessness in the 

actionss of state forces, along with an active suppression of the agencies of democracy - epitomised by the 
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guardianss of" the rule of" law, namely, the judiciary. As noted by Human Rights Watch in a book titled 

SlaughterSlaughter Among Neighbours: The Political Origins of Communal Violence: 

Thee politicization of the police and military along ethnic lines, the active involvement o f 

governmentt forces in ethnic attacks, and its failure to prosecute offenders from human rights 

violationss against Tamil civilians led to a rise in Tamil militancy and to attacks on Sinhalese 

andd Musl im civilians. Government forces engaged in similar attacks on Tamils. Ethnic hatred 

escalatedd into civi l war, a political conflict defined along ethnic lines (Human Rights Watch 

1995:100). . 

Withh the anti-Tamil riots o f July 1983 a decisive moment in this narration of Sri Lankan political violence had 

dawned.. These riots were an important series of incidents, which were emotionally charged moments and led 

too a phenomenal expansion in the cadre strength o f Tamil paramilitary organisations across the board (as a 

reactionn against factual and tïetive atrocities by the majority Sinhalese). And ethnic hatred and revenge were 

kevv mobilising elements. In fact, the anti-Tamil riots o f 1983 set the stage for much o f the (increased) political 

violencee that followed in the north and east. However a very important geo-political event preceded this 

escalationn o f political violence in Sri Lanka. 

Thee anti-Tamil riots of 1971, 1977, 1979, 1981 and 1983 in Sri Lanka, were viewed (increasingly) 

withh deep consternation, by Tamilian nationalists across the Palk Strait (in Tamil Nadu). Particularly by 

activistss who belonged to: the Tamil Nadu Kamaraj Congress (TMKC, led by one of the most extreme 

Tamiliann nationalist leaders. P. Ncdumaran); the A l l India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam6 6 ( A I A D M K 

orr the 'A l l India Anna Dravidian Progressive Front', led at the time by the late M.G. Ramachandran. also 

referredd to as "MGR"}: Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam ( D M K or the 'Dravidian Progressive Front*, led by 

presentt Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu. M. Karunanidhi, also referred to as "Kuloingar"); and the Dravida 

KazhagamKazhagam (DK or the 'Dravidian Front', led by an extreme Tamilian nationalist K. Veeramani). The political 

rootss o\' these Dravidian nationalists go back to the Tamilian revivalism, and anti-Hindi unci anti-Brahmin. 

6$6$ See various reports o f the University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) for more details. 
6 66 Kazhagam is pronounced as 'Kalaham'. 
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DravidianDravidian consciousness <>f ihc 1930s and 1960s (Harderave 1965. 1969 and 1979. Rudolph and Rudolph 

1967.. Irschick 1969 and 1986. Nambi 1980. Ludden 1985. Baker and Washbrook 1987. and Sivarajah 1990). 

Tambiahh notes that: 

Onee of its major features was the anti-Brahman movement o f the non-Brahman castes with its 

manv-facetedd programme which rejected alien Sanskrit elements in language and literature, 

alienn brahmanic elements in religious ritual and practice, contested the social and political 

dominancee o f the Brahman minority, and mobilised the D M K (Dravida Munnetra 

Kazhaeam)...ltt too generated a new sense of social and cultural identity, a revivalism in 

literature,, and a reformism in religion, and while seeking pristine roots and releasing creative 

impulsess also spawning tendentious mythohistory. and preached and paraded a chauvinist 

militantt Tami l ian ] nationalism. The hoary and fabled North-South. Aryan-Dravidian divides 

weree resurrected and made politically alive in terms o f a twentietlvcentury democratic politics 

inn which majorities sought to wipe out historic wrongs and to engage in corrective affirmative 

actionn in a theatre of populist rhetoric and ethnic nationalism. In many ways Tamil Natu 

politicss parallels that o\' Sri Lanka, though there are also distinct differences between them 

(Tambiahh 1986:1 10-1 1 I). 

Inn the aftermath o f the July 1983 riots, thousands of Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka arrived on South Indian 

shores.. "The Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam...demanded that India should deploy its troops to save the Sri 

Lankann Tamils. Tamils all over India expressed sympathy by taking out processions and marking [sic -

marching]] to the Sri Lankan Consulates in India1* (Mohan 1987:135). Unable to disregaxi popular sentiments 

overr the plight of Tamils in Sri Lanka, the then Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu. A I A D M K " s Ramachandran was 

promptedd into making a personal appeal to the Prime Minister of India, calling for intervention. 

Thee Prime Minister (at the time) was the ruling Congress (I) party's leader Mrs. Indira Gandhi, who 

proceededd to act out ol' greater Indian, national self-interest. Mohan notes that "Apart from the burden o f 

refugees,, the [internal] political situation of the period prompted the Indian Rime Minister to condemn 'the 

genocide'' o f Tamils in Sri Lanka" (Ibid). In principle. Indira Gandhi wast/gainst the ideology of separatist 

nationalism,nationalism, being espoused b> Tamil paramilitaries [for ihe creation of an independent and sovcrciyi state of 

EdamEdam in north and cast Sri Lanka). Nevertheless, she instructed a key senior advisor in her cabinet and the 

thenn chairman of India's Policy Planning Committee, Gopalaswamy Parthasarathy (himself a South Indian 
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Tamilian-Brahmin,, referred to commonly as "GP"). to implement a new policy measure pertaining to Sri 

Lanka.. And in an official diplomatic response to President Jayawardene concerning the July 1983 anti-Tamil 

riots.. Prime Minister Indira Gandhi -'conveyed that, 'because of historical, cultural and such otherclose links 

betweenn the people of the two countries, particularly between the Tamil community o f Sri Lanka and us, India 

cannott remain unaffected by such events there"" (Ibid). 

India'ss new Sri Lanka policy was aimed, first o f all. towards improving Indian policy-making and 

intelligencee capabilities to deal with the growing crisis in north and east Sri Lanka. The underlying belief was 

thatt 'the known devil was more easily identifiable and thereby manoeuvrable, than the unknown'. Therefore 

GPP and the -South Block' (the key policy-making body in New Delhi, which comes directly under both the 

Primee Minister's Office and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) - operationally under the aegis o f the {New 

Delhi-based)) Joint Intelligence Committee ( J IC) 6 7 - set in motion a mechanism that enticed (Eclamist) Tamil 

paramilitariess into dialogue, and (eventually) attempted subjugation and control. Parthasarathy was also 

entrustedd (as Mrs. Gandhi's persona! envoy) with the intermediary role of drawing President Jayawardene's 

governmentt in Colombo, away from a military solution and the task of setting up an alternative method aimed 

att bringing the conflict to an end. The first o f the twin-strategies adopted by Mrs. Gandhi's team to tail was the 

effortss aimed at reaching a negotiated settlement. And as noted by Wilson6*5 this was due to the rejection o f its 

mainn plank 'Annexure C' by members o f Jayawardene's cabinet: 

Parthasarathyy met President Jayawardena [sic] in New Delhi in December 1983. and the two 
menn drew up a document commonly referred to as 'Annexure C ' . which the President said he 

677 During the Bangladesh operation, "several [Indian] intelligence agencies also had input into the decision-

makingg process through [the] Joint Intelligence Committee consisting o f representatives from the Research 

andd Analysis Wing (RAW), the Intelligence Bureau, and the directors of intelligence under the three armed 

services,, headed by the vice chief of staff ' {Sisson and Rose 1990:140). 

fifi88 Wilson was himself a one-time intermediary between the then Sri Lankan President Jayawardene and the 

T U L F ,, as well as an unofficial Constitutional Adviser to President Jayawardene from I97S-83. immediately 

priorr to Parthasarathy's involvement with the Sri Lankan embroglio. 
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wouldd submit tbr the consideration ot' an All Parties Conference to be convened in January 
1984.. The document had its roots in previous district councils plans but was wider in scope 
andd provided tor a more extensive range of" powers to the districts or provinces (Wilson 
1988:176). . 

Thee failure of 'Annexure C" was followed, by diplomatic arm-twisting by the Indians, who attempted to force 

Jayawardenee back to the negotiation table. This was an event that did not take place for another four years. 

untill  the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord was signed in Colombo on July 29. 1987, between the (new) Indian 

Primee Minister Rajiv Gandhi (who succeeded his assassinated mother) and President Jayawardene. However, 

thiss event too would have been impossibility had senior Indian diplomats not threatened Jayawardene with the 

"Manekshaww model' (in relation to the Sri Lankan crisis). This model of Indian geopolitics, is in effect, an 

interventionistt plan ot" action first implemented in 1971 by General S.f-.HJ. (Sam) Manekshaw (the then 

Indiann Chief of Staff who was later promoted to field Marshal)- which saw the military defeat of the East 

Pakistanii  forces under the command of General A.A.K. Niazi and the emergence of a new separate Mate 

calledd Bangladesh (Sisson and Rose 1990). As in the Bangladesh operation, success on the ground meant 

havingg 'friendly forces" that the Indian military could install as the 'new political heirs apparent'. For the 

successfull  implementation of this model in the Sri Lankan case, another strategy had to be adopted, one which 

"ropedd in' the Tamil paramilitaries to 'play ball*  (according to Indian geopolitical considerations). 

Onn the other side of the Sri Lankan divide, the carrot that was offered t) the Tamil paramilitary groups 

(thatt had been identified as potential targets), was the clandestine provision of Indian-sponsored 'military 

training""  (ruclimentar\ infantry training and latterly, very limited special operations capabilities). This was 

followedd by (tacit) official approval to use secluded sites in Tamil Nadu (in the districts of Thanjavur. 

Ramanathapuram,, Pudukottai. finnevelly. South Arcot. Chengalpattu, Madurai. Salem, Tiruchi. Coimbatore) 

ass rear base facilities. Primarily for the procurenent and transport of weapons, ammunition, explosives and 

otherr items of warfare; conduct of clandestine infantry training camps; use of state hospital facilities; 
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unhinderedd crossing of the Palk Strait; and most importantly, maintenance of UHF/VHF (coded) radio 

communicationn with cadres in north and east Sri Lanka. As a spin off, it was believed by the (pre-lndian Peace 

Keepingg Force) policy makers in New Delhi, that central Indian authorities and their apparatuses would be 

ablee to secure the Tamil paramilitaries, like a 'bird in the hand' (viewed literally, as 'worth more than two in 

thee bush'). It was also perceived that Indian agencies would be able to pinpoint and nip in the bud, any 

resurgentt signs of'anti-Hindi (anti-northerner) nationalism (Nambi 1980) and curtail the subversive activities 

off  Maoist revolutionary groups. For example, preventing such groups as the (neo-Naxalite) People's War 

Groupp (PWG) from receiving assistance from Eelamist Tamil paramilitary groups (in Tamil Nadu and other 

partss of India). 

!nn fact, there were instances in the mid-1980s of small. Maoist-leaning. Tamil paramilitary groups like 

thee TMPP, N U T and PL FT. where assistance was provided to neo-Naxalite groups like the PWG in South 

India.. The LTTE for its pan, has also trained and even supplied weapons to a number of Indian, anti-

establishmentt (ultra-radical) and separatist paramilitary groups. Particularly after the induction of the Indian 

Peacee Keeping Force (IPKF) in 1987 and the subsequent fighting that took place, between the IPKF and the 

LTTEE (Karim 1993:69-79, Baral and Muni 1996:29, Bastianpillai 1996:213-214). The insurgent groups 

supportedd by the LTTE. which entailed technical, material and logistical support, include: 

,, In Tamil Nadu - the Vidulhului Kiililial  (a literal translation would be the 'Liberation Cuckoos", a group 

headedd by Suba Veerapandian - in Tamil, 'Kulihal' rhymes with 'Puiihal', a reference to 'the Tigers', the 

fearedd nom de guerre of the LTTE): the Tamilar Pusarai (literally the 'Tamilian Camp", a group linked to 

P.. N'edumaran. the leader of the Tamil Nadu Kamaraj Congress, a long-standing supporter and personal 

friendd of the LTTE leader Prabhakaran); the "Thileepan ̂ Muiic/ram" (or the 'Thileepan Foundation', a 

699 Amirthalingam Thileepan is the 'Bobby Sands' of the LTTE and fasted to the death in September 1987 in 
accordancee with the orders of his leader Prabhakaran. 
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groupp led by Thiagu): and the Thamil Thcsccya Muedpu Pacini (the Tamil National Retrieval Troops or 

TNRT) . . 

.. In And lira Pradesh - the faction o f the Peoples War Group (PWG) led by Kondapalliseetharaman. 

 In Assam and Nagaland - the United Liberation Front of Assam (ULFA) and the National Socialist 

Councill of Nagaland. 

Itt is alleged in certain quarters, that these anti-Indian actions carried out by the LTTE after 1987, were secretly 

aidedd and abetted by the Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence Agency (the ISI is a Pakistani military 

intelligencee agency that has been known to engage in covert operations, aimed at destabilising Indian 

hegemonyy in South Asia - since the Indo-Pakistani wars). In return, the LTTE was apparently provided with 

unhinderedd access to Pakistani-based arms markets (of Afghan origin) in Peshawar and the North-West 

Frontierr Province (NWFP). 

Logically,, given these historical precedents, the great fear among Indian "policy-wallahs' is the 

possibilityy of Tamil separatism in north and east Sri Lanka, catching on in the Indian mainland. Such an 

eventualityy could in a hypothctically worse case scenario, spark o f f the beginning of the end for the unitary 

characterr o f the Republic o f India (given its extremely heterogeneous composition). The Indian federal union 

iss made up o f twenty-live states (including Tamil Nadu) and seven centrally administered union territories that 

accommodatee literally hundreds o f ethnic, linguistic, religious and social formations, groups and sub-

groups.^^^ This inherent paranoia among the Indian Top brass' proved to be quite advantageous, particularly 

forr the five principal Tamil paramilitary groups. Although it needs to be mentioned, that they did not all benefit 

att the same time and to the same extent, due to strategies o f 'divide and rule'. Another reason for this was 

competitionn and lack of coordination between a plethora of Indian agencies (affiliated to the central 

700 There are approximately forty-six officially listed 'mother tongues" in India, seventeen o f which, including 

Tamil ,, have the added status o f being officially 'recognized languages'. 
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governmentt and'or the Tamil Nadu slate government), 'handling intelligence operations". Technically 

speaking,, these agencies - namely, the 'South Block', the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) , the 

Intelligencee Bureau (IB). Naval Intelligence. Mil i tary Intelligence (Ml ) , and Tamil Nadu's- Q Branch. Special 

Branchh and the Criminal Intelligence Department (C ID) 7 1 - are all accountable to and under the aegis of the 

JICC (which was definitely not the case in practice, given inter-agency rivalries and sycophancy vis-a-vis the 

powerss o f the clay). 'Indian training' and rear base facilities, are factors which enabled the live major Tamil 

paramilitaryy groups to make qualitative jumps in terms of technological know how. logistics and capacities to 

wagee war against the Sri Lankan armed services. And thereby, counter the hegemony o f the Sinhala dominated 

statee and its monopoly over large-scale practices of political violence. 

CC 'oiifimialion of Politics hy Other Means 

Otherr important moments, though not in the same league, which have had considerable impact in the 

continuationn of violent political practices in the north and east and (to a lesser extent) in other parts o f Sri 

Lanka,, involve the LTTE's repeated intransigence vis-a-vis attempted, negotiated political settlements 

(Loganathann I996) . 7 -

1.. Thimpu Negotiations 1(8-13 July 1985) - between the J.R. Jayawardene-led United National Party (UNP) 

Redd me and the main Tamil paramilitary organisations - conducted through Indian mediation. 

2.. Thimpu Negotiations 11 (12-17 August 1985) - between the J.R. Jayawardene-led UNP Regime and the 

mainn Tamil paramilitary organisations. 

3.. Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord (29 July 1987- March 1990) - during time o f the Indian Peace Keeping 

7 '' Lor an opinion of the role o f Indian intelligence agencies in the Sri Lankan embrogiio. albeit from the 

perspectivee of their Sri Lankan counterparts see Gunaratna (1994). 
722 Kclheswaran Loganathan (a native Sri Lankan o\' traditional élite Jaffna Tamil origins) was a senior 

memberr of the LPRLF. directly involved (during the periods 1983-88 and 1992-94) in the war and processes 

off reaching a negotiated political settlement. 
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Forcee intervention under the terms of the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord signed by President Jayawardene 

andd Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and agreed to. albeit under Indian duress, by all Tamil paramilitary 

organisations. . 

4.. R. Premadasa-led UNP Regime-LTTE Talks (12 April-June 1990) - alter the withdrawal of the Indian 

Peacee Keeping Force (1PKP), during the short-lived reign of the Premadasa-led UNP regime. 

55 Cliandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga-led People's Alliance (PA) government-LTTE Negotiations 

(Augustt 1994-19 April 1995) - the first attempt at peacemaking during the tenure of the PA coalition 

government,, which was elected to office in 1994 on a peace platform and a resolution to the ethnic 

conflict t 

Thee LTTE. reneged on the agreements it made under the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord, which were namely: to 

observee a cease-fire, surrender weapons, join the political mainstream as a recognised political party and 

contestt provincial council elections, in order to obtain the substantial devolution of powers and resources to the 

Tamill  inhabitants of the north and east. Among the principle reasons for the LIT E leadership's change of tack, 

wass the perception among its leadership, that it could lose out on power if more politically manoeuvrable and 

lesss hard-line groups, such as the EPRLF. were able to muster enough electoral votes through superior 

campaigning.. My impression, is that the logic of militarism and existing cultural codes of political violence 

andd practice (which had been prevalent up to that time) - what I have termed as the combat modi; (de Silva 

1995a)) - were more appealing and 'comfortable' for the LTTE's leadership. For them, it was easier to follow 

suchh an option, rather than getting involved with the uncertainties of peacetime and the electoral process. 

Especiallyy in the eyes of its supremo Velupillai Prabhakaran, the LTTE as an organisation is more geared to 

warfaree and mortal combat, rather than to tasks of electioneering, reconstruction and rehabilitation, let alone 

demilitarisationn and demobilisation. Therefore, the LTTE hierarchy chose (after some internal wrangling it is 

rumoured,, which may have accounted for the demise of Mahatlaya) the 'known devil over the unknown' and 
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endedd up in aimed conflict against the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF). 

Thuss far. the logic of militarism, the conditions ot'political antagonism and their relational practices 

havee served the LTTE in good stead. It has outlived the IPKF (which withdrew at the end of March 1990). 

outmatchedd the EPRLF and the ill-fated North-East Provincial Council (which was dissolved by the 

Premadasa-regimee sometime after the departure of the IPKF), outlasted the JVP (which was militarily crushed 

byy the Sri Lankan armed services) and fought the Sri Lankan armed services to a virtual stalemate. The short-

livedd successes of the government of Sri Lanka's large-scale, combined armed service operations of Riviresa 

(Sunrise)) i and II enabled the joint Sri Lankan government forces to re-capture the Jaffna peninsula and put the 

LTTFF on a more defensive footing. However, during the implementation of this stratagem, the LTTE was able 

too withdraw the bulk of its paramilitary forces out of the northern peninsula without any serious casualties. The 

withdrawall  of Sri Lankan forces from many other sectors, particularly in the east, has allowed the LTTE 

greaterr mobility, particularly in the North-central Vanni district and in the eastern province. A telling example 

inn the LTTE's costly campaign to regain and maintain its prestige, was the total annihilation of the Sri Lanka 

armyy earrison at the key Mullaitivu jungle base. This particular operation cost the LTTE dearly in terms of 

thousandss of combat casualties. Nevertheless, it also resulted in an estimated loss of around 2.000 Sri Laikan 

soldiers,, the capture of more than US$ 30 million worth of military hardware, including longrange Chinese-

madee artillery pieces and control of a strategic stretch of coastline with direct access to sea lanes. In March 

2000.. the LTTE continues to maintain military pressure through continuous hit and run ground and sea-based 

attackss in the northern .Jaffna peninsula. Other operations with clear military objectives have been in coastal 

waterss off the Northeast, as well as the occasional commando raid elsewhere, such as the audacious but 

abortivee sea-borne operation carried out by the Sea Tigers in Colombo harbour. There are also sizeable land-

basedd LITE units that operate in the jungles of the eastern province and continue probing operations against 

selectedd armv and police garrisons - south of Trincomalee right down to Panama - a constant thorn in the side 
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off  tine Sri Lankan military. In an attempt to save face in light of the Mullaitivu debacle, Sri Lankan combined 

forcess captured the last LTTE-held town of Kilinochchi. with the repotted loss of 250 soldiers, compared to 

8000 on the side of the LITE. Subsequently the LIT E reversed these losses, leading to a seesaw battle for 

comparative])) small though strategic portions of territory. However, none of this action on the military front 

hass changed the overall game plan, which is deadlocked into a stalemate with no outright winner. 

Thee current stalemate has been costly for both sides in terms of men and material. The bulk of the 

LTTE'ss fighting force is now living in malaria infested jungles with lack of access to conventional hospitals-

southh of Elephant Pass, north of Trincomalee and Vavuniya and east of Mannar- as well as in the eastern 

districts.. The o\er-stietched Sri Lankan military and its current politico-military allies (PLOTE, TELO. EPDP, 

EPRLEE and LNDLE). have lost their monopoly of violence over the years, particularly in contested spaces of 

thee north and east, and have been forced instead to 'share' this monopoly with paramilitaries from the LTTE. 

Thee morale of the predominantly Sinhala. Sri Lankan armed forces has also been seriously dented, signified 

throughh the large number of deserters and the lack of volunteers to till in much needed vacancies. 

Onn the humanitarian side, there is a desperate necessity for a negotiated political settlement- with or 

withoutt third party mediation - to bring about a lasting cease-fire and an end to the loss of life - civilians and 

combatantss alike. In other words, there is dire need in Sri Lanka, to support all efforts at demilitarisation. 

demobilisation,, reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction, which go hand in hand with processes of 

conflictt resolution and good governance. Human Rights Watch, has this to say about the current situation. 

Neww efforts by Sri Lanka's government to redress the grievances of" its citizens and account 
forr abuses committed against members of all ethnic groups by state forces and other political 
actorss is an essential first step in the creation of any lasting peace in Sri Lanka. But the 
damagee done by years of politically contrived enmity and bloodshed promises to make any 
peacee process a tentative one. and any political solution fragile. The Sri Lankan people have 
shownn great popular support for an end to the fighting, but it will tike a lot to repair their faith 
inn political forces (1 luman Rights Watch 1995:100). 

Thee Sri Lankan crisis has been nominally ameliorated, with the election (in 1994) of the PA coalition 
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government,, which was elected to office (as noted by Human Rights Watch) on a peace platform. However, 

theree are still great many changes that need to be implemented, in order to redress this situation -

.. Bringing to account members of death squads, particularly those who were affiliated to the Sri Lankan 

armedd services (some of whom are still in operational units) through the judicial system; 

.. Dismantling of the omnipotent powers of executive presidency and making the president more 

accountablee to parliament; 

.. Implementing the right to free media and other forms of expression, particularly in the realm of politics, 

thatt are in accordance with internationally accepted standards of democracy to which Sri Lanka is a 

signatory;; and most importantly. 

.. Eradication of corruption and ethical malpractice (at all levels) within government (in particular, in 

relationn to bribery, commission-taking, political favouritism and nepotism in appointments and 

promotions,, as well as politically motivated demotions and punishment transfers). 

aa The adoption of a multipartisan approach, on the side of the political parties represented in the Sri Lankan 

parliament,, so that a united negotiating position can be garnered in order to reach an equitable settlement 

too 'the Tamil question' and cope with the problematic posed by the separatist LTTE. The bipartisan 

protocoll  signed on 3r d April 1997 (reportedly following coaxing by Tory MP Dr Liam Fox an emissary of 

thee British Foreign and Commonwealth Office), between the PA's President Kumaratunga and the UNP's 

Rani]]  Wickremasinghe (the leader of the opposition in parliament) seems to point in the right direction. 

Andd subsequent high-level consultations between the government and opposition between January and 

Aprill  2000 and formally inviting Norway as a third-party mediator are positive moves in the volatile and 

highlyy charged context of "jaw-jaw. war-war". 

Sincee the early 1970s then, the steady escalation in the levels of political violence in operation in Sri Lanka has 

beenn inexorable, given the strategies adopted by successive regimes in exercising hegemony over tre peoples 
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off Sri Lanka at the cost ot' democracy. These short sighted policy decisions have resulted in the long-term 

erosionn of the rule of law. the pernors o f the judiciary and other democratic institutions. The contemporary 

militarisationn o\' the body politic and bloody hegemonic/counter-hegemonic conflicts have led to the 

continuationn of politics by other means a la Carl von Clausewitz. This is further compounded by waF-reiated 

kickbackss and commission-taking in a situation where the government of Sri Lanka now spends an average o f 

500 bil l ion rupees a year on military procurements for the war effort in the north and east. The cumulative 

affectss o f these and related factors have led to incalculable costs in terms o f material damage and destruction 

o ff human resources  in a country that was once thought to be a model o\' post-colonial parliamentary 

democracy. . 

IliMoricilyIliMoricily cine! Theorising I 'iolcncc 

Ass 1 have alluded to in the three quotes at the beginning o f this chapter, there are three primary locations or 

spaces,, where situated practices o f political violence are unleashed and acted out. The first o f these locations or 

levels,, are physical sites or geographical spaces where situated practices of political violence are enacted. 

Namelv:: along the (sandy) coastal littoral - i.e. anti-clockwise from Panama (and Kumana) in the Southeast, 

aroundd the Last covering Trincomalee and Mullait ivu. on around the Northern Jaffna Peninsula, down to 

Kalpit iyaa and Karaitivu (north o f Pultlam) in the Northwest, to the jungle interior o f the North-central 

province.. In these locations gently swaying coconut palms (depending on the strength o f the breeze) and other 

tropicall llora of a myriad shades of green, cloak a military stalemate in one 'major theatre o f combat'. An 

almostt 'silent' stalemate as war as the global media is concerned. Carried out in times of throat parching, all 

enveloping,, sticky heat and during the wetness o f monsoonal downpours, night and day, over land and sea. 

Interspersedd with the sounds and loud reports o f sporadic skirmishes and the continuous, daily throb ot 

militaryy aircraft, droning ever on. like a thousand angry bees - a clue that speaks volumes, that all is not well in 
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thiss resplendent land. 

Thee second quote relates to material conditions and psycho-social realms of fear and anguish, terror, 

hatred,, revenge, cruelty, humiliation and helplessness, felt and remembered, again and again, by humans living 

inn built-up areas of rural and urban Sri Lanka. Many of who have been touched by the emissaries of death, 

whoo are the silent majority, witnesses to the manifold violations of human rights (primarily vis-a-vis the right 

too life and freedom to live in peace and harmony, over the long-term). These are the felt sensibilities resulting 

fromm situated practices of agents of political violence, who themselves cannot escape the nightmares of their 

deedss - main of whom, like "Mahattaya" of yesteryear, live and die by the sword, or are exiled, to live far 

awayy from the land of their dreams. 

Relatedd to the psycho-social realms of political violence is the third quote, which deals with the secret 

spheree oï self-sacrillce. where young Tamil women, men and even children willingl y follow the pied piper, 

downn a path of no return, where the brave (wisely) fear to tread. It is coitrol over this sphere and the 

sophisticatedd use of technology (including the information super highway) which has given Prabhakaran and 

thee LTTE the cutting edge over all rivals, much to their (grudging) envy. 

Havingg stated the above, I now comment on the historical sketch drawn in the previous sections of this 

chapter.. This unfolded glimpses of moments in Sri Lankan time and space (some of them rare, while others are 

off  a more standard orientation), concerning the political actions of groups and individual actors (present and 

past).. To have done otherwise would have been considered a disservice to readers, the majority of whom 

wouldd be in line with the more traditional demand for me (as the author) to be 'historically informative' and to 

placee 'the object of my investigation*  within 'its historical context" (or 'backdrop"). At the theoretical level, 

theree are certain difficulties with such a demand. As Dominick LaCapra has argued, "an appeal to context is 

deceptive...onee never has - at least in the case of complex texts - the context. The assumption that one does 

reliess upon a hypostatization of 'context", often in the sense of misleading organic or overtly reductive 
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analogues""  (LaCapra 1983:35). Frank Ankersmit. follows a similar line of argumentation, whidi runs counter 

too the traditionalist demands of the central historicist dogma (noted above), and reasons that -

Thee context is historically no less complex and no less problematically given, than the 
historicall  object we want to understand by contextualizing it. One may suppose that the 
(mistaken)) belief that we can gain access to a historical object by placing it in its wider 
historicall  context, is a methodological reminiscence of the historicist metaphysics of 
'Universalgeschichtc'' [universal history]. With the disappearance of metaphor (and 
epistemology).. however, historicist contextualization will be replaced by de-contextualization, 
forr it was always the historist 'point of view' [a spatial metaphor] that permitted the historian 
too see the contextual coherence of the elements of the past. With the collapse of Mink's 
[1987]]  metaphor ' J of the vantage point from which the flow of the river of time can be 
surveyedd and the emergence of the post-modernist oxymoron of 'the point of view of the 
absencee of points of view", the elements of the past regain their autonomy and become 
independentt of one another. The result is the fragmentation of the past [into independent 
entitiesentities or particulars, emphasis mine] so characteristic of the post-modernist picture of the 
pastt (Ankersmit 1995:37). 

Philosophicallyy speaking, the very broad canvas referred to by the generic term postmodernism is in fact an 

eclecticc enterprise, selecting opinions from different systems of knowledge. And according to the quite 

controversiall  anthropologist and linguist Stephen Tyler (in the gaze of many of his more conventional 

colleagues): : 

Post-modernismm resists historicization and avoids historical argument as a means of 
periodizationn or as the enabling condition for critique. Its figures do not piivilege lineal. 

733 Ankersmit maintains in relation to Mink's metaphor that. 
iff  we u ish to gel hold of'what comes closest in historical theory to an episteinological 'master 
metaphor",, we can best turn to a most suggestive spatial metaphor proposed by Mink. He 
arguess that the historian's task is essentially one of synthesis and integration: the historian 
mustt effect what Mink refers to as a 'conflgurational comprehension' of the different 
constituentss of the past. Furthermore, within this configurational comprehension the historian 
aimss al as complete an integration as possible of the events related at the beginning of the 
historicall  narrative with those at the end- and with everything in between...[however] if we 
visualizee Mink's metaphor, [i.e.] the disappearance of the metaphorical point of view on a 
safee hilltop high above the river of time (that has now been exchanged for the point the river 
off  time has now reached), will also mean that the possibility of surveying the How of time has 
disappearedd and history hence becomes essentially un-narratable. Such a destruction of 
narrativee takes place in the work by Tocqueville. Metaphor, point of view and all that the 
historicistt likes to associate with these then lose their function and what remains is a past that 
iss nothing more than a system of variations on a single theme (Ankersmit 1995:29-31). 
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irreversiblee monotonie, periodic or punctuative time in which segments arrange themselves in 
ordered,, connected, and directed sequences. To put it another way. it resists the idea of 
narrativee consequence as a foundational mode of organising discourse and thought. It is more 
comm tollable with the notion of pluralities of parallel times that are akin alike to the real times 
off everyday life and to the hyper-real times of dreams and memories, multiple, simultaneous 
limess that overlap, interpenetrate, repeat, parallel, spiral, spurt, slow, and encompass one 
another.. It is a different geometry o f time in which superimposition. spirals, and parallels that 
sometimess cross are the figures o f its figuration (Tyler 1995:78-79). 

Tylerr goes on to argue, that historic ism is just a "kind of hypocritical relativism",74 which "projects a 

judgementt from a site that is not the direct object of the judgement, as for example, a judgement in the present 

aboutt the past" ( Ib id: 80). 

Ass mentioned in chapter one. history is understood in this text, as memories, particularly those relating 

too (folk) narratives o f Tamil paramilitaries-in-exile. What Tyler refers to as "pluralities o f parallel times that 

aree akin to the real times of everyday life...multiple, simultaneous times that overlap, interpenetrate, repeat, 

parallel,, spiral, spurt, slow, and encompass one another"* (Ibid: 79). In the context o f this research, while not 

tryingg to be as ambitious as Tyler. I choose to represent spatial 'realities* o f times gone by though specific 

experientiall narratives o f parallel times, as remembered by a number o f Tamil paramilitaries and myself. That 

iss narrative representations that are other than standard notions o f Sri Lankan politics and history. What I 

foundd out during my interviews, was that time had to a great extent 'stood st i l l ' in the memories of my 

intervieweess and myself, in relation to events in our personal life histories, and that these moments o f 

7 44 On a related point, concerning a similar 'kind of hypocritical relativism", Tyler argues that: 
Post-modernismm is pluralistic without being relativistic. Paradoxically, relativism requires 
somee fixed position from which to be relative. It needs a transcendental moment or location 
fromm which the judgment o f relativism can be projected. A l l perspectival notions o f relativism 
involvee 'sited sightings', and entail at least one site that facilitates at least one panoptic 
sightingg of'other possible sites-for-seeing, and which is, for that judgmental moment, not itself 
relativee to those other sites-for-sighting. until it too loses itself once again in the 
undifferentiatedd plurality o f sights. Pluralism does not entail relativism, even though it may be 
onee o f the conditions for it. This neither argues for nor against the idea of perspectival 
relativity,, the sighting-of-sites-for-sighting, but it does imply that sights and sites are odd 
figuress outside the figuration of vision (Tyler 1995:80). 
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rememberingg were only a snapshot of the past. In other words moments which simply could not be completely 

integratedd (from beginning to end) in "a historical narrative o f political violence in Sri Lanka'. As Michef 

Rolphh Trouillot has argued so cogently, '"the production of historical narratives involves the uneven 

contributionn of competing groups and individuals who have unequal access to the means for such production" 

(Trouil lott 1 9 9 x \ i \ ) . In his exposé, Trouillot goes on to argue that these forces "are less visible titan gunfire, 

classs property. or political crusades...[but] they are no less powerful" (Ibid). Me rejects "both the naïve 

propositionn that we are prisoners of our pasts and the pernicious suggestion that history is whatever we make 

o ff it" ( ibid). In Trouillot's opinion, "'history is the fruit o f power, but power itsdf is never so transparent that its 

analvsiss becomes superfluous...[And the] ultimate mark of power may be its invisibil ity: the ultimate 

challenge,, the exposition of its roots" (Ibid). 

Inn fact, one can never "tell the whole story" due to a number of"methodological drawbacks and ethical 

concerns.. For example, in reading my 'traditional historical piece' on Locutions of Violence, one finds an 

enormouss (and helpful) mass of information. This is interspersed with occasional instances o f ' n o t being able 

too see the wood from the trees' - a problematic that is common to this type of social science writ ing (however 

welll organised). And as a matter of strategic choice, as James Clif ford argues, "Experiential, interpretive, 

dialogical.. and polyphonic processes are at work, discordantly, in any ethnography, but coherent presentation 

presupposess a controlling mode of authority. 1 have argued that this imposition o f coherence on an unruly 

textuall process is now inescapably a matter of strategic choice" (Clifford 1988:54). 1 deai with this, and other 

relatedd methodological and ethical issues, in the following chapter on Limits of Empiricism, Information 

(httherinx(httherinx and Knowledge Construction. 

Whatt I do represent in this research, are particularistic narratives pertaining to independent identities 

andd 'realities' of situated practices of political violence, that highlight certain specific aspects o f Tamil 

paramilitaryy culture and group dynamics (such as survival instincts in the face o f adversity and pragmatic 
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viewss of the future). And it is also my desire, through this experimental work, to do-mystify some of the 

Tnvstiquee and secrecy' surrounding agents of political violence, who are seen in action globally. Such 

experimentall processes o f understanding, wil l no doubt provide food for thought - a pre-requisite to (any) 

actionn (here I mean specifically at the level humanitarian assistance and intervention). Methodologically and 

comparativelyy speaking, such experiments that actively look for new understandings and means o f 

implementationn (aimed at regulating conflicts and bringing political violence to a close) are invaluable to 

scholarss and practitioners. Particularly those who pursue multidisciplinary approaches (globally, regionally 

andd locally) and who arc also engaged in the even harder tasks o f facilitating processes o f long-term peace in 

previouslyy or currently deeply divided societies. 
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CHAPTERR THREE 

POLITICALL ECONOMY OF K N O W L E D G E CONSTRUCTION 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Oncee upon a time, the Lone Ethnographer rode o f f into the sunset in search of his 'native.' 
Afterr undergoing a series of trials, he encountered the object of his quest in a distant land. 
There,, he underwent his rite of passage by encountering the ultimate ordeal o f ' f ie ldwork. ' 
Afterr collecting 'the data," the Lone Ethnographer returned home and wrote a 'true' account 
off 'the culture.'...By definition, the Lone Ethnographer was literate, and 'his native' was not. 
Inn accord with tleldwork norms, 'his native' spoke and the Lone Ethnographer recorded 
'utterances'' in his 'field-notes.' In accord with imperialist norms, 'his native' provided raw 
materiall ('the data') for processing in the metropolis. After returning to the metropolitan 
centerr where he was schooled, the Lone Ethnographer wrote his definitive work. The sacred 
bundlee the Lone Ethnographer handed to his successors includes a complicity with 
imperialism,, a commitment to objectivism, and a belief in monumentalism. The context of 
imperialismm and colonial rule shaped both the monumentalism of timeless accounts of 
homogenoushomogenous cultures and the objectivism o f a strict division o f labor between the 'detached' 
ethnographerethnographer and 'his native. ' The key practices so bequeathed can be subsumed under the 
generall rubric o f fieldwork, which is often regarded as an initiation into the mysteries o f 
anthropologicall knowledge. The product o f the Lone Ranger's labors, the ethnography, 
appearedd to be a transparent medium. It portrayed a 'culture' sufficiently frozen to be an 
objectt o f 'sc ient i f ic ' knowledge [emphasis mine] (Rosaldo 1993:30-31). 

Knowledgee in the age of postmodemity wi l l be permanently contested, not because truth 

surfacess only, and rarely, in the heat o f battle, but because knowledge has come to be 

inseparablee from power and is no longer assumed to be beneficent... Today, knowledge -

scientific.. Western reason - bears the scars o f its many wars. Its dreams are tattered and its 

confidencee irrevocably shaken. In generations past, science and Western reason triumphed 

grandlyy by means of a relentless assault on its competitors: religion, myth, narrative, moral 

philosophy,, folk knowledges. Today, it is as i f those repressed rivals have returned to take 

theirr revenge. The towering grandeur o f scientific reason has all but crumbled under a barrage 

o ff assault from those who claim to be its victims: people o f color, non-Westerners, women, 

lesbianss and gay men. the disabled, and tlie poor and economically disempowered (Seidman 

1994:327). . 

Theree is a strong tendency prevalent even today in the social sciences (politics, history, economics, sociology, 

anthropology)) and philosophy, of examining, investigating and verifying 'the facts' in order to describe how 

certainn events or 'realities' take place or 'occur' or are 'caused' to occur. Alan Goldman for example defends 

'empiricall knowledge", and argues for 'common sense' and 'scientific realism', within an explanationist 
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frameworkk (Goldman 1991). It is these very same notions of 'sc ient i f ic ' and empirical 'authority' (bordering 

onn the superior), and 'truthful explanation', purported by the likes o f Goldman et al, which is questioned in this 

chapter. . 

Onn the surface, this pseudo-scientific style o f empiricist research, followed by many conventional 

sociall scientists, is somewhat similar to the millions of 'fact f inding missions' undertaken by their bureaucratic 

counterpartss the world over - e.g. in United Nations agencies, Government departments and Non-

Governmentall Organisations (international, regional and local). What sets social science research apart is 

possiblyy its scope, depth, time-taken, adherence to research practices and methodology, attention to detail and 

thee use of the language o f science. Unfortunately, the adoption of such a line o f research or investigation 

succeeds,, more often than not, in the production of volume after volume o f descriptive material, with little or 

noo attention paid to theoretical questions or to address criticisms o f such an approach. This undesirable trend, 

particularlyy in sociology, was a phenomenon most evident in post-war America, as noted by C. Wright Mil ls 

(1970)) in his classic work The Sociological Imagination: 

II f grand theorists retreated from the empirical world into the realm of 'pure mind, ' empiricists 
imaginedd that they could discover truth by submerging intellect in the realm o f 'pure facts.' 
Althoughh abstracted empiricists appeal to a natura! scientific model to legitimate their 
sociology,, their research typically lacks any conceptually integrating impulse. In reality, 
empiricistss engage in highly specialized, narrowly focused research that may have the 
trappingss o f science (e.g.. methodological rigor, statistics, the language of science) but la;ks 
thee unifying theoretical vision of natural science. Mil ls interpreted empiricism as animated by 
thee American spirit o f problem-solving, liberal reform. However, whereas an earlier tradition 
o ff sociological problem solving aimed to improve the condition of the socially disadvantaged, 
post-warr empiricism was in the service of the power elite.' Sociologists were now routinely 

'' The concept of the Power Elite is discussed in detail in Mil ls ((1956). According to Giddens: 

Thee power elite, in Mi l l 's portrayal, is composed mainly o f (male) wealthy-white Anglo-Saxon 
professionalsprofessionals (WASPs). many of whom have been to the same prestigious universities, 
belongg to the same clubs and sit on government committees with one another. They have 
closelyy connected concerns. Business and political leaders work together, and both have close 
relationshipss with the military through weapons contracting and the supply o f goods for the 
armedd forces. There is a great deal of movement back and forth between top positions in the 
threee spheres. Politicians have business interests; business leaders often stand for public 
office;; higher military personnel come to sit on the board of large conpanies...The power elite 
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hiredd by administrators - the institutional managers of the power elite - in a variety of 
bureaucraticc settings for the purpose of maximizing social control...Instead of orienting to a 
democraticc public. Mill s saw sociology, at least in its empiricist aspects, as responsive to 
clients,, in particular, to lower-level managers of society. Both grand theory and abstracted 
empiricistss have retreated from the project of the classical tradition as a critical public 
discoursee (Seidman 1994:169). 

Inn fact, despite their claims to be 'scientists'2 many practitioners of empiricist research agendas have scant 

regardd for "theorv" or . By doing so, the process of examining, analysing and evaluating why certain 

eventss or realities did or did not take place, is largely overlooked or ignored. This is a point supported by the 

sociologistt Anthony Giddens (Giddens 1991:16-17), who states that, '"Practical people' tend to be suspicious 

off  theorists, and may like to see themselves as too down-to-earth to need to pay attention to more abstract 

ideas,, but all practical decisions have some theoretical assumptions lying behind thenï [emphasis mine] (Ibid: 

17).. Similarly. Martyn Haminersley argues that underlying the diversity and looseness of terminology 

pertainingg to ethnography, is "a certain vagueness in thinking about methodological issues that arises from a 

widespreadd emphasis among ethnographers on the primacy of research practice over 'theory" about how to do 

it.. Sometimes this amounts to an anti-methodological and anti-theoretical prejudice" [emphasis mine] 

occupiess the highest level [of power in the United States], formally and informally taking the 
mostt important policy decisions affecting both the domestic arena and foreign policy 
[emphasiss added] (Giddens 1991:327-328). 

Thiss same scenario can similarly be applied, according to a more or lesser degree, in relation lomctle. wealthy 
whilewhile professionals (Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, Germanic, Latin, Nordic, Slavic or otherwise) in continental Europe 
(includingg the member states of the European Union) and Oceania (i.e. Australia and New Zealand). And if the 
raciall  category of 'white' is left out of the equation and substituted with ethno-national categories, such as 
Chinese.. Filipino, Indian, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, this scenario waild also apply (more or less), 
too South and East Asia (including the member states of ASEAN). The point 1 am trying to get at here, is that 
thiss (admittedly heterogeneous) phenomenon is quite widespread, entrenched and almost institutionalised. 

22 The claim that the social 'sciences' are indeed scientific has its roots in a naive positivist past and is a 
contentiouss declaration at the best of times. However, for the argument's sake and according to a more 
traditionallyy held viewpoint, a la Giddens, "Science is the use of systematic methods of investigation, 
theoretical'thinkk ing, and the logical assessment of arguments, to develop a body of knowledge about a 
particularr subject-matter" (Giddens 1990:21). Giddens also insists, albeit a little lamely, that the social 
'sciences'' are scientific disciplines, 'in the sense that1 they involve, "systematic methods of investigation, the 
analysiss of data, and the assessment of theories in light of evidence and logical argument" (Ibid: 21-22). 
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(Hammersleyy 1990:1). 

Apartt trom these points of contention, when reading empiricist research writings of the 'vacuum-

cleaner'' variety, one is confronted by a veritable wall o f information, facts, figures and statistics, which unless 

writtenn in lucid, moving and persuasive prose, makes headway a laborious and at times fruitless pursuit.-' In 

thiss context (i.e. vis-a-vis the over-representation of particulars), anthropology's classic norms are no 

exception. . 

whichh prefer to explicate culture through the gradual thickening o f symbolic webs o f 

meaning.. By and large, cultural analysts use...such terms as thick description. muliivncalit)'. 

polysemy,polysemy, richness, and text we...the common anthropological assumption [is] that the greatest 

humann import resides in the densest forest o f symbols and that analytical detail, or 'cultural 

depth.'' equals enhanced explanation o f a culture, or 'cultural elaboration." Do people always 

inn fact describe most thickly what matters most to them? [original emphasis] (Rosaldo 

1994:2). . 

Anotherr related feature, is a common tendency among certain ethnographers (e.g. Hannerz 1969 and Flinch 

1979)) to extrapolate from their rather narrow; empirical case studies and "seek to generalise from it to an 

aggregatee o f cases that is o f general interest" {Hammersley 1990:49-50). However, as Hammersley goes on to 

pointt out, while "Hannerz effectively uses his study...ethnographers are often not very clear about the nature 

of'theof'the whole to which they are generalising An example is Punch's study" [emphasis mine] {Ibid: 50). And in 

thiss research project, rather than using narratives to make generalisations about 'paramilitaries-at-large'. 1 

choosee to represent particular aspects of Tamil paramilitary culture, while engaging with problems of political 

violencee at a wider theoretical level. 

hii relation to the holy grail o f research practice (referred to by Hammersley). traditional empiricists 

likee to imagine that any (Held) researcher embarking on her or his project begins the enterprise possessing 'a 

blankk slate', which can be "filled in ' with facts, figures, details and statistics {the more the better). What they 

veryy often overlook and do not take into consideration, is that all researchers, carry with them their cultural 

33 In line with the subject of ethnographic inquiry (so eloquently begun by Renato Rosaldo). Hammersley 

(1990)) points out that reading and assessing ethnographic research is as important as its conduct. 
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bamzaeee and subjective perspectives. These preconceptions are borne out o f processes o f socialisation that 

includee underlying academic, socio-political (in relation to class, race, ethnicity, religion and/or ideology) and 

gender-basedd preferences to 'the field o f research*; and that therefore, the slate is never really blank. And as 

forr the passion for 'hard' facts, figures, details and statistics - where the empiricist wants to 'say it a l l ' - it is 

butt a delusion, which eventually turns into a process of self-entrapment. And i f craving to 'say it a l l ' is taken 

too an extreme, as repeated in one acerbic joke, 'the field researcher examining the plantation system in Sri 

Lanka,, would first be asked by her/his supervisors to count the number o f leaves on a tea bush before 

proceedingg any further'. No single researcher or even a group o f researchers can ever 'say it a l l ' for there wi l l 

alwayss be different representations, narratives, perspectives, interpretations, methodologies, theories, 

approaches,, arguments, techniques, strategies, etc.. to tackle any given 'research prob lem' - a situation o f 

permanentt contestation as noted above by Steven Seidman (1994:327). In other words, there is no single or 

absolutee 'universal truth' but more often than not, numerous, varying and diverse representations of ' real i t ies ' , 

pertainingg to various (and even parallel) moments in time and space. 

ExperimentalExperimental Anthropoid^' and its Impact on Empiricism 

Sincee the 1980s, exponents of experimental anthropology - such as James Cli f ford. George Marcus, Renato 

Rosaldo.. Michael Fischer. Paul Rabinow, Vincent Crapanzano, Taial Asad and others- have radically changed 

thee staid and somewhat stale practices of the discipline and have challenged the status quo. As one o f their 

moree unconventional colleagues. Stephen Tyler has correctly pointed out that: 

Itt is now commonplace that empirical research in anthropology is intimately involved in the 
scenee o f writing...[where] practices o f writ ing are enabling conditions for every facet o f 
empiricall research, from training of researchers in the reading and writ ing of reports and 
theories,, to the writ ing of research proposals and the recording and dissemination o f 
findings...|and]] revealed by critique....most o f these practices, and the role o f writ ing 
generally,, had formerly been not obvious; they had been hidden, or simply taken for granted 
ass understood, unproblematic conventions, what 'everybody knows'. Critique, in its 
emancipatoryy role o f revealing the interests that motivate practices, has largely succeeded in 
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makingg the anthropological community conscious of" the rhetoric o f its discourse, and has 

encouragedd at least some practitioners to attempt experiments in writ ing that respond in one 

wayy or another to the aporias it has revealed. 'Dialogism'. ' ref lexivi ty ' . 'polyphony', 

'heteroglossia',, 'collage", 'mixed genres', ' tropology', and 'rhetoric' are some of the indices 

o\'o\' experimental practices that have been deployed as strategies o f representation, or as 

responsess to some aspect of the critique of representation. They involve the reading and 

interpretationn of ethnographies, the relationship between informant and tleldworker. the 

recordingg o f Held information, and the writing of ethnographies and theoretical works, and all 

aree motivated by the politics of representation4 [original emphasis] (Tyler 1995:83-84). 

Thereafter.. Tyler goes about shifting the goal posts in provocative fashion, when discussing postmodern 

influencess (new technologies in particular) - where he argues that writ ing and "language-as-object-and-

instrumentt of representation and communication" (Ibid: 85), with language perceived 'as a kind o f primitive 

svstemm of exchange', is on tine verge of becoming extinct. As 1 have argued in chapter one. this position is 

ratherr premature and out o f synchronisation with everyday global realities o f the majority o f humanity: and not 

vervv helpful in contemporary academic contexts, wliere the business o f wri t ing (albeit with the help o f new 

technologies)) still reigns supreme. 

Theree are those o f course who disagree with the practices o f 'postmodern' as wll as experimental 

anthropologyy and do not subscribe to such 'radical' positions, for example, from the more conventional 

standpointt o f the Geertzian interpretive tradition (Geertz 1973). And there are also those anthropologists and 

44 Tvler goes on to clarify what lie means by \Ue politics of'representen ion. 
somee have seen in the 'literariness' of these experiments and in their programmatic 
declarationss a kind of aestheticism. a retreat from the hard-headed business o f scientific work, 
butt this response could not be further off the mark. The effect o f these literary critiques has 
beenn to relativize anthropological writing and research not to aesthetics, but to politics, for the 
thrustt o f critique is not directed toward literary form as such- which might be construed as 
aestheticc - but is focused on the politics of representation, on such things as the 'colonization" 
off native cultures either by anthropologists or the world system, the 'exploitation' o f 
informants,, the 'suppression' of the 'native's voice' and the 'gendered' reading and wri t ing o f 
anthropologicall accounts, the 'class' biases o f anthropological schools, departments, and 
individuals,, the "race', 'class', and 'gender' politics o f publication, appointment, tenure, and 
salary,, anthropology as a tool of imperial power, and so on. This is hardly the manipulatbn o f 
formm for ' form's sake": it is instead, the manipulation o\" form either in order to forward a 
politicall programme, or as the revelation of a hidden political agenda. In short, it is the 
emancipatoryy work o f critique in its usual forms and functors (Tyler 1995:84). 
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ethnographerss who call for the demystification of'subjectivity in the ethnographic process" and for "renewed 

attentionn to the vital position of lieldwoik" (Hastrup and Hervik 1994:3). And who claim that subjective 

experiencee in anthropological knowledge is 'objectivized' through 'common sense', as "a common core or 

culturall  knowledge universally shared" (Kempny and Burszta 1994:122). In my opinion, the rhetoric of such 

run-of-the-milll  arguments illustrate that those who adhere to such standpoints tend to take themselves rather 

seriouslvv as 'anthropologists' and 'ethnographers'. And thereby overlook the possible consideration, that 

despitee all the 'professional' fieldwork. imagination will always play its creative role during the interpretation 

andd representation of 'realities' in writteivtbrm (textually). not to mention in the oral narratives of 

'informants'. . 

Onn the other hand, where the more imaginative practices of experimental anthropology are combined 

andd refined, through more gendered awareness and innovative theoretical (and political) interventions of a 

wholee plethora of inspiring feminist scholars (covering a wide range of subjects and disciplines)- such as de 

Lauretiss (1984. 1986. 1987. 1989). Moore (1988, 1994a.b). Hekman (1990). hooks (1990). Mohanty (1991a. 

1991b.. 1997). Sawicki (1991), Benhabib (1992, 1995a, 1995b), Butter (1992. 1995a, 1995b. 1997), Chow 

(1992).. Moufte (1992, 1993), Hutcheon (1993), Battaglia (1995), Mama (1995, 1997), Bhattacharjee (1997), 

Karamm (I 997) and Panjabi (1997). beside manifold others - the future prospects of research and practice in this 

andd other fields of study looks rather bright, and set to unfold well into the next millennium. Experimentation, 

inn this context, involves challenging the received wisdom and conservatism of the reigning status quo 

(unremittingly)) and pursuing innovative strategies. That is, ones that facilitate the art of writing and help 

mediatee some of the difficulties encountered in this process, such as the problematics of inconstant memories 

andd textual representation of'realities'. 

Political-EconomicsPolitical-Economics of Knowledge Construction 
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Onn a related subject, there are serious concerns that need to be redressed, regarding the construction o f 

knowledgee - hinted at (albeit in the past tense) in the opening quote by Rosnldo. Where, 'The context o f 

imperialismm and colonial rule shaped both the monumentalism o f timeless accounts o f homogenous cultures 

andd the objectivism of a strict division o f labor between the 'detached' ethnographer and 'his native"'* 

(Rosaldoo 1989:3 I). For example, as noted by James Clif ford, 

Interpretivee anthropology...fi]n its mainstream realist strands...does not escape the general 

stricturess o f those critics o f "colonial" representation who, since 1950, have rejected 

discoursess that portray the cultural realities o f other peoples without placing their own reality 

inn jeopardy. In Michael Leiris's early critiques, by way o f Jaques Maquet. Talal Asad, and 

manyy others, the unreciprocal quality of ethnographic interpretation has been called to 

accountt (Leiris 1950; Maquet 1964; Asad 1973). Henceforth neither the experience nor the 

interpretivee activity of the scientific researcher can be considered innocent. It becomes 

necessaryy to conceive ethnography not as the experience and interpretation o f a circumscribed 

"other"" reality, but rather as a constructive negotiation involving at least two, and isually 

more,, conscious, politically significant subjects (Clifford 1988:41). 

Too go one step further, I maintain that even though the era o f imperialism and colonialism is technically non-

existentt in these post-Cold War postmodern and globalized limes, in the context o f the production o f 

knowledge,, however, it is alive and well. Knowledge, particularly in the academy, continues to be produced 

accordingg to the dictates o f research agendas in hegemonic centres o f learning situated in affluent countries, 

whichh can be loosely termed as belonging to the 'West'. In fact the "division o f labour" referred to by Rosaldo, 

enduress in another form, where scholars from less-affluent countries either produce largely descriptive works 

orr borrow from, utilise or add on to theories that are the current fad 'globally. ' As in the case o f the grand 

theoriess o f Liberalism/Marxism and their variants (ranging from the disciplines o f politics, economics, 

sociology,, history, cultural studies to anthropology), to more specific trends aich as structuralism, 

postslructuralism.. postmodernism. post-Fordism,5 globalization, chaos theory, etc. (to identify but a few). And 

^^ Post-Fordism or 'disorganized capitalism" refers to changes in the global economy which took place in the 

1970ss and 1980s, and "are generally represented as entailing the de-monopolization of economic structures 

withh the deregulation and globalization o f markets, trade and labor (featherstone 1991:7). For more details see 

Offee (1985). fash and Urry (1987). Lipietz (1987) Amin (1994) and Nederveen Pieterse (1997). 
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thiss state o f 'knowledge production' has been the case for a very long time. As for the colonialism, this is a 

prejudicee that remains inherent and internalised in most non-Western countries (particularly in former 

colonies),, where a scholar with -internationally accepted' degrees or publications is much more acceptable in 

termss o f prestige and status, than her or his local counterpart. It is not a situation o f simplistic binary opposites, 

betweenn good and bad, rather it is another telling example o f the hegemonic state o f affairs pertaining to the 

constructionn o f knowledge. To date, the only 'non-Western' counter-hegemonic challenge to 'Western* 

canonicall works (such as the Cambridge Histories o f Societies) has been in the sphere o f historiography -

wheree the pioneers of Subaltern Studies (e.g. Guha and Spivak 1988) have attempted to make their mark.6 

Lestt I be misunderstood, note that 1 am not arguing here for a 'pure' indigenous production o f knowledge, 

whichh is in any event an impossibility to achieve, given the level of cross-pollination that takes place. Rather. 

myy point is that a much needed breath of fresh air (yet-to-be-observed) in academia. would be for there to be a 

moree equitable infrastructural development o f centres of learning, particularly in less-developed countries o f 

thee 'South', with indigenous (subaltern) research agendas earning their rightful place when funds are allocated. 

Andd then there is the other contentious issue of the global hegemony of English language discourse in 

academiaa and other international fora - i.e. in what is a predominantly non-English speaking, reading or 

writ ingg world. This phenomenon is combined with difficult questions pertaining to the global cultural 

hegemonyhegemony of English-speaking peoples - including Hollywood movies. M T V . Macdonaldization, haute 

couturecouture and other forms o f globalized consumer culture (Featherstone 1987. 1990 and 1991). that accompany 

thee issue of language as power - for which I have no easy 'solutions'. These are however factors, that have 

stifledd the development and global spread o f indigenous modes o f knowledge and thought on the one hand, 

andd facilitated the spread o f "globally accepted state of the ail knowledge" among indigenous peoples on the 

66 My sincere thanks to Sudipta Kaviraj, with whom I have had illuminating discussions (many moons ago) 

regardingg this topic among others. 
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other.. Knowledge produced in indigenous peripheries would not reach metropolitan centres, unless o f course 

expropriatedd and translated by an intermediary (Hatim and Mason 1991), using English language academic 

discoursee or via popular 'sound-bite' versions on television documentaries with global coverage (e.g. 

Discoverss channel. CNN and BBC World). 

II have had to face aspects of'this problem when conducting some o f my interviews, which were to a 

largee part either in Tamil or Sinhala. while the rest were a mixture o f English-Tamil-Sinhala and felt 

sensibilities,, rolled into one. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on one's perspective. 1 happen to possess 

ann adequate knowledge o f English. This factor, along with my own life experiences in paramilitary worlds in 

timess gone by. lias enabled me to get on with the enterprise o f writ ing - making me an author and re-

confirmingg my status as pail of the English-speaking cultural élite (nationally, regionally and globally). 

However,, had I or any of my Tamil paramilitary associates not known any English but still gone on with the 

writ ingg o f say. ' l i fe histories in times of political violence and war': then for such work to gain wider curency 

outt yonder in the cosmopolitan world, or for us to be able to read state o f the art theories; translation would 

havee been compulsory. That is. in order to escape the nondescript inevitability o f becoming trapped like a 

provinciall frog in a (non-English speaking) wel l7 Apart from the obvious inhibit ing factor o f simply adding to 

thee costs of production (research, writing and publishing expenses), there are also a number o f problems and 

slippagee during the process o f translation. 

Myy own experience is that translators can interpret a text in a manner that is more conducive with their 

ownn subjectivities and preferences, which in combination with difficulties o f translating theoretical issues from 

Englishh into Sinhala. distorts or garbles the argumentation and concepts used. And this is what happened to 

onee of my (journal) articles, titled: 'Hatred and Revenge Killings: Constructions o f Political Violence in Sri 

Lanka',, which was translated and published in the Sinhala language edition o f PravaJa (de Silva 1995c). 

77 For an interesting discussion of 'Cosmopolitans and Locals in World Culture' see Hannerz (1991). 
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Apartt from such technicalities, there is also slippage when literal translation takes place, without adequate 

attentionn to contexts and 'realities* which are of relevance to the subject matter of a given text. A similar, if not 

moree serious problem arises, when attempts are made to translate or represent, metaphors and narratives of 

audio-visuall imagery, in textual form. Having experienced this difficulty when attempting to transliterate the 

verballvv expressed narratives (in Tamil) of my 'interviewees" into English - while simultaneously trying to 

representt underlying cultural, experimental worlds and psycho-social intentions - 1 have resorted to the 

somewhatt unsatisfactory use of'explanatory" footnotes, autobiographical anecdotes and unavoidable linguistic 

choicess - in order to overcome this rather serious problem. In fact, what became very clear to me during my 

research,, is that any act of hearing or reading involuntarily involves an act of translation. For me, the challenge 

too overcome problems associated with translation and representation is "to match all of these" (Hatim and 

Masonn 1991 :viii) within my selected textual response, in relation to a semiotic and linguistic system intelligible 

too readers from an Anglo-American centred, academic culture and discourse. This undeniable fact brings me to 

thee following conclusion: that suns these trappings (i.e. correspondence with above mentioned, customs, 

practicess and trends), this research project would be deemed 'worthless' or non- publishable. Emphasising 

oncee more, the politico-economic power and hegemony of centres and rituals of learning - which are 

predominantlyy situated in (or adopted from) affluent countries of the 'West* - vis-a-vis the business of' 

knowledgeknowledge production. 

RadicalRadical Empiricism and Textured 'Realities 

II now introduce the work of an ethnographer with a difference, Michael Jackson (not the singer) whose writing 

doess not fit all the criticisms made above of traditional empiricists (abstract or otherwise). The elegantly 

writtenn work of Jackson (1989) is uncommon, given his re-interpretation of radical empiricism a la William 

Jamess (1976) and of relevance to this study. To summarise, Jackson is critical of'subjectivism and all forms of 
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objectivism.'' He develops James's radical empiricism in tandem 'wi th existentialism and critical theory, to 

broadenn the notion of experience to include personal reflection as well as ethnographic description, crisis as 

welll as custom, the image o f the text as well as the life o f the body'. Jackson's thesis focuses on lived 

experienceexperience and how it "overflows and confounds' concepts used to 'contain and represent'. According to 

Jackson. . 

Radicall empiricism is first and foremost 'a philosophy o f ihe experience o f objects and action 

inin which the subject itself is a participant' (Edie 1965:119). This implies that there is no 

constant,, substantive 'se l f which can address constant, substantive 'others' as objects o f 

knowledge.. We are continually being changed by as well as changing the experience o f 

others..Thee 'sel f cannot, therefore, be treated as a thing among things; it is a function o f our 

involvementt with others in a world o f diverse and ever-altering interests and situations...[And] 

yett another way in which radical empiricism differs from traditional empiricism: [is] its 

refusall to reduce lived experience to mathematical or mechanical models and then claim that 

thesee models are evidence or representations o f the essential character of experience [original 

emphasis]] (Jackson 1989:3.12). 

Thee implications o f such a perspective in anthropology calls for an emphasis on ' re l lexiv i ty ' . which Jackson 

notess as follows, while highlighting difference between traditional and radical empiricism: 

Thee importance of this view for anthropology is that it stresses the ethnographer's interactions 

withh those he or she lives with and studies, while urging us to clarify the ways in which our 

knowledgee is grounded in our practical, personal, and participatory experience in the field as 

muchh as our detached observations. Unlike traditional empiricism, which draws a definite 

boundaryy between observer and observed, between method and object, radical empiricism 

deniess the validity of such cuts and makes the interplay between these domains the focus o f 

itss interest...It is the interaction o f observer and observed which is crucial [original emphasis] 

( Ib id:: 3). 

Whilee Jackson's brand of radical empiricism follows an acceptable line o f argumentation up to a point, it is 

stilll held back by a residual element of 'detached observation", where he 'nadvertently perceives 'the f ie ld ' to 

bee somewhere 'out there' w here the 'observers and observed' interact. Locationally. lived experiences are not 

somewheree 'out there', rather they are an inextricable part of the 'here and now' o f all those who participle 

(irrespectivee o f social position, status or occupation), through felt sensibilities (heard, seen, smelt, touched, 

imagined,, dreamt, screamed, agonised). Examples of this range from an unforgettable encounter with a rotting. 
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maggot-riddenn corpse in a violent space, a patch o f jungle, at an unforgotten 'dumping' site" in Ampara, 

easternn Sri Lanka: to more mundane, everyday experiences. As in the case of some of Jackson's encounters 

amongg the Kuranko o f Northeast Sierra Leone. 

Inn relation to the dichotomy between subject and object, maintained by traditional empiricists, Jackson 

presentss a credible explanation, that it "is in large measure a function o f the sensory mode and metaphor it 

privileges"" (Jackson 1989:6). Jackson substantiates his not-so-original, yet pertinent argument, through 

referencess to the works o f Fabian (1983), Edie {1963, 1976). Roily (1979). Dewey (1980:23). Bourdieu 

(1977),, (Turner 1985). Giedion (1941:31), Helliwel! (1992) and his own work. And it is in fact Jackson's 

exposé,, which sensitised me to acknowledge phenomena o f felt sensibilities in my own study. 

Inn formulating the empiricist canons of modern social science. John Locke wrote: 'The 
perceptionn o f the mind is most aptly explained by words relating to the sight' (quoted in 
Fabiann 1983:108).9 Thus the plethora of terms in our Western epistemological vocabulary 
whichh evoke the notion of knowledge as seeing (eidos, eidetic, idea, ideation, intuition, 
theory,, theorize) or refer to optics as a metaphor o f understanding (reflect, specdate. focus, 
view,, inspect, insight, outlook, perspective) (Edie 1963:552, 1976:174) [cf. from Roily 
1979:12]...[which]] has the effect o f distancing the subject from the object, of seeing them as 
discontinuouss entit ies'0... 'Visualism' to use Fabian's term, also implies a .spcia'aliration o f 
consciousnesss in which knower and known are essentially unalike, the one an impartial 

88 Dumping is the term used by Tamil paramilitaries when the bodies o f persons are actively done away with 

(secretlyy or in the full view o f the public), either by the paramilitaries themselves or by the Sri Lankan military 

-- in this case by STF police commandos. Therefore a paramilitary who disposes o f a victim or target, 'dumps'; 

thee ones who are murdered are those 'dumped'; and the paramilitary who excels in this business is a 

'diwnp'mg-iiwnncni''diwnp'mg-iiwnncni' or 'dumping-master'. 

99 Jackson notes, "that the equation of thought and v is ion- the image of the mind's eye- was established wel ! 

beforee Locke's time. Summarizing Bruno Snell's study of classical Greek verbs for seeing, James Edie shows 

howw sight became reified as our primary and unitary metaphor for knowing...(Edie 1976:173)" (Jackson 

1989:190-191). . 

' 00 Jackson refers to John Dewey to explain this process. 
Thee theory o f knowing is modeled after what was supposed to take place in the act o f vision. 
Thee object refracts light to the eye and is seen; it makes a difference to the eye and to the 
personn having an optical apparatus, but none to the thing seen. The real object is the object so 
fixedd in its regal aloofness that it is a king to any beholding mind that may gaze upon it. A 
spectatorr theory o f knowledge is the inevitable outcome (1980:23) (Jackson 1989:6). 
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spectator,, the other Subject to his [sic] gaze (Bourdieu 1977:1. Turner 1985:178). For this 
reasonn 'visualism" is dehumanizing; it denies coevalness {Fabian 1983:108). It runs counter to 
Terence'ss great maxim Homo sum: humani nil a me ulicinim puto(\ am human, and nothing 
humann is alien to me)' ' [original emphasis] (Jackson 1989:6). 

Relyingg on an architectural perspective. Jackson goes on to add that, 

thee alienating effects of visualism can also be related to the impact ot'perspective and literacy 
uponn our consciousness. As Sigfried Giedion shows, perspective (literally, 'clear-seeing") 
becomess the principal Western conception of space from the early fifteenth century and has 
thee immediate effect of privileging the way things appear from a fixed, detached point of view 
-- that of the observer. "'With the invention of perspective the modern notion of individualism 
foundd its artistic counterpart. Every element in a perspective representation is related to the 
uniquee point of view of the individual spectator" (Giedion 1941:31). Perspective however is 
notnot the space-conception of either the pre-Renaissance world or the preliterate world 
[emphasiss mine] (Ibid). 

Throughh the examples of llelliwel l (1992) and his own ethnographic 'lived experiences" (Ibid: 6-9), Jackson 

presentss a textured understanding of (field) research among the Kuranko. 

Myy own lived experiences of being physically, mentally and emotionally on location as a committed 

paramilitaryy once upon a time many moons ago. helped me understand my surroundings and everyday 

'realities""  (spatially and existentially). And thereby come to terms with many of the emotions and passions 

involvedd (including coping with ever-present dangers and concomitant fears). In other words. I was able to 

comprehendd in a textured sense, many of the felt sensibilities that motivated Tamil youth from the rural 

hinterlandd of the north and east, to engage in dangerous operations that could very well (and did) cost many 

theirr lives and cause disability; and which scarred those affected psycho-socially. for the rest of their lives. 

Inn relation to the process of writing however, distance and remembering were two very important 

aspects.. It would have been practically impossible for me to write this ethnography, had I still been living on 

locationn in Sri Lanka or India. The reason for this inability, to use a metaphor, is that 'my nose was too close to 

thee wheel', not to mention the (almost) daily exigencies, which tend to preoccupy ones energies, thoughts. 

11 ' Terence or Pith/ins Terentius Afer (c. 190-159 BC). is the Roman comic playwright of dramas adapted 
fromm Greek models originally developed by Apollodorus of Carystus and Menander. 
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feelings,, passions and dreams. Being distanced from locations o f violence released me somewhat from a 

fearful-passionatee attachment to an impossible way of life. And becoming less tense and losing 'the feeling o f 

beingg hunted', enabled me to reflect on my experiences and begin the process o f remembering (particularly 

thosee o f my close associates who have not survived) and writing. It also brought with it. tremendous feelings 

o ff guilt, bv the mere fact of being a survivor and a sense o f moral outrage at the injustice o f it al l . And it is 

throughh coping with this new set o f experiences, that I have been able to (after a period o f almost eight years) 

completee the writ ing up and fashioning o f what is now, a piece o f research. O f further assistance, was the fact 

thatt a number o f my former associates and present-day 'interviewees', were also in exile and physically 

distancedd (like myself) from the "blood and guts syndrome' often experienced at locations o f violence. This 

distancingg enabled us to r and narrate in peace' (which almost sounds like a contradiction in terms). 

Anotherr remarkable aid to my writing was the tact that my "interviewees' continued to live (on a daily basis 

andd despite the fact that one member o f the group is married) in the same structural environment as 

paramilitariess running a camp.1 - Therefore, whenever I was visiting, all o f us continued recounting/reliving 

ourr common "experiences' (in varying degrees) almost as i f there were no interruptions in between -

illustratingg continuities o f experience across cultures and over time, in new, less-familiar spaces. And 

emotionally,, none o f us were distanced from our past experiences - remembering, narrating, dreaming, and 

sonic,, l i v ing to forget and even lying (at times when the difficult subject of war guilt came up and the burdens 

becamee unbearable). 

SituationSituation of Self 

Perspectivess dealing with "reflexivity" and lived experiences, bring me inevitably back to the situation of my 

I -- Note that I return to this phenomenon in more detail, when discussing 'Exigencies of 'Diasporic' L i fe ' in 

thee chapter on 'Transnational Predicaments'. 
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aulhonul-.sdfaulhonul-.sdf - in this text and in relation to other "non-canonical" work dealing with problems o f violence and 

war.. Let me begin however, with a formidable question raised by the literary and cultural critic Edward Said 

(1989).. and which is reassessed by the critical anthropologist Johannes Fabian, who comments as fol lows: 

Inn a critique of critical anthropology^ Edward Said (1989) makes, among many objections, 

onee which touches on matters that have been a cause of puzzlement and perhaps agony 6r 

manyy practising anthropologists. Said looks at Richard Price's study o f 'First Time", a 

traditionn of secret knowledge among the Saramaka o f Surinam (Price, 1983). 'First Time" 

knowledgee has been a resource in the struggle for identity and survival o f Africans who 

escapedd from slavery and managed to build a new society in a new world. It took 

extraordinaryy sensitivity and ingenuity on the side o f the Saramaka, even to learn o f the 

existencee o f "First T ime' , let atone to describe it and thereby reveal its secret (Fabian 

1991:180). . 

Inn his critique of Price's ethical practice, Said notes that. 

Pricee quite sensitively understands this form o f resistance to outside pressure, and records it 

carefully.. Yet when he asks 'the basic question o f whether the publication o f information that 

gainss its symbolic power in part by being secret does not vitiate the very meaning o f that 

information,"" he tarries very briefly over the troubling moral issues, and then proceeds to 

publishh the secret information anyway (Said 1989:220. cf. Fabian 1991:1 SO-181). 

Thee question quite rightly posed by Said and discussed at length by Fabian, is of special relevance to my own 

researchh and position. As Fabian notes: 

Said'ss question stands: given the relations of domination and oppression that exist, given the 

dangerr that threatens ways of cultural survival based on modes of thought and action which 

dominatorss and oppressors (and the established sciences they serve as tools) normally ignore, 

iss it not the anthropologist who knows and publishes his knowledge a traitor not only of the 

peoplee lie [sic] studies but also of his [sic] own cause? Is the critical anthropologist who 

conceivess o f his work as part o f a struggle for freedom and emancipation and who sets out to 

producee ethnographic knowledge which comes from real access to another society or group, 

orr class, based on interaction, communicative competences and true dialogue (rather than on 

goingg through the motions of a positivist canon of scientific rules and thereby achieve little 

moree than the reproduction of that canon) not the ultimate colluhoratcurl [original emphasis] 

( Ib id:: 181). 

'' J In relation to this critique, Fabian notes. 

Whenn I say that Said formulates a critique o f 'critical anthropology' I use the phrase more 

inclusivelyy to refer also to trends - such as the postmodern deconstruction of ethnographic 

writingss he discusses - which may or may not have been inspired by the critical anthropology 

thatt emerged in the 1960s. They are now part of the changed intellectual environment o f our 

discipline,, they have staked their claims in the field o f critique and need to be confronted in 

criticall debates (Fabian 1991:198-199). 
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Givenn that my study deals with rather contentious subject matter, involving among other issues, ethics, ki l l ing 

andd war, I have my work cut out in striking a balance between being the 'ultimate collaborateur' and 

conducting,, experimental research, that might beneficial in particular to: 

.. Practitioners and academics engaged in processes of regulation, management and eventual resolution o f 

ongoingg conflicts, as in the case o f Tamil paramilitaries in Sri Lanka; 

## Initiate a process o f understanding that wi l l include the future perspectives o f (in many instances) such 

societall pariahs as agents o f political violence and war. who are seen in action globally and contribute 

towardss the implementation process o f long-term peace and stability (as opposed to the more common 

practicee of negative labelling and criticism); and at the very least. 

.. Help de-mystify some of the 'mystique and secrecy' surrounding agents of political violence. 

Thesee well-meaning intentions however do not let me off the hook. I still have to answer specific questions 

(discussedd by Fabian in relation to his position as an ethnographer) pertaining to: revealing secrets; naming 

names,names, being used, taking sides and lifting the disguise ( Ibid: 183-189). Before that however, let me first 

considerr the (possible) charge o f being the e collaborateur'. From the perspective o f my research 

material:: having been a member of a fraternal revolutionary organisation in Southern Sri Lanka and 

subsequentlyy having been a member o f one o f the major Tamil paramilitary groups (a unique in-between 

position),, and given that 1 am o f Sinhalese, upper-middle class extraction, it is quite easy to stand accused o f 

thee charge raised by Said. Whatever has been said and done in the past (and being cleared under the Sri 

Lankann legal process), my intention in this study is to discuss experiential perspectives (including my own) 

thatt I believe to be relevant to a greater understanding of processes of conflict. Towards this end, I represent in 

thiss text (while acknowledging problems o f translation and transliteration discussed above), awrhatim sample 

o ff experiential narratives, from the perspective o\' agents o f political violence - in this case Tamil 

paramilitaries-in-exilee (who hail from the eastern province o\~ Sri Lanka). However, as opposed to the business 
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off  an 'ultimate collaborateur'. my writings here are not in any sense confessional or simply 'navel-gazing'. 

Norr am I working in tandem or for the benefit of any (repressive and/or neo-colonial) state, regional or global 

agency.. As was the case of certain anthropologists who worked among peoples of the interior regions of Indo-

Chinaa under questionable ethical circumstances and who knowingly (or unknowingly) furthered the cause of 

thee American State Department during the Vietnam War. '4 |n contrast, my urge is to write about moments tn 

timee and space gone by. from the privileged perspective of a survivor among survivors and provide a nom'nal 

'textuall  record" of such moments and violent spaces, so that they may inform initiatives of the future. 

Likee Fabian. I did not (nor could I - given my convictions and actions) use methods of "dissimulation 

andd covert or surreptitious detection" (Ibid: 183). However. I did follow a process of'initiation*  (if it can be 

termedd as such) into the ways of Tamil paramilitary praxis, through a rigorous six month training programme 

underr conditions of extreme hardship at a clandestine location. Participation in such activities, and particularly 

throughh long-standing friendships and respect (as an uncommon, in-betueen. vet-frustworthy Sinhalese, 

fellow-traveller)fellow-traveller) - built up during times of common hardship and mortal danger- enabled me to experience at 

first-handd many 'secrets', both at an organisational and existential level. A number of such so-called secrets 

(includingg some of those known and unknown by me), have been made common knowledge over the years, 

particularlyy through the well-documented human rights oriented publications of the University Teacher's for 

'44 Rosaldo notes in this context, that: 
Iff  the classic period [of anthropology] more tightly wove together the Lone Ethnographer's 
legacyy - the complicity with imperialism, the doctrine of objectivism, and the credo of 
monumentalismm - the political turbulence of the late 1960s and early 1970s began a process of 
unravelingg and reworking that continues into the present. Not unlike the reorientations in 
otherr fields and in other countries, the initial impetus for the conceptual shift in anthropology 
wass the potent historical conjuncture of decolonization and the intensification of American 
imperialism.. This development led to a series of movements from the civil rights struggle to 
thee mobilization against the war in Vietnam...Anthropological research in Chile and Thailand 
wass attacked from within the discipline because of its potential uses in counterinsurgency 
efforts.. Elsewhere, the so-called natives began to charge anthropologists with conducting 
researchh in ways that failed to aid local efforts to resist oppression and with writing in ways 
thatt perpetuated stereotypes (Rosaldo 1993:34-35). 
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Humann Rights (Jaffna) (I989a.b.c. I990a.b.c.d,e. I991a.b.c, 1992. 1993a.b.c.d.e. 1994a.b. 1996) and 

associatess (l-loole. Somasunderam. Sritheran and Thiranagama 1992). the journalistic sketching o f Swamy 

(1995)) and Sabaratnam (1997). and the Sri Lankan intelligence based perspectives o f Gunaratna (1994. 1997). 

Nevertheless,, there are other not so well-recorded 'secrets' or 'truths' pertaining to ethics, ki l l ing and war that 

needd to be discussed openly - which particularly involve cultural, political and human values o f 'Tamil 

paramilitaries"" (whether they be former, exiled, jai led, traumatised. serving, antagonistic o f other groups and 

opinions,, separatist-nationalist or collaborationist-nationalist). My contribution in this direction, is to present 

selectt experiential narratives and personal anecdotes concerning a group of actor-participants, and discuss their 

fears,, traumas and (occasional) regrets in relation to times and spaces o f war. along with their lopes and 

aspirationss for a future beyond conflict. And in a related point, which concerns ethical and subjective choices 

madee during ethnographic 'disclosure". Fabian notes that: 

Theree are genres o f verbal interchange in the Jamaa15 that do not lend themselves to 
distancedd reporting (see Fabian, 1974) and while I can write about the genre, I do not put into 
writ ingg what is exchanged in that genre. This has earned me accusations o f unscientific 
conductt - us if there had ever been any subject matter about which cm ethnographer whose 
writingswritings matter had said everything he or she biew [emphasis mine] ( Ibid: 184). 

Inn relation to the dilemma of naming names and protecting my personae dramatis. 1 have adopted the 

fol lowingg course o f action. Having accepted the wishes/demands of my 'principal informants', I have named 

themm according to their movement names (aliases) and in ful l . The argument for doing so is that there is 

nothingg to hide from or be afraid of. given the cumulative effects of all that has transpired in heir lives. And 

thereforee the opinion is that, it is better to call a spade a spade, and be recorded textually. than to do otherwise. 

Thee (possibly foolhardy) act o f being recorded verbatim in a text (their contribution) is in their eyes a very 

powerfull medium o f being able to speak their minds. That is, without inhibitions (except maybe in relation to 

' ^^ A religious movement in Southeastern Zaire with origins in the Catholic mission church, founded in the 

cail>> 1950s by an European called Pacide Tempels and which is the subject o f a career-long study by Fabian. 
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thatt most contentious issue ol' memories and war guilt, discussed at length in chapter seven) and is even 

perceivedd as some sort of a vindication of the difficult years of struggle and sacrifice. This perspective came 

outt stronglv when I was doing my last phase of fieldwork during the first quarter of 1996 in the United 

Kingdom.. At first, when I came with my laptop to the tillin g stations where my would-be-informants worked. I 

wass told in no uncertain terms, that it was expected that 1 (really) work at the til l and shop floor, not muck 

aroundd with a computer. As the interviews progressed, the importance accorded to my endeavours increased 

andd by the end of my stay the laptop was almost a pre-requisite of my presence. 

Thee act of textual recording and eventual publication is a means of'being heard' by a wider audience 

concernedd with issues that have the most meaning or significance, in the lives of a group of Tanil 

paramilitanes-in-c\ile.. who would be viewed by most (cynical) observers as being 'burnt out'. Are the lives of 

myy 'informants' at risk'? Probably, is a likely answer that my 'informants' and I would give, considering the 

levelss of intolerance prevalent in Tamil paramilitary politics in particular and in Sri Lankan politics more 

generally.. Examples of coercion and politico-military 'consequences' are rife. And range from: the tire-

bombingg of Tamil language newspaper/journal outlets and physical intimidation of oppositional writers and 

spokespersonss as far afield as Paris and Toronto by the LTTE; to bombings, kidnappings and murders in 

Jaffnaa and elsewhere by the LTTE and its rivals from the TELO. PLOTE. EPRLF. ENDLF. etc. And the 

punishmentt of former paramilitaries by their erstwhile associates is particularly severe. The murders of Dr 

Rajanii  Thiranagama in Jaffna and Sabalingam Sabaratnam in Paris allegedly by the LTTE in order to 

demonstratee its disapproval of their critical writings and autobiographical accounts respectively, are well-

knownn cases in point among informed Sri Lankan (studies) circles. Apart from those 'informants' who 

demandedd to be named, there is another category of personae dramatis who adopt a more circumspect or 

prudentt approach and it is these individuals who remain cloaked and unnamed. Whenever permissible 

however.. I present verbatim narrative samples, in order to overcome at least some of the difficulties of 
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translationn and transliteration, as well as to underscore different and liitltrt o neglected experiential 

perspectives. . 

Givenn the contentious politics of a deeply divided society and my past associations, I could very well 

standd accused of being 'used' by an anti-LTTE faction or regional grouping consisting of former Tamil 

paramilitaries.. Precisely because I argue against grand narratives, generalisations, stereotypical prejudices, 

simplisticc reductionism and received wisdom, that is cultivated and maintained by hegemonic orthodoxies, be 

theyy Tamil, Sinhala, Muslim or from across the Palk Strait, in India. Rather than being righteous, let me be 

honest.. In this text, in fact. I go O\K step further and 'take sides' by standing firm by my academic and political 

convictions.. Therefore, the point raised by Fabian of "taking sides by not ttking sides' (Ibid: 186-187), does 

nott arise here. In fact. 1 am quite convinced that the way forward16 to new beginnings, beyond conflict and 

towardss long-term peace, is to be achieved through: 

.. The slow and painstaking process of rigorous criticism (including self-criticism) and understanding of 

heterogeneouss perspectives, that are all-inclusive (such as taking into account the opinions of perpetrators 

duringg negotiated peace settlements), and nol based merely on economic and political clout (as in the case 

off  the Kuwaitis during the Gulf War and that of the legendary Zionist lobby in the United States of 

America),, strategic interests (global, regional and local) or numerical strength (at local electoral or 

participatoryy levels); and, 

.. The promotion of pluralistic co-existence, humane values (such as the right to life), tolerance and 

celebrationcelebration of difference (be they "other" peoples, cultures, religions, ideologies and/or oppositional 

perspectives),, as viable alternatives to the terrible realities and consequences of political violence and war. 

Inn fact. I find that polemical or partisan standpoints (of supporting either this party or that), as well as 'quick 

166 As opposed to the majority of studies of ethno-political conflicts, political violence and wars, which are 
moree often than not inward looking or conceitrating on historical materia! - a common metaphor being the 
'roots'' of conflict. 
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Ilx '' perceptions and recipes - which can be found in UN peacekeeping missions and other international 

'conflictt resolution" mechanisms adopted in the recent past - have been to the eventual chagrin of their 

creators.'' 7 These constructs are part of the problem of perpetuating, rather than 'resolving' conflicts in deeply 

dividedd societies. I argue here against interventions made by 'generalists'. who might come up with a handful 

off  'innovative' theories, hypotheses, 'models' or comparative 'insights'. A striking example are those liberal 

adherentss of Arend Lijphart's 'consociational democracy' (1977), who pose as would-be-peacemakers on the 

globall  bureaucratic stage, but who nevertheless fall far short of what should be an accepted goal, which is the 

achievementt of long-term peace and stability.' 8 Such a commitment if acted upon constructively, speedily and 

withh adequate resources (over the long-term) is in the final analysis, both cost-wise and collateral damage-wise 

(inn human, material and infra-structural terms) far less expensive and morally justifiable. A (future) scenario 

thatt would be in contrast with the double-standards, low morals and cost-cutting exercises of' todav. as 

'admirably'' displayed by members of the political élite of the 'international community' during the recent 

humanitariann disasters in Bosnia-Hercegovina, Rwanda and Chechnya, to cite but a few examples.'̂ [n my 

opinion,, the right to life of'human beings (irrespective of race, colour, ethnicity, religion, class, status, caste, 

tribee and/or ideology) should be worth far more (civilizationally) in the 1990s, than petty profit and short-term 

politico-economicc considerations. 

Fabian'ss final point deals with Milting the disguise' (Ibid: 188-189). which is another possible 

criticismm to which I must respond. To the lay observer, it might appear that a study such as mine, undermines 

11 ' For a more detailed discussion of this problematic, see section on Peacekeeping. Demilitarization and 
DemobilizationDemobilization in the Epilogue (chapter nine). 

'88 I develop this critique in the Epilogue, when discussing future possibilities Bevond Conflict. 

' ^^ For a more detailed discussion of issues of morality, double standards and the role of the 'international 
community'' see the section on Ethics. Killing and War in chapter seven, which deals with Transnational 
Predicaments. Predicaments. 
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somee ot' the 'efficacy' of Tamil paramilitaries who are 'fighting for their inalienable rights against an 

oppressivee state apparatus'. My counter-argument to such a claim is that, in whatever manner political 

violencee and war is justified or 'masked' (from the side of the state or by those who oppose it), it is very often 

aa negative phenomenon, with civilians invariably bearing the brunt of the burden. Therefore, there is a dire 

needd on the part of researchers and those involved in coping with the exigencies of such scenarios, to re-

evaluatee the possibilities of alternative means of engagement and equitable problem-solving. 1 argue that in 

orderr to do so. understanding from as many perspectives as possible is vital and my efforts are just one 

initiativee towards furthering this process. And I would be among the first to welcome more detailed studies of 

state-sponsoredd political violence and terror, a task that many human rights organisations, such as Amnesty 

Internationall  and Human Rights Watch, along with their local counterparts, undertake with dedication. One of 

myy aims in this study, is to contribute towards a greater understanding of problems of political violence and 

war,, albeit from the perspective and strengths of my 'expertise' as an in-between participant-actor, with 

uncommonn access to Tamil paramilitary worlds. And there are no 'secrets' unmasked in this text, that are 

unknownn to the Sri Lankan armed services and their Tamil paramilitary allies. Rather, my arguments in the 

followingg chapters point to certain unpalatable 'truths" pertaining to ethics, killin g and war- in particular, the 

futilit vv of protracted war, continued instability and 'combat mode" operations. And pose the question: what 

doesdoes it reallv niacin lo he a human being in violent locations and scared spaces* 

Too round off this chapter let me briefly 'situate my authorial-self vis-a-vis other (non-canonical) 

workss concerned with political violence and war. One of the studies that influenced my own approach is the 

anthropologistt Allan Feldman's excellent exploration of violence through representations of the body, held by 

practitionerss and victims of political terror in Northern Ireland - involving Loyalist and Republican 

paramilitaries,, and sectarian gangs such as the Shankill Road Butchers, as well as militay and police 

(counterinsurgency)) units belonging to the British state (Feldman 1991). In comparison, this study is more 
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centredd on experiential narratives of actor-participants and my own autobiographical perspectives, that also 

briness into focus transnational and Diasporic dimensions of survival, and which examines the possibilities and 

mechanicss o\' long-term peace beyond conflict. That is. through multiple macro and micro-processes involving 

reintegration,, rehabilitation and reconstruction, in combination with skilful mediation, negotiations and conflict 

management.. ...fieldwork under tire, studying war. beyond the killin g fields, the violence within, the will to 

violence,, discourses on violence, violent origins, divine violence, women and violence, mothus of the 

disappeared,, women and war. violence in the Andean region, dangerous encounters... 

Thee work of the moral philosopher Richard Norman has also influenced my writing somewhat. 

Insofarr as it has made me respond to the questions of ethics, killin g and war that he raises, in an examination 

off  the possibility and nature of rational moral argument that touch upon examples, such as the Gulf War and 

thee Falklands (Malvinas) War (Norman 1995). Similarly, the political scientist Herbert IlirsclTs original 

accountt of 20th century genocide and large-scale human violence in relation to the politics of memory (i.e. the 

invocationn by leaders of real or fictitious past injustices to motivate followers to kill for political gain or other 

reasons)) has impressed me enough to take his proposals for reform into consideration (Hirsch 1995). The 

sociologistt Thomas Scheffs unusual examination of'bloody revenge" in terms of emotions, nationalism and 

warr - which cuts across the conventional divisions of sociology, social psychology and history (from micro-

processess o\' family quarrels to the expanse of international relations) - has also provided food for thought. 

Particularlyy in relation to the revenge/counter-revenge mentalities of paramilitaries and other agents of political 

violence,, though I do not subscribe to ail of his arguments (Scheff 1994). 

Andd in relation to the position of this text vis-a-vis more general issues, such as nationalism and ethnic 

conflict,, and the twin contexts of Sri Lanka and South Asian studies - I argue for the inclusion of 

heterogeneous,, gendered (whenever possible), experiential narrative perspectives of local actor-participants 

andd transnational exiles (in this case the hitherto unheard and marginalised voices of a few groups of Tamil 
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paramilitary-exiless trom the eastern province). This is in order to open up and contest (grand) historicist 

realitiess and theories. More conventional, historicist accounts, such as the writings of K.N.O. Dliarmadasa 

(1976.. 1992). Kingsley de Silva(l9SI, 1986. 1992. 1995. 1997) and Shelton Kodikara (!990a,b), posit linear 

representationsrepresentations of Sri Lankan and (in the cases of Silva and Kodikara) South Asian "reality' as fact. This also 

includee shades of thinly veiled Sinhalese majoritarian bias (in relation to Sri Lankan history and politics) and 

pettyy political preference (bordering on xenophobia and partisan local politics). And as David Scott has argued 

inn relation to the debate between the parochial Sinhala nationalist Dhannadasa (1976. 1992) and the anti-

chauvinistt historian Gunawardana (1994. 1995). 

hadd Gunawardana. at the end of ' The People of the Lion." said to the nationalists, in effect. 
'Bui'Bui so what?' what it would have signalled is not merely that the accurate reconstruction of 
thee past of Sinhala identity is perhaps really not the crucial point after all. but more 
importantlyy it would have disconnected the story of the past from the politics of the present 
andd thus made itself invulnerable to historicist criticism. Moreover by so doing, it would have 
servedd to indicate that the political task of theoretical intervention is to refuse to be governed 
byy the questions of one's adversaries, that the task in fact is to will , perhaps even to risk 
changingg the problematic in which those questions have appeared to us as natural, legitimate 
orr even imperative. For this might have made it possible to refuse History its subjectivity, its 
constancy,, its eternity; to think it otherwise than as the past's hold over the present to interrupt 
itss seemingly irrepressible succession, causality, its sovereign claim to determinacy. For in 
thiss thought a different possibility of community might have been made visible- community 
ass a project. Community, to quote Nancy one last time, 'is not historical as if it were a 
permanentlyy changing subject within...a permanently flowing time.„But history is community, 
thatt is. the happening of a certain space of time - as a certain spacing of time, which is the 
spacingg of a 'we." Mere, perhaps, is a provocation that would be useful to think, t> think with 
-- and not as the penultimate gesture in an overcoming, a getting beyond, so much as the initial 
movee in what needs to be an extended elaboration. What the configuration of that discourse of 
communityy might be (and no doubt it wil l have to be one in which the political forms of 
being-in-commonn - of obligation, of friendship, of citizenship- will have to be reformulated) 
hass to be the subject of another set of reflections (Scott 1995:21). 

Thee received wisdom of nationalist discourse, whatever its historical antecedents or ethno-linguistic and 

religiouss or ideological lineage or "truth', is a master narrative of the status quo. Such notions need to be de 

centredd and deconstructed in any deeply divided society, so as to bridge what are (in many instances) 

constructedd or nurtured differences and hatreds. One way of achieving this (albeit) political objective, is 
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throughh representations of a range o f alternative, smaller narratives, that not only highlight and open up 

discursivee space but which illustrate aspects of everyday 'realities' that de-centre the linear representations o f 

nationalistt discourse and scholarship. Such experiences are generally the lot of an unheard majority o f 

bystanders,bystanders, who are more often than not caught up or overtaken by evaits and suffer the consequences o f 

political,, religious and/or ideological conflicts between opposing power élites. A way forward, in overcoming 

thee inadequacies o f parochialism and narrow nationalism, is for such (heterogeneous) majorities to become 

moree cosmopolitan^-® (particularly in modern, urban and industrialised centres: by virtue o f occupations and 

otherr forms o f spatial mixing and cohabitation) in their outlook and understandings o f socio-political 

'realities".. As opposed to being bigoted, prejudiced and hateful o f difference, 'Otherness" and alternative 

discourses. . 

Onn the other hand, the journalist. Narayan Swamy's book on the Tigers of Lanka: From Boys to 

GuerrillasGuerrillas (1995). provides readers who are unfamiliar with the intricacies o f Tamil paramilitary political 

gossipp an. albeit, linear 'descriptive narratology'. The main problem with Swamy's work however, is that it is 

aa collection o f under-researched hearsay (however 'detailed' the story lines) and in fact, it is lack of attention 

toto detail that is Swamy's undoing. Apart from that, he also tends to over-represent (at times) the roles o f his 

mainn characters and his silences or the untold stories in this book point to its overall trajectory, which is a 

romanticisationn of the infamous. Swamy's approach is to appear credible, through the representation o f as 

manvv "facts" as possible. And to many readers, who do not have a grounded understanding o f the intricacies 

andd intrigues o f Tamil paramilitary politics (or Sri Lankan history for that matter), and who therefore read his 

bookk 'b l ind ' , this is in fact the case. 'Factually' speaking in the context o f a 'narrato-hi story", there are glaring 

errorss in the treatment o f subject matter of which the author remains blithely unaware. And it is the scarcity o f 

-Q-Q By a cosmopolitan outlook. I mean, being free from local or national prejudices and belonging to a wider 

societalsocietal formation, which involves an all-inclusive, non-excliisionarv form of (for lack of a better term) 

citizenship. citizenship. 
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otherr more reliable sources in the current literature, which adds to Swamy's 'credibility factor'. Similarly, the 

politicall scientist Maya Chadda's chapter that deals with the 'narratives' o f the (Eelam) Tamil ethnic nation 

(Chaddaa 1997:). displays similar sloppiness in relation to basic historical facts and data. To the extent that it 

evenn involves inaccuracies pertaining to the names and organisational positions (within the leadership 

structure)) o f Tamil paramilitaries whom she interviewed - despite the use of copious endnotes that allude to 

herr 'authority". Furthermore, there is little comparative 'insights' or advantage to be had (in comparison with 

thee Sikh and Kashmiri contexts), in what is a somewhat dated, rehashing o f well-known arguments (in the Sri 

Lankann context). 

Anotherr journalist, Wil l iam McGowan. has written an entertainingly Eurocentric (of the British 

variety)) travelogue pertaining to 'his discovery' o f Sri Lanka. McGowan's account covers a period of bloody 

massacress that took place. In particular, during the armed confrontation between the armed services of the 

governmentt of Sri Lanka and affiliated death squads on one side, and the putschist JVP and its populist 

(military)) wing the Deshapremi Janatha Viyaparaya (DJV or Patriotic Peoples Organisation) on the other. 

McGowann also examines the warfare between the LTTE and its enemies, ranging from the government o f Sri 

Lanka,, the Indian Peace Keeping Force ( IPKF) and rival Tamil paramilitaries. For what McGowan lacks in 

termss of analysis, he makes up through a compendium of cross-ethnic perspectives and experiences, spanning 

thee brutal, the mundane, the sublime and the intimate and an engaging style, that can be mistaken at times for 

arrogance. . 

...thee colour of violence, mirrors o f violence, Panjabi. Anannya b...Gunaratna. Chandraprema, Tambiah. 

Kemper.. Kapferer. Ketheswaran, Jayawardena... 

Fromm a South Asian/Sri Lanka studies perspective, this lack o f attention to detail takes away from the 

qualitvv o f writ ing, in what are in general, descriptive pieces o f work. What can really remedy this untenable 

situationn is for the publication o f better researched,gender sensitive anthologies, containing among others, the 
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narrativess (and writings) of' insider participant-actors, that reflect their different experiences and 'realities" 

(e.g.. during the course of the Edam national liberation struggle). It is therefore necessary tbr Sri Lanka and 

Southh Asian studies scholars, to conduct further, well researched and theoretically refined scrutiny o f their own 

-- in order to make serious contributions to the study of political violence, war and other related phenomena in 

thee subcontinent. In the Sri Lankan context, such an approach wi l l no doubt provide greater understanding and 

neww perspectives. Especially concerning the continuities and changes that have taken place, since the initiation 

o ff the concept o f a separate state for the Tamils of Lanka and in the process o f attempting to achieve this end 

throughh (organised) armed struüüle. 
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CHAPTERR FOUR 

POSTSTRUCTURALISTT ANALYTIC S AND VIOLENCE 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Ann understanding of semiotics is essential for an appreciation of postmodernism. Not only do 
thee arguments of well-known postmodernist thinkers, such as Derrida, rely on a knowledge of 
semiotics,, but the entire trajectory of thought that began with poststructuralism draws on the 
internall  critiques of semiotic models. Because the debates surrounding the demise of 
structuralismm and the rise of postmodern ideas were centered in France, particularly in the 
milieuu of the Parisian intellectual, taking up popularized postmodernist ideas whole cloth 
withoutt an understanding of this context can result in serious blunders (Gottdiener 1995: 3). 

Whenn text takes the place of speech, something important occurs. In speech, the interlocutors 
aree present not only to one another, but also to the situation, the surroundings, and the 
circumstantiall  milieu of discourse. It is in relation to this circumstantial milieu that discourse 
iss fully meaningful: the return to reality is ultimately a return to this reality, which can be 
indicatedd 'around" the speakers, 'around', if we may say so. the instance of discourse itself. 
Languagee is, moreover, well equipped to secure this anchorage. Demonstratives, adverbs of 
timee and place, personal pronouns, verbal tenses, and in general all the 'deictic' and 
'ostensive'' indicators serve to anchor discourse in the circumstantial reality which surrounds 
thee instance of discourse. Thus, in living speech, ihe ideal sense of what is said turns towards 
thee real reference, towards that 'about which' we speak. At the limit, this real reference tends 
too merge with an ostensive designation where speech rejoins the gesture of pointing. Sense 
fadess into reference and the latter into the act of showing. This is no longer the case when the 
textt takes the place of speech. The movement of reference towards the act of showing is 
intercepted,, at the same time as dialogue [an exchange of questions and answers] is 
interruptedd by text (Ricoeur 1991:41). 

...itt seems that reading is the concrete act in which the destiny of the text is fulfilled. It is at 
thee very heart of reading that explanation and interpretation are indefinitely opposed and 
reconciledd (Ibid: 63). 

II  do my best here to avoid the heavy use of jargon and abstractions that is commonly associated with many 

poststructuralistt and postmodernist writings, a problem that also applies to the work of someone like Allan 

Feldman.. And wherever jargon is used I try and elucidate as far as possible without being accused of 

digression,, while abstractions are interwoven with experiential narratives, so as to communicate with a wider 

audiencee rather than only with an initiated few. Keeping to this tack. Steven Best and Douglas Kellnerpresent 
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aa lucid outline of poststructuralism and postmodernism. 

Poststructuralismm forms part of the matrix o f postmodern theory, and while the theoretical 

breakss described as postmodern are directly related to poststructuralist critiques, we shall 

interprett poststructuralism as a subset of a broader range o f theoretical, cultural, and social 

tendenciess which constitute postmodern discourses. Thus, in our view, postmodern theory is a 

moree inclusive phenomenon than poststructuralism which we interpret as a critique o f modern 

theoryy and a production o f new models of thought, writ ing, and subjectivity, some o f which 

aree later taken up by postmodern theory (Best and Ke liner 199] :25). 

Ass discussed in the introductory chapter, the textual representation o f experiential and narrative realities in 

timess of war is a key component o f this book. Meanwhile, poststructuralist interrogations o f textuality raise 

basicc questions about the possibilities and limits o f meaning in representations o f the past. Poststructuralist 

textuall criticism involves the deconstruction of discourses, symbols, situated practices and actions, fi lms, 

photographs,, the body. art. poetry, authorship, etc' and poststructuralist critics also concern themselves with 

thee contextualizing o\' texts. However, in many poststructuralist and postmodern writings, there is a rather 

narroww disposition towards mere discourse and language games, at the expense of more politically and socially 

engagedd (and responsible) research. It is my intention therefore, to produce a somewhat different text, where 

muchh o\' the abstractions discussed herein, whether poststructuralist or otherwise, deal very much with 

experientiall and narrative 'realities' o f the most brutal and inhuman kind. 'Realities', which indeed give rise to 

manvv ethical and moral questions at a human civilisational level, some o f which are dealt with in the epilogue. 

Beforee moving on to such a value-laden and socio-politically pertinent discussion, a basic exposé o f 

poststructuralistt analytics and the abstract concepts used herein is warranted - including the application o f the 

socio-semioticc approach a la Gottdiener. His work involves a materialist approach to culture and semiotics 

throughh postmodern insights - which explicitly "relates symbolic processes to social context, and in addition, 

seekss to 'socialise' the domain o f culture by linking it to the exo-semiotic realms o f economic development 

11 For example Paul Ricoeur's hermeneutics of practice and action, and Alan Feldman's hermeneutics ol the 

body,, are both interpreted in a textual context. 
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andd political confl ict" (Gottdiener I995:\ i i ) . Semiotics has been developed into an important aspect o f 

poststructuralistt criticism. And involves an examination of "contemporary life as a system of signs and has 

beenn a major tool o f demystifying cultural critique", as in the work o f the specialist Roland Barthes (Marcus 

andd Fischer 1986:114). Barthes 'rediscovered' and extended the original work written (in French) at the turn o f 

thee century by the father o f modern linguistic theory Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), by applying 

linguisticc analysis to the study o f culture. For example, the idea that ihesignified (i.e. the meaning called forth 

inn the mind of the recipient resulting from the stimulation o f the signifier) o f each signifier (i.e. or the sound-

imagee or acoustic image o f the spoken word as heard by the recipient o f a message) is another signifier in turn. 

Ann approach which originates from the pioneering work o f de Saussure concerning, the development o f a 

generall theory o f natural languages (where a sign is denoted by the combination or unity of signifier and 

signified).. Best and Keliner note that: 

Saussuree nonetheless believed that speech gives presence to the world, that the sign has a 
naturall and immediate relation to its referent, and that the signifier stands in a unitary and 
stablee relationship with the signified... By contrast, later poststructwalists would emphasize, 
inin a far more radical way than structuralists and semioticians. the arbitrary, differential, and 
non-referentialnon-referential character of the sign [emphasis added] (Best and Keliner 1991:20). 

Accordingg to the well-known generalist Giddens (1991:749) semiotics is the study o f the ways in which non-

linguisticc phenomena can generate meaning. It is a style, which has led from Todorov,2 Meeker. Sahlins and 

Price,, back to Rosaldo. and involves synchronic analysis and textual criticism, 

thatt can in fact assimilate and explain the particulars o f historic events and the social changes 
thaii they register; and works that show how indigenous discourses concerning the past can 
bothh serve collective memory and be the media for debates and political struggles about 
authoritativee interpretations of present circumstances (Marcus and Fischer 1986: 98). 

Gottdienerr on the other hand develops a 'postmodern' socio-semiotic approach that borrows more from the 

22 Todorov's work portrays the more fluid analytical framework o f poststructuralist semiotics (Marcus and 

Fischerr 1986:105. Atkinson 1991:62-63,97-98). 
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workk ol' the American philosopher Charles Sanders Pierce (1839-1914) and distances his work trom (he 

nihilistt deconstruction and reductionist textual analysis of latter-day poststructuralists. In true eclectic fashion 

though.. I borrow from Goitdiener"s socio-semiotic insights, while at the same time approaching the problem of 

textuall  representation through the poststructuralist hermeneutics of Ricoeur. So rather than ignoring the 

relationss between symbolic and material culture, and focusing only on consciousness, or vice versa. I take on 

aspectss of both ranges of phenomena in a discussion of political violence and its cultural constructions. 

II  would like to reflect here on some related theoretical and conceptual issues. In academia theories and 

conceptuall  debates (all of which remain unresolved), surrounding nationalism, ethnicity, ethnic conflict, 

nationhood,, statehood, nation-states, sovereignty, etc, abound- and much is the confusion and ambivalence as 

aa result. Some ol'these debates are interesting from the point of view of this chapter, insofar as they highlight 

certainn issues that underlie a seemingly bland notion, such as 'Tamil Nationalism'. 

Thee linchpin of contemporary Tamil separatist-nationalism is spearheaded by the LTTE's principle of 

establishingg the separate Malt' of Thumil Eelam (or Tamil Eelam - with the latter being an old reference to the 

islandd of Cevlon in Tamil), in what has been identified as a Tamil homeland in North-eastern Sri Lanka. The 

separatistt element of Tamil Nationalism' espoused by the LTTE first emerged through the protests of the 

Blackk Flag Movement in the early 1970s. The concept of separatism was adopted by all the multifarious and 

embryonicc Tamil political and paramilitary groups, which existed till such time as the LTTE began to put each 

onee 'out of business', one at a time from the mid-1980s onwards. Today, the LTTE has 'cornered' the 

inalienablee right of the Tamil people to establish a separate state'. However, many of their erstwhile allies (in 

thee heady days when the umbrella organisation the Eelam National Liberation Front or ENLF was in 

operation)) have opted today for a compromise position. That is in accepting devolution of powers and 

resourcess from the Sinhala dominated, sovereign state of Sri Lanka, in exchange for abandoning separatism 

andd warfare. Whether the LTTE too is willing to take up a more 'accommodating stance' vis-a-vis the call for 
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Edam,, remains to be seen. The failure of each previous peace negotiations initiated -another round* of fighting 

betweenn the forces of the LTTE and the government. 

Veryy clearly, the notion of.sovereign and unitary statehood is extremely important in the context of the 

Srii  Lankan embroglio and its accompanying political violence. In situations like that of Sri Lanka, statehood\s 

veryy often equated with nationhood. Milton J. Esman notes in relation to this point that: 

Duriniii  the past two centuries the territorial state, while facilitating the processes of social and 
economicc modernization, has become the universal unit of macropolitics. The world is 
dividedd into territorially bounded states whose claims to sovereignty over all the peoples 
withinn their borders are recognized as legitimate by international law and practice. Thus the 
territoriall  state has everywhere become the arena in which competing ethnic group claims are 
asserted,, contested and regulated (Esman 1994: 18). 

Ass illustrated by the quote from Esman the concept of statehood is defined along politico-legal lines and deals 

quitee specifically with territoriality. Hence the jostling for control over territory, by whatever means possible, 

betweenn contending -nationalisms' and political aspirations in conflicts as diverse and complex. For example: 

Israell  and Palestine; Ecuador and Peru; Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland; Muslims, Croats and 

Serbss in Bosnia-Hercegovina and elsewhere in former Yugoslavia; to name but a handful among a whole 

plethoraa of others. Albeit positioned somewhat simplistically here as binaries for the sake of the argument, at 

thee expense of heterogeneity and detail. 

Whilee 'statehood' follows a politico-le&il trajectory, the populist appeal and grip that -nationhood' 

exhorts,, is along less clearly defined politico-cultural lines. Political violence always follows in the wake of 

thee breakdown of dialogue and increased intolerance and/or threats (real or imagined) by perceived 'enemies'. 

AA major methodological problem in research on violence, is that of inconsistent definitions, where "a central 

problemm is in the distinction between the behaviour and the influences and evaluations of its observers" 

(Drinkwaterr and Gudjonsson 1992: 289-290). In other words, interpretations of'violence' differ according to 

thee interactions, backgrounds and judgements, of different researchers - i.e. there is a strong subjective 

elementt in such research. 
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Thee concept of violence and other related phenomena like anger, tear, aggression, terror, hatred and 

revengee are inherently problematic owing to their vagueness and manifold meanings. From a theoretical 

standpointt - while expressing dissatisfaction over problems of inconsistent definitions raised by relativity, 

ambiguityy and diversity of meanings - researchers must exercise caution. The very inconclusiveness of 

academicc theories and debates should serve to discourage premature and simplistic verdicts. Nevertheless for 

thee sake of the discussion, in this text I use the following outline, as a sounding board. 

Myy focus is confined to political violence and its heterogeneous phenomena, which involve the 

performancee (including theatrical and spectacular elements) of violence as an explicit political tool (eg. in 

orderr to communicate and carry out strategic and/or tactical manoeuvres). However, even in this context, it is 

difficul tt to avoid inconsistent and misleading terms. Therefore, while expressing the need fora consistent and 

widelyy accepted analytic categorisation, the following tentative, working definition of political violence is 

presented.. I define political violence as a process where the deliberate use and/or the threat of force is carried 

out.out. with an intention to cause death, and/or injury, and/or destruction of'person(s), property and interests, by 

organisedorganised groups or members of such entities, to their perceived political enemies The term 'injury' (used in 

thee definition), refers both to physical 'damage" or 'hurt' as well as to psychological 'trauma' {e.g. PTSS or 

post-traumaticc stress syndrome - which is brought about as a result of torture, and/or participation in/exposure 

to.. 'violent' actions)3. Such collective actions of violence within polities, involve electoral violence, riots. 

rebellions,, civil wars, low intensity conflicts and the like (c/. Rule 1988:xi.l 1). 

MYY definition of political violence is designed to cover politically motivated, violent acts carried out 

-'-' Buss has noted that there are problems in defining harm, which includes both physical and psychological 
harmm (Buss 1971: 7-18). These problems apply in turn to the element of'injury', which in this paper refers to 
physicall  damage or hurt as well as psychological trauma. One of the methods of assuaging the problems that 
arisee from such a definition as the one used in this chapter is to apply a legally accepted definition of the terms: 
physicall  damage or hurt and psychological trauma. What is urgently needed is an international covenant that 
clearlyy defines such terms, especially in the context of civil wars and low intensity conflict. 
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hvhv members of judicially accountable (i.e. regular armed forces) and extra-judicial (i.e. death squads and 

irregulars;irregulars; slate forces, private armies run by politicians, as well as those hv anti-slate paramilitary groups, in 

thethe manoeuvring for power. Here, the use o f weapons adds an 'armed' component to such x ts . Political 

violencee therefore, is always aimed towards the detriment and coercion o f perceived enemies. Furthermore, 

thee aims o f political violence are political (insofar as they pertain to policies and intrigues of state and anti-

statee actors), and are continuations of political affairs by means other than dialogue, debate, discussion, 

accommodationn and compromise. This definition o f political violence also covers phenomena of ethnic riots 

andd political rape (as observed for example in Bangladesh during the war o f liberation in 1971, Bosnia-

Hercegovina44 and Pakistan in the 1990s, where female members o f families belonging to perceived political 

opponentss have been systematically raped). In the case o f Sri Lanka, statistics on political rape have not beai 

compiledd in any systematic manner (either on a regional or island wide basis), which does not mean that it 

doess not happen. 

Inn addition, hatred and revenge/counter-revenge killings are two other important considerations, that 

needd to be taken into account when analysing a problem as complex as political violence. Furthermore, the 

fieldd o f popular culture in particular remains a contentious battleground. For example, 'cultural constructions' 

o ff political violence, which involve cognitive, mythical and popular aspects o f physically experienced 

practices,, have an enormous impact. -Cultural constructions' of political violence also include, to a large part, 

violencee perpetrated against the body and its demonstration and (macabre) display. Through demonstration 

andd display of 'end results' {i.e. through images and/or narratives), cultural constructions o f political violence 

44 In this respect, the case of Bosnia-Hercegovina is unprecedented, where more than 20,000 Musl im women 

aree reported to have been systematically subjected to political rape by Serbian soldiers and irregulars up to 

19933 (Conclusion of a series'of BBC World Service Radio Reports, on the findings o f a Special Human Rights 

Commission,, assigned to investigate the issue of political rape in Bosnia-Hercegovina). Rape was used here as 

aa tool of war in order to 'defeafthe enemy". Abo see the article by Silva Meznaric (1994) on 'Gender as an 

Ethno-Marker:: Rape. War, and Identity Politics in Former Yugoslavia' in a volume edited by Valentine 

Moghadam.. as well as Rape Warfare Beverly Allen (1996). 
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arcc given meaning. Mutilation and dismemberment of the l iving and dead, torture, burning, beating, rape, and 

disappearance,, are all situated practices of violence that involve the body in ons way or another. Torture in 

particular,, is a system of persecution that deploys organised violence as a tactical measure to extract truth and 

submission55 (de Silva 1993). What is at stake in the current conflict between the L I T E and the sovereign 

nation-statee of Sri Lanka/rival Tamil paramilitary groups, is hegemony over geographical territory or space. 

andd monopoly ovev power and resources (including human). And in order to achieve these ends, all parties 

concernedd have at one lime or another used the option of political violence, in opposition to dialogue, 

compromisee and negotiated political settlement. 

Inn terms o f situated practices o f political violence, it is my experience, that economic factors are/JO/ 

thee onlv or primary source of mobilisation among new recruits of the various Tamil paramilitary groups. 

Aestheticss and semiotics o f political violence, together with narratives, rumours and rhetoric of and about 

paramilitariess (at the local/regional level), play quite a significant role, rather than the prospect of. for instance, 

obtainingg a job or a plot o f cultivable land6 in a newly independent (separate) state, o f Eelam (in the Tamil 

context).. I argue in this fashion because the immediate impact of seeing, feeling and hearing, is greater than a 

sheett o f statistics. Nevertheless. 1 hasten to add. that the longer term impact of economic deprivation, is felt 

moree (i.e. in day-to-day aspects o f l iving) by victims of political violence. 

Leii me elaborate on the argument that economic factors play a less spectacular role in the landscape 

-ss As far as the government o f Sri Lanka is concerned, torture is prohibited by Article I I of the 1978 

Constitution,, the Penal Code and the Police Ordinance. In spite of these considerable legal safeguards, torture 

liass been used and continues to be used by the country's armed forces and police with impunity. And as far as 

anti-statee paramilitaries are concerned, there is absolutely no convention (local or international) that prohibits 

thee use o f torture. This illustrates glaring deficiencies in [he implementation o f existing constitutional and legal 

safeguardss vis-a-vis the state, and the dire need for an international covenant that hinds anti-state forces as 

well ,, to acceptable standards of behavior in the eyes o f the world community. 

66 Such ideas were however entertained and discussed by paramilitaries from the EPRLF and ENDLF. upon 

theirr respective successes in the North-East Provincial Council elections of 1988/89. 
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off political violence, when compared to aesthetics, semiotics, narratives and rhetoric (i.e. the cognitive and 

affectivee dimensions o f culture). By -spectacular". I mean tint economic factors have less of a visual impact 

image-wisee and therefore do not enable a strong grip on the imagination and attention o f people, as opposed to 

thee gory imagery of situated practices of political violence. For example, it was not economic factors that 

promptedd people to come up with the rather cryptic saying that: 'we open our mouths only to eat'- during the 

heightt o f the Sri Lankan military campaign against the JVP and during the LTTE's current reign over parts o f 

thee north and east. However what is interesting here, is the manner in which economic issues can also be 

incorporatedd into cultural constructions o f political violence. For example, a selective representation o f 

(glossy)) photographs of burnt out school buildings, office blocks or factories provide a visual framework o f 

economicc loss, at the local level. Around such a framework, either the state or paramilitaries can organise and 

launchh a recruitment drive or justify further military actions. This is a classic example o f '1iow different 

cuhiirulcuhiirul constructions of reality affect social action" [emphasis added] (Marcus and Fischer 1986: 25) - in this 

case,, economic loss at the local level. In the context o f this text, social action is synonymous with political 

violence. violence. 

Thee discourse of paramilitaries (at the level of ideology) is also transmitted effectively through such 

spectacularr events. Most paramilitary groups attempt high visibility operations in order to posit themselves as 

'thee best' in front of their prospective supporters and cadres, who are in fact spectators. This tactic is used 

wheneverr popular support for the paramilitaries seems to be waning. Aesthetics and semiotics of violence are 

categoriess that come under the rubric o f culture and warrant a broad but workable definiticn o f culture, which 

coverss political violence in all its forms and aspects. Such a definition must not only take into account 

phenomenaa of cognition but also phenomena of affect or emotion. 

Whenn considering the counter-hegemonic challenge of Tamil paramilitary organisations - this means 

thatt in order to ' w i n ' economic, politico-cultural and legal hegemony over the Tamil polity - paramilitaries 
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engagee in a process of l inking cognitive aspects of their struggle with affective dimensions of popular culture. 

Inn other words, conscious efforts are made in order to 'capture the popular imagination', which helps to make 

theirr challenge all the more effective. Similarly, the policy makers and strategists of Sri Lankan armed forces 

alsoo engage in similar tactics, in order to gather support and credibility for its 'handling o f the crisis*. The same 

cann be said o f the JVP's campaigning during its two abortive insurrectionary attempts at the capture o f state 

power.. In other words, landscapes of violence are the experiential spaces where struggles for political power 

takee place. And ' in the eyes of the strategists, seems to be the capture of the high ground in the field o f 

culture,, in combination with successes 'on the (battle) field'. 

Situatedd practices on the other hand, are actions, which take place at locations or sites of political 

violencee and are organised by culturally situated meanings. Situated practices of politically motivated violence 

takee place at the local level, and refer to the 'here and now' o f violent acts. These acts take place in situations 

o ff civil war, ethnic conflict, insurrection, national liberation struggle or in the day-to-day maintenance o f ' l a w 

andd order', and need to be understood before they can be 'tackled' in any meaningful sense. At the local level, 

storiess or narratives, many in the form of rumours give a body or textual quality to these notions. Al lan 

l-'eldmann observes that these narratives "are organized around the polarity of free-floating, invisible random 

violencee and the gravity o f mutilated corpses and defiled space" (Feldman 1991:63). 1 prefer to use the rather 

unwieldyy term -situated practices" here, precisely because of the very physical nature of such actions or 

practices,, w hich invariably involves a locus or situation. 

Whatt encouraged me to take on board the concept of 'cul tura l constructions of political violence' were 

thesee culturallv situated meanings (i.e. meanings that are drawn from a very specific cultural context). And 

thenn relations to politically organised patterns of symbolic imagery (e.g. the LTTE's role in Jaffna, as viewed 

inn the BBC documentary: Inside Story. Suicide Killers 1991), ' inventive' narratives and rumours. Accordingly, 

'culture'' plavs an integral role in such constructions and practices o f political violence. 1 hasten to add. that I 
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doo not take a cultural deterministic line here, but instead argue, that culturally-situated meanings, of situated 

practicess of political violence, are seen as outcomes (and not 'sources' or 'roots') of hegemonic and counter-

hegemonicc manoeuvrings for power (which include economic dimensions). 

MimesisMimesis and Situated Practices of Political Violence 

AA semiotics of violence in the context of this text involves symbolic meanings that are embedded in situated 

locall  and institutional (state and paramilitary) practices of political violence- i.e. symbolic meanings that have 

veryy real manifestations at the physical, cultural and socio-political realms. Expressive modes of rhetoric and 

powerr (e.g. the body as animated text) are important to my discussion of representation and in the analysis of 

selectivee narrative memories pertaining to politica! violence and conflict in Sri Lanka. In this context. Linda 

Hutcheonn makes an important point. 

Too say that the past is only known to us through textual traces is not, however, the same as 
sayingg that the past is only textual, as the semiotic idealism of some forms of 
poststructuralismm seems to assert. This ontological reduction is not the point of 
postmodernism:: past events existed empirically, but in epistemological terms we can only 
knoww them today through texts. Past events are given meaning, not existence, by their 
representationn in history (Hutcheon 1991:81-82). 

II  hasten to add that 1 do not use such an idealistic (semiotic or any other) form of poststructuralism, as 

describedd by Hutcheon. nor do 1 limit my discussion only to the textual realm. Instead, I attempt to give 

meaningg to the representations of existential 'realities' made in this text- which pertain to the 'here and now' 

off  specific times and spaces in a Sri Lankan 'history' of political violence. These representations are drawn 

fromm a wide range of phenomena including experiential narratives and covers visual, audio and audio-visual 

material.. As mentioned before in the introduction, I rely from time to time on the concepts of mimesis and 

representationrepresentation in my analysis. Jieorised in Ricoeur's poststructuralist hermeneutics. However, before I embark 

onn a theoretical elaboration of these two concepts, a brief impression of hermeneutics a la Ricoeur is helpful. 

Itt is the task of hermeneutics...to reconstruct the set of operations by means of which a work 
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arisess from the opaque depths of living, acting, and suffering, to be given by an author to 
readerss who receive it and thereby change their own actions...For hermeneutics. ...which 
seekss to reconstruct the «hole arc of operations by which practical experience is turned into 
works,, authors, and readers, there is neither an inside nor an outside to the work - the 
distinctionn of inside and outside being a methodological artefact - instead, there is a concrete 
processs in which the textual configuration conjoins the practical prefiguration and the 
practicall  transfiguration (Ricoeur 1991:139-140). 

Basingg his analysis on Aristotelian terminology, Ricoeur states that his central concern with the discussion of 

mimesismimesis - i.e. its task of injecting polysemy (namely, the ambiguous character of the signifier and the 

likelihoodd or very real possibility that any given signifier would be interpreted as linked to a different signified 

byy different people or the nndiivocul aspects of the sign a la Bakhtin) and mobility into the concept of 

representationrepresentation - is the idea of a "creative imitation". Ricoeur's objective is to break out of the impossibility of 

'representativee illusion.' Where, philosophers purport that it is not possible to unite "the interiority of a mental 

imagee in the mind and the exteriority of something real that would govern from outside the play of the mental 

scenee within a single entity or 'representation'" (Ibid: 137). In lay terms, and within the context of this book, it 

wouldd be the problem of representing experiential phenomena of political violence in a given time, space, 

locality,, society, politics and cultural context in textual foim. so as to provide readers with an entirely 

,, 'adequate' or 'totally sense-perceptible' basis of understanding or 'knowing' such realities. To take 

 verv specific example, how do I explain or convey 'truthfully', 'adequately" or in a 'totally sense-

perceptible'' manner to readers, the disgustingly foul smell cum taste of rotting human flesh, the residue of 

whichh lasts for weeks on the palate (around the hard palate in the roof of the mouth)? As any mortician, 

forensicc scientist/anthropologist or agent/witness of violent death and delayed burial/cremation or exhumation 

wouldd verify. And tie this very personal sensory perception into a holistic analysis of political violence and its 

consequencess (e.g. human rights violations and crimes against humanity) in Sri Lanka? 

Ricoeurr states that his "project will be to try to extricate representation from the impasse to which it 

hass been relegated, to return it to its field of play, without, however, in any way weakening the critique [ot 
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representativee illusion]...by tying its fate to that of the term mimesis, which seems...less shut-in. less locked-

up,, and richer in polysemy, hence more mobile and more mobilizing for a sortie out of the representative 

illusion""  (Ibid). In attempting to do so, Ricoeur threads thiee terms poeisis, mythos (or sustasis) and mimesis 

together,, where each must be understood in terms of its relations with the others, and where all are connected 

XoXo praxis. Poeisis is a production activity, that is, the human activity of arranging or 'composing' incidents into 

aa 'plot" or narrative scheme of events that run through a text. Mythos/sustasis is the arrangement or 

'composition'' of incidents. Mimesis is the (creative) imitation of action. And Praxis of course refers to 

practice.. In Ricoeur's thinking, it is by being qualified in terms of practice, that mimesis may open out a range 

off  meanings, that are -liberated from the illusion of representation" (what I would call conjecture). Ricoeur 

thenn uoes on to elaborate on the polysemy or multiple meanings of mimesis in terms of three moments, which 

hee half-seriously identifies as mimesis I, mimesis2, and mimesisj. 

Unfortunately,, since Ricoeur is predominantly concerned with the issue of textual representation and 

itss relations vis-a-vis the mental plane, other phenomena dealt with by the socio-semiotics of Gottdiener 

concerningg societal and political impact is neglected. In order to redress the balance, a discussion of Ricoeur's 

conceptualisationn of mimesis outside the bounds of the text is warranted. Before I go into this discussion, let 

mee point out (i.e. by 'qualifying in terms of practice') -that in relation to this text puds is refers to my authorial 

compositionn of 'realities' of political violence (through the action of writing), which I (subjectively) give 

meanin»» to and weave (or 'emplot') into a textualised narrative. Feldman draws on this line of Ricoeur. to 

describee violence as "a genre of emplotted action" (Feldman 1991:14). MythosAustasis then, refers to the act 

off  writing. And mimesis refers to a textual strategy that 1 adopt in order to represent 'realities' of political 

violence,, and its spread and impact, through an analysis of its 'creative imitation" - by combatants and 

spectatorss alike. 

Iff  Ricoeur's formulation of textual hermeneutics is used in real-life to examine very specific aspects of 
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Tamill  paramilitary nationalism, then warfare forms the larger rubric of human action or production or tor the 

sakee of the argument, poeisis. And within the aegis of warfare, the specialised aspect of training takes pride of 

place.. Where would-be or wanna-be paramilitaries are put through their paces in an organised, well-ordered 

andd thought-out activity of emplotment or mythos. which in turn enables creative imitation or mimesis to take 

placee on the field of action - e.g. the battlefield, the site of assassination, suicide-bombing or some other 

spectacularr operation. 

Formationss of images and space play an important role in the impact of aesthetics of political 

violence.. For example masked images of (government) death squad members and paramilitaries (i.e. from both 

thee élite 'Black Tigers' of the LTTE and the JVP). not only maintain an anonymity of political violence and its 

actors,, but also function as a central technique of "visual propaganda" (Feldman 1991:53). Feldman argues that 

inn the works of Hegel, Nietzsche, Lukacs and Foucault, "the formation of the body has been treated as the 

formationn of the political subject...this formation has been linked to specific spaces and spatial relations" (Ibid 

9).. Aesthetics of violence are invariably 'en-acted\ 'played out' or 'performed', at the audio-visual level. 

Semioticss of violence plays a significant role in this dimension and gives impetus or emphasis to the diverse 

'performances'' of the actors. As elaborated above, the body plays a very significant role in the diverse aspects 

o]~o]~ the aesthetics of violence. In this context the interplay of the body, semiotics and narration, relates 

significantlyy to the processes of political violence. An illustration of the importance of this interplay, is the care 

takenn b\ both the government of Sri Lanka and their Tamil paramilitary protagonists from the LTTE. to 

providee a shroud of secrecy, disinformation and even obscurity, in order to underplay the extent of ampuee 

casualtiess as a result of armed warfare in the north and east theatre of combat. In this case, disabled 

governmentt soldiers are sent back to their villages in the rural countryside and littl e else is heard about them, 

especiallyy at the centres of political power, unless of course there is a well-choreographed publicity drive tor 

electorall  or some other populist reason. If a follow up study of the exact numbers and other statistical details 
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suchh as the socio-economic and physical circumstances of the war-disabled were published, il would constitute 

aa tactical setback and a propaganda debacle for the political élites in power. And this would apply even more 

tellinglyy on a paramilitary organisation like the LTTE. Given its situational and logistical weakness of being 

unablee to care for the war-disabled while operating from the jungle hinterland with little access to medical and 

post-medicall infrastructure (in comparison with the resources of the government of Sri Lanka). And also 

becausee the LTTE maintains popularity predominantly by 'successfully resisting the Sinhalese-Sri Lankan 

military'' - i.e. quite literally 'through the barrel of the gun" and by victoriously/positively operating in the 

'combatt mode". 

Aestheticss and styles of 'sociability' that come into play with the practices and brutalisation of 

politicall violence, reflect hierarchical behavioural patterns, which embody daily realities and rituals of 

war/conflict.. Specific examples arc, captor-prisoner, interrogator-interrogated, torturer-victim, and 

executioner-condemnedd relations. These relations are governed by certain 'cultural' codes, such as the: 

Modulationn of voice (e.g. humble, reverential, fearful, trembling, low pitched); gestures (e.g. trembling, 

nervouss movements, twitching); manner or form of address and posture (e.g. the manner in which the head and 

bodyy is held); seating position (e.g. the prisoner being seated on the floor, while the captors stand or sit on 

chairs);; eve-contact (e.g. being downcast or shifty-eyed); self-esteem; and demeanour (e.g. visible display of 

fear,, despair or hopelessness). 

Thesee -cultural codes" would be in combination with physiological symptoms (e.g. sweating, crying, 

gasping,, retching, urinating and defecating). Conversely, on the part of captors, interrogates, torturers and/or 

executioners,, modulation of voice is more often than not high-pitched (generally screaming, shouting or 

yellingg abuse). And their behaviour is arrogant, stern and cynical or sometimes even bored. Here, gestures, 

manner/formm of address and posture, all indicate their authoritative position (i.e. with power over decisions of 

lifee and death or disability). Sitting positions also indicate authoritative and (sometimes) 'imperious' aspects. 
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Accordingg to the perceptions of some prisoners, the eye contact of certain captors move from a penetrative or 

accusativee gaze (i.e. during interrogation) to that of a bored bystander (when a prisoner is locked up in a 

prison).. The demeanour of the more compassionate agents of political violence (a relative minority), who look 

onn and participate, have 'remorseful" expressions on their faces (when the prisoner is not blindfolded). This 

indicatess a certain 'loss' of self-esteem due to moral guilt or at having to do a menial and degrading task. 

Otherss who form a 'majority' have no such conceptions of compassion or mercy, and carry on regardless of 

thee protestations and screams of agony made by their captives. My 'informal discussions' (which was the only 

possiblee method of communication) with victims of violence, and their narrative representations, form the 

basiss upon which these observations (on the aesthetics of political violence) were made. One of these 

'informants'' who was suffering badly from political violence related trauma, and was trembling and crying 

afterr each sentence, described how a death squad member treated him in a surprisingly kind fashion. My 

'informant'' was blindfolded at the time and could not see his captors. He gathered from the discussions 

betweenn his captor/would be executioners that they would stop off for a dawn tea break before taking him to 

ann appropriate location to be 'despatched'. The van, in which they were travelling halted at a wayside boutique 

andd during this stopover, the 'kind' captor was left on guard duty. He was 'kind' because he was the only one 

whoo did not abuse him verbally and (possibly) physically. My 'informant' thought he would try his kick and 

askedd his guard/captor for a cup of tea. who obligingly brought it. without any of the (usual) cursing and 

screamingg which followed any request made of the others. He then made another request for his handcuffs 

(attachedd to bars in the middle of the van. between driving and passenger compartments) to be removed, so 

thatt he could drink his tea, which was also complied with. Thereafter, the prisoner heard the 'guard' walk off, 

whichh made him decide to make his bid for freedom. My 'informant' said that his escape was 'made possible" 

throughh the actions of the 'kind' guard/captor, and because the sliding door of the van was facing theroad and 

nott the tea boutique. 
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Semioticss o f violence are visual in expression and impact, however ihiough narration (i.e. storytelling 

andd rumours), they transcend limitations o f the visual and achieve a wider range and impact, which cuts across 

thee graphic, the ideological and political 'barriers'. As far as narratives are concerned, they play a key role in 

thiss text, because o f their central role in cultural constructions of political violence. In other words, political 

violencee can be located and given a substance or body through narratives. And narratives o f political violence 

representedd in the form o f autobiographical anecdotes, have enabled me to ground theories and analyses. In 

thiss 'sense', narratives are part and parcel o f my package o f poststructuralist perspectives, which include 

semiotics,, hermeneutics. and aesthetics. Without narratives and narration (o f political violence) and their 

textuall representations, the concepts that I deal with here become meaningless. Situated practices o f political 

violencee (material conditions), narratives, narration and the impact o f their relations, involve culturally situated 

meaningss of language, (historical) memories, and symbols. An example o f specific language usage, which 

pertainss to political violence, is the word 'dumping'. This word has been used by all Tamil paramilitaries when 

referringg to (extra-judicial) executions, whether internally as a 'discipl ining' mechanism or o f captured 

'enemy'' prisoners and non-combatant civilians (who happened to be living in a contested space or locality). In 

closee combination with these narratives, comes a 'rhetoric o f political violence'. Here too semiotics plays a 

keyy role. By 'rhetoric of political violence', 1 mean the use of language and symbols to convey threats of 

violence,violence, which can involve mild acts o f physical hurt, symbolic acts at the level o f the spectacular, gestures, 

andd written or verbal utterances, to perceived political opponents and their sympathisers. According to Teresa 

dee Lauretis: 

Thee very notion of a "rhetoric o f violence" presupposes that some order o f language, some 

kindd o f discursive representation is at work not only in the concept "violence" but in the social 

practicess of violence as well. The (semiotic) relation of the social to the discursive s thus 

posedd from the start (de Lauretis 1989:240). 

Dee Lauretis goes on to argue that a 'rhetoric o f violence' also can involve a 'violence o f rhetoric'. I do not 

discountt de Lauretis's argument, however, in this text I am more interested with the former lian with a 
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violencee of a literary construct. My focus here, is on the 'here and now' of political violence, and not with 

'violencee that is in language', which is (speculatively), "before if not regardless of its concrete occurrences in 

thee world" (Ibid). I find that also in relation to rhetoric of political violence, mimesis plays a significant role in 

'reall  life' enactments. Representations of rhetorical devices of political violence, namely threats (e.g. verbal 

andd symbolic actions) involve 'creative imitation'. Here, combatants who engage in hegemonic versus 

counter-hegemonicc manoeuvrings for power, constantly innovate 'new" rhetorical devices to strike terror into 

andd prevail over opponents. These 'new' innovations are always 'creative imitations" or amimesis of rhetorical 

devicess used previously by combatants and their sympathisers. David Riches notes that the 'rhetoric of 

violence". . 

(has)) been given considerable attention by sociologists and anthropologists {e.g. Marsh, 
Rosserr and Harre 1978)...All of course agree that the function of threats of violence is to 
demonstratee a capacity to use real, or more serious, violence in order to prevail over an 
opponent.. However, what is at issue is the relationship between so-called threat and the real 
violencee that might ensue (Riches 1986:21). 

Inn Sri Lanka there are situated practices of political violence, which a/v rhetorical, insofar as they do convey a 

symbolicc threat to spectators. For example 'lamp-posting' or 'putting on tyres' (both means of execution- the 

firstt by tying executed corpses to street lamps and the second involves the burning of corpses or those still 

alivee on rubber tyres) - which would definitely fall into Riches' category of 'the real violence' - is also a 

rhetoricall  device. Since its semiotic imagery and impact carry with it an implicit threat of further (and possibly 

moree brutal) situated acts of political violence. Analytically speaking, this means that there is a degree of 

ambivalenceambivalence in rhetorical devices of (political) violence, where threats and 'real' actions can be initiated 

simultaneously.. I have a serious problem however, with attempts by anthropologists like Riches (and also 

sociologists),, who write about something called 'the real violence', a category that is ill explained or badly 

representedd in their writings. In order to overcome this and other problems posed by more conventional 

perspectivess on 'violence". I have instead tried consistently in this text (with help from critical poststructuralist 
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thinkingg and drawing from its alternative strategies), to highlight problems pertaining to: 

.. Representations that arise when an author is writing about 'reality', 

.. Essentialisin of 'violence", and 

 Inconsistent definitions. 

SemioticsSemiotics and Terror 

Inn the Sri Lankan conflict, systems of signs that highlight contemporary life differ somewhat between the two 

majorr theatres of conflict. However in both of these theatres, the common denominator is that symbolic 

meanings,, which these signs signify, are predominantly in relation lopolitical terror. In the southern, central 

andd western parts of the country, the T 56 assault rifl e (a Chinese manufactured copy of the ubiquitous Russian 

AKK 47) figured predominantly as an instrument of death. Particularly in the political violence that ensued 

betweenn the state's military forces and JVP paramilitaries, and soon earned itself a 'reputation' in 'the' popular 

culturee of the Sinhalese. Similarly, Japanese manufactured Mitsubishi Pajero jeeps became feared and hated 

symbols,, because a large number of death squads (that have operated from 1987 onwards) were reported by 

eyewitnessess (some of whom I have interviewed) to have used unmarked Pajeros in their extra-judicial 

activities.. 'The Pajeros' were mainly identified in popular culture with government death squads. There has 

neverr been any official confirmation that the activities of death squads were a policy of government. However, 

circumstantiall  'evidence' confirms that the government of Sri Lanka imported a large fleet of Pajeros to cater 

too the transport needs of its politicians and other government departments. Therefore, in popular culture, it left 

littl ee doubt as to the political affiliations and loyalties of'those masked agents of political terror and violence, 

whoo have operated with such impunity in these unmarked vehicles (sometimes in broad daylight). Killing s on 

bothh sides (i.e. by state forces and auxiliaries7 versus JVP paramilitaries) have involved the burning of the 

77 The JVP also engaged in a campaign of violence directed against other sections of Sri Lanka's political 
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dead.. d \ ing and injured, on heaps of used t_\res. Therefore, smouldering or burning tycs provide another 

macabree symbol o f political violence. From a rather cynical point of view these actions would appear to be 

similarr to that of. for instance, 'children playing a game'. However this is not the case and combatants often 

enactt these situated practices o f political violence in deadly earnest. Such 'symbols' have been taken up by 

variouss political cartoonists in the daily newspapers and political magazines, in their portrayals o f various 

aspectss of Sri Lanka's seasons o f death. Thee words 'T 56" and 'Pajero' have became catchwords in the popular 

lexiconn pertaining to political violence. O f course such essentialised images o f political violence gloss over 

muchh o f the suffering endured by the silent majority o f non-combatants. 

Inn the north and east o f the country, where warfare between the state's military forces and Tamil 

paramilitaryy groups has been taking place, 'lamp-posting' was a highly visible technique and symbol of 

politicall terror.8 The body o f a victim is either tied to a lamppost, sigipost or placed at a main crossroad, so as 

too attract the greatest attention. Accompanying this scene would be a message scrawled on a sheet o f paper 

explainingg the reasons for the 'execution', with warnings to the public that such activities, as those o f tie 

victimm (e.g. having differing political loyalties, betrayal, petty crime, etc) wi l l be met with death. In some cases 

thee bodies o f the victims are dismembered in order to strike more terror into the spectators. 'Lamp-posting' has 

beenn a commonplace tactic in the internecine warfare between the Tamil paramilitary groups. However, in the 

secondd insurrection (1987-1990) mounted by the JVP in the southern, central and western provinces, this tactic 

wass also fairlv common, the symbolism of which illustrates the spread and impact of mimesis in action 

(overarchingg political and ideological differences). Another ubiquitous and highly visible symbol is the cyanide 

capsule,, which is worn or carried on their person by Tamil paramilitaries. In the case o f the 'Tigers (LTTE) it 

community,, especially those that subscribed to left-wing politics. As a reaction to the carnage that fol lowed, 

individualss among these oppositional groupings joined with the state's death squads (auxiliaries) in the 

eliminationn (i.e. extra-judicial executions) of suspected JVP paramilitaries and sympathisers. 

ss Death squads active during the post-1987 violence later adopted this technique in the southern provinces. 
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iss compulsory that every paramilitary is handed (sometimes ceremoniously) a cyanide capsule 'necklace' upon 

completionn ol ' basic (three month) training. This ceremony has been captured on video by a BBC television 

documentaryy crew in: Inside Story: Suicide Killers  (1991). In this video, the LTTE's political 'porupalair ( in-

charge)) Yogaratnam alias 'Yog i ' , describes the process of death by cyanide. He says that death is caused in a 

teww seconds, when the cyanide enters the blood stream through wounds in the mouth and lips, which are 

causedd when the glass capsule is bitten on (and not as a result o f swallowing the cyanide, as is the commonly 

heldd belief). A more, uncommon, and less visible symbol o f execution was the 'green boat' service, used at 

oneone time bv the LTTE. This technique o f execution was more secretive, and those who were 'sent' for a ride 

onn the LTTE's 'green boat' never came back, instead they were allegedly dropped alive into the Indian Ocean 

withh a weight attached to their legs. The actual 'green boat', which symbolised this clandestine technique, was 

'retired"" and gifted to the EPRLF (i.e. during the days o f cordial relations between the two organisations, when 

thee united-front umbrella organisation ENLF was in existence). It is through rumour and oral narratives that 

secrett whisperings about a clandestine technique, such the 'green boat' service, comes to be known. And it 

alsoo through rumour and oral narrative that such a secretive method o f political violence has an impact on its 

audiencee (intended or random). Both these symbols signify political terror and of the cruelty o f war, and what 

wouldd be the outcome on capture or for dissent). The cyanide capsule, is also intended to signify the 'heroism', 

'selfless-dedication',, and martyrdom (Schalk 1991) o f Tamil paramilitary fighters. 

Thee concepts o f martyrdom and resistance o f the LTTE do not belong to the past, but are 
l iv ingg and highly cherished concepts, especially in areas culturally influenced by the 
LITE.. .Eachh village, municipality or town under the control of the LTTE has its visible signs 
o ff the celebration of martyrdom as a normal expression in daily life: the black tlags, posters, 
graff i t i ,, banderols over the streets, the renaming o f streets and lanes by names of martyrs and 
thee building o f commemorative stones in junctions. What an unnamed poet reflected upon at 
[the][the] occasion o f maviramal, "Great Heroes' day" on 27 November 1989, is expressed by 
thesee visible signs of this culture. It seems to have accepted that a new land hasto be built on 
thee bones of its martyrs..putiyu nutlirku kallaraikul attivurumaka tikulum ^ "The sepulchres 

99 "Mav i r Naal Heroes' Day. 27.11.89. [Brochure published by] Liberation Tigers o f Tamil Eelam. [No date 

andd place given]. 4p" (Schalk 1991:4). I have translated 'Mavir Naal' as 'Heroes' Day'. 
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o ff the Tigers shall glimmer as coiner-stones for the new land"...The cult o f martyrs is defined 

off icial lyy by the leadership o f the L I T E as being a "secular" cult and reasons for this is 

evident.. Among the martyrs one can find Hindus. Catholics, Protestants. Muslims. Agnostics, 

andd Atheists (Ibid: 1-4). 

Whilee it was not compulsory for members o f some paramilitary groups to wear cyanide capsules, the popular 

appeall o f this symbol was such, that cadres from these organisations made specific requests for the supply o f 

cyanidee (some o f which I witnessed). In fact I even got involved in some arguments in ah attempt to dissuade 

requestss for the supply of cyanide capsules. However, the popular appeal and power o f this symbol was such, 

thatt all rational arguments and examples o f prisoners who had survived their ordeals and continued to play 

veryy useful roles in other struggles was to no avail. The LTTE in particular, among the Tamil paramilitaries, 

celebratee the deaths o f their cadres through the constructed and reified images of 'martyrs' and 'heroes'. 

Publicc signboards (billboards) placed at the intersections of main thoroughfares with larger-than-life 

technicolourr paintings'  o f the fallen (who are thus elevated to the status o f hero or heroine), commemorative 

monumentss and a daily register of casualties in the battlefield are the most common representations of this 

martvrology.. The most revered among these belong to a élite paramilitary suicide-commando unit called the 

BluckBluck Tigers. A specially trained and powerful tactical unit set-up in order to carry out spectacular operations, 

particularlyy against high-ranking military personnel, 'enemy' politicians and associated VIPs. along with an 

assortmentt o f military and civilian targets ranging from infrastructural installations, hardware and equipment 

too business centres, bus stands and rush hour traffic. Myths or narratives about the life o f the dead hero or 

heroinee accompany the reverentially constructed martvrology associated with Black Tigers and other higlv 

profilee combat casualties. 

Ass a first "martyr" is counted C. Catiyanathan ("Cankar", "Cures") who "attained 

martyrdom"" on 27th November 1982 (Dairy of Combul. p.31). With him starts the counting 

o ff martyrs and the day of his death has become the calendrical national "Great Heroes' day" 

inn Alongside the painting o f the hero/heroine are symbolic 'tools of the trade' (e.g. paintings o f various types 

off weaponry camoullage uniforms, etc). 
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onn 27th November. Today it is no exaggeration to say that within the LTTE and with support 
off  large pails of the population a cult of martyrs had gradually grown. In the martyriology [sic-
added]added] of the LTTE were codified more than 2000 names in 1990 and the duration of the 
"Greatt Heroes' day" has increased from one day to a week in 1990 (Ibid: 2). 

Thee BBC television documentary titled Inside Story: Suicide Killers (1991), deals with aspects of the political 

violencee in Sri Lanka (especially the North-eastern theatre of conflict) and its spill over effect in India (i.e. the 

assassinationn of Rajiv Gandhi allegedly by the LTTE in Madias).11 In this detailed documentary, a very 

interestingg account is given about a monument constructed by the LTTE to commemorate and reify their 

martyredd heroes/heroines who died in the operation to gain control of the historic 17th century Dutch fort in 

Jaffna.. Beside a replica model of the fort, on the walls of which are the photographs of the fallen are cemented. 

iss a playground for children. In this playground there are some seesaws for children to play on. The handles of 

thee seesaws are made of wood but here there is a difference. They are exact replicas of AKM assault rifles 

(masjaziness and all) which the children hold on to while seesawing.12 This scenario is a clear example of how 

thee LTTE hierarchy attempts to construct and reify its martyrs and at the same time make use of symbols of 

politicall  violence (i.e. the AKM assault rifle) to further their political and military ambitions. All this is carried 

outt with a view to create a cultured atmosphere among the Tamil public-at-large and children in particular, and 

iss aimed at bringing about a familiarity with violence, death and war; support for their 'war efforts': and most 

importantlvv future recruitment. At every turn, the Tiger's have attempted to symbolically conflate themselves 

1 '' The nine volume and over 1.000 page final report of the Special Commission conducted by the one-man 
panell  headed by Justice Milap Jain, which probed the conspiracy aspects of the Rajiv Gandhi assassination 
wass submitted 'to the government of India on 7*'1 March 1998. Besides the Home and Law Ministries, the 
Centrall  Intelligence Bureau (C1B). the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) of the cabinet secretariat and 
thee Central Bureau of Investigation (CB1) were involved in the 'action-taken' report's preparation. The Jam 
Commissionn Report was tabled in the Lok Sabha. along with the 'Action-taken' Report. They suggest in 
theirr contents that a probe should be conducted into the alleged links of the LTTE with "foreign hands 
behindd the killing" - where both the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Israeli Mossad are 
implicated. . 

122 Following the screening of this documentary, there was a fair amount of criticism leveled against the LTTE 
fromm within"and without the Tamil community, for its cynical manipulation of a symbol of violence in a 
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withwith the Tamil people. In other words, the agenda ot" the LTTE is portrayed and persistently endorsed to be 

synonymouss with that of' T h e Tamil People'-at-large. Some scholars, for example the Suede. Peter Schalk. 

followw this trend and represent an essentialtsed and homogenised view of T h e Tamils' and The i r Society' at 

limess with a rather moralistic undertone. 

Thee embargo and isolation makes the remaining Tamils in the North and East a separate and 

marginalisedd moral community o f unbendable sufferers with a common experience of the 

language,, history and land, and a common preparedness to suffer still more fo ra higher cause 

whichh lias been formulated and displayed by the LTTE in a paradigmatic way, the cause o f 

becomingg a martyr for Tamili lam. There is a strong support for this ideal even from 

unexpectedd parts o f the Yalppanam [Jaffiui] society, from mothers (Schalk 1991:3). 

Thiss underlying theme runs along all cultural propaganda efforts attempted by the LTTE both within and 

withoutt Sri Lanka. Some of the techniques adopted by the LTTE to enhance the impact o f their 'cul tural ' 

messagess include: songs (the latest of which are released on compact disc in the United Kingdom), poems. 

consumerr products (such as wristwatches produced in Switzerland and which have the Tiger logo on the dial). 

phone-inn news services (aimed at the Diaspora of Tamil refugees overseas, which give 'the latest updates' o f 

'thee situation' in T a m i l Eelam'). local radio and television broadcasts (limited to certain parts o f the Jaffna 

peninsula),, videos, newspapers, magazines, etc. The multifaceted activities of the LTTE illustrate that it is a 

trcinsnaiioiuiltrcinsnaiioiuil paramilitary movement, which operates with ease in an increasingly postmodern wor ld. The 

reorganisationn o f the JVP overseas by exiled paramilitaries and sympathisers, is tentative a step in the process 

towardss becoming a transnational movement. 

Inn relation to the audio-visual dimension, the role o f cinema as part of the aesthetics o f violence is also 

notable.. While the construction o f a cultural 'atmosphere' in terms o f political violence among Tamils, is o f 

generall importance to the L I T E hierarchy (i.e. in line with their aims and objectives), it is even more 

importantt to create such an 'atmosphere' among their paramilitary fighters. Macho images o f heroic and 

embattledd warriors in heavy action war movies have long been a favourite theme among paramilitary 'movie-

"playy ground' for children. Subsequently, the LTTE replaced the offending handles with more regular ones. 
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goers".. It is rumoured among Tamil paramilitary circles, that the LTTE supremo had some of his favourite 

videoss subtitled in Tamil as (educational) entertainment for his paramilitaries who lived in camps. Among 

thesee was a f i lm called Operation Daybreak. This f i lm is set in war torn Europe during the Second World War. 

Thee main theme is the story of two heroic resistance fighters against the Nazis. In the 1st scene, the Nazis are 

aboutt to pump water into the basement, where the two heroes and their comrades-in-arms (all dead by now), 

hadd been resisting all advances by superior forces. The two heroes know that it means the end for their 

resistancee but refuse to surrender, and instead take the suicide option, by embracing and firing each other's 

pistolss simultaneously. This visual image is accompanied by the sound o f two gunshots. The Nazis o f course 

aree left looking at each other incredulously, at the nobility and gallantry of 'the ultimate sacrifice' o f the two 

resistancee fighters, before engaging in a professional clean up job. Given the LTTE's use of suicide as a key 

weaponn in its armoury, epitomised by the élite Black Tiger suicide squad, it is not surprising that Operation 

DaybreakDaybreak should be (or at any rate was at one time) a favourite o f the LTTE supremo. Through/m'we.v/.v an 

unseenn and unheard transition, from the aesthetic of the movie to the 'reality' o f the LTTE's 'unde^siege' 

resistance,, is made complete. Another favourite theme involves action movies in which Clint Eastwood plays 

thee hero. Here, the theme is that o f the ' tough' and 'lone' gunman, who delivers a kind o f ' r o u g h justice'. A l l 

inn all. war and action movies play a big role in the cultural 'development' and 'acclimatisation' o f 

paramilitariess to their role as agents o f political violence. In the 1980s propaganda videos on resistance 

activitiess by other paramilitary groups, like the Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF), New People's 

Armyy (NPA). Partia Karkaris Kurdistan (PKK). etc.. were collected in international cities like London from a 

varietyy o f support groups. This material and other war documentaries added to the repertoire o f videos viewed 

byy Tamil paramilitaries, which include in-house LTTE productions o f actual and reconstructed battlefield 

footagee filmed by LTTE video teams during armed combat and special operations. In fact, the LTTE goes to 

suchh lengths, that when Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated by a LTTE woman suicide-bomber, the film o f a 
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cameramann alleged]) linked to the operation was used as material evidence by Indian investigators, which 

includedd the final frame of the explosion which killed the photographer. 

Itt did not make much of a difference to the LTTE if there was an ideological mismatch among these 

sometimess rather disparate political groups like the EPLF, NPA and PKK. All that mattered was that these 

videoss were from 'other liberation movements'. Apart from this, there were other movies too, which captured 

thee attention of Tamil paramilitaries. The story lines of these movies did not entail very much else, other than 

action,, action and more action. Rcimbo and Missing in Action, characterise this genre of'spectacular*  movies, 

watchedd avidly by paramilitaries, who enjoyed arguing about the various types of weaponry that were on 

display.. A residual effect of such aesthetics was such, that some paramilitaries even went so far as to adopt 

namess like "Rambo" as their 'iyakka pcicr' {"movement name") or nom de guerre. More recently, the LTTE 

havee been producing videos of'their military exploits against the Sri Lankan military, in the style of the Ram ho 

movies,, according to one of my informants. Perspectives discussed in this section support my initial argument 

(amongg others), that culturally situated meanings play an 'organising' role in situated practices of political 

violencee in Sri Lanka. 

Inn fact, the survival experiences of the Sri Lankan Tamil Diaspora in the face of cultural, racial and 

socio-economicc alienation, particularly in contemporary Western societies, reflect w hat Gottdiener refers to as: 

"["hee experience of deterritorialisation, which is produced by postmodern culture, can be offset 
ass a homogenizing tendency by the recovery of lost signifieds that have the power t> restore 
difference.. The individual capacity to resist, however, is hampered by the larger historical 
forcess of change, including wars, forced conversions, and large population migrations, which 
havee altered the geo-cultural landscape of the globe...resistance and recontextualization, like 
fragmentation,, dcterritorialization. and simulation, never achieve closure or domination, and 
thee quest for authenticity must contend, instead with an ironic and imperfect world that is as 
dependentt on chance, localized encounters, as on other forms of experience (Gottdiener 
1995:242-243). . 

II  le goes on to argue that the role of space- i.e. a material milieu - must not be neglected. 

ass manifested in localized differences which include valorized artifacts, local institutions,and 
ssmholicc modes of interaction. The experience of identity remains a combination of 
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fragmentationn and symbolic leveling that derives from the media and. simultaneously the 

unendingg search for authenticity which is as dependent on material artefacts, institutions, and 

localizedd space as it is on cognitive processes o f self-integration. In fact, the latter cannot 

proceedd without the former (Gottdiener 1995:242). 

Saussure'ss sign (i.e. the signifier or the acoustic image or sound-image o f the spoken word/speech plus the 

signifiedsignified or the meaning called forth in the mind o f the recipient resulting from the stimulation o f ihcsignifier) 

thenn is conditioned by cultural processes. Whereby the unity o f the signifier with the signified is a cultural 

conventionn and this unity is instantaneous in the mind o f the receiver but is a conditioned response to the 

stimuluss o f the acoustic image. Therefore rather focusing only on language (with the exception o f the all 

pervasivee rumours and political gossip) when examining the semiotic signs o f Tamil paramilitary nationalism, 

particularlyy the LTTE's in-house brand, one finds that the process of Tamil paramilitary identity formation 

conditionss the meanings that are held within a given semiotic symbol or sign. For example the 'treme-park o f 

death',, larger than life-sized, colour billboard paintings of martyred paramilitaries, other monuments like 

cemeteriess and the ubiquitous cyanide capsule. The bulldozing of LTTE cemeteries and demolition o f 

monumentss by the SL armed services further signifies the importance o f the semiotic arena. As are the 

disseminationn of LTTE videos and radio broadcasts overseas beamed at the Tamil Diaspora. Particularly those 

heraldingg the successes of its military operations (e.g. the decimation of the Mulh i t ivu garrison and 

subsequentt bulldozing of the entire complex), signifies a particular form o f communication through audio-

videoo channels vis-a-vis the LTTE and its recipient or target audience. This leads to a strengthening o f its 

supportt base, keeping morale up. justifying its militaristic stance and the multiple assassinations o f perceived 

orr pronounced enemies, etc as I shall discuss in the chapters that fol low. 

A l ll these politico-military manoeuvrings at the semiotic level have a decided impact with regard to 

ciliivatiiinciliivatiiin of the political identities of agents o f political violence, as well as hegemonic power in relation to 

thee practices of everyday life. From a Gramscian perspective Renate Holub argues, that: 

|Gramsci's|| concept of hegemony was capable o f probing relations o f power on a 
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microstructurall as well as on a macrostructural level. With this concept he had attempted to 

extendd relations o f power beyond the hierarchical relations o f state and citizen, where the 

state,, in its coercive function, in the realm of army, police and legislation, as political society, 

thatt is. was able to discipline the bodies of its citizens. The extension of power and 

dominationn to other areas o f society had led him to examine power relations in what he calls 

civi ll societv. in the institutions, in religious organizations, in educational systems as well as in 

families,, and indeed in the practices of everyday life. I f political society potentially disciplined 

thee bodies, civi l society disciplined above all the mind. Power was thus not only a relation 

whichh was operative between the state and the citizens, but also and beyond the state it was 

operativee in the relation between civic institutions and the practices of everyday life (Holub 

1992:196-197). . 

Powerr relations in the context o f this study also brings into focus the added but crucial role that non-

statee actors like paramilitaries play in relation to civil society and the practices of everyday life in 

deeplyy divided societies. And semiotic displays reflecting the hegemonic versus counter-hegemonic 

powerr play between Sri Lankan state forces and rebel Tamil paramilitaries, and between Tamil 

paramilitariess (i.e. intra-Tamil internecine warfare and power struggles), have a decided impact on the 

mindss unci bodies o f citizens - i.e. at both the mental and material planes. Needless to say. the 

svmbolicc domain o f mental images and maps in deeply divided societies has very tactile and material 

manifestations,, with considerable economic costs - point to which Gottdiener alludes - i.e. by 

socialisinuu the domain o f culture and linking it to economic development and political conflict. 
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CHAPTERR FIVE 

CULTURE,, VIOLENCE AND POWER 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Culturee lends significance to human experience by selecting from and organizing it. It refers 
broadlyy to the forms through which people make sense of their lives, rather than more 
narrowlyy to the opera or art museums. It does not inhabit a setaside domain, as does, for 
example,, that of politics or economics. From the pirouettes of classical ballet to the most brute 
off  brute facts, all human conduct is culturally mediated. Culture encompasses the everyday 
andd the esoteric, the mundane and the elevated, the ridiculous and the sublime. Neither high 
norr low, culture is all-pervasive (Rosaldo 1993:26). 

Humann behaviour, as Rosaldo has pointed out, invariably takes place in culturally stuated contexts. And 

likewise,, narratives pertaining to the lives, times and spaces inhabited by paramilitaries, revolve to a large 

extentt around larger-than-life characters, such as Bobby Sands of the Provisional Irish Republican Army 

(PIRA)) or Velupillai Prabhakaran of the LTTE, to name but a couple out of legions. This phenomenon is quite 

similarr to the more well-known, mytho-historical legends of yore, surrounding an almost endless list- which 

wouldd include: 

OutlawsOutlaws (e.g. 'Robin Hood', Saradiel of Lanka); Bandit-highwaymen (e.g. 'Rob Roy' MacGregor, Dick 

Turpin);; Pirates and Buccaneers (e.g. Captain Henry Morgan, Edward Teach or 'Blackbeard', Bartholomew 

Roberts.. Anne Bonny); Traveller-adventurer-explorers (e.g. Marco Polo, Vasco da Gama, Ferdinand 

Magellan,, William Dampier, Christopher Columbus, James Cook); Imperialists (e.g. Alexander 'the Great', 

Juliuss Caesar, Genghis Khan. Napoleon Bonaparte I); and Colonialists (e.g. Cecil John Rhodes, George Grey, 

Louiss MoLintbatten. Ian Smith, Jaques Foccart); to modern-day accounts of Gangsters-drug barons (Alphonse 

Capone.. John Gotti, Salvatore Riena, Pablo Escobar); Fascists (Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini); Generals 

(Marshall  Zhukov. Bernard Law Montgomery, Erwin Rommel, Douglas MacArthur, Vo Nguyen Giap); 

DictatorsDictators (Joseph Stalin, Francisco Franco, Jean-Claude Bokassa, Augusto Pinochet, Idi Amin, Pol Pot, 

Mobutuu Sese Seko, Saddam Hussain, Suharto); Revolutionaries (Maximilien de Robespierre, Emiliano Zapata, 
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Vladimirr I l lyich 'Lenin". Rosa Luxemburg. Alexandra Kollontai, Leon Trotsky. Mao Tse-tung. Walter 

Rodney.. Amilcar Cabral, Ernesto 'Che' Guevara, Patrice Lumumba, Fidel Castro, Ho Chi Minh, Nelson 

Mandela);; Terrorists (Andreas Baader, Ulrike Meinhoff, Carlos 'the Jackal7, Usama Bin Ladin);Dra// j Squad 

PatronsPatrons (Roberto D"Aubuisson. Francois 'Papa Doc" and Jean-Claude 'Baby Doc' Duvalier) and Mercenaries 

(Colonell 'Mad Mike ' Hoare, Major Roger Faulques, Jean Schramme, Alistair Wicks, Bob Denard).' Stories 

andd fables pertaining to the deeds o f these hero/anti-heroes are taught in classrooms, and told and re-told 

voluminouslyy by a plethora o f authors, commentators and specialists. And have become ingrained in the 

culturall understandings of contemporary human 'history' (subjective o f course to individual, collective, local 

orr regional political preferences, trends and rememberings). It is larger-than-life characters like the above, 

whoo present a face. Hair and a catchy story-line in what are very often very quite trying circumstances. 

Circumstancess in which thousands i f not mill ions o f faceless and nameless humans participated in or 

experiencedd a range o f effects, from personal victimhood and guilt to those o f larger collectivities. 

Thee concept o f culture covers a wide and heterogeneous range o f phenomena and is the subject o f 

muchh definitional contestation and argument. The focus here is on the borderland between multrdisciplinary 

culturall studies and anthropology (Marcus 1993). and its impact on the practice o f ethnography. My concern is 

too engage theory and practice (especially in the study o f culture and ethnographic writ ing), in order to shape 

myy focus or gaze on political violence. My intention is to ground cultural analyses in the nitty-gritty of 

everydayy life, in conflict-torn regions/spaces o f Sri Lanka, and involves ethnography o f political violence and 

itss situated practices. 1 adopt this procedure because many theories o f violence are rather one-sided and under-

representt the relationship between culture and violence. James Clifford notes that: 

Itt may be true that the culture concept has served its time. Perhaps, fol lowing Foucault, it 

'' For an excellent discussion spanning the unfolding drama of empire and emancipation (power and liberation 

onn a global scale), covering the continents o f Africa, Asia, the Americas, Australia and Europe- from the 

Europeann expansion of the crusades to colonialism, racism, slavery and (Anglo-American) neocolonialism -

seee Nederveen Pieterse (1990). 
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shouldd be replaced by a vision of powerful discursive formations globally and strategically 
deployed.. Such entities would at least no longer be closely tied to notions of organc unity, 
traditionall continuity, and the enduring grounds of language and locale. But however the 
culturee concept is finally transcended, it should, I think, be replaced by some set of relations 
thatt preserves the concept's differential and relativist functions and that avoids the positing of 
cosmopolitann essences and human common denominators (Clifford 1988:274-275). 

Inn terms of situated practices of political violence, it is my experience, that economic factors are notlhe only or 

primaryy source of mobilisation among new recruits of the various Tamil paramilitary groups. Aesthetics and 

semioticss of political violence, together with narratives of and about paramilitaries (at the local/regional level), 

playy quite a significant role, rather than the prospect of for instance obtaining a job or a plot of cultivable land-

inn a newly independent (separate) state of Eelam. The discourse of the paramilitaries (at the level of ideology) 

iss transmitted effectively through spectacular events. Most of the paramilitary groups attempt high visibility 

operationss in order to posit themselves as 'the best" in front of their prospective supporters and cadres, who are 

inn fact spectators. This tactic is used whenever popular support for the paramilitaries seems to be waning. 

Aestheticss and semiotics of violence are categories that come under the rubric of culture and warrant a broad 

butt workable definition of culture, which covers political violence in all its forms and aspects. Such a 

definitionn must not only take into account phenomena of cognition but also phenomena of affect or emotion. A 

widee and somewhat idealist definition put forward by David Garland, in his study on the social theory of 

punishmentt and modern society is adopted here. 'Culture' then involves. 

thosee phenomena of cognition known as 'mentalities' and also those of affect or emotion 
usuallyy termed 'sensibilities'. In its cognitive aspect, culture refers to all those conceptions 
andd values, categories and distinctions, frameworks of ideas and systems of belief which 
humann beings use to construe their world and render it orderly and meaningful. It thus covers 
aa whole range of mental phenomena, high and low, elaborated and inarticulated [sic], so that 
philosophies,, sciences, and theologies are included alongside traditional cosmologies, folk 
prejudices,, and 'plain common sense'. Likewise, normative schemes of taste, fashion, 
manners,, and etiquette are no less a part of culture than are the developed systems of ethics, 
justice,, and morality. These 'mentalities' or ways of thinking are, in turn, closely linked to 
wayss of feeling and sensibilities, so that the cognitive aspects of culture become inseparable 

-- Such ideas were however entertained and discussed by Tamil paramilitaries from the EPRLF and ENDLF, 
uponn their respective successes in the North-East Provincial Council elections of 1988/89. 
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fromm its affective dimensions (Garland 1991:195). 

Withh the intention of grounding theory. 1 include the final part of the second sentence in this 'definition' of 

culture,, uhere Garland refers to "human beings use to construe their world and render it orderly and 

meaningful""  (Ibid). This particular section characterises the manner in which paramilitaries, of the LTTE in 

particular,, are taught by their leaders to view the 'world'. It forms an important part of their rationale and 

culturall  constructions of reality. Therefore, no matter what levels of mayhem and carnage are unleashed, and 

whateverr the casualties and pain involved may be, it is all with the noble intention of creating a more orderly 

andd meaningful future society (e.g. for the Tamil 'nation'). 'Ways of thinking' are closely linked to 'ways of 

feeling'' as demonstrated by the tactics of paramilitary groups in mobilising popular support. Attempts are 

madee (some unsuccessfully) to link every cognitive thought to an ideological system, which in turn is linked to 

emotionss that give it added meaning, especially at the level of popular culture. I use the term popular ailture 

heree in a wider sense, that is in the sense of folk culture and narratives, which include overtones of traditional, 

locall  cultures - what David Garland refers to as "traditional cosmologies, folk prejudices and 'plain common 

sense"""  (Ibid). In the context of the counter-hegemonic challenge of Tamil paramilitary organisations, this 

meanss that in order to 'win' economic benefits, paramilitaries engage in a process of linking cognitive aspects 

off  their struggle with affective dimensions of popular culture. In other words, this is in order to 'capture the 

popularr imagination', which helps to make their challenge all the more effective. On the 'other' side, the 

policyy makers and strategists of the government of Sri Lanka also engage in similar tactics, in order to gather 

supportt and credibility for its 'handling of the crisis'. The same can be said of the JVP's campaigning during 

itss abortive insurrectionary attempts. In other words, landscapes of violence are the experiential spaces where 

struggless for political power take place. "Victory' in the eyes of the strategists seems to be the capture of the 

highh ground in the field of culture, in combination with successes 'in the (battle) field". 

Culturall  constructions of political violence refer to cognitive, mythical and popular aspects of the 
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practicepractice of political violence and its impact. Here semiotics, aesthetics, hermeneutics. narratives and rhetoric of 

politicall violence play an important role. This text then is an exploratory attempt to trace cultural constructions 

off political violence in relation to the case of contemporary conflicts in Sri Lanka. I employ the analytical 

potentiall of interpretations of the body and formations of political violence here (i.e. as a form of'animated 

text',, which is featured and examined as part of the struggles for political hegemony and power). The body is 

seenn here as a spatial unit of power and the distribution of these units in social space makes the body a site of 

dominationn (Feldman 1991:8-9). Allen Feldman points out. that violent practice has the ability to develop into 

ann ideological formation and institution in itself, which possesses "its own symbolic and performative 

autonomy"" (Ibid: 21). This is evident in deeply divided or polarised societies such as Northern 1-eland 

(illustratedd by Feldman) or Sri Lanka. Performative aspects of political violence involve theatrical and/or 

spectacularr elements, which highlight cultural constructions at work. As noted by Feldman, once cultural 

constructionss of violent practice become embedded in popular imaginations, they possess symbolic and 

performativee autonomy, which defy exterior control. 

Formerr secretary of state of the United States of America. Henry Kissinger, once remarked in an 

intervieww that the killings and death squad activities in El Salvador in the late 1970s were a result of a 'culture 

off violence'. This misleading term, 'culture of violence', employed by Kissinger was used to justify the overall 

politicall manoeuvrings and claims to power by the El Salvadoran junta This particular cultural myth/alibi was 

alsoo used at around the same time by the El Salvadoran ambassador to the USA. 'Culture(s) of violence'/.v an 

importantt construction of violence, which essentialises a particular cultural mode (cf. 'culture of poverty"). 

Sweepingg statements made by figures of authority (in this case Kissinger), help to essentialise and make 

•violence'' appear to be 'normal'. In some cases it can be argued that it even goes so far as to justify violence. 

Thee media industry continues to disseminate such contrived notions, both globally and locally (Chomsky and 

Hermann 1979. Herman and Chomsky 1988). What I mean 'to essentialise violence' in this context (i.e. El 
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Salvadorr in the late 1970s and early 1980s, at the height of death squad activity by members and supporters of 

thee right-wing Arena party and the military), is the manner in which political violence is shown to be that 

whichwhich make* Sulvadoran society and practice what it /.v(i.e. to put it rather crudely, what makes it ' t ic ' ) . 

Inn other words, political violence is taken out of context and shown to be the basis o f El Salvadoran 

sociall and political culture, which enables the conclusion to be made, that it is not at all surprising that such 

horriblee acts of genocide take place. Essentialised views o f violence deflect attention away from the role of the 

state,, its agents and/or that o f other actors. Especially with regard to the state, such statements provide analibi 

inn terms o f its accountability, when killings and disappearances begin to mount in number (i.e. when they 

becomee unjustifiable and come under an international spotlight). It is interesting to note here, that in the 

politicall Uirmoil o f contemporary South Afr ica, there are a number of academic institutions, which focus on 

thee 'culture of violence' in (post-Apartheid) South Africa (According to BBC World service radio news 

reportss in mid-September 1993). In the southern African region, this kind o f thinking is not confined to South 

Africa.. The Zambian foreign minister when interviewed on the BBC world service radio programme "News 

Hour"" (September 30, 1993). stated that, "we are very worried at the culture o f violence in South Africa and its 

possiblee spill-over into Zambia". My focus is to avoid an essentialist perception of 'violence' and instead 

concentratee on cultural constructions of political violence, and heterogeneities of its expression, in different 

partss o\~ social space. Thereby. I not only avoid the essentialism o f 'violence", but also its ambiguities and 

involvementt with (possible) political deceits/biases, which are associated with the term 'culturefs) of violence'. 

O ff course what I have outlined here, are specific instances o f the essentialising o f political violence, 

whichh need not always be the case. A l l violent actions that take place during situations o f political conflict and 

strifee can be ambiguous but need not be essentialist. For example, violent actions and murders carried out as 

partt o f animosities or vendettas resulting from private quarrels or criminal activities, muddied the waters as far 

ass the clear identification o f political violence in Sri Lanka, especially during the 1987-1990 period. 
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Ass mentioned previously, cultural constructions ot" political violence refer to the forms and manner in 

whichh politically motivated violence unfolds in deeply divided societies - involving culturally embedded 

representationsrepresentations of violence. While being careful not to essentialise such phenomenon, cultural constructions o f 

politicall violence also refer to cognitive, mythical and popular aspects o f the practice of political violence (and 

itss impact). Here semiotics, aesthetics, hermeneutics, narratives and rhetoric o f political violence play an 

importantt role. And I employ the analytical potential o f interpretations o f the body and constructions o f 

politicall violence as a form o f 'animated text' - which is featured and examined as part o f the struggles for 

politicall hegemony and power in Sri Lanka. The body is seen as a spatial unit o f power and the distribution o f 

thesee units in social space makes the body a site o f domination (see Feldman 1991: 8-9). Feldman points out 

thatt violent practice has the ability to develop into an ideological formation and institution in itself, which 

possessess "its own symbolic and performative autonomy" (Ibid: 21). This is evident in deeply divided or 

polarisedd societies such as Northern Ireland (illustrated by Feldman) and Sri Lanka. As noted before. 

performativeperformative aspects o f political violence involve theatrical and/or spectacular elements, which highlight 

culturall constructions at work. And as argued by Feldman, once cultural constructions o f violent practice 

becomee embedded in popular imaginations, they possess symbolic and performative autonomy, which defy 

exteriorr control. In other words the agents o f political violence lose control over the 'production' o f symbols 

andd performance of violence as other sections of civi l society begin to participate. And once that happens, as in 

thee case o f Sri Lanka, it becomes almost impossible to delineate political violence from what is carried out for 

'private"" or 'cr iminal ' ends. 

Too try to clarify the concept of cultural constructions o f political violence further, I wi l l highlight 

certainn general distinguishing features: 

•• People 's Cultural Understandings - normative reference points that are used to make sense of the world in 

relationn to concrete activities (not necessarily stated in language). 
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.. Ethnotheorics or Cultural Theories - people's propositions describing the feature o f certain general 

phenomenaa (e.g. ethnic conflict or politica! violence). 

.. Ideological Manipulations by Certain Groups or Individuals (State or Anti-State) - involved in processes 

o ff political struggles and manoeuvrings for power. 

•• Representations of Political Violence - as part o f the event of violence. 

ParamilitaryParamilitary i 'oniexts 

Inn an extremely polarised situation as in the case o f Sri Lanka, many issues tend to be viewed as 'binary 

opposites'' (i.e. black versus white, just versus unjust, good versus bad). This rather conventional method o f 

analysts,, is a residual element of enlightenment thinking, where arbitrary and artificial dichotomies are 

pursued.. I use the term binary opposites however, in a rather unconventional sense, and argue that 

contemporaryy political cultures fol low lines very similar to this mode o f analysis, which is adopted by social 

scientists.->> In other words politicians present social and cultural 'realities' to their (selected) popular 

audiences,, in terms of very simple, twofold oppositions. The primary weakness (as in the case o f similar 

analysess in the social sciences) is that social, cultural or any other 'realities' are much more complex than can 

bee viewed or understood from such a narrow point of view. This holds true with respect to political violence, 

wheree antagonism and enmity are perceived, for example, along the lines of Sinhala versus Tami l . Tamil 

versusversus Musl im. State versus paramilitary/terrorist groups - all binary terms o f reference that mutually signify 

onee another. Such perceptions are not only incorrect, they are also highly misleading as terms o f reference, 

wheree situated practices of violence and 'ethnic groups' (which arc in fact heterogeneous andmultivocal). are 

alll essentialised and lumped together. A good example is the case of Tamil paramilitary groups. The term 

JJ The use of constructed binary opposites by social scientists has in general failed to throw new light on the 

varietyy of subject matter being analysed. 
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'Tigers"" or 'koii' (in Sinhala) or 'pulf (in Tamil) refers only to the LTTE. Yet in popular conception (among 

manyy Sinhalese), most young Tamils are conceived of as being Tigers' or suspected of having links to them. 

Thiss erroneous perception has also been perpetuated and fed by the local media, in their editorial columns, 

correspondent'ss reports and cartoons, despite the fact that internecine warfare (which demonstrated serious 

divisionss between the major Tamil paramilitary groups), had been going on from around 1985. In 1987, with 

thee Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord, most of these paramilitary groups entered the political mainstream. And 

thereafter,, a slow process of realisation has dawned in popular thinking among Sinhalese, that al! Tamil 

paramilitariess are not Tigers', and that there are other, more moderate groups (e.g. the EPRLF and PLOTE), 

withh distinct political agendas of their own. It also became clear in the events that followed, with the 

intransigencee of the LTTE and its failure to join the political mainstream, that these other groups were 

agreeablee to a negotiated settlement to the conflict in the Northeast. Today, some of these other groups and 

splinterr groups, are fighting with the Sri Lankan armed forces, against the Tigers', a fa cry from the days 

whenn all Tamil paramilitaries were viewed as 'koli\ 

Att present, a residual effect of cultural essentialism which surrounds Tamil paramilitary groups, is the 

popularr perception among Sinhalese that the Tigers' and their agenda is synonymous with that of "the Tamil 

people'.. An image that the LTTE does not deny and in fact tries hard to nurture. During the riots of July 1983, 

thiss widely held notion brought about much tragedy and carnage in its wake. Between two and three thousand 

Tamilss living in the southern, central and western provinces are estimated (unofficially) to have been 

slaughtered.. Especially on 'Black Friday', when rumour in the streets of the capital Colombo had it that "the 

koif'koif' had "come armed to the teeth" and were at "the Colombo Foil Railway Station"" [Personal field-notes 

Julyy 1983]. The confusion, panic and mayhem created by this notion on that day was tremendous. More 

Tamilss and dark-skinned Sinhalese4 were killed that day. Most of the victims failed to repeat all-important 

44 Sinhala chauvinists have a popular and an almost Victorian racist myth that Tamils are dark-skinned (and 
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'gallias''gallias' (verses from Theravada Buddhist scriptures) or the 'proper" pronunciation o f specific words like 

'hauklivu''hauklivu' (i.e. when accosted and shown a bucket and asked what it was in Sinhalese), due to either a fear o f 

mobss or a speech deficiency. Sinhalese mobs forced suspected 'tlemala koti' (Tamil Tigers) and "fifth 

columnists"" (all of whom constituted T h e Tamils'), to repeat verses from the Buddhist scriptures and certain 

Sinhalaa words (reputed to be unpronounceable by 'The Tamils'), as means of ascertaining 'Sinhala-ness'. 

Thosee who failed such arbitrary tests were either brutally assaulted or murdered (in some cases there were 

reportss of women being raped), with properties belonging to such persons, being torched and valuable 

commoditiess like gold, jewellery, video recorders, and television sets being stolen. On this fateful day ! met a 

policee constable attached to the Colombo Fort Police Station who was known to me. on Chatham Street (which 

wass next to the De Mel building where I worked at that time). He yelled at me to take cover, saying that: ' The 

koti'\koti'\ who were at "the [railway] station" (approximately a kilometre or so from where we stood) were 

"advancing"'' [Personal field-notes July 1983]. He then proceeded to cock his rifle and lie face down by the 

roundabout,, in the direction of the Colombo Fort railway station. Such essentialist perceptions have lost some 

o ff their popular effect, due to the fact that a number o f Tamil paramilitary groups are in alliance with the 

governmentt in its fight against the L I T E . However, such perceptions are still bandied about in Sinhala 

chauvinistt circles. 

Culturall constructions o f political violence includes to a large part, violent acts perpetrated against the 

bodyy and its (macabre) display. Through display (i.e through images and/or narratives), cultural constructions 

o ff political violence are given meaning and made spectacular. Mutilation and dismemberment o f the l iving and 

thee dead, torture, burning, beating, rape, and disappearance, are all situated practice o f violence, that involve 

thee body in one way or another. Torture for example, is a system of persecution that deploys organised 

violencee as a tactical measure that involves the body. It is practised by organs o f state security apparatuses, as 

thereforee inferior beings), which discounts in the meantime, the millions of similar pigmented Sinhalese. 
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welll as bv paramilitary groups. Torture and disappearance results in disruptions oi 'whole communities at the 

locall level. Torture also has the ability o f making people 'dead without ki l l ing them'. This opinion was held by 

aa number o f torture victims with whom I had informal discussions about their experiences. Torture 

incorporatess a combination of pain, terror, confession and death. Low-levels of pain, and terror are familiar 

enoughh to torture victims, many o f whom experience them at first in school and/or at home, dir ing the 

formativee years o f socialisation, like everyone else. This familiarity with regard to punishment, makes it 

possiblee for torturers (in most cases) to 'get through7 to their victims and break them down, both at the 

psychologicall and physical levels. In this respect, fear is orchestrated by torturers and transmitted to their 

victimss through routinised and organised forms o f violent actions {both physical and psychological), often in a 

repetitivee fashion with little or no variation. In political violence and conflict, which has existed in one form or 

anotherr for almost thirty years in Sri Lanka, death ahs become commonplace, especially in ki l l ing zones where 

confrontationss between combatants is most intense. Therefore, death too becomes another common reference 

pointt that torturers can draw on. In some instances exemplary executions are carried out so that particular 

victim(s)) are coerced/induced into confession. Confrontation between prisoners known to each other is another 

favouritee method o f obtaining confessions (often each captive is told that the other has confessed to 

'everything'). . 

Inn Sri Lanka torture is prohibited by Article 1 I o f the 1978 constitution, the penal code and 
thee Police Ordinance. Despite these substantial legal safeguards, torture was used, at times 
systematically,, by the army and the police - notably the Criminal Investigation 
Department...Torturee has been a long-standing concern of Amnesty International in Sri Lanka 
underr both the present and previous administrations. Reports o f torture have regularly been 
putt before Sri Lanka's parliament by members of the opposition and evidence of torture, 
supportedd by sworn affidavits, legal testimonies and medial reports, has been presented in Sri 
Lanka'ss Court of Appeal and in the Supreme Cant (Amnesty International 1984:200). 

II now focus on the body as a site o f violence and its relations with expressive modes, political power and 

discoursess o f popular culture {i.e. the linkages between the body, politics, and popular culture). The body isa 
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sitee o f violence, where political power, is exercised through hegemony and contested through resistance. The 

l ivingg bod\ am therefore be perceived as animated text where. 

politicall power increasingly becomes a matter o f regimenting the circulation o f bodies in time 

andd space in a manner analogous to the circulation o f things. Power, as Foucault has amply 

documented,, becomes spatialized. It is contingent on the command of space and the command 

off those entities that move within politically marked spaces. The body becomes a spatial unit 

o ff power, and the distribution o f these units in space constructs sites of domination (Feldman 

1991:8). . 

Too illustrate his point (of the body as an animated text) Feldman describes the German Jew who is paraded by 

thee Nazis with a placard around his neck which reads: " I am a Jew but I have no complaints about the Nazis" 

( Ibid:: 7). [n Sri Lanka, the living and dead bodies that litter the landscape o f political violence, are circulated as 

politicall texts, which are pari of'ilia discourse of'politics. Here, macabre messages are exchanged between 

statee forces and the various anti-government paramilitary groups in their struggle for hegemony. The 

importancee o f this particular phenomenon is that it is a symbolic language, a (culturally) constructed language 

off political violence, which is understood by most combatants, state forces and paramilitaries alike. The non-

combatantt civil ian population is invariably at the receiving end o f these exchanges and also has had to 

consumee the visual images or 'end products' o f such acts o f political terror. A good case is point is the arrest, 

torturee and murder o f 'Sinna Babu' a young paramilitary belonging to the EPRLF who was allegedly 

murderedd by L I T E cadres. According to Kumar who was en eyewitness: 

Itt was about 6:30 in the evening when I saw the body. The body was o f 'S inna Babu' and the 

L I T EE men had cut of f both his arms with an axe. Apparently they had first tied a semi-

consciouss 'Sinna Babu' to the back o f a tractor and dragged him around the main road in the 

villagee of Karativu before putting him against a tree trunk and dismembering him. Some 

peoplee think that lie was dead by the time that the dismembering began. The bod)' lying at a 

junctionn in the village. The right arm was cut o f f at the shoulder and the left was cut o f f above 

thee elbow. Both his legs had also been severed at the knee. His neck was also severed. The 

bodyy was in the middle with the legs, hands and head lying nearby. A l l the village people 

camee and everybody was afraid. Next morning I went there again and only the body was 

remainingg at the junction because the village dogs had removed the head, arms and legs. They 

hadd taken these parts back to the houses of their owners. Afterwards, the village people found 

thee missing parts and brought them to the junction, where the body was eventually burnt by 

peoplee living nearby, after the LTTE had refused to remove the body [Personal interview 
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II 995]. 

Manyy of the dead too belongs to the non-combatant civilian population made up of women, teenagers, children 

andd the elderlv. A reserve Police officer, with whom I had an informal discussion, recalled that on one 

'operation'' in a single night in southern Sri Lanka. More than a hundred civilians (mostly young men) were 

roundedd up, told to kneel, turn their heads and shot one by one (on the side of the head). He told me in his 

opinion,, that not even five of those shot on that particular night would have been even vaguely sympathetic to 

thee JVP. Apparently this gross violation of human rights was, aocording to my 'informant', a clear message to 

JVPP 'terrorists' that the government meant 'business'. It is interesting that this particular 'upholder of the law" 

spokee to me in a neutral space (i.e. The Hague. The Netherlands). It was a difficult enough sDry to narrate and 

hadd we been back in Sri Lanka, I am sure that he would not have spoken to me so openly and candidly. The 

otherr aspect of this narrative representation was that he minted to unburden himself, and I was a receptive 

audiencee who understood him. I think that we were able to communicate well because we had both gone 

throughh similar experiences of brutalisation. Therefore, we were able to relate to each other and to the 

narrativee on the same 'wavelength' much more easily, in contrast to the otters who were present on that 

particularr occasion. I also think that the friendly atmosphere, free flow of arrack (a local spirit distilled from 

coconutt that is made in Sri Lanka), and the fact that both he and I had gone to the same élite secondary school 

(whichh indicated similar class backgrounds), also had some parts to play. When I questioned my 'informant' 

ass to why the victims were told to turn their heads to a side, he told me that "it was in order to stop their brains 

fromm splattering our uniforms". He also said that he had heard some of the other policemen discussing this 

matterr in the truck, on their return journey from the 'operation'. Apparently, if you shot a person in the 

forehead,, you were liable to have his or her brains splattered over your uniform and weapon. 

Anotherr aspect of the body as a site of political violence involves the practice ot'arrest. Here, fear of 

arrest,, plays an important role. 'The body' about to be captured will attempt any means possible to avoid such 
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aa catastrophe. From personal experience I can describe some of the physical attributes, which take place during 

ann arrest of the body. Initially, it was from visual sources (i.e. seeing the approach of the unmarked jeep, the 

plainclothesmenn jumping out. stopping and getting into the bus) that an awareness dawned on me that an arrest 

wass imminent. This left me transfixed in a moment of horror, half-wanting to believe and seek refuge in the 

split-secondd of unreality, which was followed by a dryness in the mouth and throat, combined with a fluttering 

sensationn in the stomach, a faster heart beat and sweating of the palms. It was an unusual mixture of 

fear/excitementt combined with a desperate urge to escape. Thereafter, when accosted, every effort went into 

controllingg the features of my face. If there were any visible sign of fear, it would have confirmed "guilt' in the 

eyess of my inquisitors. In that whole exchange which seemed to last forever, the contested site (i.e. between 

thee men from the state and the unarmed rebel) was that of the body. On that occasion, 'the rebel" won the day 

byy displaying through his body (i.e. posture, facial expressions, dress, and tone of voice), a confident air, 

whichh indicated that he was indeed a Sinhala citizen who was not guilty of any political intrigue, and thereby. 

wass able to confuse the "opposition'. My inquisitors decided not to make an immediate arrest of 'the body' and 

optedd instead to follow the bus from a distance, to see what the suspect would do or whom he might meet. This 

allowedd me a mobility, spatially and time-wise, which gave me a chance to switch buses at a halting place and 

therebvv make good my escape. In those turbulent days I felt 'safe' only when I laid my head down to sleep, 

andd even then not really. 

Thee experience of arrest and interrogation is central to the political culture of violence in 
Northernn Ireland and has a vital narrative presence in the oral culture of paramilitaries, and 
theirr support communities. The violence experienced in arrest and interrogation is as socialy 
determiningg biographically significant as the experience of paramilitary violence. Life-history 
accountss of paramilitary careers reveal an obvious symbiosis between two domains of 
practicee (Feldman 1991:85). 

II  agree with much of what feldman has to say. especially with his comments on the oral cultures and lite-

historiess of paramilitaries. Sri Lankan paramilitaries too place importance on arrest and one Tamil paramilitary 

leaderr earned the nom de guerre 'Panagoda Maheswaran" after escaping from the Panagoda Army base where 
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hee was held. I disagree however with Feldman's essentialist use of" terminology - *kthe political culture of 

violencee in Northern Ireland" (Ibid). Feldman is wel! aware of the problems associated with the esseiitialism of 

violencee however, on this occasion he falls somewhat foul of his own exacting standards. I owe a great deal to 

manyy of Feldman's ideas, however I have attempted rigorously throughout this text to avoid essentialist 

interpretationss of my subject: political violence and its cultural constructions. 

Att this juncture an interesting example, which involves the interconnectedness of the body, politics 

andd popular culture, comes to my mind. After the signing of the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord on 29ln July 

19877 the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) was drafted into service in the North and East of Sri Lanka. 

Ostensiblyy to oversee the cessation of hostilities and the resumption of democratic political processes (which 

involvedd provincial council and parliamentary general elections). Within a few months, the erstwhile 

peacekeeperss were embroiled in violent skirmishes with paramilitaries belonging to the LTTE. In the ensuing 

fightingfighting many Indian soldiers and LTTE paramilitaries died or were injured. Under cover of the fighting a 

sizeablee number of Tamil women were (allegedly) raped by Indian soldiers attached to the IPKF. Given the 

conservativee nature of Tamil society and popular culture, especially in the northern Jaffna peninsula, the LTTE 

wass able to capitalise politically on narratives surrounding the rape of Tamil women by Indian soldiers, and 

therebyy drum up support from among the civilian population. Tamil popular culture includes taboos 

surroundingg issues such as incest, which does take place (but this knowledge is restricted to the family or 

elderss )-\ Therefore, the shameful acts of rape perpetrated on the bodies of Tamil women and the subsequent 

suicidess (McGowan 1992:5) of a number of the victims. led to public outcry at the time. And generated a lot of 

55 Next, a teenage boy was brought in - an eyewitness to gang rapes committed by Indian 
soldiers.. The question of rape had been the most difficult of all the atrocity and bntality 
reportss to confirm. Rape was potentially more devastating than execution in traditionally 
conservativee Tamil Hindu society. A rape victim lost almost all marriageability and would be 
aa burden on her family for the rest of her life. Consequently it was hard to get victims to admit 
too the crime (McGowan 1992:78). 
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hostilityy against the IPKF. even by sections of people who were not that enthusiastic about the role of the 

LITE .. As a result the LTTE. with civilian help and additional support from a successful disinformation 

campaign ,̂, was able to weather the storm unleashed against it by the IPKF's Operation Pcnvan (the Hindi 

wordd for Wind)"? and live to tight another day. In fact, there is some speculation as to whether 'Dhanu', the 

LTTEE woman suicide-bomber who allegedly assassinated Rajiv Gandhi in Tamil Nadi£ according to Indian 

investigators,, was one such rape victim (BBC television documentary Inside Story: Suicide Killers 1991). 

AA short discussion of power is helpful here, when examining cultural constructions of political 

violence,, and to have an idea as to why hegemonic and counter-hegemonic inanoeuvrings take place between 

partiess to political conflicts. In a general outline of this concept. Giddens notes that: 

Byy power is meant the ability of individuals or groups to make their own interests count, even 
wheree others resist. Power sometimes involves the direct use of force, but is almost always 
accompaniedd by the development of ideas (ideologies) which justify the actions of the 
powerful.... Power is a pervasive aspect of all human relationships. Many conflicts in society 
aree struggles over power, because how much power an individual or group is able to achieve 
governss how far they are able to put their wishes into practice at the expense of those of 
otherss (Giddens 1991:52.729). 

Thee term power, in this text, is understood to be the command of contested space(s) and control over entities 

thatt exist within these politically polarised and marked sites, which have an impact on the practices of 

everydayy life. In this sense, power is achieved through agency, that is. through its point of effect aid 

generation.. This point of effect and generation involves situated practices of political violence, and their 

hh McGowan notes thai: "We had greal doubts about the boy"s story. The Tigers were as adept as the Indians at 
coloringg the impression the\ wanted to give, so we tried to sniff out any possibledisinfonnation" (McGowan 
1992:78). . 

""  For a detailed journalistic account of Operation Puwctn see (McGowan 1992:61-87). 

$$ Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated at an election rally on the night of Tuesday 21st May 1991 in Sriperumbdur 
(nearr Chennai or Madras) in the south Indian state of Tamil Nadu. There were great fears on part of the LTTE 
leadershipp at the time, that Rajiv Gandhi would exact a painful revenge for the humiliation inflicted upon the 
Indiann Peace Keeping Force (IPKF, 1987-1990) - //he became the prime minister of India once again. 
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cumulativee impact. In other words, the impact of cultural constructions o f political violence either enables or 

disabless power. For example, in the conflict between state forces and JVP paramilitaries, state power was 

'enabled',, while the JVP's power was disabled. Feldman makes a pertinent observation in relation to power. 

Too simply study power at the "center", that is, from the perspective o f fonral rationalities, is 

too collaborate in the essential myth o f formal rationalization: that power distributes itself from 

somee place external to its effects, external to its violence, which is reduced to a transparent 

instrumentt (Feldman 199! :2-3). 

AA point of view that comes out of this argument, is that agents o f political violence (e.g. security forces and 

paramilitariess alike), are a focal point in relation to their actions, which thereby, makes them more accountable. 

Inn most cases o f political violence, when charges are pressed against agents o f political violence for human 

rightss abuses, they tend to transfer accountability for their actions to a site o f authorisation, which is removed 

fromm the situated practices of their political violence. In this discission on agency, Feldman makes an 

interestingg intervention by arguing that, the (dead) body can also be considered an 'agent* o f political violence. 

Thee body made into a political artefact by an embodied act o f violence is no less a political 
agentt than the author(s) of violence. The very act of violence invests the body with agency. 
Thee body, altered by violence, reenacts other altered bodies dispersed in time and space; it 
alsoo reenacts political discourse and the even movement o f history itself. Political violence is 
aa mode o f transcription; it circulates codes from one prescribed historiographic surface or 
agentt to another. Transcription requires agency, both the communicative activity o f the 
transcriberr and the transcribed "object". Struggles wi l l occur over competing transcriptions o f 
thee same body and of different bodies (Ibid: 7). 

Feldman"ss point warrants a closer look at the events o f July 1983, for example (referred to previously), to find 

outt whether this can indeed take place at the ground level. 'The1 counter-hegemonic political violence o f 

'Tamill separatism* (which is essentialised) is viewed by many as a fertile 'breeding ground* for paramilitaries. 

Situatedd practices o f this perception o f political violence are in turn, translated into actions on the ground, 

similarr to the ambush by the LTTE which took place at ThirunelvelP. Such paramilitary operations are viewed 

99 I wil l not deal with the specifics o f this paramilitary operation, carried out by the LTTE, here. A more 

detailedd account o f this ambush and its ramifications are discussed in Chapter 6, where I look at the relations 

betweenn interethnic riots, paramilitaries and situated practices of political violence. 
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inn a cryptic fashion by sympathisers and combatants of "the Tamil cause' (an ideal that is also essentialised), as 

'appropriatee responses' to the hegemonic violence of the Sinhata military and its (historic) occupation of the 

Tamill homeland. Through the medium o f rumours, this particular ambush and the narrative surrounding the 

dismemberedd bodies o f the dead soldiers, was 'mythicized' in the regions inhabited predominantly by Sinhala 

people.. These 'mythicized' narratives 'invested' the dead bodies o f the thirteen soldiers with a power o f 

'agency',, where they became a focal point in the anti-Tamil 'riots* that ensued. These 'riots7, followed a build 

upp o f anti-Tamil chauvinistic tensions, together with monstrous images of 'The Tigers' disseminated by 

scaremongerss In the process o f these 'r iots', other popular cultural constructions were drawn upon and 

propagated.'00 especially by (political) agent provocateurs in the streets among the rampaging mobs. Popular 

Sinhalaa cultural constructions include, 'historic' Sinhala-Buddhist supremacist myths' ' (which extol the 

virtuess o f a 'just war' in defence o f the 'Sinhala-Buddhist nation" and call for the death and destruction o f the 

'beast ly ' '' - non-Buddhist Tamils), and 'patriotic" newspaper/magazine editorials and articles (as well as songs, 

novels,, plays, cartoons, etc). 

Feldmann also highlights that: "The conditions and relations o f antagonism generate different 

' 00 |-or a more detailed description of Sinhala-Buddhist Chauvinism see my unpublished M A thesis "Dynamics 
o ff Sinhala-Buddhist Chauvinism and the Contemporary Ethnic and Political Conflict in Sri Lanka" (de Silva 
1990). . 

'' ' Most o f these myths are derived from the Maliavamsa, a historiography chronicle written in Pali, attributed 
too the 3rd century BC The scribes were Buddhist monks who belonged to the Theravada school o f liought (or 
HinavunaHinavuna tradition), which. 

derivess its authority from the teachings o f the Buddha as given in the Pali Canon and 

interpretedd by commentators, culminating in Buddhaghosa (f i f th century AD) ; as further 

preservedd and interpreted by the Sangha (monastic order) of Sri Lanka; and as practiced and 

understoodd in its monasteries and villages...TheMuhuvamsa, composed by monks under royal 

patronage,, tends to see Buddhism from above and to be concerned with its fortunes at the 

statee level (Gombrich and Obeyesekere 1988:3.5). 

'~~ This is literal translation from the Sinhala word 'ihirisunmf. 
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ideologicall  and practical settings and are subject to diachronic frictions. Relations of antagonism are 

mechanismss of ideological reproduction" (Ibid: 4). This is quite an acceptable view in relation to conditions of 

politicall  conflict and their relational practices (i.e. local histories of political violence). However despite these 

'historical'' antagonisms in Sri Lanka, agents of political violence and their respective political élites (in their 

manoeuvringss for power), have criss-crossed the ideological boundaries of these apparent 'historical' 

antagonismss many times over. This illustrates the fact that when so-called 'historical antagonisms" are 

subjectedd to the pressures of realpolitik, they lose their rigidity and become much more flexible. Thereby 

makingg it feasible for compromise negotiations and settlements to take place in the contexts of long-running 

politicall  conflicts in deeply divided societies. The current Israeli government and Palestine National Authority 

(PNA)) peace negotiations and final status talks, symbolised by the Peace Accord signed in Washington on 

13tnn September 1993 is a good example. 

CultivationCultivation of Political Identities 

Thee concept of ethnicity forms a cultural backdrop to the landscape of political violence. Perceptions derived 

fromm this cultural construct play a major role in cultural constructions of political violence. Among Sinhalese, a 

prominentt manifestation is Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism, an ethno-religious derivative, which is defined 

politically'-5.. Similarly, ethnicity has also provided a basis for the rebellion mounted by Tamil paramilitaries, 

andd for Tamil chauvinism epitomised by 'Tamil Eelam* (an exclusive homeland for Tamils), which is also 

dellnedd politically. The separatist cause of'Tamil Eelam' is advocated most strongly by the LTTE. What then, 

iss ethnicity? What relevance does it have for contemporary 'nationalisms' that are active in Sri Lanka? There 

aree many interpretations of this concept, some of which, based on 'kinship' and 'blood', are quite irraional 

' JJ Por an illustration of Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism, see the discussion that follows on the \lcshupremi' 
(patriotic)) agenda of the JVP/DJV and some Jathika Chinthanaya ideologues. 
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andd implausible, since no 'pure" ethnic group or race can be traced in the human evolutionary process. An 

examplee being the "Blut und Boden" (blood and soil) idea o f the Nazis in German}'. However, as in many such 

casess of ethno-nationalism. irrationality and implausibility does not exclude the possibility o f ethnic identity 

being,, quite often, ' idioinized' in terms o f ' b l o o d ' . 

AA Sinhala-Buddhist monk by the name o f Elle Gunawansa (notorious for his anti-Tamil chauvinist 

politics)) released a cassette called "Elle Gunawansa Himiyange Gectha Sankalpana: Bala.scnagata Samara 

Gee'Gee' (translated literally as "Lyrical Concepts of Reverend Elle Gunawansa: Commemoration Songs for the 

Forces").. This music cassette contains Sinhala-nationalist songs written by him and sung by popular singers'^. 

Thee cassette is dedicated (as its title indicates), to the (Sinhala) armed forces. These jingoistic and chauvinistic 

songss were produced'5 and played over the airwaves by the Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation (SLBC- the 

ot'tlciall government radio station), til l a general outcry from more liberal minded Sri Lankans, forced the then 

presidentt Premadasa to officially ban their broadcast and sales. The cassette cover has a colour photograph o f 

aa tear shaped patch o f blood (which is the shape o f the island of Sri Lanka) on some soil, with a single white-

petall frangipani flower is placed beside it {the Buddhist monk on the back o f the cassette cover is Elle 

'44 The songs on side A are:(l) 'Tharunane Avaclivaw" ("Youths Awaken") by T . M . Jayaratne; (2) "Ekci 
Schalck"Schalck" ("One Soldier") by T .M. Jayaratne and Amarasiri Peris; (3) 'Xjini Aviva Alha Damn" ("Firearm in 
thee Hand") by Ms. Neela Wickremasinghe; (4) "Asipalha Kopuvcn" ("Sword Drawn from the Scabbard") by 
Sanathh Nandasiri; (5) "Damhakola Palune' ("In Jaffna Peninsula") Ms. Malani Bulathsinghala. (6) '\Saranai 
Suranai"Suranai" ("Refuge. Refuge") by Amarasiri Peris. The songs on Side B are: (1) 'Vpunna Maw Bi/nu" 
("Motherlandd of Birth") by Ms. Malani Bulathsinghala; (2) "Ministine Kundec Asa\\r ("People Listen 
Careful ly")) by T .M. Jayaratne; (3) "Nelha Kanduhi Salome' ("Tears Fall from the Eye") by Somathilaka 
Jnyamaha;; (4) "Apulu Epu Bini Angalak Waili' ("We Don 't Want Even an Inch o f Land") by Victor 
Ratnayake;; (5) "Avi Alha Dura" ("Weapons in the Hand") by Amarasiri Peris; (6) "Sinhu Putuw Api Sinha 
Putaw'Putaw' ( "We Are Lion Cubs, We Are Lion Cubs") by Sanath Nandasiri. I have translated literally from the 
originall Sinhala script on the cassette cover in order to give an idea of the song titles. Much o f the discourse of 
'Jaihika'Jaihika ('hinihcinaya' is contained within articles and reports that appear regularly in the Sinhala media. 

' 55 Elle Gunawansa's cassette was produced in cooperation with the Sawsiripava recording studio of the 

Towerr Hall Foundation. The Tower Hall Foundation is a brainchild of the late-president Premadasa. and is 

intendedd to promote indigenous ails and crafts and look after the welfare of artistes. 
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Gunawansa).. Frangipani flowers or Araliva Mal. also known as Temple Flowers (different coloured sweet-

scentedd tropical flowers), are commonly used as offerings in Buddhist temples. In the context of the cassette 

coverr these symbols are an offering to the memory of soldiers who have sacrificed their lives in the defence of 

thee beloved motherland, Lanka. The symbolic message of this image is a Sri Lankan, albeit a Sinhala-

Buddhist,, variation of the blood and soil theme, which is a fuzzy fusion of ethnoreligious political 

identities/identificationn with an ill-defined and parochial ethno-religious 'nationalism". 

Anotherr variation of this theme in Sri Lanka, is sacrifice and martyrology of the LTTE paramilitaries, 

uponn which they intend to construct a 'new' and exclusive state, called Tamil Eelam. Many LTTE liberation 

songss refer often enough to 'rcththum' or blood in the fight for 'the land". The examples I have shown here are 

takenn from the most extreme points of conflicting ethnic 'nationalisms" in contemporary Sri Lanka. Needless 

too say. as in other polities there are other points of view that fall in between these two extreme 'nationalisms', 

whichh leaves some hope for accommodation and compromise. In the opinion of Eric Hobsbawm, 

thee genetic approach to ethnicity is plainly irrelevant, since the crucial base of an ethnic group 
ass a form of social organization is cultural rather than biological...Moreover, the populations 
off  large territorial nation-states are almost invariably too heterogeneous to claim a common 
ethnicityy (Hobsbawm 1991:63). 

Hobsbawmm follows the line of argumentation made by the Norwegian anthropologist Fredrtk Barth (1969) 

whoo has looked at the organisation of ethnic group "boundaries" and their contributions to conflicts through 

thee means of "exclusion devices"" (Giddens 1991:252). General perceptions derived by many Shhalese from 

theirr understandings of the cultural cons mictions of ethnicity invariably differ in content from that of most 

Tamill  perceptions. Here, we must not lose sight of the fact that both 'Sinhala' and 'Tamil' are ««/homogenous 

categories,, which means that within both communities there can be diverse perceptions of the concept of 

ethnicity.. In the Sri Lankan 'ethnic divide' some of the most extreme views are those held by agents of 

politicall  violence (e.g. members of the Sri Lankan armed services and LTTE). This has led to what can be 

termedd 'ethnic cleansing', a phenomenon that re-surfaced in international media reports in relation to political 
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violencee in former Yugoslavia, particularly Bosnia-Hercegovina. Though this term is relatively unfamiliar in 

thee Sri Lankan vocabulary of horror it describes some of the terror that has been inflicted upon Tamil, Sinhala 

andd Muslim civilian populations of the north and east. James Manor who was interviewed on the CNN 

televisionn world news series "Desperate Battles" (30th September 1993) had this to say: "Many of the things 

thatt we see in Bosnia, both the idea of clearing ethnic groups out of territory, so that your ethnic group can 

movee in. and the use of extremes of violence are present in Sri Lanka". However h Sri Lanka, acts of ethnic 

cleansingg have not as yet been carried out in as systematica manner, as for instance in Nazi Germany, Stalinist 

USSR.. Rwanda or former-Yugoslavia. The massacres of Tamil villagers in Tampalagamam allegedly by the 

Srii  Lanka Army and in Kokkaddicholai by members of the STF (police commandos) in the eastern province, 

illustratee a more ad hoc and knee-jerk location-specific approach that reflects the operation of revenge/counter-

revengee mentalities. 

att least 150 civilians, nearly all Tamils, were killed by the Special Task Force (STF) after 13 
STFF personnel had been killed in Kokkaddicholai near Batticaloa on 28 January. The 
Governmentt said 23 of the dead were separatist guerrillas and 13 were STF members, but 
evidencee from eye-witnesses indicated that most of the victims were unarmed Tamil civilians, 
includingg women and children. The government announced an inquiry into the incident but by 
thee end of 1987 it was not clear whether it had been held (Amnesty International, 1988:182). 

Likewise,, paramilitaries of the LTTE in particular have over the years been accused of the killings of Sinhala 

andd Muslim villagers in the North-East and border areas. Another gory example (mentioned in Chapter Two) 

iss that of the Kattankudi massacres, where (alleged) LTTE paramilitaries set up a general purpose machine gun 

(GPMG)) in front of two mosques where Muslims were praying and fired a 250 round belt of ammunition 

inside. . 

Onn 12th July 1990, the LTTE abducted and massacred over 75 Muslims, including women 
andd children', returning to Kattankudi. This was followed by massacres of worshippers in two 
Kattankudii  mosques and villagers in Eravur during the first fortnight of August 1990. More 
thann 250 Muslim civilians were killed in the two incidents (University Teachers for Human 
Rightss 1992:6). 

Thee massacres that have taken place since warfare took off in earnest in Sri Lanka since 1983 and the resultant 
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displacementt of anything between one and two million inhabitants (Tamils. Sinhalese and Muslims) from 

North-easternn theatres of conflict is form of creeping ethnic cleansing, where large areas are being de-

populated.. This means that while certain areas are relatively 'safe', others are 'no go' areas for the respective 

ethnicc communities. The fact that the majority of these killings and forced displacement of inhabitants have 

takenn place in the eastern province - where Muslims and Sinhalese roughly constitute over 60% of the 

populationn and Tamils make up the balance- illustrating the intense rivalry between the Sinhalese and Tamils, 

andd Tamils and Muslims. The practice of ethnic cleansing, like the almost thirty-year conflict in the north and 

east,, reflects fierce competitions that exists among the political élites (i.e. Sinhala politicians in the south, 

leaderss of Tamil paramilitary groups, and political leaders of the Muslim community) for hegemony over 

powerr and resources. As mentioned before, economic factors play a less .spectacular role in the landscape of 

politicall  violence, when compared to aesthetics, semiotics, discourses and rhetoric (i.e. the cognitive and 

affectivee dimensions of culture). By spectacular. I mean that economic factors have less of a visual impact 

(image-wise),, and therefore, do not get a proper grip on the imagination and attention of peode. as opposed to 

thee imagery of situated practices of political violence. However what is interesting is the manner in which 

economicc issues can also be incorporated into cultural constructions of political violence. For example, a 

selectivee representation of (glossy) photographs of burnt out school buildings, office blocks or factories 

providess a visual framework of economic loss, at the local level. Around such a framework, either the state or 

paramilitariess can organise and launch a recruitment drive or justify further military actions. This is a classic 

examplee of '7iuir different cultural constructions of reality affect sociul action" [emphasis added] (Marcus and 

Fischerr 1986:25), in this case, 'economic loss' at the local level. In the context of this ext. social action is 

synonymoussynonymous with political violence. A graphic example from the Sri Lankan case is that of the putschist JVP. 

whichh used a similar kind of tactic in its second insurrection (1987-1990). JVP cadres and sympathisers were 

instructedd to attack economic targets (e.g. tea factories, power pylons, transport services, businesses), so that 
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(hee fall of the government would be hastened through the demonstrations of irate citizens (i.e. those adversely 

affectedd b\ economic disorder) in the streets. In such a scenario, the JVP would be able to capitalise and deal a 

decisivee "final blow*, and thereafter till the "power vacuum'. Initially, these tactics worked and the government 

wass brought to its knees in a matter of months. This initial 'success' was achieved despite of the unpopularity 

thee JVP had earned in some quarters (i.e. for initiating a policy that had disrupted the daily lives of thousands). 

Economicc disruption was at its height in 1989, and many analysts were contemplating the possibility ofa JVP 

Lzovernmentt in the offing. At this point however, the JVP overplayed its hand, possibly with a little help from 

clandestinee units of the government's security forces. The JVP issued another one of its many decrees around 

thiss time (signed by a 'Keerthi Vijayabahu' the alias of the late Saman Piyasiri Fernando, who was the de facto 

headd of the .IVP's paramilitary body the DJV). ordering soldiers to vacate their posts and if not, face the 

consequences. . 

Inn "Ranabima"*  the bulletin of the DJV's combined headquarters of April 21 1989. they stated 
inn a proclamation entitled, "to the relatives of the blood suckers", as follows. 'The hlood 
relativesrelatives of' the hlood .suckers in the Army and Police who engaged in massacring patriots 
shouldshould lake steps to stop this crime immediately. If they do not do so. the patriotic people's 
armedarmed troops will  adopt merciless measures against them (the relatives) as well' [original 
emphasis]]  (Chandraprema 1991:283). 

Sometimee after this 'ultimatum", around August 1989, when tiie JVP re-issued death threats to the families of 

securityy forces personnel in deadly earnest, news reports started circulating that 'the JVP' had attacked and 

killedd family members of soldiers and police. Ostensibly 'for failing to adhere to the orders of the JVP/DJV 

highh command" (i.e. the Joint Commanding Headquarters of the Patriotic People's Armed Troops). The 

resultingg bloodbath, which was a brutal no-holds barred terror versus counter-terror contest, sounded "the 

beginningg of the end" for the JVP (Ibid: 293-298). Soldiers, policemen, airmen and navy personnel, reacted in 

aa most extreme fashion, many in defence of their families. Whole villages of suspected JVP sympathisers were 

wipedd out. especially in the Nortlvwestern. central and southern provinces. 

Fromm August 1989 onwards, reprisal killings against the JVP became a common feature. 
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Bodiess began to appear on the roads everyday. On any given day there were around 25 to 50 

bodiess found dumped on the roadsides. Some of the most spectacular kil l ings were reported 

fromm Kandy. In the Menikhinna-Kundasale area, almost an entire village was wiped out when 

2000 bodies were found after the families of three servicemen (sixteen people in all) had been 

hackedd to death by the JVP. The Menikhinna area was a stronghold o f the Batgam caste and 

thuss the JVP had a great deal o f support. Thus on the night o f September 14. "Ukussa" [i 

t/caiht/caih squad called -Eagle'] swooped down on the area and massacred a large number o f 

villagerss (Ibid: 2%) . 

II wish to digress briefly here, in order to take Chandraprema to task. His close relations with members of the 

securityy establishment enabled him to obtain much of his material and (possibly) to publish it. This is an aspect 

o ff his authorship not disclosed to readers o f his book. However this is rot my main crit icism, it is instead the 

mannerr in which he has allowed his 'closeness' to agents of political violence, to colour some o f his writ ing. It 

iss an essentialist assumption to argue, that because Menikhinna was a stronghold o f the Batgam caste (i.e. low-

caste)) the JVP had a great deal o\' support, a line of reasoning adopted quite often by members of the 

government'ss security forces. 

II would like to conclude this expose of how economic elements drawn into cultural constructions ot 

'reality"" affect political violence, with an eyewitness account. 1 think that a micro-scale description wi l l round 

offf some of the broad strokes delivered by Chandraprema. An eyewitness to some o f the atrocities described 

soo far was a man who had escaped from the clutches of a death squad (after being tortured). I had the 

opportunityy to have an informal discussion with him and he was suffering acutely from PTSD (shivering and 

cryinuu after every sentence). This victim of political violence spoke of dismemberment and defilement of the 

l ivi imm and the dead in the Kandy district (which is in the central province, where Menikhinna-Kundasale is 

situated).. His was a narrative that was removed from the interpretations made by Chandraprema (and myself), 

evenn though he referred to tlie same time and space, and to similar events. An example o f how there can be 

multiplee interpretations o f 'reality", depending on perspectives and circumstances. In the course of our 

discussionn my •informant' remembered the body of a friend of his (kil led allegedly by government death 

squads),, which was found by him in Pilimatalawe. The body had been mutilated in a ritual fashion, with the 
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breastss turned inside out and the genitalia severed and placed on the chest of the corpse. According to my 

•informant'' the dead man had been rather good looking, which was a possible reason (in his eyes), as to why 

thee body was mutilated. 

Moww does ethnicity feature then, in the 'nationalisms" of the Sri Lankan armed services, JVP and 

LITE'11 Sri Lankan Armed Forces - the thousands of killings of Tamil villagers and suspected paramilitaries 

alike,, massacres at Tampalagamam. Kokkaddicholai and elsewhere, in the North-East, as wet] as the thousands 

off (unrecorded) extra-judicial executions of Sinhalese villagers and suspected JVP paramilitaries (carried out 

inn the south between 1987 and 1990). JVP- killings of government personnel (soldiers and civilians alike, 

irrespectivee of ethnicity, though many are Sinhalese), as well as members of other oppositional movements 

(e.g.. trade unions) in the south, who were perceived to be a threat to the hegemony of the JVP. LTTE- the 

innumerablee killings of Muslims (e.g. Kattankudi massacres), Sinhalese and Tamils (i.e. those opposed to the 

hegemonyy and/or authoritarianism of the LTTE), as well as Sri Lankan Armed Forces personnel along the 

'borderr areas' within the North-East, as well as outside. In my opinion, ethnicity per se does not feature when 

stnmdess for power and hegemony are at a peak. In such situations, rhetorical and propaganda constructions 

builtt along 'ethnic' lines, become blurred in the heterogeneity of political alliances, which take place in a mad 

scramblee for power. Thereby, it was possible for Tamil paramilitaries to be employed as mercenaries 

(allegedly)) by senior government ministers of previous regimes like Festus Perera, in order to participate in 

deathh squad operations in the western province against suspected JVP targets. Likewise, the government under 

Premadasaa made a brief but needless to say 'unholy' alliance with the LTTE. This was in order to oust the 

administrationn of the North-East Provincial Council and its disorganised provincial 'police' the Tamil National 

Armyy (TNA) - principally in order to avert the devolution of powers and resources and to take the wind ait of 

thee 'nationalist' sails of the JVP. After the outbreak of hostilities following the ill-fated tête-a-tête between the 

Premadasaa regime and the LTTE, popularly known as the 'Eelam War Two', paramilitaries belonging to the 
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EPDPP and PLOTE have been participating in a support role to the Sri Lankan Government's military, in the 

ongoingg fighting against the LITE. Apart from all these 'non-ethnic' political and military bedfellows, from 

amongg the Tamil paramilitary groups, the EPRLF, PLOTE and ENDLF in particular, have all had fraternal 

relationshipss or (at least) dealings with anti-government Sinhalese activists and paramilitaries in the 'south", at 

onee time or another. The EPRLF with the Vikalpa Kandayama (VK); the PLOTE with (a) the Samajavadi 

JunalhaJunalha Viyupuruvu (SJV), (b) the Nava Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna (WJVP) and (c) (finally) the Janaiha 

VhmiklhiVhmiklhi Peramuna (JVP); and the ENDLF with the NJVP; are all examples of this phenomenon in recent Sri 

Lankann political history (i.e. prior to Eelam War Two). Therefore, to insist on the usage of the hackneyed 

conceptt of ethnicity as an analytical tool in such situations is counter-productive, and in fact, obscures the 

realitiess on the ground, instead of clarifying them. 

Withh regard to 'nationalism', it is ironic to note that while nationalist writings were emancipatory in 

thee face of British Orientalist perceptions of Ceylon and colonial hegemony, ethnic 'nationalists' from the 

majorityy community were unable to escape from aspects of essential ism, which were inherent in the Orientalist 

discoursee opposed by them16. For example the popularised assumption that Sri Lanka was an "undivided 

subject""  with a glorious past, that possessed a "unitary self' and a "singular will" - with no qualification or 

referencee to multiculturalism or a pluralist politico-cultural future. Such essentialist views held and continue to 

holdd dire implications for Sri Lankan interethnic relations. These views can also be seen as a precursor of the 

contemporaryy \htthika Clunlhanaya (JC or nationalist ideology) "school of thought'. 

Jathikaa Chintanaya is a school of thought among local intellectuals which arose as a result of 
thee UNP coming into power in 1977. It can be described as a reaction to the cultural and 
economicc changes taking place in the country as a result of the UNP's "open door" policy. Its 
mainn protagonists are upper-middle class professionals, products of "free education" who are 
generallyy first or second generation migrants from the villages to the towns...they express 
concernn about what they conceive to be the breakdown of traditional mores and customs in an 

166 For a thorough discussion of the shortcomings of Orientalist and nationalist perspectives see Prakash in 
ComparativeComparative Studies in Society and History, 1990:384-391. 
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increasinglyy commercialised society. Writers of this school of thought received a great deal of 
publicityy In the Sinhala press throughout the decade of the eighties. With the new line adopted 
byy the JVP after 1984. there emerged a convergence of interest between the JVP and JC 
protagonists.. At a populist level, the JVP gathered a great deal of strength from JC 
propagandaa in the years between 1984 and 1989. As a social phenomenon, Jathika 
Chintanayaa came to be seen as a reaction of the newly emergent Sinhala-Buddhist 
technocracyy against the entrenched "English educated" bourgeoisie in Colombo 
(Chandrapremaa 1991:1 10). 

Somee writers from this broad tendency have gained many admirers, especially from among sections of 

Sinhala-Buddhistt university students (since the 'demise' of the JVP in early 1990). Nalin de Silva (Ph.D. in 

Mathematicss and ex-Head of the Mathematics Department at the University of Colombo) is one such 

prominentt advocate of a JC 'school of thought'. Among his arguments, many o\' which smack of Sinhala-

Buddhistt centric chauvinism and essentialist assumptions (reminiscent of British Orientalist scholarship), is 

that. . 

theree are no two ethnic groups that have lived in this country for thousands of years. It is only 
thee Sinhala people who have inhabited this island for over a thousand years and who have a 
traditionall  and unbroken culture...The modern Tamil nation with its Tamil national 
consciousnesss is no older than two hundred years. This nation was created as a consequence 
off  British imperialism. There is, for example, no link between today's Tamils and King Elara 
whilee there is a very strong link between King Dutugemunu and the modern Sinhala people 
(quotationn of a translation in Pravada, Volume I. Number 3, February 1992:5). 

•Juthika•Juthika Chinthanava proponents in the line of Nalin de Silva. represent mytho-historical narrative fictions in 

theirr writings as Teal', historical facts. They attempt to authorise these (mis)representations by lending them 

ann authority borne from a continuous, unbroken culture and religious tradition, from past to present. Steven 

Kemperr has this to say in his book. The Presence of (he Past: Chronicles, Politics, and Culture in Sinhala Life 

withh respect to such essentialised notions, some of which refer to a 'nationalism' pertinent to the Sinhala 

people,, that existed a thousand years ago in Sri Lanka. 

|NJalionalistt movements in former colonies often borrow not only technology from the West, 
butt also part of the content, not just the generic form, of nationalist discourse from the 
coloniall  power. My claim is that while nationalist movements use the past falsely, they do not 
usee it arbitrarily...Nationalists make choices, and they make changes. But they do rot make 
themm willy-nill y because culture weighs on the people who create ideologies as much as on 
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thee people who are later moved by them...l do not believe that there was "nationalism" as 
suchh in Sri Lanka a thousand years before the rise of the nation-state in the New World and 
Europe,, but something - whether one calls it a set of identities, beliefs, or practices, a 
discourse,, a relationship between the king and his clerics -was there, ready to be transformed. 
Too argue otherwise is to imagine nationalism in a place such as Sri Lanka being delivered 
full-crownn into the world by the nineteenth century. The historical issue is the transformation 
off past practice and the way living actors make use of these practices. As an anthropologist. I 
approachh that transformation by emphasizing that the function of beliefs and practices is 
interpretive,, not generative (Kemper 1991:9,17). 

Thee chequered history of political conflict between the state's armed forces and Tamil paramilitaries illustrates 

thatt such forms of 'nationalist' discourse (as described above) have fuelled inter-ethnic tensions, and 

encouragedd political violence as an option. Political violence as an option is in opposition to dialogue. 

accommodation,, reconciliation, compromise and pluralistic futures. Another aspect of political conflict in Sri 

Lanka,, has been the influence and rhetoric of 'Marxist' dominated political agendas. Here, the use of political 

violencee as a 'tool' in the capture of state power is theorised and justified. On the level of pracice, mutations 

off Guevarist Focismo in combination with Maoist-strategies for revolution, were strategies that were adopted 

byy some strategists of anti-government paramilitary groups - especially in the 1971 JVP insurrection. 

Chandrapremaa illustrates this influence of'Marxist' agendas, through his discussion of a particular strand of 

thinkingg advocated by "JC ideologue" Gunadasa Amarasekera in the 1980s. Chandraprema tends to 

homogenisee "the JC ideologues", while there are at least three somewhat distinct though inter-related strands 

too this 'school of thought' and essentializes what is referred to as 'the existing reality in Sri Lanka', when in 

factt there are multiple 'realities* in operation. 

Thee most crucial point of convergence between Jathika Chintanaya and the JVP was on the^ 
questionn of opposition to the open economic policy of the UNP. JC opposes the system of 
privatee property on the grounds that a society based on humanistic principals can never be 
buii it on the framework of the capitalist system.„Since capitalism came from outside, the 
weaponn which destroys it also will come from outside. That weapon is Marxism. But 
Marxismm should be adapted to local conditions. Socialist economics exerted an attraction for 
thee iC ideologues because it came close to their notions of Buddhistic simplicity 
"Alpechchathavaya"" in its emphasis on utility, frugality and equal distribution...Another 
importantt idea shared by the JVP and JC is the emphasis on organising Sinhala Buddhist rural 
vouthh to the exclusion of other sections of society...Amarasekera's attempt here can be 
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describedd as an effort to bring Marxist thinking into line with the existing reality in Sri Lanka 
wheree the most vigorous, ambitious and forward looking social forces have got concentrated 
inn the rural and urban lower-middle classes" (Chandraprema 1991:112-1 14). 

'National'' identity has a 'history', which is best analysed as an ideology. Such ideologies like for example 

extremee variations of 'Jathika Cliinthanaya" and the LTTE's narrow worldview. can become 'ends in 

themselves""  and lead to culturally accepted forms of xenophobia and chauvinism. The ideological inhibitions 

off  'hate' and "fear' (for a demonised 'other'), which form part of a socially organised 'syndrome of fear' can 

evenn act as a spur to war and jingoism. 

Howeverr to counterbalance these extreme 'nationalisms' are the moderates on all sides, who do have 

theirr work cut out. Nationalism is a double-edged political force, which has to be reckoned with. On the one 

handd it can lead to emancipation and on the other hand this 'emancipation' can be to the detriment and 

oppressionn of 'other (ethnic) nationalisms' - especially if these are 'minority (ethnic) nationalisms". At a 

conceptuall  level, nationalism is a 'force' like ethnicity, which remains rather ambiguous. Peter Alter argues 

thatt this is due to the "plethora of phenomena which may be subsumed under the term 'nationalism'...in the 

present-dayy vocabulary of political and analytical thought" (Alter 1991:4). This ambiguity or ambivalence. 

makess it difficult to make a precise definition of the term 'nationalism' and it remains, at least in this text, an 

'unresolved'' concept like that of'reality'. In this context, both 'nationalism' and ethnicity are not very helpful 

ass analytical concepts and represent rather exclusive or stereotypical images of social 'realities' limited to 

iirandd narratives, which tend to overlook grey or 'in-between' areas. In Homi Bhabha's eyes, "the nation, as a 

formm of cultural elaboration (in the Gramscian sense), is an agency of ambivalent narration that holds culture 

att its most productive position" (Bhabha 1991:3). 

Inn other words, elaboration is a great part of the social web of which George Eliot spoke in 
herr late novels. Gramsci's insight is to have recognized that subordination, fracturing, 
diffusing,, reproducing, as much as producing, creating, forcing, guiding, are all necessary 
partss of elaboration (Said 1991:171). 

Edwardd Said when questioned about nationalism, on a BBC World Service radio programme in 1993 
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remarkedd that "al l nations are like lungs, they should be able to breathe in and out". Meaning that in the 

contemporary,, post-Cold War context, nationhood should take on a cosmopolitan, flexible and more 

accommodatingg attitude to include all entities and identities. It is when national identity is essentialised, 

homogenisedd and restricted, that the "lungs" that Said refers to. become constricted and the air inside, stale. It 

iss this artificial homogenisation of national identity, which has been referred to elsewhere, by scholars like 

Benedictt Anderson, as a national identity being 'imagined' (Anderson 1991). In actual fact, given the 

ambivalence,, fluctuation and constant ebb and flow o f events and political alliances, there is a good chance 

thatt at least some o f the differences or distinctions, between representations and multiple 'realities' on the 

ground,, become blurred and less fixed on the long term. As in the case of the communities caught up in the 

politicall conflict in Sri Lanka. 

Politicall violence has inexorably come to the forefront in Sri Lankan political, social and cultural l i fe-

particularlyy since the bloody failure of the JVP's first insurrection in Apr i l 1971. Almost as i f taking o f f from 

thee point where the JVP left off. the embryonic Tamil national liberation groups created a slow but gathering 

momentumm of action politics in the early 1970s. This has ultimately led to the supremacy of the Liberation 

Tiiierss o f Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and its de facto control over the northern Jaffna peninsula and surrounding 

areas17.. The T igers" as they are popularly known, have also built up a reputation and image o f being one o f 

thee most successful and ruthless paramilitary organisations in operation in to date. In the forefront of this 

imagee lias been the LTTE*s hitherto amazing success in 'suicide operations*, particularly in the assassination 

off prominent political actors who oppose their hegemony and more generally, in taking out fortified military 

encampmentss belonging the government of Sri Lanka. The LTTE has upped the tempo on a number o f 

177 [ wi l l not deal with the historical continuities and change surrounding these paramilitary gtoups, as such 

workk has been carried out extensively elsewhere. See for example- The Broken Palmyra: The Tamil Crisis in 

SriSri Lanka - An Inside Account by Hoole. Somasundaram, Sritharan and Thiranagama (1990). and 

miscellaneouss publications o f the University Teachers for Human Rights (ITIIR) - Jaffna (I990a,b.c. 

I99!a.b.c.. 1992. 1993. 1994). 
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occasions.. For example, from around 19 tn Apri l 1995 when the L I T E allegedly used a limited stock of 

Americann made Stinger shoulder IIred surface to air missiles (Afghan war surplus) against Sri Lankan Air 

Forcee tanzets (for the first time). Other more common tactics have been successfully executing a number of 

well-plannedd skirmishes and assaults by land and sea against the Sri Lanka Army (SLA). Police and Navy 

(SLN)) respectively. 

Thee JVP for its part unleashed a second round of bloodletting and political terror from 1987 to early 

19900 - where, the armed services of the government o f Sri Lanka won a bloody military victory (allegedly 

massacringg all and sundry in the process). However as previously noted, in this text. I wi l l limit myself 

primarilvv to the analysis and discussion o f relations between political violence and Tamil separatist 

nationalism.. The reasons for my decision are twofold. Firstly, the main focus of this volume is on Tamil 

separatist-nationalism.. Secondly and more importantly there is great interest and concern regarding: 

.. The breakdown of negotiations between the government of Sri Lanka and the LTTE ( fo l lowing the latter's 

unilaterall resumption of hostilities on 19 tn Apr i l 1995) and continuing hostilities. 

.. And the resumption o f a contentious process o f "jaw-jaw. war-war" in 1999/2000 involving the third-party 

mediationn of the government o f Norway led by Eric Solheim. 

Thereforee it is timely, to examine elements indicative of the make-up of an organisation such as the L T T E - an 

importantt part of which is its separatist-nationalism. My argument here is that in order to understand the 

growthh and endurance of Tamil nationalisms in Sri Lanka, researchers and analysts need to focus on its 

relationss to political violence and the cultivation of political (paramilitary) identities. 

AA concentration on political violence, in particular on pre-emptive and reven^e/cotmter-ievenge 

killingskillings has provided the LTTE the means to its hegemony over the other Tamil national liberation groups and 

thee Tamil people at large. The prominent use o f pre-emptive and revenge killings surfaced during the time ot 

bloodyy intra-Tainil power struggles (mid-1985 onwards), and has been a defining 'principle" in the L ITE 'S 
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militaristt doctrine. Reliance on such political violence also enabled the LTTE to pre-empt the possible 

'revengee of Rajiv Gandhi' as well as blunt the concerted efforts and schemes of the Sri Lankan military 

establishmentt over time. Given the relative success of the LTTE on the long term (mid-1980s to 1995) and that 

att present it typifies the single most important expression of Tamil separatist-nationalism 'at the peak of its 

success'' to most onlookers (within and without Sri Lanka)- I focus much of my attention in the following 

chapterss to the organisation's actions and wider impact. 

Truee enough there are other 'brands' of Tamil Nationalism in operation today. For example the 

collaborationist-nationalismss of paramilitary organisations such as the People's Liberation Organisation of 

Tamill  Edam (PLOTE) and its political wing the Democratic People's Liberation Front (DPLF), the Edam 

People'ss Democratic Party (EPDP). and the Tamil Eelam Liberation Organisation (TELO) - which maintain a 

presencee in parliament and whose cadres tight alongside the Sri Lankan government's military forces against 

thee LTTE. However, the nationalist agenda of these organisations is largely rhetorical and curtailed by their 

closee association to the powerbrokers in Colombo. The Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF) has been 

virtuallyy decimated by the LTTE's assassination programme and yet remains a viable moderate alternative to 

thee LTTE. I lowever, the TULF too is hampered in its nationalist agenda, given the near total hegemony of the 

LTTEE in its traditional stronghold, the Jaffna peninsula. All in all. the LTTE has very definitively set the stage 

andd all other actors in the arena of Tamil Nationalism, have to contend with its agendas. In fact this has been 

thee case especially from around the time when the LTTE attacked the TELO in May 1985 and began a series 

off  internecine battles with rival paramilitaries. All other Tamil nationalist organisations have since 

concentratedd their efforts in 'doing one better' than the 'Tigers' and hopefully being able to capture the 

'imaginationn of the masses' in the process - i.e. being seen to be the 'most successful of all'. And it is precisely 

thiss 'doing one better' competition, which is important for my discussion of the cultivation of political 

identities. . 
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Ass has been discussed thus far. politico-military manoeuvrings for power and battles between 

hegemonic/counter-hegemonicc forces and semiotic displays reflecting this power play in deeply divided 

societiess like Sri Lanka have a decided impact on the minds and bodies of citizens - i.e. at both the mental and 

materiall  planes. And by socialising the domain of culture and linking it to economic development and political 

conflictt between state forces and rebel Tamil paramilitaries, and between Tamil paramilitaries (i.e. intra-Tamil 

internecinee warfare and power struggles), one can discover tremendous intolerance for oppositional points of 

vieww in contemporary Sri Lankan political culture. The manner in which political identities in particular are 

cultivatedcultivated and positioned and re-positioned has a marked impact in this dynamic process. 

Ernestoo Laclau (1994) and others like Ana Maria Alonso (1992) and Stuart Hall (1996) have 

examinedd the notion of identity from interesting perspectives. And linking these analytical approaches with 

speciall  focus on the construction or cultivation of political identities to my discussion of culture, violence and 

powerr here, facilitates closer examination of the specificities of contemporary Sri Lankan political culture (or 

thatt of other deeply divided societies) in the subsequent chapters. In an examination of the question LWlio 

needsneeds identity'' Stuart Hall underscores the tremendous political significance of identity. Hall states that his 

"tangledd and unconctuded argument...demonstrates beyond the shadow of a doubt that the question, and the 

theorization.. of identity is a matter of considerable political significance, and is only likely to be advanced 

whenn both the necessity and the 'impossibility" of identities, and the suturing of the psychic and the discursive 

inn their constitution, are fully and unambiguously acknowledged" (Hail 1996:16). Laclau develops on this 

themee and argues that: 

Inn a post-Cold War world...we are witnessing a proliferation of particularistic political 
identities.. ..[where] all identity -and all social reality - is constructed... If agents were to have 
ann always already defined location in the social structure, the problem of their 
identity...wouldd not arise - or, at most, would be seen as a matter of people discovering or 
recognizingrecognizing their own identity, not of constructing it...If. however, the basic question of the 
sociall  were to be posed at this last level, all social conflict would have to be considered... 
fromm the viewpoint, .of the deconstructuration of the social identities that the conflict would 
bringg about. For if all social conflict were, necessarily, to provoke certain deconstructuration 
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o ff social identities, and i f a conflict-free situation were, now, incompatible with any form o f 

society,, it would follow that any social identity would necessarily entail, as one of its 

dimensions,, construction, and not simply recognition. The key term for understanding this 

processs o f construction is the psychoanalytic category of identification...An important 

consequencee of this distinction between identity and identification is that it introduces a 

constitutivee split in all social identity...if we concentrate on the political dimension of social 

identities...ourr time period is one of increasing awareness o f the political character embedded 

inn the institution of all social identity. The social world presents itself to us, primarily, as a 

sedimentedd ensemble o f social practices accepted at face value, without questioning the 

foundingg acts o f their institution. If the social world, however, is not entirely defined in terms 

o ff repetitive, sedimented practices, it is because the social always overflows the 

institutionalizedd frameworks o f 'society', and because social antagonisms show the inherent 

contingencyy o f those frameworks. Thus a dimension o f construction and creation is inheient 

inn all social practice. The latter does not involve only repetition, but also 

reconstruction...[And]] all political identity requires the vixibilin> o f the acts o f identification 

(thatt is. o f the instituting acts) (Laclau 1994:1-4). 

Fromm a more analytical standpoint Laclau's argument supports my own thinking vis-a-vis the construction o f 

politicall identities among Tamil paramilitaries - where individual identification is an inherent part of the 

cultivationn of collective political identities (e.g. ethnic group or organisational identities) according to a range 

o ff culturally constructed and pseudo-ideological (e.g. Marxist or socialist) criteria. I shall examine this process 

inn ureater detail and from close-in. first-person viewpoints in Chapter Seven when representing a number o f 

selectt Tamil paramilitary narratives. On a related issue Atonso notes that by focusing on the question of how 

rulerule is accomplished, some authors like Corrigan and Saver (1985). Corrigan (1990). Enloe (1989), Hall 

(1986.. 1988) and Scott (1988) have, 

beenn concerned with displacing an essentialist and reified notion o f the state and wi th 
formulatingg an alternative, expanded conception of the political...influenced by Antonio 
GramscTss notion of the state as 'political society + civil society, in other words, hegemony 
protectedd by the armour of coercion,' [Gramsci 1971:263], by Foucault's stress on power's 
'capillaryy forms o f existence.' [Foucault 1980:39], and by the feminist notion of the personal 
ass political. Rather than seeing rule as resting on interdictions, the exercise of power is viewed 
ass product ive- of meanings, truths, bodies, selves, in short, o f forms of doing, knowing, and 
being.. Meaning becomes located in discursive practices produced, contested, and transformed 
inn sociohistorical action rather than in a sui genens scheme of timeless categories. I f 
hegemony,, as Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe argue, is not 'an external relation between 
preconstitutedd social agents, but the very process o f discursive construction o f those agents.' 
[Laclauu and Mouffe 1982:100], then power is central to the production o f identities. Such a 
notionn of hegemony allows the integration o f dimensions of subjectivity such as gender and 
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ethnicityy into analyses of domination and subordination. Class is no longer the privileged 
formm of oppression that must overdetermine all other forms. Gender and ethnicity recover 
theirr specificity as dimensions of discursively and politically organized subjection which are 
keyy to the construction of both the body personal and the body politic (Alonso 1992:404). 

Inn the construction of paramilitary political identities the Tigers' have successfully overpowered their rivals 

andd established their hegemony over the Tamil polity, through a combination of brute force and a sophisticated 

offensivee aimed at the capture and control of cultural space, and the means of its production. And the (ethno 

chauvinist)) political identity cultivated by the 'Tigers' is maintained at the expense of all other forms of Tamil 

paramilitaryy nationalisms (e.g. collaborationist-nationalism) and in opposition to the hegemony of the Sri 

Lankann state and the majority Sinhalese through culture-specific situated practices of political violence. 
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CHAPTERR SIX 

'COMBATT MODE'. MIMESIS AND HATREDi 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva a 

Iff  we believe in absurdities, we shall commit atrocities (Voltaire). 

OursOurs is a national liberation struggle, a struggle for freedom to shape our political destiny, a 
strugglestruggle waged with courage, heroism and sacrifice, a struggle soaked in blood and tears, a 
strugglestruggle built on the ashes of several thousands of martyrs (Political Committee of the LTTE 
inn Seevaratnam I989:v). 

Thee Tigers' history, their theoretical vacuum, lack of political creativity, intolerance and 
fanaticall  dedication will be the ultimate cause of their own break up. The legendary Tigers 
wil ll  go to their demise with their legends smeared with the blood and tears of victims of their 
ownn misdoings. A new Tiger will not emerge from their ashes. Only by breaking with this 
wholee history and its dominant ideology, can a new liberating outlook be born (Rajani 
Thiranagamaa in The Broken Palmyra)/ 

wee may say that anger is an emotion, whereas hatred must be classified as a sentiment - an 
enduringg organization of aggressive impulses toward a person or toward a class of persons. 
Sincee it is composed of habitual bitter feeling and accusatory thought, it constitutes a stubborn 
structuree in the mental-emotional life of the individual. By its very nature hatred is 
extropunitive,, which means that the hater is sure that the fault lies in the object of his ]sic] 
hate(Allportt 1992:31). 

Onn Saturday, 23r d July 1983 there was an ambush on the Palaly road, in the northern Jaffna Pen'nsula town of 

Thirunelvelii  in the far north of the island of Sri Lanka. The attack was carried out by Tamil paramilitaries of 

thee LTTE. The target was a detachment of Sinhala soldiers travelling by truck, who belonged to the First 

Battalionn of the Sri Lanka Light Infantry (SLLI) regiment of the Sri Lanka Army (SLA). The overwhelming 

11 1 would iike to thank Patrick Maume and Sydney Elliott for their helpful comments with regard to the 

casee of Northern Ireland. 

22 Dr. Rajani Thiranagama, was a former member of the LTTE and prominent member of University Teacher's 
forr Human Rights (Jaffna), as well as a senior member of staff of the Jaffna Medical Faculty (with a Ph.D. in 
Anatomyy from University College, London) and well known South Asian feminist. She was murdered by 
LTTEE gunmen - who shot her at close range while she was cycling home from the university- on account of 
herr anti-paramilitary writings and human rights oriented activities. 
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majorityy of the members of the government of Sri Lanka's security forces (i.e. the Army, "Navy, Air Force, 

Policee and Homeguards) are Sinhala. Thirteen soldiers died on that day when an improvised explosive device 

(IED)) was set off. According to popular rumour the bodies of the dead soldiers were dismembered as a 

message/warningg to the Sinhalese. 

Inn the conflict in Sri Lanka, paramilitaries of the LITE use an assortment of modem small arms. Such 

as:: semi-automatic pistols, automatic submachine guns (SMGs), assault rifles, light machineguns (LMGs), 

multipurposee or general-purpose machineguns (MPMGs or GPMGs), heavy machineguns (HMGs), rockef 

propelledd grenade-launchers (RPGs), rocket launchers (RLs), artillery (e.g. multi-calibre mortars, multi-barrel 

rockett launchers or MBRLs and field-guns) to hand grenades and improvised explosive devices (lEDs. which 

(includee explosive 'body-belts' used by suicide-bombers). They also use bayonets, swords, machetes, knives, 

axess or similar sharp instruments that have been used to stab, hack, chop, mutilate and maim victims. On top 

off  this they use to good effect weapons captured from Sri Lankan security forces which include heavy artillery 

andd tanks. The state forces use a similar range of small-arms, artillery (i.e. mortars, howitzers and field-guns), 

lightt armour (i.e. armoured cars and medium tanks), aircraft (i.e. propeller-driven ground attack aircraft, jet 

bombers,, troop carriers and helicopter gunships) and an assortment of naval patrol craft and gunboats. 

Strategicallyy the warfare in the north and east, between state forces and the LTTE is at a stalemate, with a few 

tacticall  gains here and there. The latest fighting, the biggest battle in over a year (according to a Sri Lankan 

defencee ministry spokesman), has been initiated by the army (SLA) with support from the airforce (SLAF) and 

navyy (SLN), and has concentrated around Elephant Pass. The capture of the sprawling base, after only two 

dayss of fighting on 22nd April 2000 by the LTTE is a setback for the government and will strengthen the 

LTTE'ss hand. The Elephant Pass is a narrow causeway, which is a key entry point to territories held by 

governmentt forces, in the northern Jaffna peninsula. The combined forces of the government appear to have 

madee a 'tactical retreat'. And now that there appears to be serious intent on the part of the United States to 
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bolsterr Sri Lankan military capabilities in the "war-war" department, it is hoped that the "jaw-jaw" process 

beingg handled by the third-party mediator Norway will make better headway. 

Inn 1993 there were similar engagements in this region. And then the Sri Lankan armed forces 

advancedd about 13 kilometres inland after heavy fighting and their immediate objective appeared to be Küali, 

aa LTTE naval base, from which it had launched a number of successful sea-borne operations (using fast speed 

boats)) against the SLN. Correspondent Chris Morris, who was interviewed on the BBC world service radio 

programmee "News Hour" (30th September 1993), also reported that Sri Lankan defence ministry sources put 

downn the initial casualty figures as sixty soldiers killed and around twice that number wounded, with 150 

LTTEE paramilitaries killed (with forty bodies recovered by the SLA) and many more wounded. Unofficial 

figuress are much higher of the 1993 fighting and internally displaced persons fleeing from the fighting 

reportedd of casualties among civilians who were caught up in the SLAF's aerial bombing of residential areas. 

Whatt all this carnage boils down to is that despite all the fighting since 1993 the actual amounts of territory 

beingg fought over is relatively small in strategic terms and in fact provide evidence to the stalemate on the 

battlefield. . 

Apartt from the regular weaponry listed above, more unconventional methods - that vary from clubs 

andd sticks to chairs as well as whips (some made out of barbed wire) - are also used to beat or bludgeon 

victims.. Another feature is the burning of victims dead or alive (ri many cases after torture) on a pile of used 

tvress doused with petrol or kerosene (a rarity in the northern peninsula given the acute shortage of fuel oil due 

too an ongoing government embargo). Other situated practices of political violence include the regular use of 

torture,, crueltv and terror by most protagonists, as well as dismemberment and mutilation of corpses. Extra-

judiciall  killings carried out by shadowy death squads3 that operated with the sanction of previous regimes in 

33 The best known of these death squads, were the 'Black Cats*. One of the second highest ranking police 
officerss Udugampola (Deputy Inspector General of Police - retired), has made public statements in writing and 
onn video to the international and local press, leaders of the opposition, heads of foreign embassies and the 
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i iovemmentt were a common fate of the missing. Clandestine (and public) executions do not differ when it 

comess to anti-state paramilitary forces, be it the Tamil "Tigers' in the North-East or the campaign o f terror 

mountedd during 1987-1990 period by the (predominantly Sinhala) JVP in the southern, central and western 

provinces. . 

Thee opening paragraph of this chapter deals with a very important ambush in the history of Sri 

Lanka'ss political violence. This ambush set the stage, in a manner o f speaking, for the worst inter-ethnic riots 

everr witnessed. As mentioned previously, stories and narratives in the form of rumours, play a large part in the 

normativee spread of violence at the level o f popular culture. An infamous example o f its effects are the events 

thatt took place in the days prior to and on 'Black Friday* (29th July 1983). These events, referred to as inter-

ethnicc riots, are situated practices o f political violence. Anthony Giddens defines a riot as " A n outbreak of 

illegall violence, directed against persons, property or both" Giddens 1991:748). The riots o f July 1983 

providedd a justification at the time, for Sinhalese mobs to wreak havoc on their Tamil fellow-citizens. I walked 

thee streets o f Colombo on the first day of rioting, when arson and murder was intense (i.e. after managng to 

gett Tamil office-mates to secure lodgings through rampaging mobs in safety). Given the scale o f violence and 

thee lack o f any law enforcement - confirmed by a senior Tamil police officer who said that he had instructions 

fromm the ' top ' to remain confined to the premises of his police station [Personal field-notes July 1983] - it is 

clearr that there was a tacit, though never adequately proved, hand of the then government in giving the 'go 

ahead'' The mob violence had an organised component reported by many witnesses. In my area, local 

memberss o f the then ruling United National Party (UNP) led the mob with a voters list, identifying and 

attackingg practically every Tamil house in the neighbourhood. In some rare cases, the houses o f the friends o f 

thee rioters were left untouched The political fallout o f this catastrophic phenomenon was that it swelled the 

president,, alleging the involvement o f senior police officers in the activities o f the 'Black Cats'. Udugampola 

himselff was until his 'retirement' the spearhead in the government's fight against the JVP, and a largenumber 

off extra-judicial killings are personally attributed to him. 
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rankss of the Tamil paramilitary organisations, from among the thousands of alienated and vengeful Tamil 

youths,, who had lost family, friends, property, jobs and schools (many books were burned during the rioting), 

andd become refugees or internally displaced persons in the space of a week. In the aftermath of the riots, 

recruitingg was at its height in the refugee camps in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu, substantially 

strengtheningg the paramilitary groups. After the Thirunelveli ambush political violence was never the same, it 

tookk a qualitative leap in intensity and technological sophistication (partly due to the covert involvement of 

India),, which has led to the present state of affairs. 

EfficacyEfficacy of the Comhut Mode ' 

Thiss Chapter is an attempt to discuss the phenomena of emotion and cognition and the impact of such 

phenomenaa on forms of organisation and political violence. The discussion is placed within the context of the 

contemporaryy conflict in Sri Lanka, and focused on the organisational entity of the Tamil Tigers'. The 

analyticall  categories of affect and of cognition (as binary opposites) are employed in social psychology, 

psychologicall  anthropology and the anthropology of emotion for a long time now. From the mid-1970s on, 

theree was an increasing interest in the role of the emotional, in personal and social life, in anthropology, 

psychology,, sociology, philosophy, history and feminist studies (Littz and White 1986:405, Epstein 

1992:5.249.. Bock 1988:201 )4. 

Thee use of constructed binary oppositions by social scientists has, in general, failed to throw new light 

onn the variety of subject matter being analysed. This rather conventional method of analysis is a residual 

elementt of enlightenment thinking, where arbitrary and artificial dichotomies, vis-a-vis mind/body, 

44 Examples of relevant studies on emotion (on the basis of discipline) are as follows: Anthropology - Bock 
(1988),, Eckman (1973), Epstein (1992), Lutz (1988), Lutz and White (1986), Solomon (1978). Psychology -
Averilll  (1982), Clark (1992), Izard (1977), Mandler (1984), Plutchik and Kellerman (1980). Sociology -
Hochschildd (1983). Kemper (1978). Philosophy - Roily (1980), Solomon (1976). History - Stone (1977). 
FeministFeminist Studies - Smith-Rosenberg (1975). 
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spirit/marter,, reason/emotion, etc.. are pursued. Its weakness is that social, cultural or other realities are much 

moree complex than can be viewed or understood from a twofold point of view. More attention wi l l be given to 

thiss matter in the section that covers theory. 

Despitee my misgivings vis-a-vis this mode of analysis, the importance o f the affect-cognition debate 

withinn social psychology, psychological anthropology and the anthropology o f emotions (as wel l as the 

commonn usage of these two categories in the general literature), obliges me to look at this particular debate at 

greaterr length. In this process, I wi l l also attempt to br i ig out some of the heterogeneity of violent 

representationss in Sri Lanka, which wi l l not be adequately highlighted through a discussion primarily in 

relationn to these two categories. 

Firstt of all. by phenomena o f cognition. 1 refer to all those conceptions and values, categories and 

distinctions,, frameworks o f ideas and systems of belief through which human beings construe their world and 

renderr it orderly and meaningful. It thus covers a whole range of mental phenomena, high and low, elaborated 

andd unarticulated, so that philosophies, sciences and theologies are included alongside traditional cosmologies, 

folkk prejudices and 'plain common sense'. This also involves normative schemes o f taste, fashion, manners, 

andd etiquette, as well as the developed systems o f ethics, justice, and morality. These 'mentalities" or ways of 

thinkingg are. in turn, closely linked to ways of feeling and sensibilities.5 

Withh regard to the T a m i l Tigers' I argue \\\3\ socially constructed sensibilities" and mentalities' have 

hadd a significant impact on the specificities o f their organisational form, and concomitant actions o f political 

violence.. The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) as they officially refer to themselves, have achieved 

55 David Garland uses the same formulation of the categories o f cognition and of emotion to define the concept 

off culture (Garland 1991:195) and I have borrowed extensively from him. 

66 Also referred to in the literature as phenomena of affect or of emotion. 

77 Also referred to in the literature as phenomena of cognition. 
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internationall notoriety and a reputation for being one of the most efficient and ruthless paramilitary 

organisationss in operation in the 1990s. In this paper I will examine the veracity of their reputation for 

efficiency.. Here, organisation is an important category, which needs to be examined, for it is the cornerstone 

uponn which the 'Tamil Tigers' have achieved their international notoriety and fearsome reputation. 

Itt is apparent that the international media and various institutions of power (international, regional and 

local)) have a great deal of admiration (sometimes grudging) for efficient organisations, especially in the 

contextt of warfare and political violence. We are constantly bombarded by editorials, reports and analyses, 

whichh extol the merits and virtues of good organisation, whenever there are reports of successful military 

actions,, for example in relation to the Persian Gulf War. The dangers of good organisation are also expounded 

inn the context of what is labelled 'terrorist violence', for example in relation to the Provisional irishRepublican 

Armyy (PIRA) bombings in London. So much kudos is involved in good/efficient organisation that when for 

instancee the PIRA carries out a successful operation in London, the media critique is directed at the 

disorganisation/inefficiencydisorganisation/inefficiency o\'ihe Anti-Terrorist Squad, MI5, Scotland Yard, etc. 

Therefore,, an analysis of the reputedly efficient and well-organised Tamil Tigers' will, in my opinion, 

shedd some light and reveal other aspects of organisational 'success' which are not heralded or championed. 

Further,, given the turbulent worldwide scenario in the post-cold war era and the many ethnic, national and 

regionall conflicts, a discussion of organisation and political violence is very topical. However, prior to a 

descriptivee representation and analysis of the organisational phenomenon of the Tamil Tigers', it is necessary 

too survey the theoretical landscape with regard to such issues as organisation, political violence, and 

phenomenaa of emotion and of cognition. 

Garethh Morgan presents an interesting approach that deals with metaphors of organisation - as 

machines,, organisms, brains, cultures, political systems, psychic prisons, flux and transformation, and 

instrumentss of domination (Morgan 1986). Morgan highlights the strengths and limitations of'each metaphor 
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andd presents the case for organisation as a way of thinking. However, on the level of practical application, 

Morgan'ss theoretical observations are rather inadequate. In this paper I concentrate on the metaphor of 

organisationn as psychic prisons in a somewhat different fashion. That is 1 deviate from the largely management 

orientedd perspective of Morgan and discuss the entrapment of the 'Tamil Tigers', within their organisational 

methodss and societal constructions. 

Henryy Mintzberg puts forward the idea that humans inhabit a 'strange world of organizations' (1992). 

II  lis approach is similar to that of Morgan, but more practical. Mintzberg does away with the notion of order as 

ann automatic process, and organisation is viewed as processes of ordering, iitegrated efforts of systemisation, 

andd processes of structuration. He also looks at the loss of these processes of ordering, systemisation. and 

structuration,, due to ineffectiveness brought about through over efficiency. 

Inn the context of the contemporary civil war in Sri Lanka, if organisation is interpreted as processes of 

ordering,, we find that ordering is constructed, from different and opposing sides, where it is simultaneously 

imposedd and counter-imposed. In other words, the Sri Lankan state and its military attempt to impose a process 

off  ordering upon the minority Tamil community. Likewise, political groups from within the Tamil ethnic 

communityy counter-impose their notions of ordering. Both these heterogeneous blocs perceive or allege that 

theirr actions are carried out in the best interests of the community they represent. More often than not the two 

communitiess find out to their detriment that self-interest is the prime motive for the imposition and counter-

impositionn of these processes of ordering. What is also increasingly clear is that these notions of ordering 

withinn and without the majoritarian and minoritarian communities have led to conflicts of interests, and to 

inter-- and intra-communal violence along heterogeneous political lines. 

Inn this chapter, the relationship between organisation and political violence deals with the manner in 

whichh political organisations/groups within and without the majoritarian-ininoritarian divide in Sri Lanka 
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imposee and counter impose their notions of'order', and thereby engage in the chaos8 and carnage of political 

violence.. In social psychology - the manner in which the phenomena of emotion and of cognition interact to 

influencee social understanding, viewpoints, and notions of self and of others- have long been the source of 

controversy.. The central figures in this controversy are Zajonc (1980, 1981, 1984), and Lazarus (1981, 1982. 

1984).. In an article titled: 'Inhibitory Effects of Awareness on Affective Responding: Implications for the 

Affect-Cognitionn Relationship', Robert Bornstein observes that the: 

Discussionn of issues surrounding the affect-cognition relationship is complicated by the fact 
thatt researchers have been unable to delineate universally agreed-upon operational definitions 
off  the terms affect and cognition (Bornstein 1992:235). 

Whilee Zajonc (Ibid) argues that affective responses occur with virtually no-higher level cognitive processing 

off  stimulus content, Lazarus (Ibid) argues that extensive cognitive processing of stimulus invariably precedes 

affectivee responding. More recent work suggests that the affect-cognition relationship is not as simple as 

presentedd by either Zajonc or Lazarus. To highlight this point Bornstein (Ibid: 236) presents 4 examples of 

researchh findings on the affect-cognition relationship, that: 

1.. In certain situations, affective responses occur with minimal cognitive processing of stimulus content (Isen 
andd Diamond 1989). 

2.. Although, at other limes, extensive cognitive processing is required to elicit an emotional response (Safran 
andd Greenberg 1987). 

3.. Complicating the issue, cognitive processes sometimes play a centra! role in determining the nature of an 
affectivee reaction (Marshall and Zimbardo 1979. Maslach 1979, Schachter and Singer 1962). 

4.. While, at other times, affective reactions systematically and predictably influence cognitive responses 
(Khilstromm 1987, Nisbett and Wilson 1977). 

II  am in agreement with Bornstein that: 'The interaction of affective and cognitive processes is complex, subtle, 

difficul tt to study empirically and differs across situation and circumstance" (Bornstein 1992:236). 

Nevertheless.. 1 find that the generally accepted definitions of affect and cognition in the field of social-

psychologyy as presented by him to be rather narrow and unsuitable as an analytical tool, in the discussion of 

88 Look at Mintzberg (1992) on chaos and chaos theory. 
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thee category of political violence in relation to the concept o f organisation^. The weakness o f social 

psychologicall approaches as presented by Bornstein is that affect is limited to simply being a 'quality-assigned 

too a stimulus', which omits a broader formulation o f the linkages between symbol systems and affect (e.g. 

svtnboll svstems as emotional shields)'0. Similarly, the definition of cognition is limited to the internal 

processess o f the self, and thereby omits the broader impact of systems of ideology, culture and societal 

processes.. Conventional psychologists have this tendency to look at emotions in isolation from the social f ield, 

whichh leads in Lutz's view (Lutz 1988:212) to an emphasis on emotions as singular events situafcd within the 

individuall rather than as emotional exchanges between individuals (or for that matter, between groups or 

organisedd units of individuals). There is also the added weakness o f causal over-determination and totalizing 

assumptionss presented by psychologists. 

A .L .. Epstein (1992) adds a new dimension to the study o f emotion from an anthropological 

perspective.. He tends to borrow heavily from the work o f the theoretical psychologist Silvan S. Tomkins 

(1962,, 1963, 1981 and 1984). In the process. Epst in argues in an anti-cultural relativist vein, against the 

positionss o f the constructionists' ' (e.g. Armon-Jones 1986, Harre 1986a,b, Lutz and White 1986, Lutz 1988). 

Inn defence of Tomkins against a social constructionist critique by Lutz (1988:66). Epstein highlights the 

fol lowing: : 

99 Bornstein (1992:236) illustrates the general framework used by many researchers in social psychology vis-a-

viss affect and cognition, with a twofold definition o f affect: " [A] f fect may be viewed as a quality-valence-

assignedd to a stimulus...affect may also be viewed as a feeling state that people experience, such as happiness 

orr sadness" (Isen and Diamond 1989:125); and a single definition of cognition as "a series o f internal 

processess involved in acquiring, storing, transforming and retrieving information" (Branscombe 1988:3). 

' 00 Peter L. Berger for instance, argues that symbol systems provide a "shield against terror" (Bsrger 1967:22). 

Davidd I. Kertzer adds weight to this argument by declaring that in order to understand political processes, it is 

necessaryy to understand how the symbolic enters politics, how politics is then expressed through symbolism, 

howw political actors consciously and unconsciously manipulate symbols, and how this symbolic dimension 

relatess to the materia! bases of political power (Kertzer 1988:2-3). 

' '' This term refers to "an emerging new paradigm within psychology and other areas o f human science: social 

constructionism"" (Epstein 1992:249). 
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Tomm kins defines the affects in terms of muscular and glandular responses located in the face 
butt also distributed widely throughout the body...processes that provide, as it were, the 
underpinningss for the primary building blocks of an enormously complex system in which 
neurophysiology,, expression, and phenomenology, as well as language, all have an 
acknowledgedd role..The need for flexibility, if the affects are to achieve their communicative 
function,, is exemplified most clearly by his concept of central assembly which. ...allows the 
affects,, memory, perception, and thought, as welt as the components of the nervous system, to 
combinee in varying and complex ways in response to the needs of an ever-changing internal 
andd external environment (Epstein 1992:250-251). 

Epstein,, a la Tomkins, presents a novel approach that avoids a simplistic and dichotomous view of the 

relationss of mind/body and reason/emotion. This approach combines elements from neurology12, psychology, 

phenomenology133 and linguistics. There are, however, other elements that can be worked into this approach to 

furtherr broaden its scope. For instance, the impact of cultural and symbolic systems is marginally presented in 

thee approach advocated by Epstein. This is a reflection of his anti-cultural relativistic bias. From my 

experiencee in the combat zones in Sri Lanka, cultural images, symbols and rhetoric play an important role in 

thee orientation of emotional responses in crisis situations. 

Forr example, if we examine elements from a neurological standpoint, we know that the brain is not 

separatee from the neural system. In very general terms, sadness is registered physiologically through the neural 

networkss (e.g. brain-spinal cord-muscles) to the tear ducts. Likewise, anger is registered through the neurai 

networkss to the heart, and then to the arms and fists. However, emotion is not registered mechanically, and the 

conditioningg to one's immediate environment and socio-cultural context (which includes language, religion, 

andd other reference points), plays an important role vis-a-vis emotional expression/response. To highlight this 

point,, let us imagine a person incarcerated in a cell with no windows or light. After some time this person 

becomess disoriented, due to a lack of familiar (i.e. social and cultural) reference points. This disorientation of 

' -- That is the manner in which the brain and the neural system, operates. Epstein incorporates neurological 
elementss in his approach in a non-biologically deterministic fashion. 

133 Philosophical studies (based on Edmund Husser!) which are concerned with the experiences of the self. 
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thee black and unfamiliar void is heightened in the context of solitary confinement. Such disorientation, which 

makess one lose sight of familiar sights, smells, sounds, objects and knowledge, enables interrogators (in this 

hypotheticall  instance) to intimidate and break down the resistance of the person concerned. In other words, the 

humann person, who constitutes the contested space in our example, is subjected to a myriad of emotions, 

whichh involve shock, disorientation, fear, terror, subjugation, and finally control. What I mean by social and 

culturall  reference points, are the familiar objects and knowledge, which enables a person to have a sense of 

being.. For example, a window allows one to tell what time of day it is and to calculate the passing of time. 

Similarly,, light conveys a sense of warmth and security {as with light of day, which can of course be reversed 

whenn caught in the glare of an interrogator's spotlight)14. An extremely important (if not the most) cultural 

referencee point is the possibility to converse freely with other human beings. Solitary confinement denies this, 

whichh makes this form of incarceration the most difficult and damaging to the prisoner. Interrogators usethis 

methodd to deny the prisoner any right to have a sense of exactly who he or she is and thereby relegate this 

personn to a sub-human realm of existence. My point in this illustration is to argue, that while neurophysiology 

playss a role, people need social and cultural reference points in order to express/respond emotionally and to 

havee a sense of being! 5. This sense of need is exacerbated in the case of the prisoner (especially in a conflict 

situation),, who is denied all human rights. 

Whilee this may be the case, emotion terms such as sadness, anger, shock, fear, terror, etc. pose 

methodologicall  problems, which are not confined to the differences between lexicons and inconsistent 

definitions.. That is. even within a single given social, cultural and linguistic context, there are a myriad of 

144 At the moment of interrogation the glare of the spotlight can be a combination of piercing, cruel, harsh, 
blinding,, desolate, frightening, etc, for the prisoner. 

!55 | tend to agree with many of the positions of the social constructionists. However, I also take into serious 
considerationn their limitations, as well as the other elements (i.e. neurophysiology, etc.) that must be taken into 
account,, as highlighted by Epstein. 
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meaningss and expressions to each emotion term such as sadness, anger, shock, tear or terror. Further, these 

emotionss do not occur in isolation, but in a continuous process or cascade. At present, research has not 

developedd sufficiently in order to analyse such complexities. The divisions deployed in analysis function to 

highlightt differences, which in actuality do not exist as singular events. An awareness o f the limitations and 

difficultiess facing research, however, is a first step towards further progress. 

Thus,, the approach that Epstein advocates has in fact encouraged and challenged new approaches that 

mustt continuously strive to expand their boundaries. While this is not the aim o f this particular paper, it allows 

uss to understand the limits o f binary thinking, as well as the present boundaries o f more complex and 

necessarilyy multidisciplinary approaches. I move now to a discussion o f the 'Tamil Tigers' and some o f the 

heterogeneityy o f violent representations in Sri Lanka, which escape the ambit of emotive and cognitive issues. 

II have presented a broader interpretation o f cognition a la Garland that incorporates all conceptions and values, 

categoriess and distinctions, frameworks o f ideas and systems of belief which human beings use to construe 

theirr world and render it orderly and meaningful. Being orderly and meaningful, therefore, is assumed to be o f 

extremee importance. This is very true in the case of paramilitary organisations. In the current civil war in Sri 

Lanka,, the most successful paramilitary organisation is the Tam i l Tigers" and the key to their success is 

efficientt organisation. Therefore, while acknowledging that the interaction o f affective and cognitive processes 

iss complex, subtle and differs across situation and circumstance (as noted by Bornstein 1992:236). it is o f 

interestt to scholars in the fields of ethnic/national conflicts and South Asia studies specialists, to look more 

closelyy at the organisational success of the T i g e r s ' ' 6 and its impact on the broader issue o f political violence 

inn the Sri Lankan embroglio. 

II hypothesise that in the process o f construing their world orderly and meaningful, the T igers ' 

manipulatee or attempt to manipulate phenomena o f cognition and of emotion to their advantage, konically in 

' 66 That is. the manner in which the T igers ' construe their world to be orderly and meaningful. 
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thiss process (where they themselves become entrapped by their own constructions of reality), they create more 

chaos,, carnage and disorder around them. Here, emotion or affect becomes a mobilising force, which enables 

ann inter-relation between cognitions and symbol systems, where symbols and images are institutionalised 

emotions. . 

Thiss process involves the representation and reconstruction of interna! relations within the 

organisationn (i.e. between the leadership and the cadres), and without, where images, symbols and language 

aree used as hiding places and a way of interpreting or mapping the world (e.g. the organisation as the womb). 

Whilee this process has enabled the Tigers' to incur heavy casualties on the battlefield and still continue 

purposefully,, the organisation is unable to transcend the cognitive maps of the world and of reality. The latter 

(themselvess constructed), make the very symbols, which act as emotional shields and provide sustenance, 

becomee barriers through time. In other words, the closure of the mind or thinking within the organisation, 

discountss the possibility of the organisation being caught up in its own web of cognitions, which obstructs the 

organisationn from adapting to different situations. Here, the balance between orcbr as imposed from inside and 

orderingg incentives from outside (e.g. public moral outrage) is disturbed. Therefore the outside then becomes a 

mirrorr image of inside ordering, where agency is denied to the outside world. In such a scenario, the step to 

violencee becomes less burdensome. The same applies to opposing organisations/groups (e.g. the Sri Lankan 

armedd forces and other Tamil paramilitary groups) who engage the 'Tigers' in combat. , 

Inn this process, where representations and reconstructions of internal relations within the organisation 

takee place, communication becomes a "battle' and not a smooth flowing exchange. The high internal control of 

order,, communication and practically every other aspect of human action, within the L ITE and similar 

organisations,, lead to symbolic systems becoming increasingly closed. In my opinion, the Tigers' are trapped 

withinn the 'combat mode' and are uncomfortable, therefore unsuccessful, when operating in other scenarios, 

suchh as in negotiated political settlements, mainstream parliamentary politics, or in a pluralistic democratic 
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climate.. The recent internal struggle within the LTTE (end of 1993 beginning of 1994) and the triumph of its 

supremoo Velupillai Prabhakaran's point of view illustrates this point vividly. 

Thee 'combat mode' within which the Tigers' operate, precludes the application of emotional shields. 

Thee application of emotional shields are made operative through commemorations and celebrations of the dead 

(i.e.. martyred) LTTE paramilitaries. Death and mourning are stage managed by the Tigers' and celebrated in 

thee imagery and language of ritual and symbols. For example, coffins of the dead are ceremonially draped with 

thee LTTE flag and local school bands are press ganged into conducting march-pasts at the head of mourning 

processions.. At the gravesite. salvos of small arms fire form part of the burial ritual' 7. This process also 

involvess the narration and propagation of a mattyrology of the Tigers' (Schalk 1991). And as mentioned 

previously,, commemorative billboards depicting fallen Tiger' heroes and heroines in larger than life colour 

paintings,, "Tiger" insignia and monuments to the dead, notice boards in the centre of Jaffna announcing the 

latestt casualties in battle, poems and songs played out loud in public squares, official LTTE photograph 

albumss dedicated to the martyrs, newspaper and magazine articles, etc, all play a cumulative role in this 

complexx process. 

Inn fact the LTTE's celebration and commemoration of death, its interplay with emotional shields and 

difficultyy in operating without the 'combat mode' is somewhat comparable with Israeli preoccupation with the 

holocaustt and difficulties encountered during open and constructive dialogue with representatives of the 

Palestiniann people. An example of emotional shields becoming operative in Israel was the killin g of six Israeli 

soldierss by the Islamist organisation Hamas18. As a result of this action the centre-left government of the late 

11 7 This burial ritual is somewhat similar to that performed in Northern Ireland by the Provisional IRA for their 

fallenn (e.g. flag, black beret and gloves). 

188 On this occasion, Hamas claimed their actions to be a 'commemoration of the fifth anniversary of the 
Intifada".. This is a cognitive statement that is loaded with emotion, which plays on Palestinian notions of 
justice,, honor and morality, as well as on feelings of outrage and of prejudice. Such a statement by Hamas is a 
populistt attempt at capturing the moral high ground vis-a-vis Palestinian popular opinion in occupied Gaza and 
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Premierr Rabin expelled more than 400 Palestinians allegedly affiliated to Hamas. The Israeli action (a result o f 

thee operation o f emotional shields) possibly jeopardises dialogue and negotiations vis-a-vis the Israeli-Syrian, 

Israeli-Jordanian.. Israeli-Palestinian, and Israeli-Lebanese peace processes. It could also become a public 

relationss disaster for Israel vis-a-vis international opinion. To Israelis supportive o f the actions o f the Rabin 

government,, the expulsions construe their world orderly and meaningful (i.e. by eliminating the chaos and 

disorderr wrought by Hamas). 

Inn the case of the T a m i l Tigers", as well as in the case o f secular and religious organisations in Israel, 

muchh of reality is shaped by meanings and order. Those, in turn are constructed and shaped by images, 

symbolss and language, which construe a one-dimensional worldview. Such an orderly and meaningful 

worldd view in fact functions as a 'psychic prison" (Morgan 1986:199-231). where members and sympathisers 

aree presented with one universal and monolithic truth, beyond the confines o f space and time. In ether words 

thee successful operation of a single consciousness is in fact the triumph o f militarism and fanaticism in the 

namee of" 'l iberation". The cadres of the 'Tamil Tigers' construct their identity in opposition to the other (i.e. 

enemyy stereotype), in accordance with the truth and reality o f the master narrative constructed by the 

organisation'ss hierarchy (as they have no knowledge o f any other). However, there are instances where even 

thee hierarchy of the 'Tigers" cannot control or manipulate reality and truth, and instead become subject to 

them.. A good example being the sense of security the LTTE"s hierarchy derives from the 'combat mode', 

whichh in fact dictates a large part o f their organisational actions. This point is also noted by Morgan, that, 

whilee organizations may be socially constructed realities, these constructions are often 

attributedd an existence and power of their own that allow them to exercise a measure o f 

controll over their creators (Morgan 1986:199). 

thee West Hank. At the expense o f Yasser Arafat's PNA, The success o f Hamas in its endeavor woud be at the 
costt o f the popularity o f the more secular sections of the Palestinian national liberation movement. This is a 
clearr example of an organisation attempting to manipulate phenomena of cognition and o f emotion to its 
advantage. . 
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Whenn operating in a 'combat mode' there is no room for dialogue and dissent within or without. There are 

enemiess everywhere and the only protection is the organisation (i.e. organisation as the womb). A vivid 

examplee of this is the story narrated to me by an ex-LTTE field commander in 1984. We were in a flat on the 

fourteenthh floor of a council housing estate in east London at the time. And during the conversation, this man 

toldd me that "the knife is here", pointing to his throat and said that: "I can walk out (of the window) at any 

time"" (I have nothing to lose). The reason for this he explained was the feeling of bereavement and loss that he 

feltt for leaving the organisation. He said that for him the leader of the 'Tigers'. Velupillai Prabhakaran, was a 

bigg brother whom he had looked up to and the organisation was literally everything to him - father, mother, 

brother,, sister, family. 

Suchh constructions of reality bounded by emotional shields enable the "Tamil Tigers' to function, in 

theirr opinion, efficiently. However from another point of view, it appears that the order imposed by the 'Tamil 

Tigers** upon the civilian population in the north and east of Sri Lanka has created more chaos, carnage and 

disorderr more than anything else. It is apparent that the fanaticism and militarist worldview of the 'Tigers' 

havee enabled them to commit atrocities and gross human rights violations, which have become all too common 

too Sri Lanka and other sites of low intensity warfare/political violence in deeply divided societies. 

Beforee I conclude 1 want to touch upon certain perspectives of violent representations, which were 

omitted,, as they did not fall within the ambit of a discussion on emotive and cognitive issues. For example, a 

moree heterogeneous approach would be to include gender- and history-centred perspectives. I have not 

conductedd extensive research into the gender perspective but I have come across examples in interviews with a 

groupp of ex-LTTE prisoners. The young men with whom I spoke said that they were absolutely terrified of the 

womenn cadres of the "Tigers'. The physical maltreatment meted out by the male cadres were a pale shadow to 

whatt the female cadres did. One. rather common, explanation of this phenomenon is that female cadres have to 

bee more tough, ruthless and less sympathetic (thereby more cruel) in order to compete for status and 
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recognitionn in a traditionally patriarchal context. Another group of interviewees said that women were stronger 

inn coping with the vagaries and extremely adverse conditions of war (i.e. in many instances beirg the 

economic,, moral and emotional mainstays o f their families). 

Similarly,, history too represents an important part o f violent representations. Through a series o f well-

plannedd military strikes carried out from 1985 on, the 'Tigers' were able to 'clearthe f ield' o f other competing 

Tamill paramilitary groups. The history o f this internecine warfare clearly illustrates the undemocratic and 

authoritariann character o f the LTTE as an organisation. This also reflects on the internal kil l ings within the 

organisationn of ex-LTTE cadres being held prisoner in secret locations. 1988 to 1990 saw the weakening o f the 

Tiger"" military strikes against rival paramilitary groups and they were forced to adopt a more defensive, 

survival-orientedd posture. However the anti-Indian perspective of the then new Premadasa regime which 

coupledd with the JVP's attempt to capture state power, enabled the 'Tigers' (who were also anti-Indian) to 

exploitt a brief 'alliance" with the Sri Lankan armed services. Through this marriage-of-convenience, the 

T igers '' completed their plan of militarily "clearing the f ield' o f all rival paramilitary groups19. One group, 

whichh managed to stay 'neutral', by supporting the T igers ' , was subsequently forced to disband and merge 

withh LTTE units. A couple o f months later, the erstwhile allies (i.e. the Sri Lankan Armed Forces and the 

T igers ' )) engaged in a fresh round of hostilities, which have been termed by analysts as the 'Eelam War I I ' . 

Todayy one finds that the Sri Lankan armed forces are fighting the Tigers' , alongside their new allies made up 

fromm remnants of the Tamil paramilitary groups who were 'taken out' o f the north and east by the LTTE. 

II have briefly illustrated above in my discussion o f the efficacy of the 'combat mode' the importance 

off multidisciplinary perspectives, which in fact add to the previous analysis and discussion on emotive and 

cognitivee issues. Other aspects o f equal importance that reflect the heterogeneity o f political violence (which I 

1 99 The majority of which had joined mainstream politics and was running a provincial administration in the 

Northh and East (an achievement of the now defunct Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord o f 1987). 
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havee not touched upon here) involve - children of war. political rape and sexual violence, and domestic 

violencee in the context of civi l war and ethnic conflict. 

MimesisMimesis and the Cultivation of Hatred 

Att a more theoretical level it can be observed that in situations o f ethnic and other identity-based conflicts in 

deeplyy divided societies, essentialised popular cultural images and stereotypes are intertwined with situated 

practicess o f political violence. Here violent actions of state security forces and paramilitaries have an important 

impactt on the local population, which in turn can be channelled into popular violence, as demonstrated by the 

inter-ethnicc riots o f 1983. Situated practices of political violence also involve an interaction between the major 

combatants,, which involves mimesis. In this context Al lan Feldman makes an astute observation on the 

mimesiss o f British state militarism by paramilitary forces in Northern Ireland. 

Thee emergence o f local paramilitary forces presupposed the fragmentation, inversion, and 
internalizationn o f the social rhetoric of populist aggression historically promoted and 
centralizedd by the state. These groups emulated the state's fusion o f repressive and ideological 
apparatusess and implemented programs of somatic regimentation and aggression anticipated 
byy state militarism. Today the mimesis between paramilitary groups and the state is still 
evident,, though it has shifted to the paramilitary emulation of the manner in which violence is 
bureaucratisedd and rationalized by the state's counterinsurgency apparatus (Feldman 
1991:41). . 

Thiss observation is relevant to the case o f Sri Lanka as well . In the early days (1972/73) of the Tamil rebellion 

inn the north and east (during the embryo stage o f the present day Tamil paramilitary groups), the main sources 

off mimesis for paramilitaries was the Sri Lankan police. American action movies and the failed JVP 

insurrectionn o f 1971. By mimesis I do not mean a mere aping (i.e. as a copy, reflection, replica or however else 

onee might wish to refer to it) o\'militarisms (represented by the state, foreign movie moguls or the JVP). 

Instead,, I mean a reproduction which is adapted to suit the particularistic needs of the paramilitaries, what 

Ricoeurr calls "creative imitation" (Ricoeur 1991:138-139). This "creative imitation' enabled the paramilitaries, 

whoo were in the process of organising and gaining knowledge about weaponry, tactics and strategies, to 
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developp their capabilities qualitatively with each new confrontation with the police, as time went by. While 

JVPP experiences, learned from narratives and discussions with JVP prisoners when in custody (together) in 

Jaffnaa prison (in the early 1970s), brought new ideas of confronting and resisting the hegemony of state forces, 

itt had only a marginal effect. The same applies to action movies, which also contributed only to the 

backgroundd experiences of early Tamil paramilitaries. Confrontations with and brutal 'encounters7 at the hands 

off  the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the police, were much more important in their mimetic 

educationall  process, which brutalised and strengthened the young paramilitaries and their organisations at a 

tacticall  level. The Bastianpillai murder was also an important milestone and turning point in this process. This 

policee officer of Tamil ethnic background, with an infamous reputation among the paramilitaries, was 

ambushedd and murdered. This provided a symbolic victory and an example of success, at a time when the 

paramilitariess numbered only a handful, were relatively unknown, and even unpopular. This unpopularity led 

themm to be derogatorily referred to at times as "the boys'1. A nickname and image which stuck for along time. 

Laterr it turned into (our) "boys". The Bastianpillai killin g also served as an example to other Tamils who 

"collaborated'' with the police (and later army) in the government's crackdown on paramilitaries. 

Confessionss drawn from captured paramilitaries and the damage that it caused at an organisational 

levell  led to the innovation of wearing or carrying cyanide capsules. Possibly, the theire of suicide, in certain 

(favourite)) American action movies, also had a mimetic effect here. Interrogations and tortures at the hands of 

thee CID developed the subsequent interrogation techniques and capabilities of Tamil paramilitaries. In those 

davs.. the favoured weapons were a far cry from today's automatic weapons (with high rates of fire), artillery 

andd explosives. The .38 service revolver, the Lee Enfield .303 bolt action ritle (used by the police) and 

shotgunss (used by landowners and agriculturalists) were the most common weapons. The most sophisticated 

weaponss at the time were the Sterling 9mm submachine gun (used by the Police and SLA in 1971 against the 

JVP)) and the Fabrique Nationale Self Loading Rille (SLR) 7.62mm x 51 ritle (used by the SLA. the Indian 
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copyy of which is known as the Ishaporc rifle). However, as ammunition was hard to come by, the standard 

weaponn was the shotgun. In fact one of the methods the JVP used to arm itself was to collect all shotguns 

ownedd by civi l ian agriculturalists, a tactic which was successfully adopted later on by Tamil paramilitaries. 

Earlyy L T T E training manuals give descriptions and diagrams o f these weapons incorporated from early police 

andd army service manuals. Some of the LTTE's early field-commanders that survived the ravages o f war, 

internecinee clashes and time maintained a preference for revolvers over more modern semi-automatic pistols. 

Apparentlyy the image o f Clint Eastwood as "Dir ty Harry" and his .357 magnum, had remained in the 

imaginationss of some o f these veterans. However, Sri Lankan state militarism is not the only source o f 

mimesiss among the Tamil paramilitary groups. Among these groups (here focus is only on the five major 

groups),, there is also a strong influence o f Indian military traditions and ideology. For example, the close 

resemblancee to training and tactics of clandestine warfare, along the lines o f campaign strategy, drawn up by 

Fieldd Marshal Sam Manekshaw and adopted by the Indian Army during the Bangladesh war o f liberation in 

1971.. This process of emulation took place in the early 1980s when India provided clandestine infantry 

trainingg for the Tamil paramilitaries, and thereafter, when the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) got bogged 

downn in skirmishes with the recalcitrant LTTE in the North-East from 1987 to 1990. The EPRLF. EROS, and 

PLOTE,, also had individual commanders and fighters trained by Palestinian paramilitary groups20 (in the 

1970ss and earlv 1980s), who in turn had absorbed and reproduced certain combat strategies and styles o f 

operationn from the Israeli military. A marginal but interesting aspect o f this mimesis, has been the selection 

"iyukku"iyukku paar" or nom de guerre's. where Tamil paramilitaries have adopted names like. "Yasser", "Arafat" , 

andd "Kha l id " . over more run-of-the-mill Tamil names like "Rav i " or even more heroic ones like "Veeran" 

( 'Hero'' or 'Courageous'). Similarly. American action movies have also left their mark, as mentioned earlier. 

- 00 Namely, the official Palestine Liberation Organisation's (PLO) Fatah commanded by the late 'Abu Jihad' 

andd the Popular Front for Liberation o f Palestine (PFLP) led by George Habash. 
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andd names such as "Rainbo" have also come into usage. 

Anotherr important basis of mimesis tor the Tamil paramilitary groups has been the LTTE itself. The 

successess o f the LTTE. which are based on its organisational efficiency, ruthlessness and adherence to strict 

militaristt doctrine have been the source of much debate21 within other less successful paramilitary groups. 

Thee subsequent emulation of the LTTE's terror tactics by 'commando units' o f these groups manifested 

themselvess during the internecine warfare waged against the LTTE from 1987-1990. Here, terror was instilled 

intoo popular social and cultural imaginations o f Tamil people (i.e. those perceived to be supporters and cadres 

o ff the L T T E alike) at the local level, through the display o f tortured, dismembered and disfigured bodies 

(mostlyy o f young men and teenagers). This example illustrates linkages that take place at the level o f popular 

culturee (i.e. in the sense o f folk culture and narratives), between constructions and discourses o f political 

violence.. The imagery and coercive power o f this macabre display is an instance, where a stuated practice of 

politicall violence, develops an ideological form in itself, which has a capacity to overdetermine previously 

heldd ideological affinities, at least momentarily. Feldman notes that this phenomenon is an important factor in 

thee escalation of intercommunal (or inter-ethnic) violence (Feldman 1991:21). Physical acts o f political terror 

thatt display extremely vivid and gory illustrations have a tremendous impact on the establishment and 

reinforcementt o f cultural 'climates' of violence in popular imagination. Through diverse mediums such as 

rumours,, narratives, songs, poems, phone-in news services (aimed particularly at the Tamil Diaspora), videos, 

newspapers,, magazines, political cartoons, billboards, radio and television broadcasts, these situated practices 

o ff political violence add up to represent virtual realities o f the ground situation. The cumulative whole o f this 

dynamicc and quite technologically sophisticated process converts in the case of the LTTE to reflect the virtual 

realityy o f their grand narrative and ultimate political objective o f total hegemony of the Tamil polity. 

Inn relation to mimesis, paramilitary groups among the Sinhalese such as the JVP have imitated some 

2 '' I had the opportunity to be privy to a few of these discussions in the late 1980s. 
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militaryy tactics adopted by Tamil paramilitaries. For example in 1988/89 members trom the PLOTE allegedly 

providedd basic training in southern Sri Lanka for JVP cadres in the use of lEDs in ambushes. However to a 

largee extent the JVP, whose leading military cadres originally served in Sri Lankan government mil itary units, 

imitatedd and at times attempted to magnify the terror tactics of state forces. These 'end products' (which are 

consumedd on a daily basis by captive audiences in societies caught up in political conflict), are viewed in a 

positivee or negative light depending on political preferences and perspectives, over and over again, in various 

shapes,, contours, hues and details. In the absence o f such partisan preferences or perspectives, these audio, 

visuall and textual anthologies o f horror, and memories o f fragmented and fluctuating 'historical ' images, 

createe numbness, helplessness, and/or cynicism, ambivalence, among recipient audiences. It is quite possible 

thatt these audiences constitute a large majority o f the non-combatant civilian population, who are victims of 

politicalpolitical violence, and bear the brunt o f wartime sufferings and pain. This observation is compatible with my 

findings,, through extensive personal discussions and informal interviews with a wide range o f political 

refugees.. Most of these people, fall within, without and in-between boundaries o f stereotypical and 

homogenisedd categories, such as for example, 'the Sinhalese", 'the Tami l ' , and 'the Muslims". Among many 

exiless that I interviewed. I found that memories o f political violence are fixed and frozen, in a time and space 

continuum.. For many, the history o f political violence in Sri Lanka is at a standstill. Therefore, their 

impressionss and reactions correspond to particular historical memories and narratives, which relate quite often 

too a time when they themselves were in Sri Lanka. These exiles in particular, have difficulties in understanding 

thatt situations, representations (i.e. of ideologies, barriers, and alliances), and 'realities', are in flux and change 

constantlyy in time. I accept that it is rather diff icult for certain exiles to accept that their reference points drawn 

fromm memory are flawed and outdated, because it is so much part o f their 'new' identities. They need these 

'new/old '' identities, in order to cope with the contingencies of new 'lealities', far from home. Many o f these 

exiless find safety in reference points o f the past, and therefore, prefer to imagine the 'o ld ' as being 'new' and 
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continuous.. This is a problem that is specific to Diasporic-peoples be they Sri Lankan (Tamil/Sinhala/Muslim). 

Somali.. Palestinian. South African, Bosnian Muslim. Sikh, or any other. Change, i f at all. comes very slowly 

forr many exiles and refugees. For many Diasporic-peoples change is to be resisted, especially because o f its 

initiall unfamiliarity. A current example of this is the resistance of radical Palestinians unci right-wing Israelis, 

too the Israeli-Palestine National Authority (PNA) Peace Accord, who seek comfort in nostalgia politics of the 

past,, a phenomenon which is in transition. 

Thee relational practises o f political violence in Sri Lanka are an unintended consequence o f power 

struggless among social groups. Some cultural codes that have come into being through these relational 

practices,, arc chauvinism and prejudice, which are based on ethnicity, brutalisation, militarism, extreme 

polarisationn along political lines, xenophobia vis-a-vis India, etc. Similarly, struggles for political power 

(whichh is an important goal) have brought about another set o f cultural codes in Sri Lankan society. Prominent 

amongg them, is the revolutionary ideology of focismo and authoritarian styles of politicakleadership (which 

aree embedded in the island's politica! culture). Focismo takes the form of an armed (vanguard) group or foco. 

whichh initiates political violence that is intended to spark of f a revolution or popular insurrection (supported by 

thee working class). The objective and logic of focismo is about the captures state power, which is theorised by 

Regiss Debray (1970). and symbolised, romanticised and textualised by Ernesto 'Che' Guevara (1968a. 1968b). 

Englishh translations o f Guevara's work, were circulating in Sri Lanka around the time of the Apri l 1971 JVP 

insurrection,, and were off icial ly banned as 'subversive literature', by the then United Front centre-left 

governmentt led b\ Ms. Sirimavo Bandaranaike. JVP paramilitaries from this period, through their perceived 

associationn with Guevarist focismo, earned themselves the nickname o f the "Che Guevara" or "Che 

Guevarakaravo"" (i.e. literally the 'Che Guevaristas"), in the popular Sinhala lexicon at that time. Authoritarian 

styless o f political leadership permeate through all hierarchical forms of. social organisation. Prominent 

exampless in Sri Lanka range from, the likes o f former president Junius Richard Jayawardena, late president 
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Ranasinghee Premadasa. and former prime minister Ms. Sirimavo Bandaranaike (who is at present the leader of 

thee parliamentary opposition and symbolic head o f the SLFP). to the LTTE supremo Velnpillai Prabhakaran 

andd the late leader of the JVP, 'Rohana Wijeweera'. 

'Hatred'' and 'revenge' are almost synonymous with many o f the political murders that have taken 

placee in contemporary Sri Lanka and Northern Ireland. However it must be stated from the outset that from 

thee perspective o f the sheer scale of these actions, these two case studies are incomparable, though they 

certainlyy share common elements. For example, in Sri Lanka, inter-ethnic and internecine revenge/counter-

revengee kil l ings run into tens o f thousands, with some daily casualties in the hundreds- e.g. the intra-

Sinhalesee kil l ings (1987-1990) between state forces and the JVP. The same cannot be said o f events in 

Northernn Ireland with a total of approximately 3,300 persons k i l led- despite the existence o f similar intense 

animositiess - i.e. o f wanting to "hurt the enemy' by any means possible. In Northern Ireland, the tit-for-tat 

kil l ingss in South Armagh in the early 1970s is considered an extreme case, where it is alleged that Loyalist 

paramilitariess from the Ulster Defence Association ( U D A ) kil led two Catholic brothers. As an act o f 

counter-revengee it is alleged that the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) or a cover organisation 

carriedd out the "Whi te Cross Massacre" where ten protestant workers were taken o f f a bus and shot 

(Harndenn 1999). Other instances o f localised revenge/counter-revenge kil l ings would be the "Murder 

Tr iangle"" in East Tyrone and North Armagh between the Loyalist, Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) and the 

PIRA.. and the "Murder M i le " in North Belfast (near Ardoyne and North-west Belfast) where 20% of all 

ki l l ingss in the "troubles' took place. 

Inn Sri Lanka, while revenge/counter-revenge killings are more numerous and widespread, in 

Northernn Ireland they are far less numerous and tend to be more localised to areas wha-e Catholics and 

Protestantss live cheek by jowl - which is why specific actions have survived in popular memory through 

lastingg nicknames. In Sri Lanka, brutalisation o f civi l society has been to such an extent that the 'place-
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names"" o f such kil l ings tend to fade with time. Unless, they are particularly gruesome and the bodv count 

high,, or i f there are wel l-known politicians allegedly involved. An example being the "Batalanda ki l l ings" 

wheree forty schoolboys were abducted and kil led, in relation to which the current leader o f the opposition 

Hon.. Ranil Wickremasinghe (who was in government at the time o f the event) appeared before the 

Batalandaa Commission. 

Inn this Chapter. I focus on the 'meanings' attached to or derived from actions related to 'hatred" and 

'revenge'' in locations o f political violence. And in particular, I examine relations between 'hatred* and 

situatedd practices o f 'revenge/counter-revenge* kill ings in Sri Lanka during the period 1980 to 2000. And it 

iss these situated practices o f 'revenge/counter-revenge' kil l ings that are compared occasionally with similar 

practicess in Northern Ireland. Such comparative illustrations are but the tip o f an iceberg and all kinds o f 

'revenge/counter-revenge'' ki l l ings continue to take place within politically cltirged and polarised contexts 

o ff identity and resource-based conflicts in deeply divided societies. Here, I examine such actions in light o f 

internecineinternecine warfare in particular (e.g. intra-ethnic or group strife) - a common feature o f many 

revolutionaryy and/or nationalist struggles. Ironically enough, such warfare is carried out more fiercely in 

manyy cases, than the "business' o f the nationalist war or revolution. 

Inn fact in the Sri Lankan case, up til l maybe the big set piece battles o f the iate 1990s, moreTamil 

paramilitariess and their civi l ian sympathisers or suspected supporters have been kil led or tortured and/or 

incarceratedd by members o f rival organisations during internecine warfare. And in this context, male and 

femalee paramilitaries (which would include teenagers and children) belonging to the LTTE remain 

unsurpassedd as 'successful practitioners'. Conversely, more Sinhalese (civil ians, paramilitaries and 

soldiers)) were kil led in the violent intra-Sinhalese power struggle between the JVP and armed units o f the 

governmentt o f Sri Lanka (1987-1990). And it is the revenge/counter-revenge kil l ings arising out of these 

twoo theatres o f confl ict, which warrant closer scrutiny. In this chapter I focus mainly on the ongoing 
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separatistt war being waged by the LTTE. And rather than simply listing a gory catalogue of tit-for-tat 

killingss for the record (which one can find for example in most Amnesty International or Human Rights 

Watchh publications), I examine the process of cultivating hatred in a deeply divided socety. I identify 

agentss of political violence here as - all members of anti-government (or pro-government) paramilitary 

organisations,, as well as members of death squads and army, navy, airforce and police units, that are linked 

overtlyy or covertly to the state apparatus. 

Thee conflicts in Sri Lanka are ironically enough, portrayed on many an occasion in academic texts 

andd the media, as simply being 'an ethnic conflict' between Sinhalese and Tamils. Similarly, the conflicts in 

Northernn Ireland are portrayed often enough as being 'sectarian*  - i.e. between Protestants and Catholics. 

Suchh oversimplifications ignore much of the complexities and ground realities of each situation. In the Sri 

Lankann case, this point is highlighted by the facts that: 

1.. There have been two major theatres of conflict in Sri Lanka (one ongoing in the predominantly Tamil 

speakingg areas of the north and east and the other in the Sinhala majority areas of the southern, central 

andd western provinces). 

2.. Not to mention, all the internecine and intra-etlmic bloodletting. 

Similarlyy in the Northern Ireland case, revenge/counter-revenge killings involve more than sectarian 

violencee between Republican and Loyalist paramilitaries. A recent spate of tit-for-tat killings was between 

Loyalistt paramilitary groups (1999-2000) - i.e. between the Loyalist Volunteer Force (LVF) and the UVF-

whichh in the past used to be one organisation. Apparently these revenge/counter-revenge killings are part of 

stakingg out territory showing that 'territory can be defended" to avoid disintegration and allegedly involve 

non-politicall  considerations, such as control of lucrative underworld networks and personal vendettas. 

Thesee situated practices of political violence illustrate some of the complexities of the Northern Irish 

context.. Similarly, there have been low-scale internecine clashes in the past between the PIRA and other 
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Republicann paramilitary groups like the Irish National Liberation Army ( INLA) . And bitter feuds among 

variouss I N L A factions in the 1980s led the organisation to tear itself to shreds. The 'spil l-over' effect o f 

whatt has been a low-level index of violence involves kill ings that are simply personal as exemplif ied by 

onee o f the "Shankil l Butchers."1 Bates. Other factors that also need to be considered are htra-organisationa! 

ki l l ingss and punishment beatings o f 'criminal elements' within the support communities o f the respective 

paramilitaryy groups. Defections from the PIRA to splinter groups such as the Continuity IRA and the Real 

IRAA (which are opposed to the now near-paralysed Good Friday Agreement o f 1998)22 and an alleged 

urbann (e.g. Belfast) versus rural (e.g. South Armagh) split are important factors that further complicate the 

'sectariann divide'. Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that as opposed to Sri Lanka, internal constraints in 

thee form o f public pressure and other external factors restrict the extent to which revenge/counter-revenge 

ki l l ingss can take place in Northern Ireland. For example, the LVF scaled-down its attacks on Catholics in 

earlyy 1998. leading to the declaration o f a cease-fire, which involved a combination o f 'people-pressure' 

f romm wi th in the Protestant community, alleged drug-dealing interests and the assassination o f the hard-line 

Bi l lyy Wright (also known as the "K ing Rat"). 

Thee concept o f haired and other related concepts like anger, fear, aggression, terror and o f course 

violence,, are inherently problematic owing to their vagueness and manifold meanings. Flowever on the popular 

level,, given their felt or emotive content they can be cultivated and channelled, especially through imagery o f 

enemyy stereotypes and revenge-counter revenge mentalities. The degrees or levels to which emotive 

sentimentss are felt in the "organization of aggressive impulses" (Ibid), vary in degree, intensity and meaning, 

andd from individual to individual. Nevertheless, when it comes to the question of organised political violence, 

hatredd and revenge compliment each other and become useful tools in cultivating homogenous, mono-

222 For the behind-the-scenes story o f the negotiations that culminated in the signing of the Northern Ireland 
Peacee Accord, which is written by the American Senator who served as independent Chairman of the talks, 
seee Mitchel l (1999). 
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narratives. . 

Fromm a theoretical standpoint - while expressing dissatisfaction over problems of inconsistent 

definitionss raised by relativity, ambiguity and diversity o f meanings - researchers should exercise caution 

whenn examining concepts like hatred or revenge. The very inconclusiveness surrounding feelings, thoughts 

andd conduct related to hatred or revenge, should serve to discourage premature and simplistic verdicts. 

Neverthelesss in this chapter, for the sake o f the discussion, I use the outline presented by Allport as a sounding 

board. . 

Inn Sri Lanka, the l iving and dead bodies that continue to litter the landscapes o f political violence are 

circulatedd as political statements. They are also intended in particular instances to facilitate the process o f 

cultivatingg hatred and promoting revenge/counter-revenge actions, thereby effectively leaving the 

protagonistss firmly locked in the 'combat mode'. Mimesis or 'creative imitation' in these rather gruesome 

revenge/counter-revengee actions plays its own part in the deadly dynamic. Two examples o f many from Sri 

Lanka'ss recent past would include actions carried out by the LTTE, a paramilitary organisation that actively 

engagess in the cult ivation o f hatred in Sri Lanka. 

1.. The massacre o f 42 Sinhalese civilians (men, women and children) and the burning of their tiny fishing 

villagee of Kallawara in the east of the country. This is the first such large-scale action carried out 

againstt civil ians since the October 1992 massacre of 146 Muslims in Palliyagodella, also allegedly by 

thee LTTE. 

2.. The assassination o f the chief Buddhist priest of Dimbulagala. Venerable Kithalagama Siri Seelalankara 

aroundd the end of May 1995. He was especially popular among Sinhalese inhabitants along the border 

areass between Tamil and Sinhala domains in the East and had been a long-term, vocal critic o f the 

LTTE. . 

Itt is ver\ probable that the massacre o\' Sinhalese civil ians in Kallawara and the ki l l ing o f a very popular 
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Buddhistt priest were aimed at provoking a Sinhalese (Buddhist) majority backlash against the minority 

Tamilss Failing to obtain the necessary result- i.e. a Sinhalese-backlash since these and similar attacks -

moree recently, the LTTE has changed tactics and raised the stakes by carrying out spectacular operations 

againstt high-profile targets. There are two types of targets that have been selected. 

I.. Firstly, the commando-style paramilitary attacks by the LTTE on 'prestige targets' in Colombo with the 

attackk on the Kolonnawa Oil Refinery on 20m October 1995 and the suicide-truck-bombing of the 

Centrall  Bank on 31st January 1996, along with the World Trade Centre truck-bombing on IS1'1 October 

1997.. These attacks should be considered as being primarily targeted against economic infrastructure, 

whichh have added political significance due to their prestige, location and high-visibility. The name of 

thee game here is to advertise the LTTE's capabilities as a formidable adversary, while at the same time 

bolsteringg any sign of flagging support as a result of war-weariness and combat fatigue. Secondly, are a 

numberr of 'very high-profile targets" that have been selected between January 1998 and March 2000, 

whichh are of even greater significance- particularly with regard to the cultivation of hatred- and would 

include: : 

•• The Datudu Maiigcnva (The 'Temple of the Tooth Relic' in Kandy. one of the most sacred of sites 

forr Sinhalese Buddhists) suicide-truck-bombing on 25 t n January 1998 - which left the temple 

complexx needing structural repairs and leaving 11 dead and 20 injured. 

•• The attempted assassination of Sri Lankan President, Ms. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga 

byy an LTTE woman suicide-bomber 3 days before the Presidential elections on 1Ï?'1 of December 

1999.. at a public-rally in Colombo Town Hall. She was re-elected for a second term having 

narrowlyy escaped death and losing her right eye in the attack. 

•• The botched suicide-bomb attack on the government building in the heart of Colombo by another 

LTTEE woman suicide-bomber, shortly thereafter on 51'1 January 2000. Here the intended-target was 
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allegedlyy the octogenarian Prime Minister Ms. Sirimavo Dias Bandaranaike (the world's first 

womann Prime Minister, who performs a largely ceremonial role given her ill health, and who 

happenss to be the President's mother). 

.. The failed ambush of a high-level ministerial motorcade en route from the Parliamentary- complex 

inn downtown Colombo on 10tn of March 2000 by an 8 to 10 strong paramilitary commando unit of 

LTTEE suicide-bombers. To give a sense of scale: according to reports, in this attack 5 suicide-

bomberss blew themselves up and 3 were shot dead, while 8 policemen and 20 civilians caught up in 

thee rush hour traffic were killed and 74 injured. Apparently the Sri Lankan security forces 

recoveredd from the scene: 1 GPMG, 1 MPMG, 3 (or 5) T-56 assault rifles (a Chinese derivative of 

thee ubiquitous AK47), 2 (or 5) disposable RPGs, 3 grenades and 1 suicide jacket worn by one of 

thee LTTE paramilitaries who was shot dead. 

Apartt from these high-profile spectacular attacks, which attract widespread media attention locally and 

internally,, the LTTE has also carried out a series of bus-bombings against civilians in the Sinhalese-

majorityy areas (between March 1998 and February 2000).23 These actions are aimed at maintaining a 

constantt level of attrition - a mechanism for the cultivation of hatred and sharpening ethnic divisions in a 

deeplyy divided society. It can therefore be argued, that the cumulative whole of these well-planned and co-

ordinatedd actions are certainly orchestrated by the LTTE, towards the cultivation of hatred to the point of 

bringingg about a Sinhaia-backlash (majority ethnic group) against Tamil civilians (minority ethnic group) 

livingg in Colombo. Such an event, would in the opinion of LTTE strategic planners: 

I.. Create enough negative publicity for the Sri Lankan government and the Sinhalese so that it would 

233 Bus bombings like the one in March 1998 with 30 dead and 256 injured were occasional attacks. In 
Februaryy 2000 however, indicating a change in tactics of the LTTE, there were six bus bombings with: 3 
woundedd in Colombo; 20 wounded in Kurunegala (70km North-east of Colombo); 10 injured in Kadawatte 
(15kmm from Colombo); 35 wounded between Bibile and Moneragala; 3 killed and 43 injured in two 
separatee incidents in Colombo. 
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hinderr bilateral/multilateral relations and the maintenance of good diplomatic ties with the international 

communityy and donor states - particularly with Western states that are keen on the promotion o f 

democracy. . 

2.. It would also create a different dynamic, where albeit in negative fashion, the LTTE's pariah status 

internationallyy as a blacklisted terrorist organisation (as per the US State Department) could be 

reviewed. . 

33 Thirdly and most importantly, a Sinhala-backlash against Tamils l iv ing in southern, central and western 

Srii Lanka would mult iply support for the LTTE through increased Tamil chauvinist nationalism, 

obviouslyy in fierce opposition and hatred towards Sinhalese chauvinism {that would be illustrated by 

thee Sinhala-backlash). Such a dynamic would enable the LTTE, through an induction of new resources 

-- both human and material - to continue along its well-honed militarist strategy. It would also weaken 

anyy alternative to the LTTE's hegemonic grip over the Tamil polity, given the supreme leader 

Velupi l laii Prabhakaran's (also spelt as 'Pirabakaran') obsessive antagonism towards any challenge to 

hiss authority - whether it be from within or without, however big or small. A fact, that is borne out by 

thee substantial number o f Tamil politicians and paramilitaries (ant i-LTTE as well as LTTE) who have 

paidd the ultimate penalty. 

44 Last but not least, all types o f spectacular attacks are a means o f fuell ing the LTTE's mil itary campaign. 

Particularlyy by showing o f f the capabilities of its paramilitaries to the organisation's cadres and support 

basee within the country, and more importantly to the Tamil Diaspora in Western Europe, North 

Americaa and Australasia. This stratagem is a little like that o f a trader ' ro l l ing ' his/her money in order 

too keep the trading concern on a 'good enough' operational footing, that is capable o f convincing the 

customerss that it remains a safe investment despite the fluctuations o f the market. In other words, the 

LTTEE has invested all of its albeit finite resources and efforts in convincing the Tamil polity and the 
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governmentt of Sri Lanka of its total hegemony and in showing that "there is only one show in town". 

Meaningg that supporting the LTTE is the best bet for the Tamil polity, given that the path to the future 

iss only via the fulfilment of the organisation's separatist-nationalist aims and objectives. And as far as 

thee government of Sri Lanka is concerned, that it is only by serious engaging with the LTTE and 

providingg the organisation and its leader with "satisfaction" can the future be made secure. Thereby, 

thiss gambit of the Tolling' metaphor is also a tactical means of undermining the opposition to the LTTE 

-- both from within the Tamil polity and from without. 

Thee manner in which hatred and revenge are understood and acted Lpon, differ from culture to culture. In the 

Srii  Lankan situation, not exceptionally, it also differs according to sub-culture. In Tamil paramilitary sub-

culture,, the violent settling of scores within and between organisations is well defined. To the extent that in 

19955 a former bodyguard of the late PLOTE leader 'Uma Maheswaran', was murdered and partially 

dismemberedd in his apartment together with his wife in Zurich, for allegedly participating in the 1988 

assassinationn of the paramilitary leader in Colombo. Whereas, when Sinhala civilian victims (members of 

anotherr sub-culture) lost sons, daughters and loved ones to government sponsored massacres against suspected 

JVPP cadres, the calls for justice and revenge have been more tame and uncertain, and general̂ confined to the 

boundss of the law. Here the attitude of victims is clearly different from that of paramilitaries. 

Thee University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) published (1994) an insightful catalogue of 

horrorss of political violence in North-East Sri Lanka titled: Someone Else's War. According to the anonymous 

authorss (for reasons of safety), the most recent violations against the civilian population have been perpetrated 

largelyy by the LTTE. In areas controlled by the LTTE, anyone suspected of disobedience or 'working against 

thee interests of the LTTE' (however innocent) is liable to be arrested, incarcerated, interrogated, tortured 

and/orr executed. Most of the LTTE's prisoners are either members or sympathisers of rival Tamil 

organisationss and their relatives, or LTTE cadres suspected of internal dissent. Captured serviceman from the 
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Srii Lankan armed services form another category of prisoners. Here is an excerpt, concerning the fate of a 

Tamill prisoner held by the LTTE. 

Memberss of the LTTE intelligence unit worked with the wardens in some camps to extract 
information...Kanthi,, nicknamed 'The Butcher', a member of the intelligence unit...once went 
berserkk when he discovered that a torture victim who fainted had been given medical attention 
andd ripped off the bandages before killing the victim with a pick-axe handle (University 
Teacherss for Human Rights-Jaffna 1994:100). 

Howw is it possible, that Tamil paramilitaries torture and kill one another with such ferocity? As far as political 

rhetoricc in the North-East goes the LTTE categorically states that it is fighting a liberation struggle to establish 

aa separate Tamil nation-state called 'Tamil Eelam'. According to this logic, are not all Tamils 'the sons and 

daughterss of Tamil mothers'? And is their no 'unity in struggle'? It is paradoxical that since 1984/85 an openly 

ethno-chauvinistt Tamil paramilitary organisation such as the LTTE has been systematically targeting the 

memberss of other Tamil paramilitary groups - in a violent bid to become the sole representative of the Tamil 

people.. The stratagem behind this recourse to internecine warfare must be attributed in the first instance to the 

brainss behind the LTTE. 

Thee LTTE's supremo Velupillai Prabhakaran is an interesting and almost Macbethian figure- with 

bloodd on his hands and ghosts looking over his shoulder. It is alleged that he systematically murdered, exiled 

orr 'got rid of through convenient 'missions impossible' the second tier of leadership within his own 

organisationn on a variety of trumped-up charges. As mentioned earlier, the last well-known casualty being 

Mahendraraja.. better known as 'Mahattaya', who it is rumoured was executed in January 1995 after a secret 

'trial'.. Mahattaya had been the LTTE's long standing number-two man and former commander of the Vanni 

sector,, with a loyal following of his own. Most of his followers were sent on the first wave of a recent assault 

onn the Sri Lankan military base at Pooneryn, where many lost their lives. Therefore it comes as no surprise that 

memberss of rival Tamil organisations have been and are ruthlessly crushed. Since the founding of the LTTE 

politicall killings of Tamils. Sinhalese, Muslims and Indians (combatants and civilians alike) paved the way in 
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onee way or another to power enhancement and consolidation, as well as tie facto control over geographical and 

politico-culturall  space. As tar as Prabhakaran is concerned, there is absolutely no question of power sharing. 

Givenn such a state of affairs, it becomes necessary for an organisation such as the LTTE to adopt 

variouss stratagems in order for the will of Prabhakaran and his lieutenants to be carried out by the rank and 

file.. My hypothesis is that 'hatred' of all forces (political and/or military) other than the LTTE is actively 

cultivatedd among rank and file. And furthermore this process is facilitated, through the inculcation of pre-

emptivee and revenge-killings, as a political and military solution. In other words, there has been and continues 

too be "an enduring organization of aggressive impulses" (Allport 1992:31) toward persons deemed to be and 

therefore,, labelled as 'enemies'. 

Thee manipulation of this stratagem in combination with others - particularly, the use of suicide 

operations,, cyanide capsules, and notions of self-sacrifice and martyrdom - have given the LTTE a tactical 

edgee not only on the battlefield but also in popular imagination. Despite its tactical edge, the LTTE's violent 

effortss at hijacking the Tamil national liberation struggle also resulted in tierce counter-hegemonic re-actions 

fromm rival Tamil paramilitary organisations. And in this bloody internecine warfare, hatred and revenge-

counterr revenge killings became the norm. Driven by these events, 'doing one better' than the 'Tigers' and 

exactingg revenge, became of paramount importance for rival Tamil paramilitaries - thereby effectively de-

railingg a united Tamil national liberation struggle once and for all. It is hardly surprising therefore, to find 

Tamill  paramilitary organisations such as the PLOTE, EPDP and TELO fighting side by side with military 

unitss of the government of Sri Lanka against the LTTE -proving right the old adage, that 'an enemy's enemy is 

myy friend'. And in the 'extropunitive gaze' of many of those involved in internecine warfare, 'enemies from 

within**  are definitely seen as 'the cause' for the failure or corruption of the Tamil national liberation struggle. 

Nevertheless,, the question of why internecine warfare between rival Tamil paramilitaries has been 

carriedd out more fiercely and effectively - than between Tamil fighters and predominantly Sinhala soldiers 
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onn the government side - is only partially answered through a discussion of hatred and revenge ki l l ings. The 

questionn o f internecine warfare and combat should also be addressed through an examination o f other 

importantt issues pertaining to agents o f political violence, such as: 

•• Logistical Capabilities. 

•• Labell ing/Disinformation. 

«« Power/Hegemony. 

LogisticalLogistical capabilities - such as familiarity/knowledge of enemy strengths, weaknesses, movements, mobil i ty, 

support,, resources, the ability to discern fact from disinformation. These capabilities combined with a thorough 

understandingg of terrain/politico-cultural space - provide an enemy from within (i.e. rival Tamil paramilitaries 

inn this case) far more opportunities to inflict more severe casualties than an enemy from without. Therefore it 

becomess paramount (whenever possible), in military terms, to completely wipe out opposition or enemies from 

withinn - which in turn leads to ever spiralling, vicious and no-holds-barred combat. In Sri Lanka, such 

characteristicss of internecine warfare could also be observed in the mainly intra-Sinhala conflict ( f rom 1987 to 

1990)) between the forces o f the government and the JVP. It also explains to some extent, as to why the 

predominantlyy Sinhalese Sri Lankan military forces have fared badly in Tamil districts but were successful 

againstt the JVP in Sinhala districts. 

Labelling/DisinformationLabelling/Disinformation - in situations o f extreme ethnonationalist conflicts there are increased 

chancess for xenophobia to exist within a given community or group. Xenophobia and/or siege mentality, 

enablee easy labelling of "traitors' and ' f i f th columnists", who are given short shrift. T ime and time again in 

Srii Lanka atrocities have been committed against such perceived 'traitors1, who on many occasions have 

laterr turned out to be innocent civilians or persons targeted as a result of private quarrels. In al! warfare, as 

inn internecine conflict, labelling and disinformation go hand in hand. Therefore, when LTTE commanders 

identifyy members o f other Tamil groups as being 'traitors', 'perpetrators o f atrocities' or 'corrupt elements' 
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(e.g.. thieves, robbers, drug dealers) bringing discredit to the Tamil nation, it becomes easier for rank and 

Hiee to justify their actions as well as to nurture hatred. The same is true for the LTTE's rivals (i.e. Tamil 

paramilitariess and members of the Sri Lankan armed forces), who use similar logic in their military and 

politicall campaigns. 

Power/HegemonyPower/Hegemony - another aspect of internecine struggles for power and hegemony is to illustrate 

inn no uncertain manner that 'we' are more powerful than (rival) others. Myths of superiority/inferiority fuel 

heightenedd competition between rival paramilitaries, who exert tremendous efforts to either 'prove* or 

'disprove'' the myth in concern - since capture of the high ground in popular imagination and culture is all 

important.. Ail these complex factors then combine into a highly explosive cocktail, which fuels the 

passions,, hatred and energies that revolve around revenge/counter-revenge killings and constructions of 

politicall violence - illustrated here by the case of Tamil paramilitaries. 
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CHAPTERR SEVEN 

TRANSNATIONAL'' PREDICAMENTS 

©Purnakaa L. de Silva 

GERMANY Y 
NIGHTT WITHOUT DAWN 
Throughh the cold, wet darkness, the people hurried homeward silently, drawing threadbare 
coatss tightly around hunched shoulders. Policemen paced beneath feeble street lights, 
stampingg their feet. A sharp wind whispered through shattered walls and broken towers, 
bringingg shivers to everyone in Niirnberg. This was a night watch which had been longed for 
byy millions in death cells, in all of Europe's fearfiil prisons and pens. But now, in the piercing 
wind,, victors and vanquished alike felt the chilling doubts that invariably attend man's [sic] 
deliberatee killin g in the name of justice. 

99 p.m. The eleven men for whom this night held no dawn ate a last suppa* of potato 
salad,, sausage, cold cuts, black bread and tea. At 9 p.m., the prison lights were dimmed. At 
10:45,, U.S. Army Security officer Colonel Burton C. Andrus walked across the prison 
courtyardd to set the night's lethal machinery in motion. In the small gymnasium of the jail (its 
floorr dusty, its walls dirty grey), three black gallows had been erected with more attention to 
numerologyy than to efficiency. The whole prison was permeated by the thought of impending 
death.. (The Courthouse movie announced the next day's attraction: Deadline for Murder) 
(Newss Report in Time, October 28, 1946). 

Ethics.Ethics. Killings and War 

Difficul tt but critical questions pertaining to ethics, killin g and war need to be asked and answered- fully, 

partiallyy (in fragments), ritually or even not at alt. Preferably through conversations with those labelled as 

perpetrators.. The rituals of the Nuremberg (also spelt as Nümberg) show trials and the legal settings of the 

Bosniann and Rwandan tribunals, all deal with issues of genocide, crimes against humanity and ethnic 

cleansing.cleansing. I would argues that these public events played on the international stage have more to do with 

'justicee being seen to be carried out' than about an equitable execution of punitive justice. The very notion of 

whichh involves the rather contentious issue of retribution {and possibly reparation). The substantial opposition 

'' By transnational I refer to the Tamil Diaspora of Sri Lankan origin that is spread across the globe. In this 
categorizationn I also include 'Tamilians' sympathetic to the Eelam national liberation struggle. These are 
Tamilss who live in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu and who share a sense of community and ethnic 
identityy with their counterparts in Sri Lanka, through linguistic, cultural, and religious affinities. 
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too the establishment of the permanent International Criminal Court and with regard to its independence and 

executivee powers on the part o f the US administration is a good indication of the stakes- particularly since 

"saucee for the goose is sauce for the gander". 

Thee future is always informed by the past. And genocide is a practice that has been infl icted over 

centuriess o f human existence. Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn raise some critical questions in a very 

pertinentt study o f the history and sociology o f genocide and argue that: 

[The]] coarseness and brutality o f human existence throughout much o f history was a 
subjectt that hardly ever appeared in the curricula o f our schools...The great massacres o f 
thee past lay beyond the range of the telescopes designed to focus upon evidence that justice 
alwayss triumphed. In high school and university textbooks, Athens flourished, but the 
massacree o f the men o f Melos was rarely mentioned. The Romans destroyed Carthage and 
Corinth,, but the fate o f their people was not discussed. The authors o f history textbooks 
hardlyy ever reported what the razing o f an ancient city meant for its inhabitants. In other 
words,, the fate o f mill ions o f human beings who died unnatural deaths as defenseless 
civil ianss was invisible...Many factors entered into this process o f collective denial. 
ThroughoutThroughout most of recorded time, it was the victors who wrote the history of their 
conquests,conquests, and even the victims o f mass exterminations accepted their fate as a natural 
outcomee o f defeat. The idea o f human rights is relatively new in Western society; even 
today,, many parts of the world still emphasize duties more than rights. The Enlightenment 
traditionn o f viewing human beings as inherently good and rational also played a part in the 
denial,, as did the rise o f nationalism and fear o f stirring up ethnic enmity. The slaughter o f 
peoplee o f other races, religions, and nationalities barely offended anyone's sensibilities 
[emphasiss added] (Chalk and Jonassohn 1990:7-8). 

Thee catalogue o f terrible injustices and crimes committed against other peoples is endless and includes 

racism,, bigotry, white-supremism, Eurocentrism, exploitation, cruelty and inhumane situated practices o f 

organisedd violence. These targeted victims include millions o f non-European indigenous peoples and 

selectedd European outcasts, from the age o f slavery to that o f empire-building, colonial expansion and 

beyond.. Organised polit ico-military campaigns and the carving-up of territories and resources is part o f the 

sorryy saga human civil isation and needs no elaborate introduction.^ What justif ications then for such 

22 However for those who would like more details see for example Nederveen Pieterse {1990, 1992), 

Bremann (1990). Taussig (1991), Donald and Rattansi (1993). Sardar, Nandy and Davies (1993), Rattansi 

andd Westwood (1994), among others. 
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actionss which involved the killings of thousands if not millions of 'enemies." •barbarians,' 'rebels.' 

'insurgents'' and other 'undesirables' in order to maintain the 'law and order' of the day? How are those 

responsiblee for these and other atrocities to be judged from the perspective of the twenty-first century? 

Couldd they be judged and responsibly apportioned justice that is meted out fairly and squarely? Or is it 

simplyy convenient to state that these actions are a 'product of history'? And what about allegations of 

doublee standards in international relations and the implementation of international law with regard to the 

powerr of veto of the United Nations Security Council? These are but some pertinent questions of global 

proportionss that need to be addressed. The focus of this chapter however is more on the localised and 

experientiall level vis-a-vis Tamil paramilitary narratives of times of war. Before coming to this rich and 

verbatimm exposé some conceptual issues and procedural problems associated with ethics, killing and war 

needss to be discussed a little more. 

Thee manifold problems associated with this type of phenomena are an undeniable reality of 

contemporaryy human civilisation. All governments and insurrectionary/paramilitary forces exercise varying 

degreess of power through institutionalised forms of violence. Governments maintain 'law and order' 

throughh security services (e.g. police, army, navy, airforce) and the judicial-legal system (e.g. courts and 

prisonn services). Legalised structural violence passes almost unnoticed given its everyday character and 

constitutionall justification. Similarly insurgent forces and paramilitaries also maintain 'rough justice' albeit 

throughh the barrel of the gun sans most of the legal niceties and accountability. In other words moral 

dilemmass where conflicting and complex values are present in particular situated practices are central to 

humann life. Don MacNiven for one examines some of the moral problems involving the justification of war 

inn discussion on urban terrorism (MacNiven 1993:89-90,94-95). The notion of just war is critical to the 

perceptionss of much of the atrocities that have taken place in the modern era. And it is equally applicable to 

alliedd actions in the Second World War (which included the bombing of Dresden and obliteration of 
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Hiroshimaa and Nagasaki) at the top end o f the scale to ethnic cleansing in ethnic conflicts and civi l wars 

suchh as in the Balkans and Sri Lanka. What then is just war? J. McKenna (1979) presents seven 

characteristicss to define it in the context o f inter-state war: 

1.. Must be declared by a legitimate authority. 

2.2. Threat or injury must be real. 

3.. Good achieved must outweigh evil. 

4.. There must be a reasonable hope o f victory. 

5.. War must be the last resort after all reasonable diplomacy has failed. 

6.. There must be no ulterior motives. 

7.. The methods must be moral (e.g. rul ing out nuclear warfare). 

Mostt o f McKenna's points can be challenged from a relativist position. 'Legitimate authority' , ' real i ty ' , 

'good '' and 'ev i l ' are all value-laden 'mora l ' categories- which would be perceived differently according to 

whichh end o f the political spectrum one is looking at - particularly in deeply divided societies. 'Reasonable 

hope",, 'last resort' and 'ulterior motives' are more pragmatic characteristics, which are inexorably 

fashionedd by dictates o f realpolitik. These and other concerns place McKenna's definit ion in considerable 

doubt.. From a similar point o f departure MacNiven states that: "War can be just i f ied i f it is either in self-

defence,, or to repel and aggressor, or to protect the innocent, to repel aggression against peaceful, less 

powerfull state. As G.E.M. Anscombe has ably argued, even just wars must be fought by moral means 

[Anscombee 1979:393]. There must be no deliberate ki l l ing o f the innocent" (MacNiven 1993:94). Again, 

'deliberatee k i l l ing ' and 'innocence' are open to interpretation and reinterpretation, which make them 

unreliablee criteria with which to fashion an adequate response the moral dilemmas created by the notion o f 

'justt war ' . 

Terryy Nardin and colleagues are "concerned wi th the reasons for making war, for f ighting with 

restraint,, or for repudiating war as an instrument of pol icy.. . [arguing] that there is more than one way o f 
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lookingg at the ethics o f war and peace" (Nardin 1996:3). And look at the subject matter from comparative 

perspectivess of debates pertaining to the 'just war' categories in natural law and political realism, dialogue 

involvingg Jewish and Islamic ethical discourse, and the critical arguments o f Christian pacifists and 

contemporaryy feminists. In sum: "What emerges is a picture o f continuing debate, both within and between 

thee viewpoints represented...Moral traditions are seen as doctrinal relics, hardened deposits o f past 

debates...theyy are also a resource for future debates and moral cho ices - choices and debates that w i l l , in 

turn,, reshape our multivocal heritage" ( Ib id: 10). From a related perspective, Gordon Graham discusses the 

debatee between cosmopolitan ideals and national sovereignty, and the moral scepticism o f polit ical 

' real ism'' - which has been quite influential in the study o f international relations (Graham 1997). It is a 

tragicc reality o f our times that philosophical debates pertaining to such an important aspect o f human 

endeavourr does not sufficiently percolate through to the levels o f policymaking and decision-making. 

Insteadd real politik and the short-term ambitions and agendas o f politicians, exert far greater influence over 

matterss o f life and death. It is clear that there are no easy answers to questions l i ke - Can war be ever 

justif ied?? Why is it wrong to kil l? Nevertheless, unless and until policymakers can transcend from semantic, 

philosophicall and legalistic debates about debates concerning ethics, k i l l ing and war very little practical 

goodd can be delivered to the untold millions who have to face tactile realities o f inhumanity and cruelty in 

polarisedd contexts. 

Politicall violence in the twentieth century illustrates in no uncertain terms the barbarism and brutal 

excessess o f conflicts over power. Totten, Parsons and Charny (1995) cover some o f the horrif ic details in 

CenturyCentury of Genocide: Eyewitness Accounts and Critical Views. They look at Armenia (J915-1923), 

Bangladeshh (1971), Burundi (1972), Cambodia (1975-1979), East Timor (1975-1979), and Holocausts o f 

thee Jews. Gypsies and the Disabled (1933-1945), Indonesia (1965-1966), South West Afr ica (1904) and 

Ukrainee (1932-1933), as well as the physical and cultural genocide of' various indigenous peoples. This 
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recordd of the last 100 years of human civilisation speaks volumes to the extent that humans have 

exterminatedd other humans. Quoting Zbigniew Brzezinski (former National Security Adviser to Jimmy 

Carter)) Herbert Hirsch argues that, 

genocides...havee plagued human history in general and our troubled century in particular. 
Estimatess of the toll taken in the twentieth century are astounding; Brzezinski (1993) 
claimss that "167,000,000 to 175,000,000 lives have been deliberately extinguished through 
politicallyy motivated carnage" (p. 17) (Hirsch 1995:xi-xii). 

Howw does a legal authority mete out equitable justice in relation to crimes that are (at times) of truly 

unimaginablee scale? The sheer magnitude of the problem is reflected best in the case of Rwanda. There are an 

estimatedd 70,000 defendants who are accused by prosecutors of crimes against humanity. The accused, are 

memberss of the deposed Hutu (majority ethnic group) regime and paramilitaries belonging to the hnlara 

HcumveHcumve militia responsible for much of the genocide. They also include civilians who actively answered their 

callss to commit genocide. All of whom are held captive since the defeat of the Kitu regime by the Tutsi army 

inn pitifully cramped and tremendously overcrowded, unsanitary and primitive conditions. The genocide 

committedd under the aegis of the former Hutu regime involved the decimation of at the very minimum 500,000 

minorityy Tutsi's and moderate Hutu's mostly hacked to death with hand-held weapons of an agricultural 

nature.. In the aftermath of the genocide the Rwandan justice system is simply unable to cope with the sheer 

volumee of defendants - from processing cases to housing and taking care of prisoners - which could take 

decadess if the current pace of events are any indication. Even the US justice system with an estimated 500,000 

legal-beagless and a massive well-funded judicial-legal-prisons system would collapse under the strain. 

Fromm a juridical perspective there those like Adama Dieng (secretary-general International 

Commissionn of Jurists in Geneva) and Dumisa Buhle Ntsebeza (Commissioner and Head of the Investigative 

Unitt of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa) who argue that a confessional approach as 

inn South Africa must involve/»// disclosure. And that such disclosure must provide detailed information not 

onlyy of the offences, actions and/or omissions of self-confessed perpetrators, but must also include those of 
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accomplices.. Dieng once stated that: 

Inn the use of international instruments to bring about justice, should all perpetrators (e.g. 

torturers)) be prosecuted? Such an exercise is not only an impossibility, as in the case o f 

Rwandaa (where it would take around 500 years to try all the alleged perpetrators o f the 

genocidee in courts o f taw not to mention the colossal expenditure that would be involved), it 

cann also be a dangerous hindrance to national reconciliation. Punitive legal measures against 

perpetratorss must only be an example to act as a hindrance to any future violation. However, 

thoroughh investigation helps to create conditions o f transition and change aimed at bringing 

aboutt political tranquillity (Personal discussion 1997). 

Thee attitude that these are 'small matters' that must not stop the progress o f the (overdetermining) peace 

processs needs to be avoided. Given that the 'small matters' o f ensuring that justice is seen to been served on 

behalff o f the majority of victims is part and parcel of a process o f national reconciliation. The Nuremberg 

showw trials are a good case in point and the South African experiment with the truth and justice commission is 

aa novel and apparently healthy mechanism to catharise the ghosts of apartheid, as opposed to the continued 

conflictt and political violence o f a deeply divided society. However, justice in this context should not be an 

endlesslyy long-drawn out process. 

Inn the face o f such daunting odds an alternative-approach that works maybe Truth Commissions and 

thee Hearing of Testimonies. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) J which was held in South 

Africaa (one o f 14 word-wide), was part o f an uneven-process aimed at dismantling some o f the horrors o f 

apartheid.. That is, through a through investigation o f (racist) politically motivated crimes committed during 

thiss period - which included political violence and extra-judicial killings (Asmal, Asmal and Roberts 1997, 

Bronkhorstt 1995). Henry J. Steiner notes that: 

Inn a brief fifteen years, "truth commission"'has become a familiar conception and institution 

forr a state emerging from a period of gross human rights abuses and debating how to deal 

withh its recent past. The term serves as the generic designation o f a type of governmental 

organn that is intended to construct a record o f this tragic history, and that has borne different 

titless in many countries over several continents that have resorted to it. These commissions 

offerr one among many ways o f responding to years o f barbarism run rampant, o f horrific 

JJ Former archbishop Desmond Tutu who was an eloquent campaigner against the injustices o f apartheid and 
awardedd the Nobel Peace Price in 1984 headed the TRC. 
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humann rights violations that occurred while countries were caught up in racial, ethnic, class, 
andd ideological conflict over justice and power. They may be alternative or complementary to 
otherr national responses, including the poles of amnesty and criminal prosecution (Steiner in 
Harvardd Law School Human Rights Programme 1997:7). 

TruthTruth Commissions are also culturally situated and context-specific events that cannot be used in each and 

everyy case. Therefore for example from an Islamist perspective this method would be seen as anathema given 

thee underlying notion o f forgiving one's enemies which is seen as a very Christian concept [Personal 

discussionn 1998]. In such a context a more punitive 'eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth' approach would be 

demanded.. Leaving aside the practical problems of implementing measures o f punitive justice in the face o f 

crimess against humanity and gross violations of human rights (e.g. Kurds in Iraq and Turkey), a quick glance 

att the contemporary Middle East and North Africa however tells a different story. While in doctrinaire terms 

punitivee justice including the death penalty would be seen as culturally acceptable there is a significant gap 

betweenn precept and practice given the sizeable range of authoritarian and even despotic regimes that abound. 

Andd nothing short of regime-change on a massive-scale, which could only take place i f the primacy o f 

electorall democracy is restored can create the necessary politico-judicial environment to contemplate the 

apportioningg o f punitive justice. 

Nevertheless,, whatever the system o f redress designed and adopted or cultural contexts within which 

crimess against humanity are enacted, justice must he seen to he curried out. I f not the frustrations and 

psychosociall traumas o f one generation - as witnesses, victims and perpetrators - would simply be swept under 

thee carpet only to grow into the monstrous 'realities' of future generations. Unfortunately there is no universal 

blueprintt solution to this conundrum. Particularly since the current set o f legal conventions under current 

internationall law is woefully inadequate to deal with the exigencies o f contemporary situations o f crimes 

againstt humanity. In the face o f these 'realities' in times o f war Richard Norman strikes a more positive note 

andd argues that further reflection, argument and debate in itself is not necessarily a bad thing. Even though 

timee may not be on the side o f those persons at risk. He suggests that the argument needs to be shifted "to a 
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neww level, where the existence of recalcitrant disagreement is itself seen as a practical problem which we can 

tryy to deal with" (Norman 1995:252). Norman's point is that persons engaged in this field can aim to develop 

practicalpractical policies acknowledging "the strengths of opposed moral positions" (Ibid) inorder to help bring about 

change.. This chapter is precisely part of developing practical policies through an unpacking of certain selected 

experientiall  insights of agents of political violence. It is difficult if not impossible to design viable policies 

withoutt an adequate grasp of all different points of view and my argument here is that while agents of political 

violencee are part of the problem their testimonies could be a key to finding some solutions. 

ExperientialExperiential Narralives 

Thee Sinhalese would not really desire to rule over and run an empire over the unwilling 
Tamilss and be guilty of neo-colonialism and aggression. The restoration of the Tamil state by 
mutuall  agreement will be a triumph for both people and for human values. On the other hand 
aa confrontation between the two nations can defeat the very security and therefore the 
existencee and identity of the Sinhalese nation, particularly as foreign intervention in such 
confrontationn will become inevitable. A restored and reconstituted Sinhala state which 
excludess the Tamil presence is the best guarantee of the existence, identity and security of the 
Sinhalaa nation. So also of the Tamil nation. The Sinhalese will cease to have problems o\' 
illici tt immigration, citizenship, language, religion, competition in employment, trade, industry, 
higherr education etc. In short, the Sinhala ideal of one country, one nation, one language etc. 
cann only be realised in a restored and reconstituted Sinhala state. So also, by the restoration 
andd reconstitution of the Tamil state alone will the Tamil nation survive and preserve its 
identityy and the Tamils secure their 'right to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness' and be 
masterss [sic] of their own destiny. Puncha Silu or co-existence is thus the only solution to the 
problemm of the two nations in Ceylon [Sri Lanka]. It recognises not merely the facts of two 
thousandd five hundred years of Sinhalese and Tamil history; but also the fundamental right of 
thee Tamil people to self-determination; of Tamil Eelam to separate statehood. It unshackles 
thee two nations and sets them both free (cf. S. Kathiravelupülai n.d.A Statement on Eelam: 
CC 'o-existence not Confrontation in Wilson 1988:187-1 88). 

Ass discussed in Chapter Two since the early 1970s Sri Lanka has seen the burgeoning of nationalist fervour 

andd revolutionary struggles for liberation and self-determination, among politicised sections of the island's 

minorityy Tamil community. And has already been discussed, this process has been however extremely 

complex,, fraught with contradictions, interna! wrangling and quite painful. Despite complexities and obstacles 
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Tamill nationalism has endured in a variety of forms and has come to be recognised as a force to be reckoned 

withh in Sri Lankan politics of the twenty-first century. This chapter attempts to trace the development, 

continuitiess and changes that have taken place through the gaze of Tamil paramilitaries and their (select) 

narrativess concerning the processes involved, particularly vis-a-vis collective identity formation. Through a 

discussionn of these experiential narratives, a particularistic representation of practitioner Tamil nationalism and 

strugglee in the era of action unleashed by the paramilitaries is examined. 

Inn other words the development and spread of separatist Tamil nationalism is examined through the 

narrativess and collective identity formation of five Tamil paramilitaries-in-exile. That is since it was first 

espousedd by Thanthai (father) Chelvanayakam, later modified and set in motion by the likes of Appapillai 

Amirthalingamm (who was assassinated by the LTTE) and the more militant former Secretary of the Federal 

Partyy (FP). S. Kathiravelupillai (who is quoted above). I have purposely chosen paramilitaries hailing from 

outsidee of the hegemonic Jaffna-centric milieu so that hitherto non-represented nuances in Tamil paramilitary 

nationalismss will become apparent. Four of the paramilitaries belong to a generation of Tamil paramilitaries 

fromm the eastern provinces of Amparai and Batticaloa, who became consciously politically active from around 

thee late 1970s onwards. These four belonged to the middle-level leadership and as field operatives of the 

EPRLF.. The fifth paramilitary belongs to a younger generation of Tamil paramilitaries from the LTTE also 

fromm the east. The ethnic, caste, regional and class compositions of these particular Tamil paramilitaries 

providee clues as to some of the complexities involved in the Sri Lankan embroglio. 

Thee five paramilitaries that I have selected are anything but the stereotypical image of what one would 

expectt Tamil paramilitaries' to be illustrating the vibrant and rich heterogeneity that is evident in all deeply 

dividedd societies. It refutes simplistic black and white notions of ethnicity that many generalists would come 

upp with in relation to the ethnic conflict. 'Thambi" (Premananda) comes from a mixed Tamil-Sinhalese, 

middleclasss (land-owning/professional) family living in Karativu. His father is a Batticaloa Vellala (high-
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caste)) who worked as an agricultural officer. His mother a school fcacher of the Tamil language, is a Sinhalese 

GoyigamaGoyigama (high-caste) hailing from the Matara district (which is located in the deep south and considered by-

manyy Sinhala chauvinists to be the Sinhalese heartland). 'Archchiman-RaglnT comes from a rural peasant 

workingg class family, belonging to the (low-caste) Mukkuvar matriclan (exogamous) community l iving in 

Veeramunai.. 'Bhaskaran' comes from a middleclass (land-owning) family from Karativu with Batticaloa 

VelhilaVelhila (high-caste) antecedents. The fourth paramilitary who wishes to remain unidentified also belongs to a 

middleclasss (land-owning/professional) family from Karativu. 'Ahikn the young man who belonged to the 

LTTEE comes from a mixed-caste (non-land owning) middleclass family o f professionals, where his father 

workedd as a supervisor at the Valaichchenai paper factory and his mother an Authority Officer working for the 

Kattankudii town council. Relatives on his father's side are Batticaloa Vcllala (high-caste) from Valaichchenai 

andd include very senior LTTE field commanders in current service. While his mother's family are Karavar 

(lower-castee coastal people) from Araipattai. Given the prevalent matriclan exogamous family structure o f 

Batticaloaa he is therefore considered to be a Karavar. An interesting point of note is that he is married to an 

upper-middleclasss Sinhalese woman with a Radala (high-caste Kandyan) family background and who has 

relativess high up in the Sri Lankan defence establishment. I begin with the experiential narrative o f ' 'Thambr 

whosee amazing life-history spans a very critical period in Sri Lanka's troubled recent past- namely the anti-

Tamill riots of July 1983. Through 'Tliambi's' narrative we are privileged to see inside the maximunvsecuritv 

Welikadaa prison in which the Tamil paramilitary political prisoners were held and who were attacked in 

premeditatedd fashion by Sinhalese inmates from the criminal section leading to many deaths and untold 

horrors.. Other aspects covered through these verbatim narratives are internecine warfare and wa- guilt. 

Questionss Tel! me what arc/were your grievances' Wluit was it that drew you into .supporting and sacrificing 

forfor the cause of Eelum' Did these feelings change or continue over time.' 

'Thambr:'Thambr: These things, within my knowledge were beginning in the elections of 1976. Then, 

thee formation o f GUES [General Union o f Eelam Students] in 1979. These election times, the 
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problemm of Tamil people were being highlighted by the politicians [Tamil United Front -
TUF] .. Those days we are the students. I was around 14 years old at the time. Really speaking, 
thee students were in an organised form (e.g. scouts, guides, etc) and certain revolutionaries, 
whoo were in a breakaway faction from the EROS [which later became the EPRLF], came to 
uss to the villages in the eastern province. Then the political classes organised by GUES were 
begun.. GUES began by organising after school tuition and classes. Actually, the teachers 
fromm GUES were from the university (one o f who is now in Canada and 'CC* Mani ' f rom 
Thambiluvit) .. Thereafter, GUES organised some internal meetings for those who were 
interestedd in the problems of students. Although, they were at the same time, trying to teach us 
socialistt ideas. Then we have an internal link, not all o f us but a selected few with important 
personss from within the GUES. For example to receive and distribute pamphlets and posters 
amongg the students, to organise demonstrations, etc. 

Att that time, my mind was really in expectance o f a system similar to that o f the 
Sovietss (equality in earning, working, etc). These were my aims at the time. We did not want 
thee next generation to suffer from the problems o f inequality and exploitation. I f we get the 
Eelam.. my picture was that it was going to be like the Soviets, because they gave us a picture 
likee that. Those days 1 am talking always about these problems in the house {my home), 
arguingg with granddad (on my father's side). They always said, "hey mate but you aren't 
Tami l ,, don't be crazy about anything. Don't spoil your family". 

II selected 'Thamhi's' narrative as the central focus here because o f his dual identity and in-between position. 

"Thamhr"Thamhr is a 'nuanced' character that defies any neat representation or facile generalisation that fits into a 

blackk and white image o f 'the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict' (i.e. between Sinhalese and Tamils). There are a 

numberr o f Tamil paramilitaries from the eastern province with mixed backgrounds and it would be a mistake 

too gloss over these realities. Each case has its own specificities, while there are a number o f general features 

thatt can be identified from the narratives: 

'Thamhi':'Thamhi': Problems were, discrimination in the studies. You know we have often these 
problems,, Tamil-Sinhala riots everywhere. Students were arrested and always there was news 
inn the papers about army arresting here and there and so many deaths in Colombo and 
elsewhere.. This was a bubbling period, with the growth o f Tamil nationalist ideas. These riots 
weree not in my areas per se, but all over in the papers (Virakesari, Thinamani). Massacre here 
andd missing there, students arrested, etc. And these people, GUES, were sending us 
informationn about their activities, about protests here and posters there. Then we became 
active,, isn't it? Problems with discrimination had to do with university admissions, 
where...actually,, it was good for us, for in the Ainparai district with less marks we can go to 
thee university. It was different for students from the Jaffna area, because the standards were 
different.. And we [in the eastern province] were never affected by the police or army [in the 
beginning].. Never. [An important difference between the east and north. A fact not mentioned 

44 CC is a shortened form for Central Committee (member). 
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anywheree previously, either by a paramilitary or a Tamil separatist supporter]. But my picture 

is,, I uas expecting a Socialist country all over Sri Lanka. I didn't realise this [illusion] in those 

days.. Until I went inside the Magazine prison [in Colombo], I didn't realise these things, 

becausee I was too young. 

LLThambi'Thambi' touches upon a very important difference- i.e. between the situation o f eastern province Tamils with 

thatt o f their northern counterparts. Many accounts o f Tamil nationalism present a homogenous Tamil 

nationalismm but this is certainly not the case on the ground. A homogenous image o f Tamil nationalism has 

beenn used primarily as a political ploy, from the time o f Thunthai Chelva (father of Tamil nationalism 

Chelvanayakam)) and the FP onwards, to counter the hegemony of the power brokers in Colombo and fight for 

thee undeniable rights o f the Tamil people. This is similar to the tactics employed by the black power movement 

inn the 1960s in Britain to counter white-supremacist racism. However, as has been illustrated in the 1980s and 

1990s,, 'black' is no longer homogenous and contains many differences within it. In the case o f the Tanils, the 

politicall construction o f a homogenous Eelam Thatnil [Tamil] identity barely managed to paper-over the 

crackss of regionalist contradictions and tensions. Furthermore the ground realities, which led to Tamil 

paramilitaryy struggle at least in the mid-1970s - prior to the deployment o f the Special Task Force (STF) Police 

Commandoss in the 1980s - were significantly different. However this was soon to change under the policies o f 

thee Jayawardena regime and through the atrocities committed on the Tamil civilian population o f the eastern 

provincee by allegedly undisciplined (and Sinhala-chauvinist) Sri Lankan military forces.^ Ant i-Tamil 

discriminationn as a result o f Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism played a big role in mobilising young Tamils into 

joiningg the Tamil paramilitary organisations. The narratives o f 'Bhaskaran* and 'Raglui' provide insights of 

thiss relatively common occurrence. 

?? It is rumoured that the levels o f indiscipline were so extensive at the time that even hardened e\-SAS 

commandoss - attached to the Keeni Meeni Services (K.MS) based in the Channel Islands - who were 

clandestinelyy training the STF in the early 1980s pulled out o f their contractual obligations. For more details 

seee various Amnesty International and University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) reports corresponding 

too this period. 
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'Bhuskurari':: Personally, I had no grievances as such. However, my father who was working 
inn Ucia Walawe as a machine operator in the River Valleys Development Board (RVDB). was 
attackedd by Sinhala racist civilians in 1977. He did not sustain serious injuries but a relative of 
minee (my father's niece's husband), who was working with him at the time, was attacked with 
aa knife and almost died of his injuries. Sangarapillai, who was working as a watcher on an 
RVDBB site, was slashed from the top of his head right down the middle of the front of his 
face.. He received thirty-six stitches in hospital. He was hidden for health and safety reasons in 
Udaa Walawe for about three months and subsequently brought back to the Kalmunai hospital 
wheree he made his final recovery. Sangarapillai still has speech problems due to the injuries 
hee sustained on his nose. My father and the other RVDB workers were brought back in trucks 
belongingg to the RVDB a month after the racist attacks, to the eastern province, under heavy 
policee and army escort. 

Ass a result of this and also because three of our paddy fields in Walathapiti in the 
Amparaii district, of which two were forcibly taken over by Sinhala settlers. The third was 
situatedd near a Buddhist temple, which was called Buththangala [the rock of Buddha] by the 
Sinhalesee and Varambu-Vahrintha-Vattai (bund-bend-paddyfield) in Tamil. The temple 
authoritiess made an announcement that work in the paddy fields must stop because it was 
consideredd to be a religious site, despite being farmed by at least three generations of my 
family.. After the announcement, Tamil people were afraid to go and work in these paddy 
fields'. . 

Amongg the factors that motivated 'Bhaskaran" to become a paramilitary are these soils of Sinhala-Buddhist 

racistt acts and an element of middleclass consciousness. Having no recourse to justice, this teenager from a 

well-to-doo agricultural land-owning family sought retribution by means of available alternatives of the day. 

'Bhuskaran''Bhuskaran' (and 'Raglm') were (negatively) politicised/influenced as a result of the anti-Tamil riots that were 

situatedd in and around Uda Walawe. At a different time and location of pditical violence another native Sri 

Lankann of Tamil origins who belonged to a class of wealthy, educated Colombo-based Tamil élite - the 

productt of a different (old-world) generation - also had similar first-hand experiences. He is none other than 

Professorr of Anthropology at Harvard, Stanley Jeyaraja Tambiah. And quoted below are some published 

memoriess that record his experience and 'knee-jerk' response. A different immediate response to the stimulus 

off related politico-historical experience to that of the two young would-be paramilitaries 'Bhaxkaran and 

'Ratlin''Ratlin' - though all three ended up living overseas. 

InIn 1958, while I was leading a research team composed of University undergraduates, all of 
whomm were Sinhalese, that was engaged in a sociological study of peasant colonisation in Gal 
Oya,, ethnic riots unexpectedly broke out in our midst, and at Amparai Sinhalese public works 
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labourerss went on the rampage in hijacked trucks, attacking Tamil shopkeepers and Tamil 
peasantt colonists. My students, very solicitous for my safety, insisted that I stay behind closed 
doorss while they stood guard. And I was later hidden in a truck, and spirited out of the valley 
too Batticaloa, a safe Tamil area. That experience was traumatic: it was the first time the ethnic 
dividee was so forcibly thrust into my existence. And intuitively reading the signs. I wished to 
gett away from the island, for I experienced a mounting alienation and a sense of being 
homelesss in one's own home (Tambiah 1986:137). 

Thee narrative of 'Raghu' is similar to that of 'Bhaskaran V despite a different class background as a landless 

labourerr during his teens, the time when he joined up as a paramilitary. 'Raglni also touches upon the counter-

hegemonicc construction of hatred for the Sinhalese (Buddhists) and all that they stood for, among Tamil 

paramilitariess and parliamentarians alike. The use of such concepts as chauvinism and hatred by members of 

Srii  Lankan government forces, as well as Tamil paramilitary rebels, is a feature of the early period of the 

Tamill  nationalist uprising. A factor that was only to change its black and white character after intra-Tamil 

internecinee warfare (1986/87 on) and intra-Sinhala combat (1987-1990). Hatred and revenge/counter-revenge 

mentalitiess have continued to stimulate atrocities during various twists and turns of nationalist paramilitary and 

revolutionaryy political violence. 

'Rag/ui':'Rag/ui': In 1977 there were riots in Uda Walawe, Pahala Talawe and Talawe areas, where a 
numberr of my relatives were affected. They were working at the time with the RVDB (River 
Valleyss Development Board) as migrant labourers. From Veeramunai, where I lived, there 
weree large numbers of persons working for the RVDB, including my father. My relatives 
sufferedd a lot during these riots and they managed to escape and come back to Veeramunai 
afterr facing immense hardships. Some of them had to move through jungle areas with littl e to 
eatt or drink with nothing more than their sarongs or underwear via Moneragala and 
Padiyathalawe.. According to them, there were others, particularly those coming back from the 
Kekirawaa area who had suffered even more. Many women had allegedly had their ears and 
ringg lingers chopped off by Sinhala racists who were pillaging gold earrings, rings and other 
suchh jewellery and valuables. The main point of their stories was that they had suffered as a 
resultt of the racism of the Sinhalese. During this time, after the 1977 riots, the Thamilar 
VidithulaiVidithulai Kutiain (TUF) held a number of public meetings and rallies protesting against 
Sinhalaa racism and alleged atrocities committed by the Sinhalese people, army and police. 
Theyy also pumped their audiences with the gas of Tamil nationalism. All the politicians from 
thee TUF who came during this time to the east, did not fail to come to the Veeramuna Sri 
Sinthayathiraii  Pillayar [Hindu] temple. This temple was a rallying point for the Tamil people 
livingg in the hinterland, in and around the villages of Veeramunai, Malwatte, Walathapiti. 
Mallihaithivu,, Veeracholai, Sorikalmunai and 6th Colony in the Ainparai district. The main 
reasonn for this was because the majority of the people living in these areas, which form a 
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betterr part of the Sammanturai electorate, haii from or have roots in Veeramunai. The 
inhabitantss of Veeramunai moved to these outlying villages (with the exception of 
Sorikalmunaii and Mallihaithivu) following the Muslim-Tamil riots of 1957. These riots of 
19577 had made the village of Veeramunai into a historical landmark, not only in local politics 
butt also in Tamil nationalism. 

Duringg this time, I was an impressionable young boy of around 14 or 15 years. 
Listeningg to the stories of my relatives and the call of the TUF, I became aware of Sinhala 
racismm and the growing Tamil nationalist movement. As a result, I developed a hatred towards 
Sinhalaa racism and decided to actively support the TUF. I was given small menial tasks to 
carryy out, such as distributing pamphlets, pasting posters, joining in the processions of the 
TUFF politicians and applauding them vigorously in public - during local and regional 
elections.. The leaders of the TUF always came from the north to the east during election time, 
whichh was when my support was called upon. 

Inn 1981, when 1 was a GCE O/L [General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level] 
student,, I wanted to join one of the Tamil paramilitary groups (that were emerging at the time 
inn the east) out of racist feelings and hatred that I had developed in relation to the Sinhalese, 
followingg my involvement with the TUF. I wanted to get paramilitary training, and then kill 
Sinhalesee and members of the government of Sri Lanka's armed forces. As a result, around 
1982/83,, I became a member of the Eelam People's Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF). 

Hadd I not joined the EPRLF, I would still remain a bigoted Tamil racist and murderer 
off other communities (Sinhalese and Muslims), even today. It is very lucky indeed that 1 
joinedd the EPRLF. In this organisation, I became involved in the task of carrying out political 
activitiess and at the same time learning more about the world around me. Before I was sent to 
Indiaa for training in December 1984, I was involved in carrying out political classes and 
demonstrationss for GUES (the student wing of the EPRLF) in Veeramunai, Malwatte, 
Walathapiti,, Sorikalmunai, Mallihaithivu, areas. At the time, an Israeli interests section was 
openedd in Colombo. In protest at this, there was a mass protest by Muslims in the 
Sammanturaii area. During the time of the protest we distributed pamphlets against the Israeli 
involvementt in the name of the GUES among the protesters. We also went and protested at 
thee residence of the then deputy minister for Irrigation and Hydroelectric Power M.A. Abdul 
Majeed.. Sometime after this I left for India [for paramilitary training]. 

InIn 1987. with the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord, ! was flown to Batticaloa in an 
Indiann Air Force transport aircraft. The eastern province was the EPRLF's main base. 
Therefore,, the leaders of the EPRLF set up headquarters in the Batticaloa and Amparai 
districts.. Comrades. 'Nabha',6 'Kirupa'7 'Varadan',8 'Kethesh',^ Thamb/ ' , ^ and 

66 Kandasamy Palhmanabha or 'Nabha' to his close associates was the leader of the EPRLF. He first got 
involvedd in Tamil paramilitary politics as a member of the Eelam Revolutionary Organisation of Students 
(EROS),, which was formed on 3 January 1975 at the London home of Eliyathambi Ratnasabapathy. Along 
withh some others of the second batch, he received military training in Lebanon in 1977, through the good 
officess of the late Abu Jihad's A! Fatah wing of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO). 'Nabha' broke 
offf from the EROS by around October 1981, due to the alleged alienation of the EROS leadership in London 
withh events in the land, and formally established the EPRLF. with active support from the EROS's General 
Unionn of Eelam Students (GUES). 
77 Periyathamby Kirupakaran or Kirupa to his close associates was a former bank manager turned paramilitary. 
Hee was an EPRLF Central Committee member for the Eastern Province and the Minister of Finance of the ill-
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thousandss o f other comrades [as well] were there to begin the task o f setting up political work 

fromm Vaharai to Panama. The leaders o f the front, visited, house by house almost all the 

housess of dead fighters, from all groups, including LTTEand civilians who had been kil led in 

thee fighting preceding the Peace Accord. Before we could build upon our political mass work, 

thee LTTE attacked us. We had no choice but to surrender to the Indian army. The Indians did 

nott want to help us and instead handed us over to our enemies the STF Sri Lankan Police 

commandos.. Anyway, as it transpired, our supposed enemies became our benefactors and the 

supposedd peacekeepers did not keep their side of the bargain, as stipulated in the Indo-Sri 

Lankaa Peace Accord. After a couple of months I returned home to my village in secrecy. The 

partyy was in a chaotic state, with very little co-ordination. In my village, it was known that I 

wass an Indian trained EPRLF cadre. 

Duringg this period 'Raglm' was badly wounded in an LTTE assassination attempt (part o f the revenge/counter-

revengee syndrome) and still has a .32 bullet lodged in his head behind the left ear, along with the fragments o f 

twoo other rounds in the back. One is so close to his spina! cord thatdoctors were unwil l ing to operate for fear 

o ff possible paralysis. At the time 'Raghu' still suffered from acute convulsions apparently whenever the 

fragmentt nearest his spinal cord moved. He also had a difficult time with memories of war guilt and his own 

personall involvement. He displayed a classic symptom of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) when we 

weree discussing situated practices o f political violence. And after a while he refused to continue talking to me 

fatedd North-East Provincial Council (1988-1990). 

88 Annamalai Varadarajah Perumal o r ' Varadan' to his close associates was active in militant Tamil nationalist 

politicss from the early 1970s and tine days of the Black Flag protest movement. He was first a young activist o f 

thee Tiiamil Elaing\!ar Peravai (Tamil Youth League or T Y L ) , before jo in ing the EPRLF sometime after the 

Batticaloaa jailbreak o f 23 September 1983. Perumal was the Chief Minister o f the now defunct North-East 

Provinciall Council, which was disbanded by the late Sri Lankan president Ranasinghe Premadasa at the time 

o ff his ill-fated tête-a-tête with the LTTE which ultimate ended his own life. 

99 Ketheshwaran Loganathan or 'KethesIT to his close associates, is the son of the former Governor o f the 

Bankk o f Ceylon. He was for some years a Central Committee member o f the EPRLF and has participated in 

formall and informal negotiations for the EPRLF, during the Thimpu Peace Talks (1985), the lnd>Sri Lanka 

Peacee Accord (1987) and on other equally important occasions involving high-level dialogue. For example, the 

Parliamentaryy Select Committee-process between 1992 and 1993. which was aimed at achieving peace and 

politicall stability in Sri Lanka. 

' 00 Sivasunderam Premanantha better known as 'ThumbC in this text was the youngest prisoner in custody, 

agedd 15. during the time of the Welikada maximum-security prison massacres o f July 1983. 
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andd rushed into the bedroom, curled into a ball and covered himself with the blanket. Even though he knew 

veryy well that I had heard the story in contention before froin other sources and not from the first time. 

'Bhaskaran*'Bhaskaran* on the other hand was more candid and open to reflection. 

'Bhaskaran' :: I still feel guilty about some o f the things that I did in the movement. In that 
time,, whatever we do, we think that we are doing for the Tamil people or for their betterment. 
Butt i f we think now, whatever we did then was a waste. So sometimes, I think aboü those 
timess and then worry, about those things, I...did for nothing. Pirasanayam Me [no use] 
muclning)muclning) ' . When I went for operations, what was most important for me was my iyyakkam 
[movement],, that we have to tight, we have to win, we have to do more opestions. we have 
too win the war, including that against the Tigers. At that time, we want more arms, more 
powerfull arms, more ammunition, more uniforms, more camouflage, etc. Because we believe 
inn the armed struggle, so this was our priority (mukyamana vishayam). At that time machang, 
II am not believing in God. I am not going to temple, 1 am not praying. Mowmachang, we 
completelyy changed to another culture here [Europe], back to normal. We are not ful ly normal 
butt we pretend to be coming back to normal by fol lowing Hindu rituals. We go to the temple 
inn Wales, observe religious festivities and rituals, make pitkkai [milk rice] during pungal 
[Tluripongal,[Tluripongal, a Hindu festival], etc. But there is a difference between other civi l ian believers 
andd myself, and it has to do with a question of morality. I think that what it means to be a 
humann being depends on the situation where that person is. I f they live in a war situation, they 
aree fully involved with that situation. But even i f these persons leave the war situation, the 
pastt concerning the war touches them. There is no escape. It is a question o f morality, 
somethingg that even cadres of the LTTE have to deal with. You cannot forget the past, it is 
somethingg that we have to learn to live with. I have dreamsmachang, always, that the army 
comess and catches me or that the Tigers come and shoot me. Different, different dreams, in 
differentt locations. Sometimes, my friends are killed or I ki l l or am killed myself, and wake 
upp to find myself lying on my bed. I have seen 'Nabha', 'K i rupa ' , 'Muhundan' , everybody. 
Becausee machang, because we didn't see the body, we think in our dreams that they are alive. 
Shootingg and shooting and not ki l l ing, running, running, running but can't escape. I think that 
ex-paramilitariess like ourselves need to learn how to cope with these traumas. 

'Thamhi''Thamhi' also feels guilty but more on account of the 'economic activities* he was engaged in part of the 

collectivee of many paramilitaries at the time. 

'Thambi':'Thambi': Yes. I cannot escape from that. I am guilty of certain things but I did everything for 
thee party. I never did anything for myself t i l l I left the party. How do you think that you can 
feedd and clothe the thousands o f boys who were jo in ing us by then? 'Sri Anna' 
( 'Buthaiingain')) was the one who was in charge of disbursing money. The other thing 
machangmachang is that we always have criticism about the way that money was spent. Particularly. 

' '' The term muchang is used in these narratives to denote close friendship. Its literal meaning is brother-in-

laww or husband-of-my-sister in both Tamil and Sinhala. 
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' D e v a VV attempts to give money to his brother LDiya' to purchase arms from Singapore and 

i-longg Kong, in another way we believe him a lot. Money was spent but we never saw any of 

tinee arms. ever. We hated the way that he got his family members to do things. But his strength 

wass that i f you were with him, he was always there for you. He took care o f you. He also was 

dominantt and played the role o f our commanding officer. We were unable to get around him, 

evenn though he listened to us and maybe you can call that also one o f his talents. 

'Mr'Mr X~ who was from the same village had a more simple explanation with regard to his involverrent. 

'Mr'Mr X~: I got carried away by all these problems. Especially 1983. Actually for nationalist 

reasons,, you know, the TULF speeches...These are the things that pushed me, but then we 

didn'tt have any choice. Had T igers ' come to Karativu first, then the whole o f Karativu would 

havee been 'Tigers'. That is a fact. Because o f EP [EPRLF] this didn't happen. I f the buggers 

wentt with EP machcmg, it was not because they were Leftists or Moderates or anything else. 

Itt was simply because they came first. We simply got carried away. 

Thee first thing that I learned from EP was to lose our nationalism. We were a bunch 

o ff rabid nationalists and we were taught a lot o f things by EPRLF. It was there that we were 

makingg our connections with Leftist ideology. They changed LB machang, radically. I 

changedd completely, it was a metamorphosis. So machang, it er actually...certain things I 

learnedd wi l l always follow me, I wi l l never give up. Such as. not being a nationalist, anti-cast, 

alwayss wanting to help other people. And EP buggers machang. say we must become 

survuchshivuadcehalsurvuchshivuadcehal (internationalists) and that is what I believe I have become. And also 1 

think,, had I not been with the movement, I would never have stayed with a white European 

gir l .. The first thing I did was, I took my girt to London and got her to speak to my people on 

thee phone. They were simply amazed and never very happy. However, when I separated my 

elderr sister wrote to me that I shouldn't cheat her (my woman) -because in Sri Lankan history 

itt is invariably the man who cheats. I never had any problems with my brother but there was a 

lott of misunderstanding between me and the rest of my family. I always thought that they 

wouldn' tt understand me. That is why I am looking forward to our next meeting. I am sure the 

currentt wi l l pass easily. 

'Ahikn''Ahikn' who was an LTTE recruit from the same region (Eastern Province) and who belonged to a much 

youngerr generation, had this to say about his initial experience: 

'Ahikn:'Ahikn: In the middle of the eighties I am a teenage boy (+13). Now 1 am 23 [1995]. I am 
veryy young and fresh blooded and get excited very easily. I also watch a lot of movies and I 
likee to play the part of the hero. The majority o f the movies I watch are the struggles between 
villainss and hero, in which the hero wins, through the use of strong weapons or his body 
power.. During the time the news is starting to come out, which was easily reached, o f all the 
organisationss and their newspapers and their radio broadcasting, video copies, which say, that 
Sinhalesee are barbarians, they like to kill Tamils, very badly. For example, in Trincomalee, in 
onee Tamil village a group o f anny went and they saw one lady with a three-month old baby 
andd while laughing they take that baby and they say future 'kotï [Tiger] and they cut the 
throatt and they ki l l . And commonly 1 heard that they raped a lot o f Tamil girls and killed a lot 
o ff Tamil boys. What 1 learned was that the Sinhalese were totally against the Tamils. I attend 
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aa lot o f political classes organised by the groups, EPRLF, TELO. PLOTE. Summary is very 
simplee - once upon a time, Tamils rule this country, then Sinhalese capture this country and 
noww they try to kil l all the Tamils. They call for all the youngsters to defend themselves. At 
thatt time I was also arrested a couple o f times and was treated very badly. I believed the 
storiess and decided to jo in them. I missed the //?om'[boat] to go for EPRLF training and I took 
thee next boat and went for LTTE training. 

Thee above experiential narratives provide graphic, verbatim sample of events, thinking and some o f the 

conflictss existing at the time which shaped individual and collective Tamil paramilitary responses, and 

processess o f identification and identity formation (discussed in Chapter Five), particularly in the eastern 

provincee of Sri Lanka. '2 in general one could imagine that such experiences were similar for most young 

Tamill paramilitaries at the time given a similar set of stimuli that cultivated hatred for the majority Sinhala 

community.. Nevertheless ideological (e.g. contact between Tamil and Sinhala revolutionaries, rudimentary 

socialistt thinking) and socio-regional factors ensured that these particular paramilitaries who are represented in 

thiss text had a different set o f experiences than many of their counterparts in the Jaffna peninsula. The same 

cannott be said today given the LTTE's total hegemony on the ground where there is little space for alternative 

paramilitaryy perspectives. I now represent again in verbatim form a lengthy testimony from Thambf 

pertainingg to a very important unwritten chapter o f Sri Lankan history from the inside out. The riots o f July 

19833 were as I have discussed previously a momentous event, which set the stage f irmly on a militarist 

footing.. 'Thambi ' was the youngest inmate at 15 years in the Wdikada maximum-security prison where Tamil 

politicall prisoners were massacred while many Tamil civilians were being out similar treatment by Sinhalese 

mobs.. His views o f arrest, torture, incarceration, attempted murder and jailbreak are part o f a genre o f 

paramilitaryy tales that never get heard beyond the select few. This is the first occasion that such a tale which is 

I -- For a comprehensive human rights perspective of the war and its impact, see the informative collection of 

workss produced by The University Teacher's for Human Rights (Jaffna). To date the best known works o f the 

UTHRR Collective are Hoole, Somasundaram, Sritheran, and Thiranagama (1992) and UTHR (1994). It must 

bee noted that these works are published at great personal risk to the contributors, as in the case o f Dr. Rajani 

Thiranagamaa who was allegedly murdered by LTTE gunmen. 
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pann o f the politico-cultural fabric o f Tamil paramilitarism being represented verbatim. 

'T/utmhi':'T/utmhi': We used to talk about these things [socialism]. Generally we are talking seriously 

becausee we have enough time. 'Patu Ravi ' , 'Vadivef ('Kottan Raj i f ) . 'Siva' , l V e ! u \ 

'Ganesh'' and myself. I was trying to study [even] inside you know. I was trying to prepare for 

thee A /L exam. My dad. one day he was crying. He never said anything the first day he came 

too visit me. He just gave me a shirt and sarong and went away crying. We are the group. The 

Batticaloaa group was separate. Not much Jaffna boys. Only 'Varadan' and 'AdittaiT. 

'Kutt imani '' and Thanganna' were also there but in a different part, behind the wall . We were 

inn the special section (Magazine prison) and they were in maximum-security (Welikada 

prison). . 

Thosee days [before arrest], there were severe restrictions regarding my movements 

byy my parents. I had to be on time, do my chores and homework to schedule. At that time I 

wass studying A /L , first year. And everything they must know were I am, what 1 do. they 

knoww everything. There is no escape. But I managed to go sometime with the group, I mean 

withh GUES. to help the people in Thambiluvi! area. I don't know the exact name but these 

peoplee were really poor. We managed to clear plots of land in the jungle for these people to 

buildd their houses (only one-day). But our people made a place for cultivation and on the day 

II went there I planted coconut palms for the party CKachchi velaf [party-work]). It was in the 

junglee far away from habitation. Then we started studying there, iyukka puththaham 

(revolutionaryy books). There were only a few books to go around and everyone was grabbing 

att the chance to study. Most o f the books were Soviet publications in Tamil. We were crazy 

aboutt socialism. 

Inn the school, machang, there was a shortage o f maths teachers for the A /L class that 

II was in. So I took the chance to get away from my family. M y father is still upset about that. 

Att this time, I was studying in Karativu at the Vipulananda Maha Vidyalaya. After the first 

yearr o f A/L classes, I moved schools from Karativu to Sivananda Vidyalaya in Batticaloa (35-

400 km away). Then what happened? 1 can't remember the year exactly but GUES organised a 

bigg march (February 1983) in Jaffna. Therefore we worked to produce big posters and 

demonstrations. . 

Thosee days we had an internally active group working under the cover of GUES, 

whichh received monthly news bulletins from the party - the Eelam Peoples Revolutionary 

Liberationn Front (EPRLF) and I was one of them. Under the cover of the GUES protest 

demonstrations,, we set up a seminar series. I f anyone asked us what we were cbing, we would 

replyy and say, "we are organising a protest demonstration for GUES". It was a four or five-

dayy seminar that we organised in a place called Sathurukondawan. 4km north-east o f 

Batticaloaa town, towards Urani. The seminars were held in a church building belonging to the 

Methodistt church. In later years, this piace was known by another name. Manresa. the 

groundss of which was used by the Indian Peace Keeping Force ( IPKF) to set up its eastern 

brigadee headquarters (1987-1990). We were more than forty in all during the seminar. It was 

thee first time I met 'Nabha'. there, with h\ssurruttu [cigar]. uNabha', 'Gunsi ' . 'Varadan' and 

others.. I was given a job to do, that was to get up early morning and get the bread for 

everybody.. I lied to the father in charge of my hostel at Sivananda Vidyalaya. I said that 1 was 

goingg to visit my grandma. I was up at six o' clock and ready to go and get the bread. On the 

firstfirst day, I collected the bread, put it in a big bag and put that on the handlebars of my bicycle 

andd cycled from the bakery in Batticaloa to Sathurukondawan. I came back home after the 
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seminarr to my hostel before my evening curfew deadline of 7:00pm. However, for the next 
day.. I lied to the father and said that my grandma is ill and that therefore I am going to stay 
theree with her for a few days. He believed me and gave me permission to go, because I was a 
goodd boy in school, very quiet and silent. Therefore I went and stayed at Sathurukondawan till 
thee seminars were completed. The seminars were about the political and national struggles a!! 
overr the world (e.g. Nicaragua) as well as on ideology (taught by Puisara). We spent a lot of 
timee about 'Kuttani' (TULF) and other people. Our old Tamil political parties, activities and 
leaders.. Both sides, the good and the bad. We made some notes. Actually they are trying to 
makee us motivate more comrades to join us. We were the persons who were going to get 
moree people to join the party by taking the classes. 'Siva', 'Sharma' and everyone. Then I met 
"Kones'' in that classroom. 

Itt was this boy from Trincomalee who got caught first. He had my address. You 
knoww him, Koneswaran. Aiyoo [exclamation of anguish], 'Kones'...[pause] of course I 
rememberr him, a very nice boy. He was killed no? Sri Lankan Navy killed him. inthe boat. 
Yes.. boat. It was 'Kones' who said that he was going to Thambiluvil-Pottuvil and that he 
wouldd come to see me. It was Saturday and I was going home. I think it was 'Gunsi' who 
gavee 'Kones' a job to do, to transport calendars and posters to our hrling place to the 
cultivationn area in Thambiluvil-Pottuvil. 'Kones' said to me "I am coming back on Saturday, 
cann I meet you?" I said no, that I was going to my home and that he could come and meet me 
there.. So I gave him my address. 

Thenn I went back to the hostel and 'Kones' set off for Thambiluvil-Pottuvil. Then on 
Aprill 4th 1983. police came and surrounded the hostel (with a whimsical little smile). It was 
inn the evening, boys came and told me that the police were looking for me. But I told them to 
goo away because of April Fool's Day, thinking that they were still pulling my leg. I was lying 
inn my bed and talking to a friend when the police came. They handcuffed me immediately 
tookk my baggage and started digging up everything, all over the hostel room floor. They 
searchedd everywhere, trying to documents or anything. They did not ask me a word. I was 
afraidd and did not realise what was going on. After about fifteen minutes search, they asked a 
feww questions from my hostel warden, they put me in a jeep and drove me, handcuffed to a 
bar,, to the Batticaloa police station. Two jeeps and van were used by the police when they 
camee to my hostel. They never touched me you know. No one touched me till 1 was taken to 
Kandy.. In Kandy.pe ucli [massive beating]. 

Thee jeep was parked in front of the Batticaloa police station. Two of them were 
guardingg the jeep I was in, while three others went inside. The other jeep and van went off. 
Alterr 10 or i5 minutes, another jeep joined mine and started in the direction of Manresa. 
Beforee we go there, police had already surrounded the place and arrested all those who had 
remainedd after the seminars. There were twelve of them in all. "Varadan", 'Adittan', 'Ganesh', 
'Vadivel'' ('Kottan Raju'), 'Siva', 'Velu', 'Sri' ('Deva's' 'Buthalingam'), 'Patu Ravi', CC 
"Kumar',, CC 'Mant' (from Thambiluvil), 'Periya Ranjith' and 'Trinco Anil '. 

Thenn they brought all of us to Batticaloa police station, after dark. And they had 
caughtt all poster, banners and other things. We were fourteen in all. Then DIG Mahendran 
comes.. He came and called everyone individually and took some details. He called me right 
(withh a chuckle). In the middle as the fourth or fifthh person. When he saw me he said "Oh, are 
youu the one who was caught by the hostel? What is your nane?" 1 wanted to talk to him but I 
couldd not open my mouth, I don't know why machemg. Then he said, "1 have a child like you, 
whvv do vou do like this?" and then gave me a lecture. After he called me. he said "OK take 
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themm to Kalmunai headquarters. They were caught by Amparai police so take them to 
Kalnumaii  headquarters". Then they take us to Kalmunai and they kept us in two cells the 
wholee day. Then in the morning, they gave us tea and we were transported to Kandy in two 
minii  buses and a jeep to Kandy. We were all handcuffed to a steel bar in the van above our 
heads.. There was an armed police escort. We don't know what it was going to be, we were 
quitee afraid. But we were discussing all the time, we are going to say this and not that, etc. 

Then,, then the adi [beatings]. They brought us all to a police station somewhere in the 
Kandyy area and put three of us in a room. No tea, saapadu [food]. No nothing. We were 
broughtt to the station and lined up outside and they said "Koti enavcT [in Sinhala: 'Tigers' are 
coming]]  and kicked each one of us into the rooms, one by one. We were handcuffed again in 
thee rooms. And whenever one of the police officers came to us. they abused us fully in bad 
languagee and then adi [beating]. Actually the adi [beating] was not so bad. if you compare 
withh fourth floor. Next day early morning they took us to Colombo, fourth floor. When we get 
there,, they asked us to take off all uduppu [clothes], nothing. Then they brought each 
individuallyy to a hall, where there a lot of chairs, tables and this and that. In the corridor there 
wass a big man sitting, with a file and beard. He asked what is your name, looking at the tile 
andd then bang, he grabbed you hard by the balls. Machang it really pained and everyone went 
inn a crouch holding our [own] balls. Amathi [secretly] machang. full. Then we were asked to 
sitt facing the wall and then we were handcuffed to chairs and table legs. Blgkottan [pieces of 
wood]]  machang, the kathirai kaal [chair legs]. Most of the time they are coming and kicking. 
Thenn they took us individually into a room. Adi [whack], then begins from there. I can't 
rememberr how many times they hit me. Kicking, beating with a bigthadi [stick]. Every time, 
whenn anyone comes in, we are ready to get a kick. I saw that 'Siva' was bleeding. 'Mani' is 
crying.. I had a bit less than them because I am not in the way, a bit far from them. And 1 can 
hearr the noise, everyone getting hit. 1 was full-scared machang. Then my turn comes. 
Someonee comes and grabs me by the hair and drags me into the room One big bugger was 
sittingg on a table in the room machang and he got me to sit on the chair with the help of the 
guyy who brought me. There was also another guy standing by. I sat on the chair and the big 
buggerr put his feet on my shoulders and asked me questions. He can speak very well, Tamil. I 
alsoo saw a few S-lon (PVC) pipes, kathirai kaal [chair legs], kuiru [rope] and a wire 
machang.machang. And they are eating biscuits machang. 1 have seen drops of blood all over the place. 
Thee thing is. we already prepared in what we wanted to say. I was full scared, me. And then 
hee kept asking me the questions. When we start I kept looking at him and then he gave me a 
kickk and I went tumbling. Because they want to scare me more. The other guy lifted me up. 
Hee kept asking me questions. I answered everything, mostly. Sometimes in the middle they 
wouldd interrupt me and then drag me in circles all over the room. Every time I was shivering 
theyy gave me a kicking and banging me with big books and a pole machang. Once I thought 
thatt my leg was broken. I don't know how long I was questioned but finally ! am not in a very 
goodd condition. 1 couldn't even stand up. Most of the time my answer is yes to questions 
aboutt whether I did this or that. 1 know that if I said no, what I would ga. There is no other 
wayy machung. Still, ! have the marks on my \egsmachang. 

Thenn machang, finished. I can't get up, stand up or walk. They carried me and took 
mee to a room. Already, there were two or three of our boys there. Then next day. Until 
morningg we were still handcuffed to chairs. Next day early morning they another two people. 
Youu know who? 'Panagoda Maheswaran's' brother and an old man. his uncle, These two 
weree brought because 'Panagoda Maheswaran' had escaped in the night. And they were 
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severelyy beaten. They banged that old guy machang on the wall. He was looking through the 
windoww machang towards the port, you know kappul [ships] and this and that. I saw, then one 
guyy came and banged him against the wall . Paw [sin] machang, nakiya [old man] no? In the 
middlee they took us to a room and asked us to sign a document. So, whole day no sleep 
machang,machang, only acli [beatings] and no mutharam [urination]. We were afraid to do mutharam 
[urinate]] thinking that they might ki!l us. We did not ask a word. Next day morning we did 
mutharammutharam [urination]. This (face) all bung (swollen to double its size) machang. After the 
beatings,, we continuously were passing blood when we were doing mutharam [urinating]. 
Becausee they hit us in the kolta [testicles], they hit us everywhere. They gave me a few bangs 
heree machang (pointing to his kidneys). You know machang, when you pain everywhere, you 
can'tt feel after that. So i f anyone adicha [hits], you can't feel it. The next day between 8:00 
andd 10:00, they took us to a judge's house and I think some legal documents were signed or 
authorised.. And from there they took us to the Magazine prison. 

Inn the prison, no acli [beating]. I forgot one other name. 'Thanabal'. He was also in 
thee Magazine but in another case. 'ThanabaF and 'Thanga Mahendran' and two other 
Kandanaa boys were already there in another section. They were called the KandanaKuttiya 
[inn Sinhala: group]. They (The prison warders and everyone else) called Thanabal ' 'Podi 
Kutt imani '' or 'Sinna Kuttimani' [small 'Kutt imani ' ] , because he looked like 'Kut t imani ' . 
Thenn machang our prison life started. 

Julyy riots [1983] started and we heard the noise o f people shouting behind the wal l , as 
wel ll as lorries travelling outside with people shouting in them. In our section the problem 
startedd at the bathing place. 'Thanabal' was hammered by Sinhala inmates with a bucket. 
Thenn we reported to the jailers. Thereafter, the jailers came to serve us food around six o ' 
clockk in the evening. It was unusual the way they served the meal on tlis occasion. They first 
askedd everyone to line and then said enna [in Sinhala: come], one by one. The quantities 
beingg served was also little. So, Thangamahendran' put a shout and one of the jailers gave 
himm a kick. The situation did not seem to be too good. We also did not know about the trouble 
insidee the maximum-security Welikada prison. Suddenly, they came and separated us and 
tookk us to single cells, three to a cell. 'Thanabal', 'Rav i ' and 1 were in one cell. Then we saw 
armedd guards running here and there. And guards are looking here and there in a frightened 
manner.. Then we heard shouting and screaming and banging o f stee! and other noises from 
behindd the wall in Welikada. Then we know something is going all. We also heard somevedi 
chatlumchatlum [gun shots]. Then a helicopter arrived. 'Thanabal* had some good friends among the 
guards.. Suddenly one of them came and said to 'Thanabal', "Kuttimani ivarai" [in Sinhala: 
'Kutt imani"" is finished]. Then we asked what happened and he said " o h " and told the story, 
givingg details how the Tamil political prisoners had been attacked and killed by the Sinhala 
criminall inmates. At first he said that all o f them had been killed. After a few minutes he said 
thatt some o f them were alive. It is nightt ime machang, so we know that the same was going 
too happen to us. Thepayam [fear] machang is the sagara payam [ocean o f fear], Thepayam 
[fear]] is that we are going to get kil led for sure, today, any time. The food was piled up there 
inn front o f us but we never eat, the whole night. I just lay there on my back on the floor 
lookingg at the roof. Helpless no? There is nothing we can do in the cell. They took away 
everything.. There was only the muththaram [urine] bucket, sapadit [food] and some books. 
Theyy took away everything else, uduppu [clothes] and all. The fol lowing day we sat in the 
cell.. There were severe restrictions and no one came to see us apart from giving us food. We 
didd not know anything. The fol lowing day, we heard the same noise like that. I can't 
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rememberr what time it was. Then suddenly the Magazine prison commissioner arrived and 

said,, "Okay everyone get ready, we are moving now". He is a very nice man and we like him. 

II lis name was Gunaratna [sic] or something like that, a Burgher guy. He always help us 

becausee he can understand the difference. He knows that we are good guys. He came around 

tenn o'clock in the night. He said, don't take any belongings but everyone get ready. Then 

guardss came to the cells and handcuffed us two by two. From where we started, there were 

twoo rows of guards standing with batons on either side, ti l l the entrance. There was ful l 

security.. He made those arrangements. They hurried us up and put us in two hiring vans. Then 

withh an army escort of two jeeps and two lorries in front o f us, the vans took off. 

'Vamadevan'' (PLOTE, you know machang) and I were handcuffed together. The vans drove 

too Galle Face and stopped there. I thought, this was it, they are going to shoot us now and put 

uss into the sea. I really thought that. Yoga and them came afterwards. Then after two or three 

minutess the vans started moving towards Negombo, with the same escort. We were talking, 

hi.su,hi.su, kiLsu [whisper, whisper] all the time. 'Vaman' was with me no? He knew all the places. 

Hee even told me, they are going to shoot us now and put us in the sea, when we had stopped 

att Galle Face. So the vans finally came to a stop at the Katunaike Air Force base. After some 

timee the Welikada prisoners were brought in one van. Whoever was left alive. But not 

'Ni rmala ' .. 'Nirmala' came by another jeep machang. We were talking, 'Nirmala' got kil led 

andd then she arrived. They put some o f those prisoners in the vans. Then from around twelve 

mid-nightt we were all shut in the vans, three in all, t i l l ten in the morning the fol lowing day. 

Youu know how much body heat there was machang? The windows were shut and everyone 

wass paycim [afraid] and sweating. No muthiharam [urinating] machang. 'Vaman' was next to 

me.. You know what we did? We all pissed into one or two plastic bags and we passed them 

aroundd and finally hid them under the carpets. The vans were parked in an H formation. My 

vann was in the middle and the two other vans were parked sideways across the front and back 

o ff our van. And there were two army jeeps parked in the front and back of each of those two 

vans.. There were three guard dogs around this H formation, which was surrounded by three 

ringss of ful ly armed soldiers in combat gear. We were too scared to ask them anything, even 

too pass muthiharam [urine]. We knew that i f we stepped outside we would have been in 

terriblee trouble. 

'Vamadevan'' is next to me machang and the army people know about 'Vamadevan'. 

Thatt he was taken to the trial and everything and that he was 'Chelvanayakam's' driver and 

onee of the PLOTE leaders. He was the guy who was involved in the ki l l ing of 'Bast ianpi l la i ' . 

Fiee is a lean guy machang and somehow a little bit different looking. Unfortunately I am 

handcuffedd to him. He was sitting by the window and 1 was sitting by the aisle. Suddenly a 

feww of the soldiers came and asked in bloody thusanam [f i l thy language] machang, whether 

hee was 'Vamadevan'. He said no. Suddenly one o f them opened the window from outside and 

gavee a nulla adi [solid whack] with the butt o f his arms. Then 'Vamadevan' said. 'Thambi', 

pleasee come this side, towards the window side. And because we were handcuffed together, 

wee had 1 had to stay for a long time with my right arm twisted behind my back. How long do 

youu think that you can stay like that? From after midnight t i l l morning. 

Wee were more than forty in all and we were transported to Batticaloa it two air force 

planes.. 'Yoga ' came the next day, because machang, 'Yoga ' was hammered and thought to 

bee dead. His body was thrown in a truck along with the other bodies to be taken away to the 

crematorium.. It was at this point that the prison guards realise that he was not dead. He was 

broughtt with a huge bandage over his head. He had been axed on his skull and his face was 
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badlyy swollen because of beatings. And 'Somu machang, he also survived no? Ultimately lie 
wass with a shaving razor and knife wanting to cut his own throat, because he did not want 
anyonee to else to kil l him. 

Thee planes took o f f around 11 o ' clock and we did not know where we were being 
taken.. When we landed, we realised we were in Batticaloa, and then only we had an immense 
sensee o f relief. We still thought that they would take us to a camp but they brought us to the 
Batticaloaa prison. In the Batticaloa prison no problem machang. We had enough food coming 
everyy day. Tamil jai l guards were very helpful to us. We were in Batticaloa for around two to 
threee months before the jailbreak took place. 

'Gunsi '' did the major part of organising the jailbreak. PLOTE was also involved. 
'Gunsi '' passed two pistols in the sapadu [food] parcels. The jail-guards even brought two 
periyaperiya alavangu [big crowbars] machang. One guy he put it down the whole o f his shit and 
trouserr and was walking in a funny way. He came to us and bent forward while we pulled the 
aluvungualuvungu [crowbar] out from its hiding place. Then we decide the date and 'Gunsi ' and others 
arrangedd the logistics (e.g. sapadu [ food], b\g panai [pots], arasi mulai [rice sacks], some 
pipee grenades tilled with gelignite, a few shotguns and three 'Gandhiam' vans from the 
PLOTE).. A l l in all for the jailbreak itself (from the inside) there was only two pistols and one 
shotgun.. On the outside there were three shotguns and lots ofcheena vedi [firecrackers]. We 
alsoo made some kalhlhis [knives] from the aluminiumpathatharas [plates] we were given for 
sapadusapadu [food]. Everyone was given work to do. We were allowed a radio, which we put loud 
andd then we cut the kambi [wires]. When we have of f time to go to take a bath and everything, 
andd then i f no one is there we are doing the cutting business. Afterwards we put chewinggum 
andd made it dirty. You know where we did the cutting? Where the bars met the metal plate, so 
noo one can see. And we even made a mock firearm machang, from sereppu [slippers] and an 
S-lonn [PVC] pipe. I made a nice gun machang. With cigarette papers and everything. A 
revolver.. And machang. mechanic 'Thilagan' used to always go out and come back. He was a 
longg time prisoner at Batticaloa and was allowed to go out to do prison work and come back. 
Hee copied the keys to saukaram [soap] and made keys for the main door and for 'Nirmala 
A k k a VV door. So we are all ready. Time and everything was fixed before hand. 

Wee are passing the messages over the walls. Big wall machang. 'Gunsi ' and all are 
onn the other side and they wrap messages on\o kail u [stones] and throw them over to us. The 
guardss picked them up and pass them to us. We did the same. Then machang, the time to 
movee came. The guards came to give us food and we were all ready, everyone had put one 
trouserss and everything. 'Varadan" and other were given a job to do in a different section, to 
catchh the Sinhala guards and put plaster over their mouths. And me and 'Thanabaf were 
givenn the job to catch two sentries. Those old Tamil guys machang, they wouldn't do 
anything.. We were to hold them and put plaster on their mouths and then move. It was like a 
moviee machang. But at the actual moment everything did not go exactly according to plan. It 
hass gone differently machang. Everyone came out from the prison machang. We were 
supposedd not to make noise and all but everyone came, making huge noise and some o f the 
thirdd floor prisoners were even jumping from there to the ground. It was like a movie 
machang.machang. I am walking with the sereppu [slipper] gun machang and the tip is shaking. Then 
whenn I was walking I came across somebody and I said "adai poththada vaya" [yo shut your 
mouth],, because we wanted to make them quiet. And then to see it was our 'Lebanon' 
machang.machang. He is my old friend from Karativu. He said please take me with you. He was there 
forr criminal things. Apparently he became atholar [comrade] afterwards. 1 had no time to talk 
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too him. Just running here and there. 

Thenn I went to the main gate machang, finally. 'Douglas1 got the key tor 'Nirmala 

Akka '' and 'Panagoda Maheswaran' got the key for the main door. "VeLf and me went to 

breakk the lock and chain securing the firearms o f the prison guards. Later another guy also 

camee to help us and we finally managed to take two or three shotguns. Then the first prisoner 

too step out was 'Panagoda Maheswaran'. We were behind him. As he did so, he saw an Air 

Forcee jeep coming towards the prison. Then he shut the door and came back inside. The Air 

Forcee were patrolling the road and would be returning shortly. After a few minutes he went 

outt again and gave the signal for the three vans to come up and pick us up. One blue, one 

yelloww and red and the other was blue and something. You can't see everything at the time, 

sincee it was dark at the time. We just hopped in, a full load and took off. You know what the 

PLOTEE people did, they were trying to get their people only in the vans. They were saying 

"cngada"cngada akal va, engada akal va" [our people come, our people come]. Machang we did 

everythingg and their mentality was to get their people only in the van. They were very keen to 

doo this. Some people got mixed though but most people got on. But 'Varadan' and a few 

peoplee were missed because they were late. They went another way and crossed the river 

(Batticaloaa river behind the town). From there our people had helped them. They joined us 

fourr days later somewhere in the middle o f Trinco. The vans left without them because the 

driverss were afraid that the Air Force jeep would be returning. A few o f our boys who came 

forr the getaway did not come with us. They went away by another route. One l ie way we 

passedd the Air Force jeep on its return leg. I am sure that they knew something was going on 

butt they did not stop us. I don't know why. Some o f the boys were saying. Air Force coming 

andd then we were passing them. Of course we had a few shotguns with us. "Gunsi' came with 

uss t i l l we got on the boats. He had arranged for 'V i su ' and others from Trinco to meet us in 

Vallayaravuu with two boats. 'Gunsi ' sent us of f and then left from there. He walked from 

theree and disappeared. 1 don't know how he got back. Everything was prepared for us on the 

boats,, food and everything. After a few hours they dropped us in a jungle area and the boats 

wentt off. Somewhere north of Pasikuda. 

Thenn we had two disabled people with us. Both were from PLOTE, Taranthan 

Rajan'' and the other was 'Arasu1. We made two stretchers for them with wood and sarongs. 

Thenn we move. Moving in the jungle, I don't know where. We walked always through the 

night.. During daybreak we would find a suitable place in the jungle and stop. We would put 

twoo or three sentries. Daytime we would be cooking eating and collecting water. After six 

sevenn o' clock it is dark, then we move. After a few days we come to Vakarai. In Vakarai, we 

desperatelyy need medicine machang for those two people. Then we went to a midwife's 

home.. That is one o f my friend's house. Later on machang I heard that he went to LTTE, the 

boy.. Actually, only two persons went there not me. We got medicine from there. 1 have to say 

nothingg machang. I am just a little boy in the group. Tliere are not taking me everywhere they 

go.. We continued from there and after a few days we reached Tnncomalee. Before we 

reachedd Trinco machang, sapadu Me [no food] machang, no water, no nothing. We were 

walkingg nearly 40 miles a day with little or no sapadu [food]. More than twelve hours a day, 

non-stop.. Our feet were all swollen. I am not familiar with walking like that. 1 can remember 

onee thing, before Kinniya, once I lie down machang and said "no, I am not coming. Let me lie 

downn her and die". Finally at Kinniya we drank water at the seven wells and then kept going 

onn ti l l Trinco. In the kaadu [jungle] machang, we drink a few nasty things. You know there 

aree little puddles o f water left in the footprints o f elephants. Where there are these little frogs. 
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II remember this very well . I filled a bottle of this water, frogs and all I filtered the frogs and 
otherr rubbish out with my mouth. Then we also found water trees. You know water trees? 
Thosee vines which you cut and drink? Yes machang, we had a few o f them But that is not 
enoughh machang, we were walking miles and sweating a lot. In the middle of the way a lot o f 
thingss happened, I can remember that. Because I suffered a lot during that march. In the 
middlee o f the way, 'Somu' said, while we were walking through the hardened mud from the 
bundss of abandoned paddy fields, that one day i f he was to write about the march he would 
dedicatee two whole pages for it. They were hard like needles. 

Thenn we are in the middle of Trinco. You know, 'Vaman' is a bastard madiang. You 
knoww he kil led one o f the guys who was with us in the Magazine, a convicted Tamil criminal 
inmate.. You know the guy who was murdered, he was with us in the jailbreak and in fact he 
evenn carried a soththi [disabled] guy, a leader for ENDLF 'Paranthan Rajan', along with some 
otherss and me on the way. Bloody 'Rajan', he is another bastard. But when we were in 
Trinco,, 'Vaman' said "we don't want to take criminals with us" and he killed him. He stabbed 
himm with a bayonet. A friend o f mine, who was in PLOTE and then later joined us, you 
rememberr the guy who gave training? The one who was in the Malai [hi l l ] camp? Yes. 
Apparentlyy he was on sentry duty when we in the middle of Trincomalee, where there was a 
PLOTEE base. 'Vaman' came and said you go inside and then with a bayonet, he had stabbed 
thatt guy after putting him on the ground, to death. He was the guy machang, who was 
involvedd with the PLOTE dumpings. 

Inn Trinco, it was the parting of the ways between the PLOTE and EPRLF parties. 
'Vaman ' .. 'Mannikkadasan' and other PLOTE guys said, that i f we wanted we could jo in 
themm in their base but that we would have to hand over out weapons before we could do that. 
Howw do you like that machang? The mentality of these guys in those days. Domination. So 
ourr people said, no we are not coming and went to a different place. Normal people our very 
helpfull over there. We had a number of friends who came to help us, ' A r u l ' and others, who 
weree from Trinco and they were very helpful machang. They brought us cooked meals and 
everything.. 'Senthi l ' came and joined us in Trinco. He had made arrangements for us over 
there,, he came to see how things were getting on and brought us some guides to help us from 
thereon.. Afterwards he left again. From Trinco, after 17 days o f noivstop night-time walking 
wee reached Vettilaikerny. Then mechanic 'Thilagan' (his original name is Henry, he is a 
burgerr no?) and two others went and brought a lorry with panagkottaï [palmyrah root]. We 
unloadd that (ful l) load of panagkottai [palmyrah root] and then hop in. After that we went to 
Palalyy by night. There two boats were full ready for LIS. 'Senthil ' arranged everything for us 
andd was waiting for us. 'My l idd i Gnanam', 'Rajan' and a few o f them, our palaya otti's [old 
boatmen]] were there for us. Two boats were ever ready. After a few hours boat ride, 
everythingg was all right. They even had food and other things for us in the boats. We landed 
nearr Vedaraniyam-Kodaikanai. Then we went and reported to the police, because machang, 
wee had to carry our arms no? Shotguns, revolvers, pistols. There was no problem. Then we 
movedd to 'Stalin Anna'. 'SG' [secretary-general Pathmanaba] joined us in Vedaraniyam. He 
tookk us to 'Anna' . Then they treated us very well after that. Then we gave some publicity for 
this,, because we need to show who we are isn't it? So statements for the newspapers and radio 
etc.. Politica! parties give us a place (a big building) to live and organised our food and things. 
Somee people treat us veiy well you know. It was a good breakthrough machang. People were 
wantingg to help us. Until that, Indian people know these people using the word 'Eelam 
liberation'' for smuggling. Because that was what thepuligal [Tigers] were doing. So after that 
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peoplee got a good exposure. Thereafter Kumbakonam became a base for us. People were 

evenn inviting us over to their homes for meals and things like that. Thereafter. I went for 

Indiann training and this and that, along with the rest of the Batticaloa group who was in the 

Magazinee [prison]. We trying to get all our contacts secure in Kumbakonam in order to 

establishh the party. And somehow we succeeded in that. We got the chance to go to training, 

soo we went in the first batch. 'Sinnavan' and others had already got training from Lebanon. 

Theyy were setting up a training programme for new recruits and was busy with that. In the 

Sivapuramm camp, we were always having classes and other things and we were in a very good 

formationn machang. 

Ass far as your 'identity formation' goes machang, it begins wi th a restricted student 

attendingg demonstrations and classes, the arrest, the fear of torture, then prison. Thereafter the 

jailbreak,, the difficulties on the march and finally the heroes welcome in Tamil Nadu. That 

wass your high point. Then you felt along with the other that you could do anything. Yes 

machang,machang, and by then we also heard about the activities of your group and that some o f your 

peoplee were coming over for training. We were always talking about these things. We believe 

machangmachang that we are the only ones in the proper formation and that the others because they 

aree only the hero-type they would be digging their own graves - which in fact they are doing 

evenn now [meaning paramilitaries from the LTTE]. 

[Machang,[Machang, you guys were great guys 'Tliambi',  so early]. We were not early, there 

weree others before us. [Yes, but they were inuvaadee  [chauvinists|, you all were not]. Yes, 

thatt is true actually EP played a big role, a very big role. But they spoilt it, with these 

kidnappingss and things like that. It begins with 'DevaV velayutu [games]. 

[Weree you surprised to find Sinhalese in Madras?] No machang, I was expecting 

that.. You see we had contacts before, Upali Cooray, Dayan and Pulsara came and gave us 

lectures.. Pulsara gave us lectures, then I knew, yes, we are going to make tie socialist 

revolution! ! 

Welll machang looking at you and the way things went, there have been, as in all o f 

us,, some things that changed and some things that have endured. In those days, 1 don't think 

thatt 1 am going to be a big part of that struggle but 1 am happy to be a part o f that. We believe 

thatt we are going to be part o f the liberation struggle and that we were going to liberate Eelam 

withh your help. We strongly believe that. I can't say that the identity that we had then, is 

completelyy gone now. Because we are the people who had these ideas and however things 

wentt we still have those ideas now. Maybe they go differently now but we definitely plant the 

ideas,, some seeds to grow up, maybe among the next generation. We even caught some new 

peoplee and gave training to them. I mean TNA, but even among them, a few of them wi l l have 

thosee ideas. T N A is a mistake, of course it is. we had our internal contradictions about it and 

unfortunatelyy the party decide to go ahead with the idea. It cost us a fortune. 

Ass we have examined thus far Tamil nationalism has evolved and mutated as pail and parcel o f Sri Lanka's 

tragicc histories o f conflict at times consuming the young paramilitaries in the fire of internecine warfare. I now 

representt the testimony o f 'Bhaskaraif pertaining to his view o f events that led to the L I T E becoming the 

hegemonicc Tamil paramilitary organisation. 
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'Bha.skaran'':: With all the changes taking place in the Eelam national liberation struggle, such 
ass the attacks by the LTTE on the TELO and EPRLF in 1986 and the killings of our own 
Lebanon-trainedd comrades prior to these events, as well as the regional problems within the 
runningg o f the EPRLF, 1 felt very sad. Because at that time we haven't got enough arms as a 
resultt o f the regional problem caused by Douglas, we could not resist the attacks by the 
Tigers.. I began to hate the Tigers along with all the others who had suffered at their hands. 
Afterr 1986 we stopped fighting against the government because we couldn't do that and we 
begann to eventually Fight the Tigers who became the main enemy. I can't forget all the 
incidentss but I have somehow forgotten the impressions that I had at the time. It became 
importantt for us to win in our fight against the LTTE. 

Whenn I was first involved in operations and there were human casualties, I had no 
sympathyy because they were our enemies and had to be destroyed. Now when I think back 
uponn those events, I feel sad, that people had to lose their lives in vain, whether they be 
comradess or enemies. In war time there is no good or bad. There is only bad. As far as the 
cadress o f the Tigers who have been involved in acts o f mass murder (stabbing and hacking to 
deathh o f villagers) are concerned, they have been taught that through the ki l l ing of people they 
cann achieve their objectives. Even we were taught when we got Indian training, that i f one o f 
ourr comrades were killed that we should kill five people from the enemy side. However, in 
ourr party, it was politics that determined our actions and we were told not to ki l l innocent 
people.. In the LTTE the kil l ing of enemies has long been their dr iving force. I think that 
however,, that i f these LTTE cadres get to live as long as we have, some o f them too wi l l 
regrett their actions. They wi l l be able to do so, only once they have been able to escape from 
thee grip o f the LTTE's ideology and look back at their past actions from without. I also think 
thatt these mass murderer-types need help i f and when peace comes. 1 hope that there wi l l be 
somee organisations who wil l help them. I think that i f they do not get help, that such people 
mayy get into the business of kil l ing whenever they become angry. 

Forr example, when I came to England from Sri Lanka, the anger I felt at the 
beginningg is not the same as what I feel now. In the beginning wren I went to work in a 
restaurant,, there was very hard work and couldn't speak English very well . There was far too 
muchh work, because we did not know English very well. So we had no choice but to stick it 
outt despite the hard conditions. I was told immediately after finishing a job to get onto the 
nextt and so no. Therefore I used to get angry very much because our employers were cheating 
uss and at these moments, I wanted to do something violently. The reason being, in Sri Lanka, 
wee came out o f a violent situation, and in our minds we had a high opinion o f ourselves as 
formerr liberation fighters. Being in a violent situation back home, it was always easy to resort 
too violent action, to sort out our frustrations. 

Now.. 1 have cooled down a lot because the living situation has changed and we are 
thinkingg in a different way. Therefore, in order to sort out the frustrations and traumas of the 
masss murderers from the LTTE. their l iving situations must also change so that they can have 
thee opportunity to cool down. And given the nature o f their organisation and the type o f 
strugglee they waged, they wi l i definitely need professional help too. A change in the living 
situationn involves financial help to set up their own livelihoods, as well as a conducive 
environmentt that wil l help them cool down. In other words, their contact with the violent 
policiess and tactics of the LTTE must come to an end. Without this o f course, these young 
personss wi l l continue to do violent actions, that they would in different circumstances, live to 
regret. . 
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Youu know machang. I wanted to forget because I hate the fighting and other things. 
PorulumPorulum vernclaam [No more struggle]. Especially maehang because o f ki l l ing each other. 
Internall problems. But you never let us forget. You come back to us every year and remind 
us. . 

Ass illustrated by these paramilitary narratives, the fragmentation and derailment of a united Eelam national 

liberationn struggle led to revenge/counter-revenge killings became a substitute in the era of action. And this is 

aa direct consequence of disunity in struggle. Alienation and isolation o f the LTTE, and operating according to 

thee dictates of 'my enemy's enemy is my friend' syndrome became in the gaze o f anti-LTTE Tamil 

paramilitariess o f paramount importance, superseding nationalist struggle. On the part o f the LTTE it became 

partt o f a war on two fronts with spoils o f victory on this battlefield being their sole preserve. This has led to the 

endurancee of Tamil nationalism in a variety o f forms, at odds with each other, with tremendous impact on 

processess o f identification and collective political identity formation. It has also led to the exil ing o f Tamil 

paramilitariess and the development o f sizeable Tamil Diasporas in Europe, North America and Australasia, 

ExigenciesExigencies of Diasporic Life 

Thiss last section o f experiential narratives is quite pertinent to ongoing debates regarding immigration 

policiess especially concerning asylum-seekers in Europe and other developed countries. Policymakers in 

debatee the whole issue o f illegal immigration, which has become a burgeoning business. And it is alleged 

thatt in the case of the LTTE much o f its substantial revenue is drawn from this particular source. Having 

examinedd the workings o f the Immigratie Dienst ( Immigrat ion Department) and Ministerie van .histitie 

(Minist ryy o f Justice) while in The Netherlands, I can confidently state something, which is often voiced but 

neverr really publicised in these bureaucratic halls o f power. That is, however much o f extra budgetary 

resourcess or policing methods are introduced, the 'problem' o f illegal immigration wi l l never disappear. 

Ratherr an\ attempts at redressing this situation nutst involve constructive engagement wi th processes o f 

confl ictt management and conflict resolution ut source in the deeply divided societies where many i f not 
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mostt asylum-seekers originate. And it is criminal for policymakers to have to sit on their hands and wait for 

tragicc events to unfold as a result of a lack of political will on the part of legislators. In the classic case of 

thee Balkans, across Europe officers of immigration services in particular knew very well that the region was 

goingg to implode with phenomenal negative consequences for the civilian populations, but nothing was 

donedone about it. The experiential narratives represented below are another side of this coin, where failure to 

actact pre-emptively has led to the introduction of newcomers into what can be pretty daunting and even 

hostilee environments - in the face of institutionalised racism and its civilian counterpart. The narratives 

beloww record how a select group of Tamil paramilitaries-in-exile has developed effective coping-

mechanismss despite the odds. 

'Bhaskaran':: T began my political identity as an Eelam Thamil liberation tighter. Now I 
can'tt even live in Eelam. thanks to the Tigers. Now I am different- worrying about money 
andd how to protect the site and to stop the thieves, cleaning and maintaining records for the 
Savee management. So what is my identity? I am a Tamil but the English people not respect 
uss and I cannot call myself as a Tamil. They call us "Pakis", "Dirty Pakis". They give us 
troublee all the time and tell us all the time to "Go back to your country, don't stay here". So 
becausee of that, I think that our country is better. Unfortunately, we can't stay there. So my 
presentt identity is that of an unwanted refugee. My being iii the iyakkam [movement] has 
helpedd me tremendously to survive in this country and face the daily harassment of white 
andd black English racists. In fact in London, the black on black racism is terrible. When we 
workk at the petrol stations, we are constantly harassed by the activities of thieves- nicking 
things,, putting petrol and running away. If we say anything, they say "Paki fuck off ' . My 
formerr training as a paramilitary has helped me to fight with them at times without being 
afraid.. Apart from that, there is also the support that I get from my comrades (thoUirhalj, 
whoo have also managed to come to London as exiles. We all live together and share a 
communall life, like we did when we were back home in the hyakkam [movement]. This 
hass given us confidence and reduced our financial burdens as well. Sharing as we always 
havee is not a new experience, it gives us strength and sustenance. Therefore, when I say my 
identityy is that of an unwanted refugee, there is also another identity, which helps me 
survive.. My communal identity as an ex-paramilitary from the eastern province, 
particularlyy from the village of Karativu, who belonged to the EPRLF. This is what has 
helpedd me to survive in this country. 

MachangMachang it was very difficult to come here. We came via Benin. Togo and Nigeria. 
Thee travel agent tried to cheat us there and only after putting kachal [trouble] that we were 
ablee to come here. There were already 15 people in Togo when we arrived, we were the last 
batch.. The travel agent said that we must wait a long time before we could move. Actually it 
tookk us three months before we finally were able to make it. When 'Siraap' and I arrived in 
Africa,, the travel agent Nalliah took our passports and a total of US$3,000 Thomas Cook's 
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travellerss checks. So alter that we stayed one week in Benin in an old house like one of EP 
camps.. There is not enough beds, so we slept on the floor. We used to cook our meals too. 
Onee week later we were sent to Ghana. There was another travel agent there who came to the 
Ghana-Togoo border to meet us. He took LIS to another lodge, where the lodgers were only Sri 
Lankan.. There were only a few rooms and in every room there were I S20 would be Sri 
Lankann Tamil refugees. There were a total of more than 150 there. Everyone hoping to make 
itt to Europe. Every day we used to go to the travel agent's (separate) room and enquire when 
wee were going to depart. He always said, "next week I will send you, definitely". The other 
boyss who were there (three or four girls too but I never speak to them) said that they had been 
theree for over six months with no sign of any movement. Also over there, there was no milk 
inn the tea. insufficient food, the quality was bad (like campsamayal [cooking] - you have to 
standd in a line and get served onto a plate and why the hell should we? We had not paid 
moneyy to do this, we could have easily stayed with the EP). We were also not allowed to go 
outt or stay by the roadside. If we want to go to a shop oranywhere we had to get permission 
fromm the travel agent. So we got angry and we would go out whenever we wanted to. We 
neverr got any permission from hirn. After that we told him that within two weeks you have to 
sendd us or we are going back to Sri Lanka, if not give us back our passports and travellers 
checks.. He said, I have only got your passports, Nalliah is the one who has the travellers 
checks.. Two weeks later we decided to go back, we thought that there is no point to stay here, 
becausee he is going to cheat us. Afterwards, we told him, we must go today. So, 'Siraap' and I 
tookk two knives from the kitchen and broke two chairs in the lodge (violent veelai thaaneel 
[violentt action no?]) and told that we have to go today to see Nalliah and we have to go bxk 
too Sri Lanka. All the other fellows are afraid to look at us. We also told him that we know 
yourr house and family in Colombo and that we were going to kill them when we got there. He 
wass so afraid that he told, okay calm down, I will get you to Nalliah. He then telephoned a 
taxii  and took us to Togo. Nalliah was there on the border and he took us to the house we were 
inn before. The same people were there. Afterwards, Nalliah to us to the hotel he was staying in 
(aa very comfortable one) and told us, that I will send you to London in a week. Please don't 
doo anything. That was because we caught him and hammered him in his room. He took the 
phonee and said I will cal! the police, and we said please do, that we would tell them the whole 
story.. Then he put the plione down. The reason that we hammered him was because we had 
askedd him to give us our travellers cheques. He said I don't have them, because he had 
actuallyy cashed them and taken the money. That was how he was living so comfortably. One 
weekk passed and nothing happened. When we asked him, he said next week, since somebody 
wentt to see the airport, because somebody went to Nigeria. If everything is okay. I will take 
youu there. One week later the other travel agent came and the two of them took us to Nigeria 
viaa Benin. We arrived in Benin by a taxi and stayed there for three days in a taxi. After three 
dayss we went to Nigeria again by taxi. In Nigeria we stayed two days in a five-star hotel, 
beforee we took a direct flight to London, where we asked for political asylum. The other 
peoplee stayed back. 

AppudiyeAppudiye story naltam] [so far the story is great!] I can say those easily. After we 
camee here, there was no one to receive us here. A friend of mine had given an address when 1 
wass in Sri Lanka, that there would be a person who would receive us here. Unfortunately, we 
lostt the address. In Africa, we met another friend of ours who was waiting for passage to 
England.. He was also a former EPRLF member, 'Pattuwan', a locally trained (from Jaffna) 
paramilitary.. He had also given us a telephone number and name of a man Bala, also from 
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Jarïha,, whom we could contact. When we phoned, he came to receive us at Terminal 4, 
Heathroww Airport. At first he said that he did not know us, and that was true. Afterwards, he 
camee to see us and said that I can't receive you because it is a problem for me, so you should 
contactt the Tamil Refugee Council (TRC) and they wil l receive you and give you 
accommodation.. We told him that i f he want money to cover his expenses, that we would pay 
himm later on - since he had complained that because he came to see us, he was not able to go 
too work - but to please receive us. Anyway he received us and took us out o f the Terminal 4 
detentionn centre at around 19:00 hours, on the 1st o f December 1990. It was \ery cold at the 
timee and we did not have any jackets or jumpers to keep ourselves warm. We did not bring 
anyy clothes with us because the travel agent in Sri Lanka had told us that we could take only 
twoo shirts, a sarong and a towel, all packed into a briefcase with us. We did not know the 
workingss of agents before, so we duly followed instructions. With Bala, there was also his 
machanymachany David. David came because he had a house and wanted roommates in order to pay 
thee rent to the landlord. We did not know tha David made money from renting out apartments 
andd then re-rcnting them to unsuspecting new arrivals at higher rents. After that we went to 
Bala'ss house where we had a meal and then we moved to 112. Conisborough Crescent in 
Catt ford. Some of our friends still rent this house but not from David. They rent it direct from 
thee landlord now. This house had been uninhabited before our arrival for at least six months. 
Theree were no carpets, some very old beds, no central heating, no curtains, no wallpaper. 
Theree were also no utensils in which we could cook-in. There was an old cooker and fridge. 
Thee bed was a bloody mess when we arrived and not one in which we could sleep in. On the 
tlrstt day, the two of us slept on two broken down settees. David buggered o f f and wespent a 
veryy cold night. There were no blankets and we were forced to use a couple o f very dirty and 
soiledd curtains to cover ourselves with. In the 1990, the winter was pretty severe, with the 
heaviestt snow for 5 years. Bala had said, that there was a welfaree office at the end o f our road 
andd that all we had to do was to follow the road and we would find a DHSS office. The next 
morningg we got up at around 10:00 am, we had no tea or breakfast. Bala had asked us earlier 
ass to who had given his name and address. We mentioned the name o f our comrade Ta t t u ' . 
Balaa then mentioned that 'Pat tuV younger brother was in London. Bala phoned this boy. 
Baba,, and told him that we were in London and that he should come and look after us, since 
hiss brother had sent us. At about 11:00 am. Baba and Bala came to see us. Bala lent us a very 
oldd jacket, which we used for a couple of days before we returned it to him. Baba and Bala 
tookk us to a grocery store and bought us tea, sugar, and food stuffs, as well as kitchen utensils 
andd plates for 30, out o f 150, which Baba gave us. In exchange we gave S80, which was all 
wee had on us. Nobody knew about the travellers cheques which we had rescued from the two 
crookedd travel agents in Africa. We gave them the $80 because they asked us whether we had 
anyy money. We took the stuff back home, and cooked. On the way back in Bala's car. Baba 
pointedd out a Sri Lankan restaurant and told us that we could eat there too. It was a joke, since 
wee hardly had any money to survive on then. Before we went home to cook, we also bought 
twoo quilts and two pillows. Then we went home and cooked. Bala and Baba dropped us o f f 
andd went off, since they didn't have more time to spend with us. After we ate, we cleaned out 
onee room and washed the curtains and put them on the bed as bed covers, once they had 
dried.. While clearing out, we found an old electric heater, which we used to dry the curtains. 
Nextt day morning, we went out, despite not knowing where we were. A l l the places looked 
thee sarne when we looked out. We then went for a small walk to check out our surroundings, 
likee we did in Madras. One round in one direction and another round the other way. We took 
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withh us the two leave-to-remain letters given to us by the Immigration, as our 'identity 
documents".. We then went to look for the DHSS office. We then walked all the way to 
Catford.. We saw the bus stand but we didn't know at which halt we should get down and we 
alsoo didn't want to spend our money because we had no income then. We walked more than 
fourr miles. Bala told us the office was DHS [sic], so we passed a office which had a sign 
savingg DHSS. But thinking this was the wrong office we went further on. After looking 
everywheree we realised that the DHSS office was the right one. We then turned back and 
wentt to the DHSS office around midday. We were afraid to go in alone, not knowing what 
officee it was, so we went in together. In the littl e English we knew we spoke to the people 
there.. Of course we did not understand a word of what they told us because of the strange 
accents.. Anyway, they gave us two forms and told us to fil l them up and bring them back. 
Anyway,, we had got into the system, this was the most important thing. The following day we 
handedd the forms in, even though we were told to bring them back ii a week, because we did 
nott have any money. The DHSS people told us that in the following week that they would 
sendd us a check. They told us that if we didn't receive the checks in two weeks that we should 
comee back. Three days after our arrival, 'Paltu' came to London and he and his brother Baba 
helpedd us a lot. They are now living near New Cross, in the house that 'Pattu' bought. 

Wee managed to sort our financial situation out with great difficulty. Even before we 
reallyy started earning we had to pay David and inflated rent, right from the very first day we 
camee to London. At that time we considered even such exploitation as help, since we had 
simplyy no one else to turn to for assistance. Three months later Bala came and told us that he 
hadd spent US$90 for receiving us and that he would like to have that money back. So we duly 
paidd this money back to him in two instalments. The reason for our difficulty in paying him 
wass the Home Office ruling that newly arrived refugees cannot work in the first six months of 
theirr arrival, til l such time as they obtain their work permits. After six months we managed to 
obtainn our work permits from the Home Office and our national insurance numbers for the 
DHSS.. We then started to look for work. By this time, comrade Thambr (Premananda) had 
alsoo joined us in London. Every day we would get in the morning and purchase a foiiF-zone 
one-dayy travel card and travel the length and breadth of London, searching for work. If we 
saww a row of shops, we would get down and ask for work. They always told us sorry, no 
vacancies.. In that period, I phoned to one 'friend' from my village Karativu. He told me that it 
wass very difficult to get jobs these and that even two or three friends of his who were living 
withh him were also having difficulties in finding work. 1 believe that this man did not want to 
helpp us. because we belonged to the paramilitaries. Therefore we had no choice but to 
continuee walking and walking to the furthest corners of London, which is a pretty big city. In 
thatt time, we only had moccasin shoes from Sri Lanka, which bent and went all funny like 
canoess (like the 'thoni') because of all the ice and slush. Finally I found a job, with the help of 
'Pattu'' in a restaurant and it was a very frustrating time being exploited from I 1:00 to 01-2:00 
hours,, 6 days a week, for a pay of 90 pounds a week starting, which was eventually increased 
afterr much toil to a maximum of 150 after 4 months, after which I left. After this we all got 
intoo the petrol business. I had to stay around six months unemployed after which I got my first 
postt as a cashier in a F1NA service station in Catford. 'Thumbf also worked over there. The 
managerr was a Tamil. It was the iyyakkam solidarity of sharing our joys, sorrows and 
frustrations,, and living together that helped us through the initial difficulties of facing up to 
thee harsh realities of living and surviving in London. We also had to face up to the racism loo. 

Forr example, they come and ask for free cigarettes, "give me ten Benson, l"l l give 
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youu later", then i f we refuse to give, they say "Fucking Paki", 'Tuck o f f dirty Paki" or spit 
ontoo the shop windows and sometimes break the glass. Twice when 1 was working with FINA 
theyy broke the glass. Otherwise they will throw the money at you. I f not they put the petrol 
andd run off. Sometimes in the daytime, they don't even come into the shop and pay, they 
comee and put the money into the night-catch and drive off, only because we are foreigners. 
Wee are forced to come outside and collect the money. I f youngsters ate caught pilfering and 
wee bar them from coming again to the shop, they would more often than not pelt the shop 
afterwardss with eggs. 

II began as an Eelam liberation fighter wanting to bring about a socialist revolution in 
Srii Lanka. Today, I am a petit bourgeois licensee o f a service station, interested in expanding 
myy business. However, there is no way to forget the past, it comes back to haunt me at night-
relivingg the memories of a different place at a different time, all too horrible and real. Too 
muchh sadness, too much pain. So much sacrifice, was it worth it? I don't know. But one thing 
iss sure. I learnt how to live, to survive. 

Liverpooll is easier in this sense than London. Daily haranguings and struggles with 
driverss who put petrol or diesel and drive of f without payment are league in London, apart 
fromm the racist verbal abuse "you bloody fucking Pakis" or in similar vein. 'Customers' resort 
too various tactics to play out cashiers. For example, a five pound note wil l be handed in for 
paymentt and when change is being returned, the 'customer/s' wi l l claim that either a ten 
poundd or twenty pound note had been handed over. And even i f the police is called in to sort 
outt the problem, it would be hard to 'prove' that it was indeed it was only a five poundnote 
thatt had been handed in, since the till contains notes in fives, tens and twenties (fifties are 
raritiess in Liverpool due to the depressed economic situation, with customers in certain areas 
likee Bootle, only putting in two, three, four or five pounds worth o f petrol on average on 
normall working days. The Christinas and New Year season being the exceptions. Also, the 
cheaperr varieties o f cigarettes, like Lambert and Butler tens happen to be the most favourite 
brand).. In order to counter the cheating tactics of 'customers', cashiers resort to a variety o f 
counter-measures,, such as not placing the money directly in the t i l l , but on a side. 

'Bha.skaran''Bha.skaran' also touches on the contentious and often hidden issue o f acrimonious regional rivalries between 

Tamill paramilitaries and their sympathisers, in this case rivalries and prejudices that have strangely enough 

manifestedd themselves transnationally in London. 

'Bhaskamn' ':: There have been gangs in London for a long time now. The members are mostly 
fromm Arialay and Valvedditturai. One of the informants even saw graffiti on a wall in the 
Tootingbeckk tube and British Rail station: "Mattakalapit naihikar [Batticaloa dogs -
Batticaloaa being the principal town in the eastern province] and "Mattakalupu vesehaikar 
[Batticaloaa whores] "London cranilm valHem" [get out from London] signed by "lyakkam 
vklufhalaivklufhalai ptili^haF [movement Liberation 'Tigers'] . This has been recorded in a local Tamil 
newspaperr along with photographs. In the last week (last week o f January 1995), some 
Tamilss working in a laundry cashed a check valued at £7,000. There was another Tamil man 
whoo accosted the three with a hammer. One o f the three took out a handgun and shot the 
assailant.. The police arrested the injured man but the gunman is yet to be apprehended since 
hee escaped from the site. There is a possibility that these gang members are former liberation 
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fighterss from Sri Lanka. Clearly, the graffiti on the walls indicate that the gang members are 
fromm northern Sri Lanka, that is from the Jaffna peninsula. The text of the graffiti indicate the 
regionall rivalry between Jaffna and Batticaloa Tamils. Clearly, the northern Tamils wish to 
becomee hegemonic over the eastern province Tamils even in London. 

Ann examination of a cross-section of 'opinions from the Tamil Diaspora in Western Europe at this point in 

timee might very well present more pro-LTTE r Jaffna-centric perspectives. And reflect some o f the 

prejudicess recorded via the graffit i on the walls. This would hardly be surprising given that the majority o f 

Tamilss asylum-seekers and refugees l iv ing in Europe and North America are from the Jaffna peninsula and 

inn fact it is their less well-to-do cousins from the eastern province who take on the brunt o f the ongoing 

l ight ingg in Sri Lanka. The reason being that given that they are less wel l -o f f eastern province Tamils have 

lesss opportunities to make across Sri Lankan borders as refugees and therefore they are then in a position to 

bee recruited into the LTTE i f they are o f combat-age. The experiential narratives in this text are an attempt 

too highlight hitherto under-represented points o f view. In any deeply divided society that has to contend 

wi thh the exigencies o f political violence and conflict, there is much war-related psycho-social trauma, 

hatred,, revenge/counter-revenge mentalities that have become 'normal ' due to the effects o f brutalisation. 

Veryy often in such situations the ki l l ing o f opponents or those who simply disagree or have alternative 

pointss o f view have become 'a way o f being' in the conduct o f political 'debates' and an extension o f 

commonn political practice. These problems need to be researched, understood and taken note of in detail. A 

dauntingg but necessary task in contemporary post-Cold War global political culture, where the media magic 

o ff sound bites and short sighted financial restrictions o f market economics rule the roost, / /such problems 

aree understood in a long-term perspective and in all their complexity, then even under the most draconian 

cost-cuttingg regime it would be admitted that long-term counter-measures are not only logical but 

financiallyy sound practice. 
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CHAPTERR EIGHT 

NARRATIVEE 'REALITIES': AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL, ANTHROPOLOGICAL, 

ANDD ETHNOGRAPHIC REFLECTIONS 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Moundss of human heads are wandering into the distance. I dwindle among them. Nobody 
seess me. But in books much loved, and in children's games I shall rise from the dead to say 
thee sun is shining (Osip Mandelstam 1986:350). 

Thee last decade since the mid-1980s, has seen anthropology become more and more associated with 

interdisciplinaryy research in the area of cultural studies involving the concept of culture. As George Marcus 

notes: : 

Thiss arena has largely been shaped within the humanities by developments over the past two 
decadess in literary studies, history, philosophy, and academic feminism. While French 
poststructuralistt theories have been the primary intellectual capital, the example of British 
culturall  studies, an intellectually eclectic critical movement of the 1950s and 1960s, has been 
thee institutional inspiration for the emergence of cultural studies in the United States. In 
Britain,, as in the United States, anthropology, still perhaps identified with the fine-grained, 
merelyy descriptive study of primitive, exotic peoples, had little role to play in the development 
off  cultural studies as an interdisciplinary field (Marcus 1992:vii). 

Ass a researcher involved in the ethnography of political violence, I have found that the combination of cultural 

studies,, anthropology and politics (in their interdisciplinary sense) has had much to offer. Particularly, in order 

too represent politically and globally relevant understandings of the multifaceted realities involved in the 

ethnographyy of political violence. One of the areas of interest to me has been the intertwining of 

autobiographicall  insights with the general analysis (Atkinson 1991:106-110,131-133, Okely and Callaway 

1992).. In my work, I endorse an approach that incorporates autobiographical material in combination with a 

sub-genree of ethnographic writing known as self-reflexive "fieldwork accounts" (Clifford and Marcus 

1986:14,, Crick 1992:175-192). Here, I found that by adopting a poststructuralist stance, and taking on board 

textuall  strategies (Ricoeur 1991) and representations of multivocal realities (Bakhtin 1981, Clifford and 
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Marcuss 1986:15), I could also place myself, a former actor and now author, within the text that I was writing 

andd thereby make the material more interesting and life-like to readers. This text then, is a written product of 

myy experimental research activities (i.e. ethnography of political violence in contemporary Sri Lanka). Paul 

Ricoeurr has this to say about the relation between writing and texts. 

writingg is a realization comparable and parallel to speech, a realization which takes the place 
off  it and, as it were, intercepts it. Hence we could say tint what comes to writing is discourse 
ass intention-to-say and that writing is a direct inscription of this intention, even if, historically 
andd psychologically, writing began with the graphic transcription of the signs of speech. This 
emancipationn of writing, which places the latter at the site of speech, is the birth of text" 
(Ricoeurr 1991:45) 

Autobiographicall  anecdotes used in this text, involve interrogations of my memory, which deal with lived 

experiencesexperiences of a member ox full-participant, rather than of artificial attempts at 'gathering experience' for the 

purposess of research (i.e. in the style of a 'laboratory experiment' in the field). Of course there is a risk of a 

ratherr confessional or navel-gazing stance, however I take this risk, since the researdi coincides with an 

importantt part of my own experience. 

Myy experiential position is a rather unique one, even in the context of the rather complex issues 

surroundingg political violence in Sri Lanka. I am a male of Sinhala ethno-linguistic origin (i.e. majority ethnic 

group),, who belonged to a politico-military organisation that had fraternal links with one of the non-chauvinist 

Tamill  paramilitary groups (i.e. minority ethnic group). I also further benefit, from the experience of exile. 

However,, the insights provided by such an in-between position (near perfect in the context of ethnographic 

research)) in a deeply divided society and ethnographic distance through exile and subsequent return, as an 

insider-outsider,insider-outsider, is not without, its share of problems and constraints. 

Thee first question that is invariably asked of me when I describe my research and my own role in it, is 

whetherr I can maintain sufficient distance (i.e. in order to qualify as a professional ethnographer), given my 

closee association and emotional ties with the subject matter. My answer to this question is that: when I am in 

Srii  Lanka given my past and present associations and involvements, 1 would be hard pressed to be able to 
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distancee myself enough from the nitty-gritty of'day to day activities, let alone find the time to sit and write. 

Therefore,, being in exile has acted as a boon, and has enabled me not only to be able to write but also to reflect 

andd be able to see the big picture (rather than running after events). Furthermore. I argue that all so- called 

scientificc research is of a subjective nature and there is no production of knowledge in an objective vacuum. 

Therefore,, I do not feel hampered by the constraints of having to produce pseudo-objective research. Rather, 

myy close association with the Sri Lankan embroglio and its many tragedies brings about awareness that the 

productionn of knowledge must involve a sincerity of purpose. One that is free from petty political affiliations-

i.e.. if it is to serve any purpose at all for the long-suffering peoples of this deeply divided society. 

However,, solving this first question does not mean that it is plain sailing from thereon. For part of that 

questionn remains unanswered and has to be addressed, if not tackled on a regular basis. What I referto is that 

theree is no escape outlet for me, from the more gory and traumatic side of my research, which returns to haunt 

mee on occasion at night during dream-time as pail of my own post-traumatic stress disorder. Ever since I 

begann my research, a lot of my time has been taken up by various questions pertaining to political violence, 

thatt constantly engage my thoughts. While there is no 'relief as such for me from these issues, it enables me 

howeverr to come to grips with past memories, through rigorous analysis of the subject matter. 

Similarly,, there are other instances where I find that due to my 'closeness' as a former practitioner of 

politicall  violence. I tend to miss out on points, which would be of analytical interest to the 'lay observer*. Part 

off  this is due to my own brutalisation, which makes me either less sensitive or taking for granted that most 

readerss would know about certain information that is Sri Lanka or political violence-centric. Therefore, I have 

too go over my writings in draft forms with other scholars who are quite removed from the Sri Lankan scene, in 

orderr to overcome this deficiency. A problem not easily resolved, which needs constant vigilance on my part. 

Inn this context. I find it helpful to concentrate on writing for a readershp that is uninitiated (in terms of 

knowledge)) about the Sri Lankan embroglio. 
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Onee of the most important advantages of being an insider/practitioner however, is access to lived 

experiences.experiences. Therefore, rather than starting out from a hypothetical guess, when may or may not correspond 

too empirical realities, it is easier to contend with complexities and nuances when conducting research from the 

perspectivee of lived experiences. My involvements with the paramilitaries were out of conviction, rather than 

outt of necessity or professional need (i.e. as a researcher). I have therefore been able to bypass some of the 

problemss that conventional ethnographers have come across in the context of'participantobservation'. James 

Cliffordd notes that: 

"Participantt observation" serves as a shorthand for a continuous tacking between the "inside" 
andd "outside" of events: on the one hand grasping the sense of specific occurrences and 
gesturess emphatically, on the other stepping back to situate these meanings in wider contexts. 
Particularr events thus acquire deeper or more genera! significance, structural rules, and so 
forth.. Understood literally, participant observation is a paradoxical, misleading formula, but it 
mayy be taken seriously if reformulated in hermeneutic terms as a dialectic of 
experience...Experiencee and interpretation have, however, been accorded different emphases 
whenn presented as claims to authority. In recent years there has been a marked shift of 
emphasiss from the former to the latter (Clifford 1988:34). 

II agree with Martyn Hammersley here, that the epistemological assumption underlying "the idea that direct 

experiencee of or closeness to, a phenomenon gives one valid knowledge over it" is unsound (Hammersley 

1992:143).. Not only is all knowledge constructed, each individual's experience (whether practitioner or 

observer)) and understanding of'reality' is not homogenous, which results in multiple understandings, realities 

andd truths. However, as noted by Hammersley, more specific and defensible methodological arguments can be 

made,, in order to "claim that practitioners are best able to understand their activities and situations" (Ibid). 

NameK: : 

1.. Practitioners have access to their own intentions and motives in a way that an observer does not, and so 
havee a deeper understanding of their own behaviour than an outsider could have. 

2.. The practitioner will usually have long-term experience of the setting being studied, and will therefore 
knoww its history at first hand, as well as other information that may be required to understand what is 
goingg on. It would take an outsider a long time to acquire such knowledge indeed this may never be 
possible. . 

33 The practitioner already has relationships with others in the setting and can use these in order to collect 
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furtherr data. Once again, an outsider would need to spend considerable time in the field building up such 
relationships. . 

4.. Because practitioners are key actors in the setting, they are in a position to test theoretical ideas in a way 
thatt a mere observer can never do (Ibid: 144). 

Withh regard to my own rather 'special' case, in a more difficult context of 'fieldwork' experience of political 

violencee during a civil war, 1 find that all these four arguments to be relevant. Especially argument number 

threethree is very important, for it is very difficult for a 'stranger' to get paramilitaries to break the often strict, 

codess of silence which they observe. Shared danger, sacrifice, comradeship, long term association, common 

losss and sorrow, have all enabled me, at one time or another, to traiscend these barriers during personal 

interviews.. 1 will also add to the arguments in favour of practitioner research, the fact that he/she would have a 

greaterr grasp the language (in my case both Sinhala and colloquial 'street' Tamil), and therefore, havegreater 

abilityy to pick up nuances in its usage (e.g. inflections of the voice or specific tones in speech), over an 

'outsider'' (i.e. non-native speaker) who has had to learn the language. There are even more disadvantages 

whenn communication is conducted through an interpreter, where much of the information is filtered or 

colouredd by the interpreter's own perceptions or convictions, which the traditional participant-observer would 

nott be able to pick up. Furthermore, in delicate situations, like those invdved in research on political violence, 

ann interpreter would be more of a liability than an asset. Hammersley also presents countervailing 

disadvantages'' with regard to practitioner field research (Ibid). While this may hold 'true' in certain cases, I 

intendd to argue to the contrary in relation to my perspective presented in this text. 

I.. People can be wrong even about their own intentions and motives; selfknowledge is not immediately 
givenn and therefore valid. Furthermore, people can deceive themselves abouttheir intentions, motives etc. 
Indeed,, they may often have an interest in such self-deception, where an outsider might have less reason to 
preferr one account over another. Also, understanding often requires seeing a phenomenon in its wider 
context,, and this may be particularly difficult for those closely involved in it. It is for this reason that 
ethnographerss stress the importance of maintaining some (at least intellectual) distance from the activities 
theyy observe. 

'' Hammersley asks us to look at Burgess (1980), "fora discussion of some of these problems in the context of 
teachers-as-researchers""  (Hammersley 1992:155). 
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2.. The information that practitioners have about the situations they operate in is a product o f experience 

derivingg from a particular role (or a limited number o f roles) that wil l have given access to some soils o f 

informationn but not to others. In particular, their understanding o f the perspectives o f other categories and 

groupss o f people involved in the setting may be superficial or distorted. Furthermore, the knowledge they 

havee w i l l have been processed implicitly and to a large extent on the basis o f practitioner concerns, and 

mayy involve misconceptions that serve those concerns. A researcher on the other hand, may be able to tap 

aa wider range o f sources o f information and wi l l be able to process that information for the specific 

purposess of that inquiry and (to some extent at least) in an explicit way that allows for checking by others. 

3.. Again, the relationships available to the practitioner wi l l exclude as well as include, and may not include 
whatt is necessary for research purposes. Furthermore, some of those relationships may place constraints 
onn the inquiry (for example on what can be observed, what questions can be asked, what conclusions can 
bee published etc.) that an outside researcher would be able to avoid. 

4.. What is required to test theoretical ideas may well conflict with what is needed for good practice. The 

practitionerr may therefore be faced with a dilemma, and as a result may not be able to test her or his ideas. 

Inn any case, quasi-experimentation is only one possible research strategy, one with characteristic 

disadvantagess (notably potentially high reactivity) as well as advantages (Ibid: 144-145). 

Withh regard to argument number one - as far as my own intentions and convictions are concerned, my 

involvementt wi th paramilitary organisations stems from my desire to see, the establishment o f a 'just1 society 

inn Sri Lanka (i.e. the overthrow of corrupt political regimes which abuse executive, legislative and judicial 

powers).. And towards this end, I invested much time, effort and personal sacrifice, with a view, to help counter 

majoritariann Sinhala-Buddhist chauvinism, and assist the enormous task o f bridging political, ideological and 

culturall gaps, that exist between radical left-wing Tamil paramilitaries and like-minded factions among the 

Sinhalaa community. Latterly, after long experience in the ' f ie ld ' , my main concern has been to come to grips 

withh phenomena o f political violence, in order to understand and thereby, contribute to processes o f 

reconciliationn and reconstruction. In retrospect, I do not think that my intentions have been self-deceptive. 

Politically-speakingg however, they were (init ially) rather naive and idealistic. However, more positively, they 

weree forward-looking and future oriented (i.e. a qualitative shift away from the rhetoric o f 'e thn ic ' stereotypes. 

enemyy imagery and j ingoism, popular at the time in Sri Lanka) -which i.s a much needed perspective in deeply 

dividedd societies. 

Withh regard to the 'maintenance of ethnographic distance', I find that physical distance away from the 
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sitee of my study and experiences (i.e. being in exile in the Netherlands), enabled an intellectual distancing to 

takee place, which has been a very useful method for my writing and analysis. This is applicable especially in 

relationn to the autobiographical material, which at various moments, involved critical interrogations of my 

memory.memory. I think in retrospect, that I would have found it extremely difficult to produce this kind of research 

work,, had I been in Sri Lanka. First and foremost it has to do with existential issues, where survival and the 

preservationn of life has been paramount (in a context where contemporaries in the paramilitary movements 

weree losing their lives with regular monotony). Secondly, I find during my whole experience in the 'field', that 

paramilitaries,, myself included, were running behind events that had already taken place. Some of these events 

weree 'accelerating' in various unforeseen and chaotic directions, whilst others lost their central focus and 

fadedd away, with the advent of 'new' issues and crises. My own spatial perspective and analytical capabilities 

weree devoted, at that moment in time, towards coping with realities of the 'here and now*, and was therefore, 

unablee to visualise and comprehend larger pictures. 

Withh regard to argument number two - I find that through his longwinded and tortuous use of 

language,, Hammersley is rather fetishist towards the researcher's abilities (i.e. "to tap a wider range of sources 

off information and will be able to process that information for the specific purposes of inquiry" Ibid: 145), as s 

opposedd to those of a 'practitioner-researcher'. However in the context of my case, as a 'practitioner-

researcher',, my knowledge of the heterogeneous perspectives of civilians (i.e. of Sinhalese, Tamils and 

Muslims)) has been limited to spatial areas of the 'field' which I operated in, and thereby, it is not as 

comprehensivee and inclusive as I would have liked it to be. 

Ass far as the number of specific roles that I have experienced in the context of ' f ie ld ' activities, I find 

thatt it is sufficient in order to represent an understanding of certain (important) roles, which paramilitaries play 

inn the 'cultural construction' of political violence (i.e. in the two major theatres of conflict in Sri Lanka). With 

regardd to argument number three - I agree that in a conflict situation, that the practitioner will exclude many 
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possiblee relationships (i.e. those who hold opposing points of view). However, in my case, I have been able to 

sides-stepp at least some of these contradictions, especially vis-a-vis Tamil paramilitaries from disparate groups. 

Thiss is specifically because of my rather peculiar situation, of being an 'insider' as far as the overall Tamil 

'nationall  liberation movement' (now defunct due to its high-jacking by the LTTE) is concerned, but still being 

ann 'outsider' due to my 'ethnic' orientation (i.e. as a member of the Sinhala community). My 'in-between' 

characterr firstly made me a curiosity, a novelty, and later when my (genuine) commitment was 'proved', 

accesss to very special relationships became commonplace. I have had difficulties however in dealing with 

servingg members of the LTTE, however, as compensation I have had good contacts with several ex-members 

whoo held high rank. As far as Sinhala paramilitaries (i.e. in particular from the JVP) ae concerned it has not 

beenn so clear-cut. However, given that my political culture and orientation has common roots with that of the 

JVPP activism of the late 1960s and early 1970s, I have been able on occasions to have good dialogues (which 

includee confidential details). 

Anotherr plus point over an 'outsider-researcher' is my familiarity with historical events and characters 

which/whoo played important roles in the landscape of political violence. Therefore, I have had a greater ability 

inn discerning occasions where my leg was being pulled, a common enough phenomenon among some 

paramilitaries,, who have a penchant for narrative fictions and tall stories. Furthermore, my network of contacts 

builtt up over the years, enables me to have recourse, in verifying a contentious 'story' {i.e. others who might 

havee been present or who are more serious-minded). As far as what conclusions can be published, any 

researcherr ('insider' or 'outsider', ethnographer or not) involved with the study of political violence has ethical 

responsibilities,responsibilities, which ensures self-censorship, especially with regard to the protection ofpersonae dramatis. 

Truee enough this is a 'research problem' but given the character and contexts of such research it is 

unavoidable. unavoidable. 

Withh regard to argument number four - again, in my case, I do not have to worry about the need for 
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goodd practice, now that I am living overseas and removed from the immediate environment of situated 

practicess of political violence. Therefore, the questions raised by Hammersley here ae inconsequential. Apart 

fromm these aspects of writing an autobiographical ethnographic text, the combined framework of my approach 

togetherr with my close involvement and the estrangement of exile, has proved to be very helpful- not only to 

bringg out, contextualise and make alive the research material, but also to identify weaknesses in my approach 

orr areas that I might otherwise have overlooked (due to a closeness or over-familiarity with research material). 

Itt also became evident to me in the process, that writing is an integral part of ethnographic research (both on 

andd off the Held) (Clifford and Marcus 1986:2). The use of autobiographical material in my text provides 

authenticityy and authority. Atkinson makes the following observation in relation to this point. 

Theree is a close relationship between 'authenticity'...and the authority of the account- and 
hencee of the author. Authenticity is warranted by virtue of the ethnographer's own firsthand 
attendancee and participation. It is therefore mirrored in the 'presence' of the reader in the 
actionn that is reproduced through the text. The ethnographer is a virtuoso - a witness of 
characterr and credibility. It is therefore important that 'eye-witness' evidence be presented 
whichh recapitulates that experience (Atkinson 1991:73). 

Authenticityy and authority are important elements for a researcher like myself, who hails from a Third World' 

societyy and who has to struggle to produce textual constructions that are 'acceptable' to the norms that are set 

by.. what Clifford and Marcus term, "the institutionalized forces of industrial capitalist society" (Clifford and 

Marcuss 1986:163). And even though my much of my writing stems from experience, which in turn helps to 

makee the text more 'life-like' (ethnographically speaking), I am still obliged to become a 'good' writer (in 

conformityy with prejudged norms and values) if I am to make any impact at all as a •scholar' in many Western 

academicc circles. Writing this ethnographic text (the textual constructions of an 'insider'), has given me an 

opportunityy to challenge the status quo of Sri Lanka 'specialists' or 'experts' and a means to somewhat resist 

thee institutionalised orthodoxy of Western academic traditions. I acknowledge that there are of course 

differences,, contradictions and critiques between British social anthropologists, experience-oriented scholars 

(suchh as Okely and Callaway), and American postmodernist, deconstructionist, text-oriented scholars (e.g. 
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Marcus,, Cl i f ford and Fischer). However, controversial though it may appear, I am not concerned with siftine 

throughh these differences here which are largely a product of European and North American biases. I therefore 

restrictt myself to grafting what I think is useful for my purposes, irrespective o f the wider ramifications o f this 

stratagem.. In my perspectives on political violence in this text I have discussed issues which have not been 

focusedd on (in a similar fashion or detail) previously in Sri Lanka studies. However this is not an easy task, for 

ass Cli f ford notes: "(T)he textual embodiment o f authority is a recurring problem for contemporary experiments 

inn ethnography" (Clifford 1988:53). I have attempted to overcome some o f these problems by adopting a self-

reflexivee (autobiographical) turn, which speaks to the reader in the first person and contextualizes my authorial 

rolee by locating aspects o f my lived experiences and memory in the text (thereby making the 'participant 

observer'' visible). 

Inn the social sciences, poststructuralist writings are at the forefront o f criticisms of traditional thought 

forms.. In particular with regard to orthodox notions o f rationality, value judgements, and homogenised subject 

positionss and essentialised truths. Some scholars who are on the left (Merquior 1986, Callinicos 1989) and 

rightt (Sangren 1988) o f the politica! spectrum have in turn critiqued poststructuralist insights. Notwithstanding 

thatt through the use o f poststructuralist theories I have been able to represent micro and marginal phenomena 

surroundingg political violence (e.g. the role of the body), which have been more or less overlooked by 

exponentss o f classical macro social theory. This has enabled me to valorise differences, pluralities, and 

heterogeneitiess vis-a-vis the conflicts and political violence, also aspects which were often suppressed by the 

grandd theories o f the past (Best and Kellner 1991:259). At the same time I have avoided being trapped into 

discussionn of "an endless dispersal o f the subject" (McNay 1992:193) and have instead concentrated on 

multiplee subject positions. Further, I have not indulged in the "celebration o f heterogeneity qua heterogeneity" 

(Ibid).. On the contrary, I have stressed the importance o f exploring the heterogeneity o f social 'realities' in the 

contextss of political violence and conflict - precisely because, in such situations, the polarisations that take 
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placee demand that 'truth' be essentialised and simplified along the lines o f enlightenment rationality. In other 

words,, into good versus bad, just versus unjust (transposed for example into state versus 'terrorists'), together 

withh the construction of value judgements and stereotypical enemy images o f the 'other'. A detailed 

explorationn o f heterogeneity in such contexts, is very clearly in opposition to the grand narratives o f the day, 

andd help towards identifying and unravelling popular myths, misconceptions, biases, political justifications, 

stereotypes,, banded-down opinions and received 'wisdoms'. In other words, contrary to the assumptions o f the 

critics,, I find that through the use o f poststructuralist perspectives I am able to expose, for example, 

oppressionss and denials o f freedom that take place, which can serve as an initial basis for emancipatory 

politicall agendas. 

Myy present research then involves re-coding, decoding, explaining bases o f collective orders and 

diversities,, as well as inclusions, exclusions, and 'in-betweens' that take place in the context o f political 

violence.. The term 'in-between' refers to 'between-ness', which has been developed by Homi K. Bhabha in 

thee context o f margins and minorities (Bhabha 1990:302-308). The autobiographical anecdotes of an ' in-

between'' character (i.e. a Sinhalese paramilitary among Tamil paramilitary groups), presented in this 

ethnographicc text, illustrate this 'in-between-ness'. which blurs perceived political, 'ethnic', and cultural 

boundaries.. Another example o f this blurring that takes place involves the testimonies o f a number of Musl im 

youthh (especially from the eastern province), who were members of the LTTE. I have had the opportunity to 

intervieww a couple o f these ' in-between' characters and record their narratives. Apparently, the thrill o f 

carryingg weapons and conducting military operations, was one o ff the key factors that attracted Musl im youths 

too enlist with the LTTE. Following the Kattankudi and other massacres of Muslims by the LTTE, many o f 

thesee young recruits deserted en masse. Initially the knowledge o f these attacks was withheld from these 

Muslimm cadres, but subsequently when the 'cat was out of the bag', many were imprisoned, tortured and 

executedd upon instructions from the LTTE hierarchy. Here is another example o f the ambiguity, spread and 
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influencee o f cultural constructions of political violence (i.e. over sections o f a community, which is 

unconnectedd to the exclusivist and separatist aspirations of the LTTE). In the case o f these Muslims youth, 

evenn ideological or religious affinities were irrelevant at the point o f mobilisation. In relation to the field o f 

research,, James Cli f ford and George Marcus note that, 

ethnographyy is an emergent interdisciplinary phenomenon. Its authority and rhetoric have 
spreadd to many fields where "culture" is a newly problematic object o f description and 
critiquee (Cli f ford and Marcus 1986:3). 

Thiss is very much the case vis-a-vis what I problematise and analyse as 'cultural constructions o f political 

violence'.. The heterogeneity of phenomena, which I deal with, necessitates an approach, that is open and 

flexiblee enough to cope with exigencies posed by its complex, fluctuating and ever-shifting boundaries. While 

theree is no 'perfect* theoretical solution available, I find the accommodating stance o f poststructuralist thinking 

moree comfortable and suited to my needs, rather than one o f the structured, grid-like, top down approaches 

adoptedd by more conventional social scientists (e.g. the structural approach o f Galtung). Despite material, 

culturall and historical specificities o f any given situation of conflict and political violence, the applicability o f 

myy approach is not confined to the case o f Sri Lanka. It is a helpful step in a learning process, towards 

understandingg at least some o f the dynamics and problematics involved in relation to political violence. 

Thereforee in my opinion it a suitable approach to adopt in the analyses o f other comparable conflicts. An 

applicationn o f such an approach must consistently interrogate heterogeneous (or multivocal) representations o f 

formationss o f political violence, so that one-sided representations of social 'realities' can be avoided. 

Understandingg such multiple realities, heterogeneities, complexities and 'ambivalences', which are involved 

whenn analysing situations o f political violence and conflict, is o f vital importance to: 

•• Multilateral agencies (e.g. United Nations, European Union, Organisation forSecurity and Co-operation in 

Europe). . 

•• Human rights bodies (e.g. Amnesty International, Internationa! Alert, Asia Watch. International 
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Commissionn of Jurists) 

•• Humanitarian aid agencies (e.g. Oxfam, Novib, Norad, Quaker Peace and Service, Médecins Sans 

Frontières). . 

Thesee international bodies are all involved in multifarious tasks, from peacekeeping operations to safeguarding 

humann rights, to conflict resolution to delivering food aid and medicines. According to a CNN (International) 

worldd news report on 8th October !993, in this post-Cold War era, the UN has more then 80.000 peacekeepers 

inn fourteen separate locations of political conflict. BBC World Service news reported on 9th October 1993 that 

moree than two and a half million people would have to depend on humanitarian aid the winter of 1993 in 

Bosnia-Hercegovina.. Given the many conflicts that emerged or continues to fester in the aftermath of the Cold 

War,, researchers, professionals, concerned persons and readers alike must come to terms with growing 

problemss of political violence. We are being constantly bombarded with snippets of information in the form of 

soundd bites by the media industry, about conflicts and political violence here, there and everywhere. It is 

almostt impossible for laymen/women and even so called experts, to keep track of events, in what appear to be 

warss that seem to proliferate and take place in remote, and unpronounceable regions of the globe. In order to 

sett 'the1 record straight and to argue for comprehensive research agendas in order to tackle these problems. I 

includee a (somewhat arbitrary) list and brief resume of the following regions, which warrant attention^, even if 

itt only because of the appallingly high costs in terms of human life and property (perceived in certain 

opinionatedd circles to be a very standard and even hackneyed argument). 

•• The once unitary state of Yugoslavia - civil war between Serbs, Croats and Muslims in Bosnia-

HercegovinaHercegovina and Croatia, and in Kosovo between the Serbs and native Albanians, in the Balkans^ 

~~ This does not mean there are no other regions or conflicts that warrant attention. The list presented here is 
onlyy the tip of the iceberg. 

JJ The Balkans is situated in a peninsula in southeast Europe, which is bounded by the Adriatic, Aegean, and 
Blackk Seas. 
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(Glennvv 1992, Gutman 1993). 

•• The fractured state ofSomalia 'm the Horn of Africa - political violence and conflicts between supporters 

off Somali 'warlords' and United Nations peacekeeping forces on the one hand and intra-clan warfare on 

thee other (MohamoLid 1992, 1993a, 1993b, Samatar forthcoming). 

•• Liberia - political violence and conflicts between National Patriotic Front o f Liberia (NPFL) insurgents 

andd ECOMOG West African peacekeeping forces attached to the ECOWAS. 

aa Angola - civil war between forces o f the elected government of Angola and UNITA insurgents, also on the 

westt coast of Afr ica4 . 

.. Kurdistan - political violence and conflicts between a number o f disparate Kurdish nationalist movements. 

forr example the PKK, and Turkish and Iraqi government forces, in the mountainous region situated in 

partss of east Turkey, north Iraq, north west Iran, north east Syria and south west Russia? (Bulloch and 

Morriss 1993, Chaliand 1993, van Bruinessen 1992, Laizer 1991). 

•• East Timor political violence and conflict between invading Indonesian government forces and FRETIL IN 

44 On the BBC World Service radio programme "The World Today" (16th September 1993), correspondent 

Michaell Cochrane remarked that in Angola "horrific atrocities take place very casually every day". In the 

samee context, Margaret Amstead the United Nations (UN) Special Envoy to Angola, who is in charge o f 

overseeingg a peace settlement and cessation o f hostilities between the M P L A government and UNITA, said 

thatt at this moment more than "a thousand people were dying every day", and that Angola was "a 

humanitariann tragedy o f incalculable proportions". A further BBC World Service radio report on "News Hour" 

(27thh September 1993) called the conflict in Angola as "the worlds worst war", and "a war without witnesses". 

Thee reporter also stated that. "Indeed conditions in the besieged town o f Kuito are said to be so bad that 

survivorss are eating the dead". 

^^ According to John Bulloch and Harvey Morris, the estimated Kurdish population amounts to 17,110,000. O f 

thiss amount. 9 mill ion (20% o f total) are in Turkey, 4 mill ion ( 1 1 % o f total) are in Iran. 3 mil l ion (23% of 

total)) are in Iraq, 750,000 (8% of total) are in Syria, 300,000 in Russia, and 60,000 in Lebanoi (Bulloch and 

Morriss 1993). "The vast Kurdish homeland consists o f about 20.000 square miles o f territory" (Izady 1992:1). 

Manyy of the disparate Kurdish Nationalist movements like the PKK. are involved in political conflicts towards 

thee establishment o f autonomous Kurdish regions, with ' the' ideal being o f course an eventual Kurdish 

homeland. . 
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nationalistt guerrillas, in the eastern region of an island in the southern Malaya Archipelago, between the 

Indiann and Pacific Oceans (Kohen and Taylor 1979, Retbol 1980). 

•• The newly formed states of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS - which were part of the former 

USSR),, for example in: 

.. Azerbaijan (i.e. in relation to the breakaway Armenian enclave of Nagorniy Karabakh) - political 

violencee and conflict between Armenian and Azerbaijani forces, in an area between the Black Sea and the 

Caspiann Sea (The Economic Intelligence Unit 1992:70-76, International Alert 1993e, Atabaki 1993). 

•• Tadjikistan - political violence and conflict between Tadjik state forces and Tadjik/Afghan rebels, near 

thee southern border with Afghanistan, and between feuding Tadjik political factions (i.e. in and around the 

capitall Dushanbe between former communists and Islamic Renaissance Party-IRP supporters), in Central 

Asiaa (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 1992:76-77; Economic Review 1993:104-105). 

.. Abkhazia and Osseiia - political violence and conflicts - between Georgian state forces and Abkhaz 

separatistt rebels; and in the Georgian region of South Ossetia, between Georgian state forces and Ossetian 

rebelss (demanding unification between North and South Ossetia); and in North Ossetia between North 

Ossetiann forces and Ingushetian forces; in the north Caucasus6 (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 

1992:62-76;; International Alert, 1993a; 1993b; 1993c). 

.. Chechnya - political violence and conflict between Chechen forces and Russian forces in the north 

Caucasus,, which has its northern border with Russia, southern border with Georgia, western border with 

Northh Ossetia, and eastern border with Daghestam7 (International Alert 1992a). 

Myy argument then is for more comprehensive understandings of cultural factors, which underlie violent 

66 A mountain range between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. 

77 Chechen relations with neighboring Daghestan have always been close...Daghestan would in many respects 
bee a logical partner for the Chechens in a North Caucasian Federation. Daghestan is in some respects the 
centree of Islam in the North Caucasus. The population includes ten major and several minor indigenous 
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actions,, in regions and spaces of the globe that are torn apart by political conflicts and strife. It is only then that 

theree can be more comprehensive understandings of political violence and its agents, and the processes 

involved.. Here, ethnographers and anthropologists could play a greater role in gathering knowledge from the 

field,, and one that is not tainted with suspicion and disrepute, as during the Vietnam War. Maybesuch a step is 

inn the right direction and a necessary component of the contemporary postCoId War era, where we can see the 

Unitedd Nations charging across the globe in chaotic efforts to stem the tides of war and political conflict. At 

thee first instance, this approach could help towards the possible aversion of blundering tragedies and other 

misadventuress faced by erstwhile peacekeepers, in places like Somalia (i.e. the American-led UN debacle) or 

Srii Lanka (i.e the Indian Peace Keeping Force's fiasco). On the long term however, such an approach could 

bee a major aid towards policies of reconciliation and rehabilitation- especially in processes of re-integrating 

erstwhilee combatants into civil society. 

nationalities.. Nearly 57.877 Chechens were counted in Daghestan in 1989 (International Alert 1992a: 13). 
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CHAPTERR NINE 

EPILOGUE:: FUTURES BEYOND CONFLICT 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva 

Inn whatever circle of hell we live, we are free to break it- Jean-Paul Sartre. 

Inn all the internecine warfare and revenge/counter-revenge killings between Tamil paramilitaries 'hatred' 

hass been an important galvanising and motivating factor. Hatred towards enemies makes it easy for 

commanderss to order rank and file into the fiercest of action and commit atrocities at will . This explains the 

LTTE'ss need to cultivate hatred at an organisational level and on its adoption of pre-emptive and revenge 

killingss as an effective stratagem of conquest. 

Thee political culture propagated by the LTTE prevails unchallenged, particularly in contemporary 

Jaffnaa society. Since the early 1980s the organisation has made more and more determined efforts to 

cultivatee hatred directed at 'rival Tamil organisations' and 'the Sinhala dominated Sri Lankan state'. Thus 

farr the organisation has succeeded in achieving certain limited politico-military-cultural objectives and 

appearss to be reasonably well established for the time being- at least in the eyes of Prabhakaran and his 

fieldd commanders. The costs of such successes, both in human (e.g. in terms of distress, grief, suffering, 

morality,, culture, etc.) and economic terms (e.g. destruction of infrastructure and livelihoods), have never 

beenn calculated in terms of a cost-benefit analysis by the 'Tigers' or anyone else for that matter. It is highly 

doubtfull  whether such considerations would be of major significance given the resumption of hostilities to 

ann organisation that is governed by military doctrine - even though they claim to be fighting on behalf of 

thee 'Thamil MakkuF (Tamil people). In fact at present 'the costs of waging war' are portrayed lirough 

audio-visual/visuall  images (e.g. propaganda videos, spectacular operations) in order to generate more 

sacrificess from the Tamil people. That is through support in monetary terms for 'the war effort' both within 

andd outside Sri Lanka (e.g. Europe, North America) and tragically in terms of human lives (where new 
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recruitss are often teenagers, young women and children). Nevertheless, the most important question being 

askedd in Sri Lanka today is whether the L I T E has the vision and fortitude to change couise from its wel l 

honedd routine o f hatred, revenge/counter-revenge kil l ings and political violence. 

Fromm a global perspective, a handful o f revolutionary, liberation-oriented and nationalist 

organisationss - such as the Afr ican National Congress (ANC) , Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) and 

thee PIRA (to some extent) - have shown willingness and long-sightedness to cope with the exigencies o f 

peacetimee politics, in opposition to the prolongation o f war. True enough there are many obstacles and 

frustrationss along the way, in opting for long-term solutions, ending bloodshed and coming to negotiate 

polit icall settlements. On the other hand, there is the chaos, carnage and lawlessness o f contemporary 

Chechnya.. Kosovo. Bosnia-Hercegovina and Sierra Leone to name but a few random hot spots in this post-

Coldd War globe. 

Whatt the final outcome wi l l be for the long suffering peoples o f the North-East and rest o f Sri 

Lankaa remains open to speculation. Peace remains an option in the rest o f Sri Lanka only i f there is polit ical 

w i l ll and conviction simultaneously, on part of both the LTTE and the present government, supported by the 

oppositionn and significant sections o f civi l society, including the clergy. And as far as the North-East per se 

iss concerned long lasting peace wi l l be an option only once: 

1.. The LTTE and its Tamil rivals are able to 'bury their hatchets' and accommodate each other's point o f 

view. . 

2.. As well as being able to accommodate the perspectives o f the Musl im and Sinhala communities l iv ing 

inn the Northwest and East. 

3.. A fo l low-up step to back-up détente between Tamils, Muslims and Sinhalese, would be development o f 

aa sustainable framework o f economic policies - i.e. to re-develop the North-East so as to return it at 

leastt to the level of successful production and commerce in existence before the war. 
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Fromm a more wide angle, the partitioning of Sri Lanka along ethnic lines is a recipe for disaster waiting to 

happenn as has been the case elsewhere in South Asia, when British India was carved up by the departing 

coloniall power. Today we have two hostile sovereign states, India and Pakistan, that are armed to the teeth 

andd have developed tactical nuclear weapons programmes that have destabilised the whole region- with a 

seeminglyy intractable problem over the fate of a relatively minor territory called Kashmir (in the context of 

nuclearr holocaust). Sri Lanka from a territorial perspective is far too small a place to sustain a 

hypotheticallyy unstable border partitioning two 'hostile neighbours'. Realistically, neither the Sinhalese nor 

thee Tamils can tolerate the costs of future, long-term bloodletting. Some cynics on the other hand would 

arguee that when looking at the ethnic conflict from a 'numbers game' that over the long-term there would 

bee far fewer Tamils to fight for the LTTE. But if America's experience in Vietnam is anything to go by this 

iss another recipe for disaster waiting to happen. And neither can Sri Lanka afford the scarce resources that 

aree currently being squandered by pursuing an ill-conceived military option, which calls for more and more 

blood-sacrificess from the protagonists, with no positive returns or a resolution in sight. Sri Lanka, which 

wass the envy of its East Asian neighbours like Singapore and Malaysia at the turn of independence cannot 

affordd the costs of the cultivation of hatreds and militarism- which are quite obviously at the expense of 

long-termm peace, stability and economic development. Survival over the long-term for the Sinhalese, Tamil 

andd Muslim social formations on this fairly small island, is for the politicians of all three ethnic groups to 

holdd a steady course geared towards the peaceful resolution of the ethnic conflict. And here if Norway's or 

anyy other third parly's mediating role is proved to be a useful strategy then by all means such options 

shouldd be utilised. Needless to say, the negative stimuli provided in this process through the provocations of 

thosee actors trapped within the 'combat mode' and who cultivate hatred in order to fuel their path to an 

imaginedd future, must be overcome through disciplined but constructive engagement. An example of good 

faithh based on such engagement could be the provision of tangible benefits to victims of ethnic conflict. 
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suchh as tangibly improving the living conditions of internally displaced persons (lDPs). Ultimately, 

Sinhalese.. Tamil and Muslim politicians must develop the institutional structures, policy frameworks and 

constitutionall  safeguards, that would create a viable entity that is capable of catering to the preferences of 

alll  three ethnic groups, while maintaining mutual co-existence. 

Ass I have argued elsewhere in this text the 'Tigers' have attempted over a long period of time to 

maintainn a continuum between the emotional bonds that enable large sections of the Tamil people to 

empathisee with the Tamil Liberation Struggle' and the organisation-centred activities of the LTTE. This 

effortt is conducted both at the national and transnational levels. And in t ne representations of the LTTE 

bothh phenomena are mutually inclusive. The principle problem with this stratagem, which has become more 

sophisticatedd over time, is the fact that the 'Tamil people' are/?o/ a homogenous entity. Despite linkages, 

whichh occur through the usage of a common language and cultural heritage, there are myrad differences 

andd oppositions, at regional, local, politico-ideological and cultural levels. 

Inn the long-term, this variety of interests disables the project of the 'Tigers' in maintaining an 

emotionall  continuum, between their organisation and 'the Tamil people'. Therefore, the LTTE has been 

obligedd to adopt the strategy of short-term spectacular actions. And as discussed previously, such 

spectacularr actions are conducted always within the ambit of the 'combat mode'. Through such shortterm 

measures,, attempts are made to rekindle the 'emotional continuum' whenever it is in low ebb. Another 

reason,, which calls for such spectacular situation-specific and response-specific actions, is the inconstant 

naturee of populist emotion-based support.' By situation-specific actions, I mean proactive actions that 

correspondd to the broad dynamics of context-specific or particularistic military operations and/or political 

situations.. And by response-specific actions, I mean reactive actions that correspond narrowly to the 

'' Problems of support and mobilisation occur due to the effects of waning of support, indifference and 
skepticism,, which accompany initial enthusiasm among a populist support base. 
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dynamicss of n'spondin^ (sometimes in 'knee-jerk' fashion) to a very specific or particular military 

campaignn by the Sri Lankan armed services and its auxiliaries/irregulars. Of course spectacular action is not 

thee only important strategy adopted by the 'Tigers' in the planning and implementation of their military 

campaign.. They have for instance succeeded in presenting the LTTE as the only obstacle to the total defeat 

andd destruction of 'the Tamil people' by the Sinhala state and its armed forces. In fact a senior Tamil police 

officerr once remarked that: "We [Tamils] can walk in the streets today with our backbone held erect 

becausee of the 'Tigers'" (Personal field-notes 1998). Given the bloody history of the Tamil national 

liberationn struggle, such apocalyptic visions generate a degree of appeal even among those who are either 

politicallyy or morally opposed to the unpalatable and unsavoury practices- of the Tigers' (Manikkalingam 

1992). . 

Itt should be kept in mind that all wars do end for a variety of historical and existential reasons. And 

inn Sri Lanka the task at hand is to cope or muddle through with the short-term problems of warfare - of 

whichh the cultivation of hatred is but one negative consequence - while trying simultaneously to proceed 

withh negotiations. Building genuine consensus between all the parties represented in parliament is an 

absolutee prerequisite for the success of any long-term negotiated settlement. Based on the legitimacy of 

suchh a multlpartisan and unified consensus, the representatives of parliamentary democracy in Sri Lanka 

cann then move on to the next stage and deal with the demands of the separatist-nationalist paramilitaries of 

thee LTTE in a more professional and credible manner. And attempting to fulfi l the self-interest motives of 

mostt if not all parties concerned, is one concrete measure that can eventually help overcome societal 

polarisationn and the consequences of cultivated hatreds by changing the focus of engagement. Failure to 

initiatee such a process effectively is in my opinion one of the biggest stumbling blocks to long-term and 

22 These practices include: summary executions, prolonged periods of incarceration and semi-starvation in 
communall  pits dug into the ground for political prisoners, frequent use of torture, the use of'soft' civilian 
targetss (similar to the much publicised 'ethnic cleansing'), etc. 
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stablee peace in Sri Lanka. Political violence and warfare only deepens the divisions and polarisation 

betweenn peoples in deeply divided societies and it is the worst symptom o f instability. The 'realties' o f 

savingg lives, achieving long-term peace and lasting stability are worthwhile, economically sensible strategies 

fromm a long-term perceptive. Having made this observation, it is with regard to the self-interests of the civil ian 

populationn that I focus my attention next. 

Reintegration.Reintegration. Rehabilitation and Reconstruction 

Anotherr concrete measure that can be taken is that o f reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction in 

relationn to which I focus on certain specific aspects o f forced and return mig'ation in the context o f Sri Lanka. 

II lowever prior to this discussion there are a number o f pertinent ethical questions and practical/conceptual 

issuess that need to be addressed. Quoting a UNDP report (1993) and drawing a clear line o f distinction 

betweenn displacement and other forms o f natural disasters, Laura Hammond examines the contentious issue o f 

thee repatriation of refugees and return migration of IDPs and argues that: 

Manyy of the words used to describe postrepatriation social change (e.g., rehabilitation, 
reconstructionreconstruction and recovery) are borrowed from the discourse of disaster management. 
Disasterr management has become a subdiscipline o f the applied social sciences, not to 
mentionn a growth industry for development consultants. Its conceptual frameworks are used 
too analyse and recommend ways o f preparing for, preventing, responding to, and recovering 
fromm natural and human-made disasters. Herein lies a problem, for the same frameworks are 
oftenn applied by self-declared disaster management 'experts' not only to the reconstruction o f 
physicall infrastructure, but also to the 'social recovery7 o f a community after a war or 
fol lowingg displacement. There is little recognition on the part o f most of these specialists that 
thee 'relief to development continuum' which provides the basis for most disaster management 
studies,, may not be applicable to individual or collective human actors in the same way that it 
iss to physical objects, nor [sic] that the 'community' in question may not even exist as such 
anyy longer (UNDP 1993)...The trap that many disaster management specialists fall into is to 
vieww displacement as similar in type to other forms of natural disasters. Many returnees, in 
fact,, do not see the object o f repatriation as the 'rebuilding" or ' reconstruction' o f their lives. 
Likewise,, they often do not aspire to reclothe themselves in the culture of the past or to rejoin 
thee community that they left (Hammond 1999:234). 

Whilee Hammond's observations are useful as a comparative and general ethical framework, it must be 
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understoodd here that perceptions of returnees vary from context to context fora variety of relative factors, such 

as:: socialisation, education, culture, politics, urban-rural traditions, history, levels of deprivation, etc. 

Nevertheless,, the ethical issues raised by her in relation to the approach and conduct of 'experts' are very 

significantt and need to be thoroughly redressed. Professional conduct and ethical practice aside, Hammond 

goess on to argue for a new approach to overcome some of the weakness of contemporary humanitarian 

actionn via construction, creativity, innovation and improvisation, and recommends the following measures 

(Ibid:: 242-243): 

•• Humanitarian assistance policies must recognise that returnees are facing a whole new, world with new 
possibilities,, opportunities and problems. 

•• Such recognition factored into planning would help implementing agencies to maximise the opportunities 
thatt exist, even if they are new opportunities. 

•• Such an approach would also be much more successful in facilitating the attainment of economic self-
sufficiencyy for returnees. 

•• And it would place less of a burden on local (non-immigrant) communities, thereby creating less 
disruption,, animosity and conflict between locals and returnees. 

Andd given the significant disparities in capita! outlay between tangible local benefits and emoluments to 

overseass personnel, it would be more beneficial to invest a greater percentage of funds locally. Thereby, 

providingg increased humanitarian assistance on a cost-benefit analysis to those persons most affected by 

conflictss and natural disasters. And rather than providing handouts and creating dependencies, the 

utilisationn of local expertise, knowledge, skills and social networks wherever possible, would facilitate 

reconstructionn efforts significantly by empowering the dispossessed. 

Itt light of the new of the new approach advocated by Hammond I now turn to the case of Sri Lanka. 

Andd present an argument that fits the primarily humanitarian action-oriented activities involving 

reintegration,, rehabilitation and reconstruction (as a response to civil war and ethnic conflict) within the 

foldss of conflict management. According to Adam Roberts: 
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Humanitariann action as a response to war, and to violent crises within states, has been tried 
inn the 1990s as never before...[taking] many forms - provision of food and slicker for 
refugees;; airlifts of supplies to besieged populations; proclamations of 'safe areas'; 
attemptss to ensure implementation of the laws of war; monitoring of detention conditions; 
thee use of outside armed forces for 'humanitarian intervention' in situations of chaos, 
vvarlordism,, massive atrocities and tyrannical government; mine-clearance; and post-war 
(evenn sometimes intra-war) reconstruction...The fact remains that alongside the growth of 
humanitariann action there has been a policy vacuum. Major powers and international 
organisationss have lacked long-term policies addressing the substantive issues raised by the 
conflictss of the 1990s. The vacuum increases the demand for humanitarian responses but 
reducess their effectiveness (Roberts 1996:7,9). 

II  wil l not dwell on the argument regarding the policy vacuum in relation to humanitarian action as a 

responsee to ethnic conflict and civil war, as I have dealt with this aspect and related issue elsewhere (de 

Silvaa 2000). The provision of food and shelter for refugees on the other hand is part and parcel of 

multilaterall  and national frameworks of humanitarian engagement. Nevertheless, due to legalistic 

interpretationss vis-a-vis "refugees" (Goodwin-Gill 1998) - e.g. persons who cross internationally 

recognisedd borders as opposed to those who do not (and other such criteria)- similar services, access to 

resourcess and protection is not afforded to IDPs. In other words, it can be argued that the mamer in which 

internationall  law governing multilateral engagement with regard to forced migration, is couched at present, 

discriminatess against the most vulnerable sections of society - i.e. those persons who cannot make safe 

passagee out of a deeply divided society. 1 consider this state of affairs as a violation of the basic human 

rightss of IDPs and examine the issue of conflict management through reintegration, rehabilitation and 

reconstructionn in light of this position. 

Accordingg to Cohen and Deng (1998a) at the end of the millennium, approximately 25 million 

personss worldwide had been forcibly displaced from their homes by civil wars, internal strife, or gross 

violationss of human rights - within the boundaries of their own countries. The problems of IDPs are thereby 

compoundedd as a result, as they are unable to claim protection and assistance from the United Nations High 

Commissionerr for Refugees (UNHCR) and have no safe place to return to. By contrast, there are an 
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estimatedd 18 million refugees who have crossed an internationally recognised frontier, and they have been 

seenn as both a cause and consequence of ethnic conflicts and civil wars. The two distinctive features of 

internalinternal displacement identified by Cohen and Deng (Ibid: 16) is that: 

1.. Movement is coerced or involuntary. 

2.. And the populations affected remain within their national boundaries. 

Thee most widely used working definition of IDPs was presented in a 1992 report of the then UN Secretary-

Generall  Boutros Boutros Ghati. That is, IDPs are: 

\P]ersons\P]ersons who have been forced to flee their homes suddenly or unexpectedly in large 
numhers,numhers, as a result of armed conflict, internal strife, systematic violation of human rights 
oror natural man-made disasters, and who are within the territory of their own country 
[Commissionn on Human Rights 1992: paragraph 17] (Ibid). 

Thee main argument here is that while developing norms, institutions and operational strategies to prevent 

suchh internal (or external) dislocation is laudable, thousands upon thousands of human beings languish in 

appallingg conditions in many parts of the globe- many for very long periods of time. Therefore, while 

legalistic,, organisational and logistical panacea aimed at prevention is necessary from the perspective of the 

"bigg picture', at the local-level this type of intervention is simply inadequate- invariably too little too late. 

Inn view of this argument, it is necessary to develop tangible programmes that are capable of catering to the 

manifoldd needs of IDPs (and refugees) in a tactile sense - while the events leading to dislocation are still 

takingtaking place. This may well lead to 'messy' humanitarian action in contrast to more 'neat' solutions in a 

post-conflictt environment; nevertheless it is the most realistic means of dealing with the actuality of <ie 

manifoldd problems on the ground. In many contexts, from the perspective of IDPs (and refugees), it is 

unacceptablee to have to wait until post-conflict situations emerge for pressing existential needs to be taken 

intoo serious account and if possible resolved (almost as an after thought). Invariably it is too little too late 

andd once a decision is finally reached, there would be further delays between the planning, fund-raising and 

implementationn stages. And in fact the sooner IDPs (and refugees) are reintegrated into the developmental 
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processs through a comprehensive programme of reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction, the sooner 

theyy will be able to develop sustainable indigenous structures of social organisation and cohesion. Such a 

coursee of action is vital for long-term maintenance of the production of resources, incomes and services. 

Inn the case of the Republic of Croatia, Sue Ellis and Sultan Barakat have made a similar argument, 

recommendingg that implementing agencies must adopt a longer-term development-oriented perspective 

whenn planning and setting up camps for refugees and IDPs (Ellis and Barakat 1996:11 1-124). This rather 

convincingg argument for long-term engagement, places implementing agencies occupied with humanitarian 

actionn in a conundrum. On the one hand immediate relief is extremely necessary to ensure the survival and 

renewall  of IDPs (and refugees) who have been forced to migrate "as a result of armed conflicts, internal 

strife,, and systematic violations of human rights" (Cohen and Deng 1998a: ix). On the other hand it is a 

double-edgedd sword, for it has the intrinsic capabilities of perpetuating the dislocation of IDPs (and 

refugees)) over the long-term. The problem is so acute that it needs to be redressed at the highest levels. For 

example,, as in the case of the Palestinians, the fate of refugees and IDPs has to be addressed in a 

comprehensivee manner during final status talks between Israeli and Palestinian authorities. In other words, 

theyy should not be part of the sub-text but rather be a significant part of the main agenda that subsequently 

needss to be addressed, through well-designed (e.g. gendered), viable and durable solutions. Failure to do so 

willl  undoubtedly jeopardise long-term peace and stability in the region and prolong the discomfort and 

sufferingg o\~ Palestinian refugees and IDPs. It is well-known that frustration and hopelessness among the 

dispossessedd and displaced who are confined to the austere poverty of "camps' is in fact a stimulus, in a 

fertilee recruiting ground for those forces that oppose wide-ranging peacemaking in the Middle East and 

vieww Israel's occupation of Palestine as illegal. 

Lett me approach this question from another angle. In principle the United Nations Universal 

Declarationn of Human Rights was adopted unanimously in December 1948 as a "nonbinding statement of 
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aspirations"" (Forsythe 1995:298 cf Burgess and Burgess 1997:142). It is further stated in Burgess and 

Burgess, , 

thatt all nations owe their citizens fundamental human rights and freedoms...[where]personal, 
c iv i l ,, polit ical, economic, social, and cultural rights should be limited only by a recognition o f 
thee rights and freedoms o f others and by the requirements o f morality, public order, and the 
generall welfare" (Ibid). 

Thee Universal Declaration o f Human Rights also specifies that citizens have the right to (Ibid: 142-143): 

1.. Li fe, liberty and security of person. 

2.. Freedom from arbitrary arrest and to a fair trial. 

3.. Be assumed innocent until proven guilty. 

4.. Privacy within their homes and correspondence. 

5.. Freedom o f movement and place o f residence. 

6.. Nationality and asylum. 

7.. Ownership o f property. 

8.. Freedom o f thought, conscience, religion, opinion and expression. 

9.. Freedom o f association, peaceful assembly and participation in government. 

10.. Social security, work, rest and an adequate standard of l iving, 

11 1. Education. 

12.. Participation in the social life o f the community. 

Whilee the above may be part of an ideal scenario, ' lgiven that human rights are at the heart o f any social 

order,, protecting them is the best means o f preventing conflict and displacement" (Cohen and Deng 1998a: 

244).. The absence or denial of a single or combination o f the above rights o f citizens could give cause to 

forcedd migration. "Human rights" in this idealist context would encompass the entire spectrum o f universal 

norms.. This would range from civ i l and political rights, to economic, social, and cultural rights, to minority 

rightss that recognise the inherent dignity and equality o f all human beings regardless of their race, ethnicity, 
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rel igion,, culture, nationality, political opinion, social origin (e.g. class and caste)3, gender or age (Ibid). 

Itt must be noted however that this universalist interpretation o f human rights could be contested 

fromm a more cultural relativist perspective. In order to overcome this dif f iculty, as Al ison Renteln has ably 

argued,, it is necessary to reconcile these two positions within the vast array o f specific cultural practices 

andd values. And thereby, create structural equivalents to rights in all societies by revealing universal human 

rightss standards, through rigorous cross-cultural empirical application on a case by case basis- despite the 

acknowledgedd drawback that it is a time-consuming approach (Renteln 1990). From a realist perspective, 

Doreenn Indra highlights another important issue, that "the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of 

RefugeesRefugees and subsequent elaborations that most governments used to determine formal refugee status then 

gavee no support for gender as a factor in political oppression"' (Indra 1999:xik\ i i i ) . This is a particularly 

seriouss predicament considering that organised rape for example is a welt-recorded factor o f warfare in 

deeplyy divided societies like Bosnia-Hercegovina in the former Yugoslavia (Al len 1996, Meznaric 1994. 

Stiglmayerr 1994 and Amnesty International 1993) and a significant determinant in forced migration. Indra 

goess on, to argue for a Gender in Forced Migrat ion (GIFM) approach to practice and strongly supports "the 

furtherr development o f targeted 'women's programs' in such situations" (Indra 1999:20). The importance 

o ff a gender-sensitive perspective in planning and designing humanitarian action is substantiated by the need 

forr sex-segregated data in order for example, to identify the distribution o f goods and services and in the 

provisionn o f basic needs tailored to dif fering demands/situations. 

Whilee well meaning intentions pertaining to human rights are praiseworthy and should be 

supported,, it is in their application and enforcement that they fall short o f their stated aims and objectives. 

Too put it baldly, international human rights legislation lacks the necessary teeth to deter violations. The Sri 

Lankann legal system has surprisingly remained intact despite the vagaries of c iv i l war and ethnic conflict. 

JJ For an insightful discussion o f caste see Ursula Sharma (1999). 
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Andd in order to legally establish the existence of crimes against humanity and war crimes in a special tribunal 

underr local or international law, then widespread and systematic persecution must be proved through 

convincingg legal argumentation, along with material (and/or circumstantial) evidence and eyewitness 

testimony.. This would entail not only having adequate legislative norms in place but akopolitical will on the 

partt of the leaders of executive government and the LTTE (and other paramilitary organisations). Not to 

mentionn substantial costs in order to gather material evidence (e.g. in the field of forensic anthropology a la 

Clydee Snow and other specialists in Argentina, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Ethiopia, etc). And while examining 

individualindividual guilt (which involves criminal and moral guilt), collective guilt (which involves political 

responsibility)responsibility) must also be investigated. Under international law the concept of command responsibility can 

bee ascertained in terms of strict liability for a commander in relation to actual command in combination with 

thee ability to control persons under his or her command. Employing methods that no 'responsible' military 

commanderr would use (under these terms) would entail such a commander liable in international law (e.g. 

orderingg attacks on 'undefended' villages and peoples). Already from the manner in which the legal concept of 

commandcommand responsibility is couched one can see the lack of clear-cut guidelines, reflecting some of the 

moral/ethicall  dilemmas discussed in Chapter Seven. Can we learn anything from the lessons of truth 

commissionscommissions and the hearing of testimonies? In Chile what is missing is individual truth, evidence, where 

friendss and family need to know that they do not need to search anymore. And to redress this situation there 

needss to be a new penal code in relation to information on disappearances (in South Africa perpetrators 

divulgedd much of what they knew without fear of prosecution); recognition of responsibility of what was done 

withh institutions being morally responsible and individuals being personally responsible. This would be part 

andd parcel of a forgiveness and reconciliation package that must remake ethical foundations, values and beliefs 

off  younger generations over the long-term. 

Moree generally speaking, at the national level it is the very state that is expected to protect 
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universalistt norms that is more often than not, accused of creating the conditions of forced migration (as 

oneone of the protagonists). Over the short-term it is essential that humanitarian assistance programmes are 

developedd to care for IDPs (and refugees), however the contradiction here is that the aims and objectives of 

suchh initiatives must be concerned with the long-term well being of the displaced. And as Cohen and Deng 

havee argued, "humanitarian assistance alone cannot be expected to stabilize dangerous situations or end 

violationss of humanitarian and human rights standards and the internal conflicts they generate...Concerted 

politicall  efforts to find long-lasting solutions are essentia!" (Cohen and Deng 1998a: 284). In other words 

peacemakingg and negotiated outcomes is cardinal to the protection of the human rights of IDPs (and 

refugees),, as well as those of non-combatants (and combatants) in war zones. I hypothesise that specially 

focusedd humanitarian action in the form of long-term reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction 

programmess can in turn facilitate the larger process of peacemaking through negotiations (and mediation) 

byy widening the middle ground and thereby reducing the polarisation in deeply divided societies. This 

wouldd also avert the added pit-fall of perpetuating humanitarian assistance if political violence is not 

terminated. . 

II  shall limit my discussion here to the case of Sri Lanka where the majority of IDPs belong to minority 

ethnicc groups - i.e. nationally (Tamils and Muslims) or regionally (Sinhalese in the eastern province). The 

singlee worst affected social formations are those of the Tamils and secondly the Muslims in Northeast Sri 

Lanka,, while a minority along the 'border areas" and in certain sectors of the contested north and east are 

Sinhalesee 'Ethnic cleansing' carried out by separatist-nationalist paramilitaries of the Liberation Tigers of 

Tamill  Lelam (LTTE), particularly in the northern province and Jaffna peninsula, has resulted in the total 

depopulationn of Sinhalese civilians and the majority of Muslims living in the region. It could be pointed out 

however,, that the Sinhala-hegemonic government "has continued to provide" in relatively eveivhanded 

fashion,, basic welfare facilities, rations and medical care "to all sections of the civil population, stressing that it 
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onlyy considers the LTTE as its enemy" (Sorensen 1998:91). In fact, the services provided via the government 

off Sri Lanka's Commissioner General for Essential Services (CGES) and the Resettlement and Rehabilitation 

o ff the North (RRAN) is impressive. That is, in terms o f its quantitative approach, such as the amount of dry 

rationn assistance provided to 682,827 IDPs in 1999 and the level o f planning (RRAN 1998a,b&c). 

Nevertheless,, more could be done at a qualitative level, in tune with fulfilment o f the basic human rights o f 

Tami l .. Musl im and Sinhalese IDPs. so as to overcome the sense o f alienation and deprivation that arises out o f 

forcedd dislocation. And here, bolstering the quantitative humanitarian assistance already being provided 

throughh mere legislative measures alone would simply be insufficient. A qualitative improvement in the l iving 

conditionss and overall environment o f IDPs is a must i f there is to be ^tactile sense among the dislocated that 

thee situation has improved. 

AA number o f models can be explored in this context nevertheless I wish to elaborate in particular with 

regardd to one proposed model that appears to be a little less complicated. From the perspective o f the overall 

environmentt o f IDPs in Sri Lanka, learned through initial surveys carried out by Government 

Agents/Divisionall Secretariats and the RRAN, it seems clear that an overwhelming majority o f Muslims and 

Tamilss wish to return to their original locations o f habitation. Designing small-scale practical programmes 

encompassingg for example a hundred families would facilitate such wishes and could be the first, inexpensive 

stepp towards a more medium to large-scale implementation programme. It would also demonstrate good faith 

onn the part of the government of Sri Lanka and associated agencies, which would be taking a radical new 

approachh to the long-term task of reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction. I use the term reintegration 

(ass opposed to resettlement) here to mean a reintroduction and reconnection o f IDPs with the developmental 

processs in general and integrated rural development programmes (IRDPs) in particular. 

Inn a nutshell, what needs to be done under this model is for professionals working in the field o f 

reintegration,, rehabilitation and reconstruction to carry out extensive groundwork with the assistance o f the 
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locall government authorities. Such a qualitative programme must be aimed at identifying and ironing out 

bottleneckss and obstacles. This would pave the way for overhead infrastructura! investment and a 

comprehensivee reconstruction and capacity building programme, where returnees are not only able to relocate 

too their original habitation on a long-term basis, but they are also able to benefit from: 

•• Adequate housing, water and energy provision. 

•• Productive employment and income generating opportunities. 

•• Access to resources and financial services (e.g. bank loans). 

•• Reasonable schooling at least for primary and secondary educational purposes. 

,, Professional gendered vocational and other training facilities for teenagers and adults. 

•• Access to markets and trading facilities (to buy and sell produce). 

•• Basic healthcare, sanitation and infrastructural facilities. 

•• Access to places o f religious worship. 

•• Other services (e.g. provision of specialised psychosocial care to women, children, the elderly, disabled 
andd men). 

Safetyy and security of returnees is o f paramount importance and would be a basic overall condition for the 

successfull implementation o f this model. As opposed to more 'neat' arrangements during a post-conflict 

situationn the crises of IDPs (and refugees) necessitates a more complicated an "messy' approach. And 

therefore,, part of the mandate o f the collaborating programme officers and the local government authorities for 

example,, would be to secure unconditional respect for the human rights o f civilians, from both the Sri Lankan 

Ministryy o f Defence and the LTTE. This would necessarily involve quick crisis management on the part o f 

programmee officers and other collaborating local, national, regional and/or overseas agencies, so as to avoid 

difficultiess arising from the current peacemaking process of'*jaw-jaw, war-war" from impacting negatively on 

thee programme. Ideally, such an approach should be in tandem with a relaxing of military considerations in 

favourr o\~ a more humane approach vis-a-vis the governance of IDPs on the part o f the government of Sri 
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Lanka.. The Sri Lankan armed services appear more disciplined under the current regime (1994 to dale) despite 

ongoingg armed conflict, than they have been in the past, with a number o f successful prosecutions o f violators 

o ff human rights from within the services, which asserts the supremacy o f the rule o f law. On the other hand, 

speciall multi-track efforts would be needed in relation to securing a cast-iron guarantee from the LTTE with 

regardd to the treatment o f returnees. This is in light o f the LTTE's track record in relation to respect for human 

rightss (see various annual reports/publications o f Amnesty Internationa!, Human Right Watch and University 

Teacherss for Human Rights - Jaffna). This is also in consideration of the fact that international legislation for 

holdingg non-state actors in civi l wars to account vis-a-vis their actions is very weak. Yvonne van Dongen 

(1991)) has analysed the weaknesses o f international legislation covering the protection o f civilians in time o f 

armedd conflict and the slow emergence of instruments aimed at redressing this untenable situation, and 

presentss a vast amount o f historical evidence from various legal sources. 

Thee proposed reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction programme would necessarily be 

committedd towards reintegrating returnees into the developmental process and ensuring the protection o f 

civil iann populations in times of armed conflict. And it is only by adopting ^qualitative approach as has been 

sketchedd out that alt the difficulties o f a given situation can be overcome through greater attention to detail. 

Suchh focused attention would be impossible in the more quantitative humanitarian relief programmes that are 

beingg implemented by the RRAN and CGES. The benefits of generating good faith and trust among the 

differentt ethnic groups in a deeply divided society like Sri Lanka, through good governance are incalculable 

andd can in fact be extrapolated to the field o f conflict management. 

Mediation.Mediation. Negotiations and Conflict Management 

II have discussed in detail in this text how it could be possible for cadres o f the LTTE to carry out all types 

o ff situated actions of political violence as a means to an end sans due regard to either moral values or 
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humanee considerations. This bypassing of traditional value systems which most Tamils are proud o f and the 

creationn o f 'new morals" is the other side o f the coin, that, many analysts tend to overlook as there is a 

generall reluctance among scholars to examine this most contentious o f issues, that is moralin>. As an 

antidotee to such views and in answer to the question whether ethics in a postmodern era been replaced by 

aesthetics,, Zygmunt Bauman presents a powerful and persuasive study arguing that the great issues o f 

ethicss have lost none o f their topicality (Bauman 1995). Avoid ing the ethics o f ki l l ing in times o f war- an 

integrall part o f the human condition - is unhelpful to say the least particularly when analysing the 

practicalitiess o f peacemaking and conflict management in deeply divided societies. The LTTE which is a 

veryy successful organisation by its own grim standards produces battle-hardened cadres who have been 

trainedd in carrying out the most desperate o f actions, including the phenomenon o f suicide-bombing paying 

thee ultimate sacrifice in the process. To achieve this level o f dedication to a cause certainly needs different 

st imul i .. While actions o f Sri Lankan armed service units play an important contributing factor at an 

immediate-levell on the battlefield in maintaining the level attrit ion there are other factors which are 

carefullyy crafted in the cultivation o f hatred for targeted 'enemies' of the LTTE. 

Thee historical memory o f the deep injustice o f the anti-Tamil riots o f 1983 forms one o f the 

primaryy bases o f hatred that many members o f the LTTE have for the Sinhalese. These riots, which were 

carriedd out during President J.R. Jayawardene's regime against non-combatant Tamil civil ians by Sinhalese 

mobs,, whi le the armed service and police stood idly by or in support, is frozen in time and used in the 

indoctrinationn of new cadres. Memories o f previous anti-Tamil riots (1956. 1958, 1977 and 1978) further 

reinforcee this one-sided stereotypical image o f the Sinhalese state and people. These memories are 

combinedd with other injustices suffered by the Tamil people. Such as: university entrance requirements 

wheree Tamil students had to score higher grades than their Sinhalese counterparts, lack o f sufficient 

employmentt opportunities in the government, most official correspondence with Tamil citizens being 
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carriedd out in the Sinhala language, etc. Once this base of felt general discrimination, threat and resulting 

angerr is laid, it is added upon by shared individual experiential knowledge of the cadres. This would 

includee narrative histories of experiences recounted by their immediate family and friends, and particularly 

bee discussed during the combat-training period, which could range from detention by Sri Lankan armed 

servicess to torture, rape, murder and destruction of property and livestock. The cultivation of hatred from 

withinn its core constituency together with good organisational and logistical networks, has provided the 

LTTEE an added edge and momentum in the field of warfare. Generalised ethnic-hatred and Tamil 

chauvinismm as described in this context are products of memory as history involving anti-Tamil riots, 

discriminationn on ethnic grounds, Sinhalese chauvinism and the presence/conduct of the Sri Lankan armed 

servicess in the battlefield. Further validating the LTTE's main argument/justification are public statements 

madee by influential sections of Sinhalese civil society particularly those made by \he Mahasangha. 

Lett us briefly examine each of the recent high-profile cases aimed at provoking a Sinhalese-

backlashh that have been listed in Chapter Six, all of which have been calculated attempts to fan flames of 

hatredd and deepen the polarisation between the Sinhalese and Tamil ethnic groups. The bottom line of the 

LTTEE position is that "we cannot live with the Sinhalese, therefore we need to live separately" (Ibid), so 

anyy means that justify this end is acceptable. 

•• The Dulacfu Maligawa truck-bombing is an interesting attack since it was aimed at a venerated site 

whichh is a repository for a sacred relic, reputed to be the tooth of the Buddha. The strategy here was to 

joltt the majority Sinhalese Buddhists into a spontaneous attack meting retribution upon Tamil civilians 

livingg amongst them, which was almost sparked off by localised rioting in Kandy. President 

Kumaratungaa put a timely stop to it with media announcements and security measures preventing such 

ann occurrence. 

aa President Kumaratunga as head of state and a leading politician has a fiercely loyal constituency, 
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particularlyy in her family 's strongholds of Attanagalla and Gampaha. The LTTE's attack on her could 

veryy well have led to a Sinhala-backlash, had the President not made an urgent personal appeal from 

herr hospital bed to prevent such an occurrence from taking place. 

•• Given the combination o f age, gender and a fiercely loyal constituency which she shares with her 

daughter,, the alleged attack on the octogenarian Prime Minister Bandaranaike was like attempting to 

try ingg to assassinate the Queen Mother in Britain, which could wel l have precipitated a Sinhala-

backlashh had it been successful. 

•• Shortly thereafter, the failed ambush o f a ministerial motorcade came at a time when the government o f 

Srii Lanka has off ic ial ly requested the assistance o f Norway as a third-party mediator between the LTTE 

andd the government. The abortive attack came a day after the President and the leader o f the opposition 

agreedd to a consensual approach to resolve the national question at a high-level meeting between the 

governmentt and opposition. 

Givenn that the Norwegian mediators now off icial ly led by Eric So I hei in have been playing a behind-the-

sceness role for some time, these recent actions may point to the fact that the L T T E seems particularly 

nervouss about a negotiated peace settlement. It other words, these actions could be a manifestation o f a 

worryy that peace could potentially jeopardise the LTTE's hegemonic one-party hold over "the Tamil polity", 

whichh it maintains by having recourse to warfare and its concomitant siege mentality. While this might be 

thee case on the one hand, recent statements in the press give credence to the LTTE 's f i rmly held conviction 

thatt the Sinhalese Theravada Buddhist establishment would in the final analysis block, a just settlement. To 

quotee one headline: " Mahamiyakas say 'No' to reforms: Buddhist groups rise against Norway's facilitating 

rolerole in Lankan conflict"' where it is stated that: 

Thee Venerable Mahanayakas o f the two leading Chapters - Malwatte and Asgiriya and 

otherr leaders o f the Buddhist clergy have decided to launch campaigns to prevent the 

Governmentt introducing constitutional reforms and using Norway as a facilitator for a 

negotiatedd settlement o f the ethnic conflict (Front page 77K? Sunday Times, 5 March, 2000). 
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Ironically,, the position that is stated in this newspaper article is in fact supportive of any recalcitrance on the 

partt of the Tigers' to reach a peace settlement. Those of us who have been in the waptorn spaces of Sri Lanka 

andd follow current affairs know in our hearts and minds that a military solution is impossible for either side to 

achieve.. Therefore there is little else to say other than let the warfare end through a negotiated settlement with 

ass many face-saving measures as need be, for the alternative would be a long-drawn military stalemate with 

manyy more lives unnecessarily lost. 

Inn this text I have taken great efforts to unpack representative and narrative 'realities" in a particular 

timee of war. And a comparative approach could yield similar results in the case of other deeply divided 

societies.. Successful conflict management is a multi-layered process and any little manoeuvre that is 

supportivee is quite invaluable. Roberta Cohen and Francis Deng look at conflict management from a 

supplementaryy perspective and state that: 

Conflictt management requires not only the setting of standards for good governance but for 
effectivee and responsible national institutions to ensure the realisation of these standards. It 
hass been observed that, "building the institutional capacity for civil society...to negotiate 
andd mediate differences and potential incompatibilities within itself and also with the 
government,, is the sine qua non of a successful system of governance" [Deng, Kimaro, 
Lyons,, Rothchild and Zartman 1996:215]. Effective institutions include an independent 
judiciary,, an uncorrupted civil service and parliament, a professional police force and 
militaryy respectful of human rights and accepted by citizens as the legitimate upholders of 
statee authority and power, free-functioning NGOs, and independent news media. Indeed, no 
degreee of economic development can compensate for the internal instability wrought by the 
absencee of such institutions (Cohen and Deng 1998a: 246). 

Goodd governance in combination with effective and responsible national institutions is an essential 

componentt of a holistic conflict management strategy. And in the context of such a strategy, the benefits of 

ensuringg a qualitative improvement in the living conditions and environment of IDPs are manifold. In 

concludingg this paper, i focus on the capacity that such measures have in facilitating the management of 

ethnicc conflict in deeply divided societies. As mentioned previously attempts at reaching a mediated 

settlementt in Sri Lanka is not a new phenomenon and five previous attempts have ended in failure. 
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Al ll previous attempts at peacemaking in Sri Lanka have involved the government o f India, either up 

frontt or behind-the-scenes. And one of" the best opportunities thus far towards resolving the ethnic conflict in 

Srii Lanka was the Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord. Here, India played a very visible role in brokering the accord 

throughh coercion culminating in the deployment o f the Indian Peace Keeping Force ( IPKF). In a nutshel, as an 

uninvitedd third-party mediator, albeit with its own self interest motives, Indian intervention involved a two-

prongedd approach. 

1.. Reining in the Tamil paramilitaries, which successive Indian regimes had supported through the provision 

off infantry training, weapons and rear base facilities; and 

2.. Coercing the government o f Sri Lanka into a negotiated settlement o f Tamil minority rights, through 

devolutionn of powers and resources from the centre to the periphery. 

Veryy briefly. I would argue that all this strategic and tactical manoeuvring and substantial costs (human and 

material)) which were incurred by the government o f India, was in order io pre-empt the spread o f separatism 

onn the Indian mainland and maintain India's sphere of geopolitical influence in its backyard. 

Inn this present round o f negotiations being conducted with Norwegian involvement, the tactics being 

adoptedd by both protagonists thus far (Apri l 2000) is clearly "jaw-jaw, war-war". One ingredient for possible 

successs in this complex and delicate process fraught with obstacles is for the self interest motives of all parties 

inin the negotiations to be clearly stated and accommodated as far as possible through dialogue and compromise. 

Thiss process should take into account the self-interest motives of the third-party mediator (given that nothing 

inn this world is provided for free) and those o f the civilian population (i.e. the sea that allows the fish to swim). 

Onn the part o f the third-party mediator, clarification of self-interest motives and getting on with the business o f 

peacemakingg is of critical importance. In particular, by defining the issues at stake and helping the negotiating 

partiess to: 

separatee their underlying interests and needs from their stated positions...[and] generate a 

varietyy of options for settlement, assess those options, and fine tune one so that it best meets 
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thee interests of all disputants [with a viable fall back position] (Burgess and Burgess 
1997:180). . 

Progressivee manoeuvres such as this are also a powerful means of publicly silencing the disinformation and 

innuendoo of critics. In Sri Lanka, the critics of Norway's third-party mediation include elements from within 

thee religious establishment and populist politicians who support a majoritarian militarist agenda. This is a 

negativee strategy that is in opposition to the more positive alternative of seeking a calculated end- to the 

ongoingg ethnic conflict and the unnecessary loss of lives -through compromise and negotiation. 

Conflictt management is also an imprecise art and subject to the vagaries of realpolitik. Sri Lanka is 

noo exception and the current "jaw-jaw, war-war" process of negotiations is fraught with an uncertain future. 

Inn the present round of negotiations being conducted with Norwegian third-party mediation, the tactics being 

adoptedd by both protagonists thus far (April 2000) is clearly "jaw-jaw, war-war". The big battle for the 

sprawlingg Elephant Pass base, which commands a narrow causeway at the entrance to the northern Jaffna 

Peninsula.. And the relative success of the LTTE is forcing the three combined Sri Lankan armed services 

divisionss (including élite Special Forces) into a 'tactical retreat' abandoning the base in the process is no mean 

feat.. In fact the LTTE is and its supporters are so chuffed that hourly radio broadcasts are being made on 

satellite,, short wave and medium wave radio stations beamed not at the Tamil Diaspora in Europe and North 

Americaa but also more far-flung places like South Africa and Mauritius. And in Paris, in the immigrant quarter 

off  La Chapelle, the streets are flying the 'Tiger' flags and sweets are being distributed to passers-by. 

Thee capture of Elephant Pass, which may well be short-lived strengthens the LTTE's hand in the 

"jaw-jaw,, war-war" process at this particular time in the Sri Lankan ethnic conflict. One ingredient for possible 

successs in this complex and delicate process fraught with manifold obstacles is for the self-interest motives of 

allall parties in the negotiations to be clearly stated and accommodated as far as possible through dialogue and 

compromise.. This process should take into account the self-interest motives of the third-party mediator (given 

thatt nothing in this world is provided for free) and those of the civilian population (i.e. the sea that allows the 
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fishh to swim). On the part of the third-party mediator, clarification of self-interest motives and getting on with 

thee business of peacemaking is of critical importance. In particular, by defining the issues at stake and helping 

thee negotiating parties to: 

[S]eparatee their underlying interests and needs from their stated positions...[and] generate a 
varietyy of options for settlement, assess those options, and fine tune one so that it best meets 
thee interests of all disputants [with a viable fall back position] (Burgess and Burgess 
1997:180). . 

Progressivee manoeuvres such as this are also a powerful means of publicly silencing the disinformation and 

innuendoo of critics. In Sri Lanka, the critics of Norway's third-party mediation include elements from 

withinn the religious establishment and populist politicians who support a inajoritarian militarist agenda. This 

iss a negative strategy that is in opposition to the more positive alternative of seeking a calculated end- to 

thee ongoing ethnic conflict and the unnecessary loss of lives - through compromise and negotiation. There 

aree a number of steps that can and should be initiated by third-party mediators - in this case Norway. 

Facilitatingg and helping to bring about politically negotiated settlements and a cessation of hostilities in 

deeplyy divided societies is not a process that should be taken lightly (e.g. not as a particular politica! fad of 

ethicall foreign policy found favourable at a given point in time). The responsibility on the part of the third-

partyy negotiator is enormous and the seas would be rough and uncertain needing steady, experienced, and 

respectedd hands at the tiller. Any attempts at eventual conflict resolution through a conflict management 

processs must comprehend and act upon a few 'home truths'. First and foremost it is imperative that peace 

negotiatorss learn as much as possible and in greatest of details in relation to situational and contextual 

problemss and I would presume that this particular text is a contribution in this direction. 

Needlesss to say identification of all the major players and getting a feel for any idiosyncrasies or 

personall preferences is part and parcel of third-party mediation, which along with the self-interest motives 

off all the players need to be assessed and taken into account during the negotiations process. The mediator's 

placee in this dynamic is to help the protagonists to engage in an efficient communications process- i.e. the 
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lesss crossed-wires and poor communication there is the better. Such an operating environment would enable 

effectivee analysis o f the issues at stake and establish a framework within which to hopefully develop 

acceptablee solutions - usually as in the Israeli-Palestinian case, beginning with less-difficult bones o f 

contentionn to progressively more diff icult ones. While as mediator, Norway does not have decision-making 

authorityy it does have the influence to steer the two sides given its extremely powerful position at the centre 

o ff the process. Apart from that an official mediator is a party that is acceptableto most i f not all players on 

thee basis o f trust - which is usually in short supply in deeply divided societies, therefore it must not be 

squanderedd at any cost. And the surest way o f destroying this trust would be to appear to be covertly (or 

overt ly)) partial to one side or the other. Mediation is a tool o f confl ict management and in Apr i l 2000, Sri 

Lankaa finds itself at the stage of getting to positional dialogue (Rothman 1992) ox positional bargaining 

(Fisherr and Ury 1981). That is a dialogic position where government and LTTE negotiators could sit down 

andd talk, as a consequence of the assistance provided by the Norwegian team led by Eric Solheim. Needless 

too say such a talks process is far from ideal as both sides would more than likely state previously held 

positionss in an adversarial 'us versus them' standpoint reflecting mutually exclusive positions and the 

LTTE 'ss rather militarist 'all or nothing' zero-sum take vis-a-vis negotiations. The mil l ion-dollar question is 

howw to progress from the positional win-lose (zero-sum) perspective to the problem-solving mode. The 

weaknesss o f positional bargaining is that while it plays to the populist-chauvinist gallery it also forces the 

protagonistss to stick to diametrically opposed interests with the goal being to grab as much as possible for 

'ourr side'. And in a "jaw-jaw. war-war" negotiations process like that in Sri Lanka it is also manifested 

throughh increased intensity of battlefield engagements in the jost l ing for more territory or spectacular 

victoriess aimed at greater influence in the positional bargaining. Fisher and Ury (1981) argue that such an 

approachh would lead to less than optimal outcomes precisely because the protagonists are working against 

eachh other instead of together and thereby end up compromising on their underlying or true interests (i.e. 
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whatt they really want). In other words these underlying interests are obscured or made untenable in the face 

o ff the negative dynamics o f diametrical opposed 'bargaining' on and o f f the table. Instead Fisherand Ury 

(Ibid)) promote interest-based bargaining as a viable and cost-effective option, where the negotiating parties 

wouldd work together to overcome their diff iculties rather than dissipating their resources and energies in 

blamingg each other and negotiating mostly at cross-purposes. It is suggested that through this type o f 

approachh it would be possible to reach a win-win (sum-sum) solution that is mutually acceptable and face-

saving.. O f course such complex processes are easier said than done in deeply divided societies where the 

venn character o f politics is oppositional and involve protracted identity-based conflicts (e.g. ethnic 

confl ict).. Therefore while actively engaging in a mediation-negotiations process it is necessary to pursue 

complimentaryy conflict management strategies. 

Inn the Sri Lankan context the main objective of utilising reintegration, rehabilitation and 

reconstructionn in the conflict management process would be to provide the Tamil minority atactile sense o f a 

generall improvement in inter-ethnic relations. Improving the lot o f Tamil , as well as Musl im and Sinhalese 

IDPs,, is a realistic means o f eventually generating greater inter-ethnic trust over the long-term and garnering 

supportt from within civi l society for a cessation o f hostilities followed by peace and stability - in view o f the 

tangibletangible benefits on offer. Eventually, the hard work o f concerted efforts in this direction would not go 

unrewarded,, as it would certainly impact upon popular opinion, which in turn would feed into support for the 

processs of negotiations, as a means to an end. The reason for such a trend could be gleaned from the fol lowing 

quote,, which encapsulates the LTTE's main argument/justification for pursuing its military strategy: 

Thee Sinhalese government would never give us a just settlement, even i f they [the current 
regimee led by President Ms. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga] would wish to, the 
SinhaleseSinhalese opposition [led by Mr Ranil Wickremasinghe] would never permit a just 
settlement.. And even i f both the Sinhalese government and the opposition would wish to 
providee a just settlement, the Sinhalese Buddhist MaluisangluA would block such a move, 

44 The Maliasangha is the main order of Theravada Buddhist monks in Sri Lanka, which is made up of two 

Chapters,, namely. Malwatte and Asgiriya, which are led by two Mahanayakas or Chief Priests. 
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ass has been the case historically. Therefore, we have but no other option than to gain the 
undeniablee rights o f the Thamil makkal [Tamil people] by force of arms- the only message 
thatt is understood loud and clear- where all means justify the ends [which is the separate 
statee o f Thamil Eelam] {Personal interview, March 2000). 

Partt o f any "just settlement" (which is open to interpretation)^ would undoubtedly involve genuine respect for 

humann rights across the board and an improvement in the existential conditions o f the Tami l , Musl im and 

Sinhalesee peoples l iving in and around the north and east. In particular, this would mean those persons who 

havee had to suffer the vagaries o f ethnic conflict and warfare firsthand. And o f this category, IDPs have been 

thee most vulnerable group o f people. Therefore, it is logical to infer that a significant improvement in the 

existentiall condition o f IDPs would be a realistic pointer to future outcomes. And i f the undeniably Sinhalese-

hegemonicc government of Sri Lanka can demonstrate tangible benefits o f détente to Tamil IDPs in particular, 

throughh a wide-ranging reintegration, rehabilitation and reconstruction programme, it would undermine a 

significantt portion o f the raison d'etre o f the LTTE. The tangible benefits o f such a programme would also be 

feltt at the level o f popular politics, which would as argued above, feed into and boost the momentum for 

peacemaking.. In a related context, Cohen and Deng have argued that: 

Thee array o f nongovernmental actors who make up civi l society play a critical role in 

mediatingg between the state and the community at large. By strengthening c iv i l society at 

thee grass roots level, communities gain the stability needed to guard against social unrest 

andd its consequences, including displacement [Borgen 1995:17]. Empowered populations 

thatt face discrimination are spurred to organise and work for change (Cohen and Deng 

1998a:: 248). 

Inn Sri Lanka it said by some IDPs that they "open their mouths only to eat" (Personal interview December 

55 O f all possible options under a negotiated political settlement aimed at ending ethnic conf l ict in Sri Lanka, 
thee one most l ikely to be favoured under the present conditions is the more classic federalist approach. Joint 
sovereigntyy or 'soft-sovereignty' that would lie in-between a federalist solution one the one hand and 
partitionn (i.e. leading to the creation o f two separate sovereign states) on the other is not of f ic ia l ly under 
consideration.. Having said that, there is scope for manouevre which could be found within the usual short-
handd definit ion o f federalism specifying that each order of government, the federal and provincial, is 
'sovereign'' wi th in its own jurisdiction, under the unitary framework of a nation-state. Here, 'sovereignty' 
couldd mean varying degrees o f political and fiscal autonomy short o f 'independence' or 'separation', 
whetherr such an interpretation is accepted or not depends on the actual negotiations. 
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1999)) In particular, the militarist agenda o f the LTTE and its unsympathetic treatment o f rival Tamil and other 

politicianss (or any form of dissent) by way o f assassination, whether they be moderate or paramilitary, puts a 

greatt deal o f strain on Tamil civi l society. Nevertheless, despite the power o f the barrel of the gun and suicide-

bombingg the "f ish swim in the water" (Ibid). Meaning that however much the LTTE tries to shape its 

environment,, it does not operate in a vacuum. And it does not take a great deal of fieldwork to come to the 

conclusionn that Tamil IDPs and their Muslim and Sinhalese counterparts want peace and stability, aid "a 

returnn to normalcy" (Ibid). Therefore, any means o f empowering the silent majority is welcome. Failure to do 

soo however could eventually place the Tamil polity in the grip of a one-party system. 

Givenn the deeply divided character of Sri Lankan society, it is very necessary to ensure that there is an 

even-handedd delivery of benefits to IDPs of all three social formations, Tamil, Muslim and Sinhalese. This 

approachh would also facilitate the generation o f some semblance o f trust between Sinhalese majority and 

Tamill minority ethnic groups, by challenging the negative stereotypes and chauvinism that maintain 

polarisation.. Given that the lack o f trust makes differences on peace negotiations hard to overcome, the spin-

o f ff effect o f tangibly demonstrable benefits, as a trust-building strategy, cannot be discounted. 

Inn spite o f the vagaries o f a relatively hot war in Sri Lanka, what are the kinds o f humanitarian 

actionss that could be carried out with regard to IDPs, which may have the capacity to generate good fiith 

andd trust'1 There are a few possible humanitarian actions that have been prescribed as strategies and 

recommendationss by Cohen and Deng (1998a: 284-291). And these are wi thin the wider remit o f fashioning 

long-lastingg solutions through conflict management leading towards conflict resolution, for which 

concertedconcerted political efforts is essential; 

1.. Promoting Voluntary Returns or Resettlement. 

2.. Providing Protection upon Return. 

3.. Integrating Relief with Development. 
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Inn conclusion I reiterate my hypothesis that politically negotiated solutions to protracted problems in deeply 

dividedd societies are the only means to overcome civil wars and ethnic conflicts over the long-term, not to 

mentionn the problems of IDPs (and refugees) and post-war reconstruction. And likewise, targeted 

development-orientedd humanitarian action programmes dealing with reintegration, rehabilitation and 

reconstructionn - carried out jointly by national/local government, specialist agencies (e.g. RRAN, CGES, 

EL),, UNHCR, UNDP, CARE. Norad in Sri Lanka) and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)- have 

thee capacity to facilitate processes of peacemaking. That is, by promoting good faith and trust on the ground 

byy caring for the worst affected sections of society irrespective of their identity (i.e. race, ethnicity, religion, 

culture,, nationality, political opinion, class, caste, gender or age) and above all by respecting their human 

rights.. And to round off this book here are some verbatim narrative insights vis-a-vis the future of Sri 

Lanka'ss ethnic conflict from the five Tamil paramilitaries whose experiences were represented in Chapter 

Seven.. Attention should be paid to what is said as well as to silences and what is left unsaid. 

'Thamhï:'Thamhï: Every step we took against them [LTTE] 1 was very happy. For how many of our 
cadress they killed? Just for nothing. So many clever, bright and committed young people. 
Bastards.. They are innocent, they tried to do something. That is the truth because that is the 
feelingg we gave them. I don't know how many of them realised this, but we believed and they 
believee us. After the LTTE's attacks from December 1986, the first thing we thought to 
completee is revenge. That is the way we can go through this struggle. Somehow we must 
finishh LTTE, only then we can do the struggle. Bit the party's line is not that. Because 1 
thoughtt muchangb they are killing the civilians and there are no possibilities to stop that 
withoutt finishing them. We cannot put a full stop to that. 

Whatt I believe is over, once we went into this third class politics [electoral politics]. 
Inn that time I speak to 'Senthil', machang, he is the only one I believe. ! said that it is going to 
bee bad in the future. He said, it might turn in a different way, it might take a different view. 
Butt this is the time for you to make up your own mind. Thereafter, 1 was with the party 
becausee I need to take revenge. Somehow, I like the party to have something to carry forward, 
thee party has to live. 

Noww my thinking is, somehow party wanted to be in the politics because they have to 
carryy our previous cadres thoughts, whether they do right or wrong. That they have to do. 
Becausee they have to do something for our dead cadres, they lost their lives for something 
theyy believe. 

66 The term machang is used in these narratives to denote close friendship. Its literal meaning is brothenn-law 
orr husband-of-iny-sister in both Tamil and Sinhala. 
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II  don"t believe this struggle is going to end in the Edam, but I like to see a peaceful 
democraticc situation established by whoever comes to power; including the Tigers. I don"t 
wantt any more the arms culture, arms in the hands of future children. What about the 
revenge?? That might die with us. If they come in a good line and if we excuse them, what is 
thee difference between them and us. But I will never forget them till I die. I know that 1 am 
nott going back till LTTE is there. Even if they come to the democratic level, because they 
spoill  my identity. They give the picture to the people that we are very bad, we did everything 
wrong,, we did and sacrificed our lives for ourselves. That's all vera enna [what else]? People 
aree looking at us like that machang. If I go to my village, how many of them are going to 
respectt me? Because 1 am in the party. I lost my studies, I lost my family, I lost everything. 
[Youu didn't lose us.] Ya, that is the main thing. I might go one day but not for living. It is not 
easyy machang, life. Everything I have to do on my own, you see. You can't satisfy both ways 
machang.machang. I can't satisfy my family and myself. They gave a me hand to come here finally, 
whenn I made up my mind to leave. That is the last favour I asked my father. But they are not 
expectingg anything from me but they want me to do better in life. But I am still living in my 
memories.. I don't even write to them machang. I have a few friends and 1 am happy. I did 
everythingg my own. I don't think that I am going to contribute in a direct manner again. Can't 
bee a pan of EPRLF any more. But i like EPRLF to survive. My identity is this, I dosrt know 
afterwardss what will happen. 

Leavingg home is not easy machang. After all it is a part of you. It is very difficult to 
leave.. I know...A big thing why 1 don't like to see them [parents]machang, is whenever they 
seee me, they think about my brother. They blame me for his death. I explained to them that it 
iss not because of me but they still blame me ['Thambi"s second brother, a school boy, 
'disappeared""  after being picked up from home in a Special Task Force Police Commando 
'round-up'' of Karativu, never to be seen again]. Therefore I don't like them to see me, 1 
wouldd like them to forget me. 

'Bhaskarcur:'Bhaskarcur: I think machang, the Tamil people must be given powers equal to that enjoyed 
byy Sinhala. Nothing more or less. And also, the north and east should be made one province. 
Otherwise,, all the liberation activities that have gone on for so long are pointless. [But aren't 
theyy pointless in a way after the internecine fighting among the Tamil liberation 
fighters?]]  That is true. Our identities did change from the ideas we held at the beginning of 
thee struggle. My idea is that if you give more power, the Tigers will come to a settlement. I 
thinkk machang, the army cannot finish the Tigers. If they don't give more power, the fight 
continuess for another ten years or more. It will continue. So. it is better to settle with the 
Tigers.. There is no other choice because there are no alternative Tamil groups that can control 
thee Tigers. If the Tigers got the power, maybe after two or three years there could be an 
electionn and maybe then the Tamil people will reject them. However, I don't think that the 
Tigerss will allow ex-paramilitaries from other opposing groups to come and settle if they have 
powerr over the North-East of Sri Lanka. Personally I think that 1 am affected by both sides, by 
thee government and the LTTE. But if I think about the Tamil people, they should get a 
solution.. So, even if I cannot go back personally, a solution to the problem is what the Tanil 
peoplee need. I think that most of the Tamil people are supporting the LTTE. In my eyes there 
aree no regional differences. If the LTTE hands over its arms and there is a general 
demilitarisation,, then maybe there is a possibility for the hundreds of exiled paramilitaries 
fromm other groups to come back. If they don't have arms and they come to a peace accord the 
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LTTEE cannot do anything. I think that the government has not done enough in the [peace] 
packagee that they have offered. They can't give Eelam but they can give more powers and 
maybee this can be the basis for a future settlement. Furthermore, as far as the behaviour o f the 
Srii Lankan military personnel are concerned, they think more along the lines of Sinliala-ness 
andd Tamil-ness, than a fight between the say, the army and the Tigers. They have not changed 
theirr racist attitudes much, even under the Chandrika [Kumaratunga] government. I f they 
wantt to separate the people and the Tigers, the army must support the Tamil people. I f there 
aree army casualties, then they must not take revenge from innocent people. I f they do so 
continuously,, then the people give their support to the Tigers. For example, the Tigers were in 
myy village, Karativu. When they [LTTE] were withdrawing from the village on 22Pd June 
1990.. they threw a grenade at the Karativu junction. Nobody was injured, the Tigers were 
onlyy making a brave show by making noise before withdrawing. However the anny entered 
thee village soon after and killed 160 people, one o f them being my father [much o f 
'Bhaskaran's''Bhaskaran's' bitterness, directed primarily against the Sri Lankan military and the STF in 
particular,, stems from this personal tragedy]. 

Ass far as rehabilitation and reconstruction are concerned, financial support as well as 
educationn and training opportunities for employment, wi l l help to change attitudes among 
paramilitariess from the LTTE. It is a problem however, though for other ex-paramilitaries 
fromm other organisations. Even whether the Tigers have or don't have power under a peace 
accord,, their character is to destroy members o f other paramilitary groups. How this kind o f 
culturee can be changed, I don't know. I hope that it wi l l change over time. I f Prabhakaran is 
dead,, then maybe there is a better chance. 

'Ruglm':'Ruglm': There can be no peace in Sri Lanka unless it originates from the Mahanayaka 
Theross residing in the Dalada Maligawu [sacred Buddhist Temple of the Tooth in Kandy] as 
welll as other key decision makers. Peace must be based upon the justice of the Three Jewels 
o ff the Buddhist religion, namely, the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha7 The reason is 
thatt from the time that Sri Lanka achieved its independence ti l l 1996, the loss o f lives and 
materiall damage caused so far are the responsibility o f the Mahanayaka Theros and Sinhala 
andd Tamil politicians. When teaching school children geography, they should not be taught 
fromm maps on walls. There must be compulsory efforts to encourage Sinhala school children 
too travel to places like Jaffna, Batticaloa, Vavuniya, Mannar, Trincomalee, etc [towns or cities 
o ff polit ical, religious or economic significance in regions where Tamils are a majority]. And 
forr Tamil and Muslim children to travel to places like Galle, Kandy, Ratnapura, 
Anuradhapura.. Kurunegala. etc [towns or cities of political, religious or economic 
significancee in regions where Sinhalese are predominant]. And this must not be restricted only 
too children, there must a friendly atmosphere o f exchange, co-operation and understanding 
thatt stimulates travel and communication between all Sri Lankan peoples, from all regions 
andd walks o f life. We must bring and end to mistrust, suspicion, racist prejudice and 
stereotyping.. The dead and injured belong to all sides. And to stop this, there is nobody on the 
Tamill side. Because o f the parochial politics of Tamil politicians, kutti arusiyulvaadihal 
[small-timee politicians]. As long as they remain in positions o f power nothing is going to 
changee in the short-term. Therefore it is up to the majority people [Sinhalese] to make the 

77 For more details concerning Sri Lankan Theravada Buddhist doctrine and practice see for example the works 

o ff Gombrich (1988). Gombrich and Obeyesekere(1988), Mala lgoda( I976) . Tambiah (1992). 
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peace.. And this peace must originate from the steps of the Dalada Maligawa. It is only with a 
decisionn and support made there and handed over to the Sinhala politicians, that stands a 
chancee of long-term success. The Mahanayakas must take responsibility for all the peoples of 
Srii  Lanka and present an equitable proposal, based upon the full backing of Sri Lanka's 
Buddhistt establishment with a view to resolving the conflict. This decision must include all 
thee virtues stipulated in the Buddha Dhamma [Buddhist Doctrine, and in Sri Lanka, it is a 
Theravadaa variant]. 

'Ahilen':'Ahilen': And now, 1 am 23, I am in London [1995], I had some education, 1 read a lot and I 
havee some idea about the international community and most importantly, I know about the 
valuee of humanity. I do worry about the boys and anny who are still fighting. I do really 
worryy about them. For nothing, they lose their valuable lives, because of funny political 
games.. We arc Sri Lankans, I am very proud to say that, rather than to say we are refugees. 
Unfortunately,, in the foreign countries, Sri Lankans are refugees, cheap labourers and 
housemaids,, and they are killers. I started to think positively nowadays, which is that we are 
fightingg for nothing. Our country is very small, it is a small island. The people who live there 
havee the same colour, similar religion and language. Of course the politicians from both sides 
playy the game for their own profit and they use the youngsters towards these ends, in a death 
game.. I believe the civilians on both sides started to think about the peace. 

Noww the problem is only between the Tigers, which is a very strong weapons group, 
andd against the army and government. I think that nowadays it is a prestige problem as to who 
wil ll  win. Nobody care about the civilians and about who will lose their lives. Bbth sides never 
trustt each other because there are strong grounds for mistrust. But for this dirty game, why we 
havee to give these young boys' lives from both sides? How many politicians and how many 
rebell  leaders are willin g to send their children to the battlefield? From this Tamil side, all the 
poorr boys and the boys who live without safety, go to battle, and from the Sinhalese side, the 
boyss who are unemployed and the poor people from the villages go and die. So what is the 
end?? How can we end this problem now? 

II  really don't want to talk about the past. I want to talk about the future. How can we 
sortt things out? When I was sixteen, I feel that I must kill all the Sinhalese. Six years later, 
now,, my wife is Sinhalese. I have got seven Sinhalese brothers and two sisters.8 And my 
mother-in-laww is Sinhalese. And my wife is also the other way around. She got brothers-in-
laww who are Tamil. So in this six years if I can change all the way around, then why can't the 
otherr people change? What we have to do for them? Let them understand each other's 
problems,, their life standards in Sri Lanka, multiculturalism in other countries (like 
Singapore)) and how happily they live. I don't believe any political parties or revolutionary 
organisations.. I believe the ordinary who know the value of humanity, they can take the job to 
enablee people to understand. It is a very hard job. You have to suffer a lot. Maybe you can be 
killedd or hurt a lot. But rather than just sit there and talk about the revolution it is better to do 
something.. Don't take any weapons, don't talk about any political solution now. Just try and 
introducee them to each other and try and make them to see one another and talk to each other. 
Forr example, the main question has to be why, when, what and how. Try and find positive 
answers.. Try and introduce the people who live together from both communities. Try and start 

88 Given the extended family relations in Sri Lanka, 'Ahilen refers to his brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law. 
quitee literally, as 'brothers and sisters'. 
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tromm the schools, from the low education. Go to the villages, talk to the boys' [sic] mothers. 
Telll them what is going on. And tell them what is the value of our country and what we can 
doo without this country and where we can go. Tell them about countries like Japan, after the 
Secondd World War of how they managed to get back to normal. Tell them about Singapore, 
Malaysia.. Mauritius. That is only the first step. 

Thee second step is that with that understanding, whether any party or group likes it or 
not,, we must tell that there must be respect for all communities, languages, religions and 
peoples.. Don't talk about separate country, but we can do as like the other countries did 
(Malaysia),, to give self-rule to all (nine) provinces. If we need it, we can ask international 
observerss to help us make all these schools (if we want to pass the O/L exam), we must pass 
bothh languages Sinhala and Tamil. Support mixed marriages, exchange of peoples living in 
differentt regions. It is a long task, but it can be done. We got a very long, nice history, we 
followw some of the best religions in the world, Hinduism and Buddhism. Back to our history 
alll these people love each other and fight together against colonialism and they have lived 
together.. I believe 75% of people who live in Sri Lanka, like to live together without any 
problems.. All they need is a guarantee of peace and stability. We people, who love humanity 
andd the people come join together and work for the peace. Not work together with any groups, 
parties.. We work alone and go and meet the ordinary people, through TV, newspapers, radios 
andd public meetings and tell them, that we believe from our experience, it is possible to bring 
peace.. I believe the boys who live with me now and whom I know, most of them are Tamil, 
theyy are ready to work for it. Can anyone from Sri Lanka? Now I am 23 and 1 am ashamed for 
thee things I did before and now I want to do something for my country. 1 no longer want to 
livee like a refugee. 

MrMr X: First I think there is one thing that we forget very often. These people [paramilitaries] 
aree victims of war. I used to argue with OFPRA (Office Francais de Protection des Réfugiés 
att Apatrides) people always, that they shouldn't accept only the victims of war who have 
physicall scars or signs of being affected by the war. Very often they forget the others who are 
sufferingg internally but nothing is visible when you see them from outside. They appear to be 
vervv normal outside. But they can be very damaged and in a worse situation than people who 
havee lost one leg or a hand. For example, I know many who don't sleep well for years. I 
didn'tt have sleep for many years too. And it happens on occasion even now. Especially when 
11 talk about these things, like now, I cannot sleep. It has been eight years and I haven't 
recoveredd totally. So imagine, there are hundreds like this. Take 'AmararT. he came for two 
visitss from Germany. But he didn't want to talk or go and see anything. He simply had no 
interest.. All he wanted to do was to sit and get drunk. That was all he did for a whole week on 
hiss first visit. The second time he came I shouted at him and didn't allow him to do this, after 
whichh he cut his visit short and went back to Germany after just three days. The reason is that 
guyss like 'Amaran' and 'Chandramohan' don't know how to begin to cope with the changes 
thatt have taken place. They are not intelligent enough to understand or be flexible. So their 
wayy out is to drink themselves to oblivion. You know 'Amaran' is a terrible guy. He did a lot 
off dumpings and things like that and he cannot come to terms with that now. I don't feel sorry 
forr him because he is not a nice guy. But I feel very sorry for 'Chandramohan', because he is 
aa very nice and genuine guy. Unfortunately, this is the life, the reality. I think frankly that the 
paramilitariess should get psychological assistance. That's for sure. They need people to speak. 

Theyy should be reintegrated to society, they should have wives, children and social 
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activitiess such as sports, dramas, films and things like that. 1 thinkmachting. what is very 

importantt is that they should be made to believe that they can have or do have the rights to 

havee a normal life. Then, only then they wi l l believe and try to do something from their side. 

Otherwisee they wil l regard the extreme way as the only alternative open to them. 

A l ll the rest of the things have changed. You have to live. Therefore you have to be a 

littlee selfish. And the burden o f life has become all smali goals, petty. Small - work, 

ambitions,, house, car, things like that. When we were in the movement the goals were big, 

vast.. Now there is no thrill to life. It is day to day, dull. When you go to bed you knowyou are 

goingg to be alive the next day. 

Thesee Tamil paramilitary perspectives and musings wi l l at the very least provide some food for thought to all 

politicians,, powerbrokers and policymakers (local and international) currently involved in the conflict between 

thee government of Sri Lanka and Tamil separatist-paramilitary-rebels belonging to the LTTE. For long-term 

peacee to be a viable option in Sri Lanka special attention and care must be given to problems o f 

demilitarisationn and demobilisation. And combined with this approach should be an eventual process o f 

decommissioningg o f weapons stockpiles should take place alongside peace talks. Here, decommissioning 

shouldd not be perceived as being tantamount to surrender. Peace talks must invariably involve face-saving 

measures,, as well as means o f guaranteeing the safety and security o f protagonists in peacetime. Otherwise as 

inn the case of the Good Friday Agreement o f 1998 in Northern Ireland the process of peacemaking itself can 

comee unstuck over the red herring o f decommissioning to the detriment of ail sections o f society. 

Thiss should be combined with adequate programmes for the reintegration and rehabilitation o f 

women,, teenagers, children, disabled persons, the elderly and men, together with overhead infrasvueturat 

reconstruction.. For example new re-training centres should be established, so that employment opportunities 

cann be found for former paramilitaries and other demobilised agents o f political violence in order to reintegrate 

themm into the developmental process. Taking care o f ihe'psychoswial needs o f erstwhile combatants and their 

victimss is another long-term programme needing specialised attention. I f paramilitaries and other agents o f 

politicall violence are kept out or marginalised during processes of peacemaking then there is always the 

excusee o f resorting to political violence in order achieve their 'objectives' (be they organisational or personal). 
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Forr such activities to be successful there needs to be a new perspective ofjvucticcii democracy that 

couldd only take effect in a permissive environment. Such a context could be created through a politics of 

conscience,, humane understanding o f oppositional viewpoints, negotiated compromise and above all good 

faithh - involving all parties and political groupings - where the politics of violence and armed conflict as a 

meansmeans to an end lias no mandate. In other words, practical democracy entails a new politics that overcomes 

petty,, short-term manoeuvrings - by all means other than violence and conflict. Such outstanding 

statesmanshipp and long-sightedness in contemporary post-Cold War politics was found to some extent in the 

formerr president o f South Africa Nelson Mandela and the ruling African National Congress (ANC). 
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Nederlandsee samenvatting 

Hett onderzoek waarop dit boek is gebaseerd is de oogst van 'doorleefd veldwerk' in Sri Lanka en 

Zuidd India (1977-1989). Dit werd vervolgd door een paar jaar van theoretische reflectie en analyse 

inn Nederland (1989-1996), Zweden (1996-1998) en Noord Ierland (1998-2000), aangevuld met 

veldwerkk in het Verenigd Koninkrijk, Frankrijk, Thailand, Nederland en Sri Lanka (1991-2000). 

Daaromm is deze studie van de noden en werkelijkheden van politiek geweld, zoals gezien door 

nationalistischee Tamil paramilitairen, een experiment. Het probeert de bij de studie van politiek 

geweldd onvermijdelijke dimensies van ethiek, doodslag en oorlog te beschrijven en te verklaren 

doorr middel van de stem van de ewaring, en door het in-between perspectief van een betrokkene. 

Ikk begin met een inleiding op de studie van politiek geweld en de culturele constructie 

ervann door middel van een samenvatting van context, achtergrond en perspectief, en 

beargumenteerr in het kort de term 'conflict'. Ik benadruk mijn voorkeur voor een 

poststructuralistischee (zij het eclectische) lij n van argumentatie in deze tekst. Daarna wijd ik uit 

overr de betekenis van 'de tekst' a la Paul Ricoeur en benadruk het belang ervan voor zowel de 

lezerr als de schrijver. Op basis van deze argumentatie verklaar ik op een tamelijk eclectische 

manierr waarom ik heb gekozen voor een autobiografisch, zelf-reflexief veldwerkverslag. Dit gaat 

inn feite over de problematiek van tekstuele representatie van sociale 'werkelijkheden', verwant 

aann werk in de Amerikaans antropologische traditie door mensen als Clifford, Marcus en Fischer, 

hoewell  enigszins getemperd door de sociale semiotiek van Gottdiener. Ik wijs vervolgens op het 

centralee belang van folk narratives voor de culturele constructie van politiek geweld en illustreer 

ditt met een autobiografische anekdote. Deze beschrijving is bedoeld om de lezer een beeld te 

gevenn van zekere existentiële 'werkelijkheden' in (historische) representaties van politiek geweld 

inn Sri Lanka en ze op die manier te introduceren in het hoofdprobleem dat mij interesseert. Deze 

experimentelee beschrijving is bedoeld als een eye opener, die de lezer op het spoor moet brengen 

vann het 'hier en nu' van culturele constructies van politiek geweld en de brede invloed die het 

ookk buiten de sfeer van het conflict heeft. 

Dezee studie is ook een commentaar op bestaande en toekomstige processen van 

conflictbeheersingg en onderhandeling over politieke overeenkomsten in Sri Lanka. Ik bekijk dit 

onderwerpp vanuit de gezichtspunten van mannelijke, Tamil paramilitairen in ballingschap, 

kijkendd voorbij het conflict. De discussie bevat vergelijkend materiaal dat nuttig kan zijn voor 
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anderee wetenschappers en praktisch betrokkenen die zijn belast met de moeilijke taak om 

conflictenn tot een eind te brengen, om duurzame vrede te bewerkstelligen, en anderzins te stellen 

hebbenn met de humanitaire consequenties van (politiek-militair) conflict of oorlog. Mijn 

argumentenn gaan in tegen de algemene opinie die 'daders' stigmatiseert en slachtoffers van 

politiekk geweld verheerlijkt. In feite ben ik van mening dat zij die politiek geweld uitoefenen -

namelijkk paramilitaire daders en hun (reguliere en niet-reguliere) militaire collega's - evenzeer 

slachtoffersslachtoffers zijn van (in dit geval) de existentiële crisis waar Sri Lankezen van alle etnische, 

nationalistische,, politieke en religieuze overtuigingen, binnen en buiten de gevechtsarena, mee 

zijnn geconfronteerd. Ik gebruik de termen conflict en oorlog door elkaar in deze tekst. Een 

algemenee problematiek waar elke wetenschappelijke onderzoeker van onderwerp politiek 

geweldd tegenover komt te staan is begrip te krijgen voor de moeilijkheden van de weergave van 

watt soms diep gevoelde ervaringen zijn. Daarom wijd ik uit over theoretische en praktische 

kwestiess van politiek geweld en de culturele constructies ervan. 

Ikk geef ook een tour d'horizon van de historische antecedenten die aan de hedendaagse 

politiek-militairee conflicten en de oorlog in Sri Lanka van 1970 tot 2000 ten grondslag liggen. Dit 

zall  ook het belang aangeven van bepaalde spanningen die bestaan tussen een 

poststructuralistischee houding (zoals bijvoorbeeld van Tyler) en het meer traditionele verlangen 

omm 'historisch informatief te zijn. Terwijl politiek geweld in de periode na de Koude Oorlog een 

algemenee context hiervan vormt, besteed ik ook specifieke aandacht, zij het op een eclectische 

manier,, aan case studies die passen bij het hedendaagse Sri Lanka - waar politiek geweld 

voorkomtt en wordt gezien als zodanig, in zijn situationele praktijken, door het publiek. 

Vertrekkendd van een politieke economie van kennisproduktie kijk ik vervolgens naar 

poststructuralistischee analytici en geweld. Vanaf dit punt is het een zaak van het funderen van 

theoriee en het bestuderen van de relatie tussen cultuur, politiek geweld en macht. In deze 

discussiee onderzoek ik de rol van de mimese van de combat mode en van haat. Door voorbeelden 

uitt case studies en de verbatim verhalen van een selecte groep Tamil paramilitairen in 

ballingschapp beschrijf ik een zekere innerlijke werking van culturele constructies van politiek 

geweldd om daarmee de theoretische argumenten van de eerdere hoofdstukken te funderen, en te 

kijkenn naar ethiek, doodslag en oorlog van dichtbij. Ik plaats mijzelf ook in deze tekst en beschrijf 

mijnn rol als actor-deelnemer en auteur. Ik concludeer door de concrete werkelijkheden en 

beleidsmaatregelenn om aan het conflict een einde te makenn in ogenschouw te nemen, vooral op 
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hett gebied van herintegratie, rehabilitatie, reconstructie en bemiddeling, van onderhandeling en 

liett anderzins beheersen van conflict. 
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